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HEAD-ON V I E W - W H A T IS IT? Number 4. 
The last issue showed the Magni PM-2 of which full details may be found in this magazine. 
The above pre-war American design may also be testing but all will be revealed of course in the 
next issue. (Jack Meaden) 

In this issue 
Welcome to Archive's 23rd year and thank you 
for continuing, or starting, to subscribe to our 
varied meanders through civil aviation history. 
We are back to a more normal 36 pages this 
time while the Editor struggles to complete the 
European Registers Handbook and a couple 
of other items at the same time. 

First of all a reminder that the Archive Index of 
all articles from 1980 to 2001 is currently avail-
able - either by post if you send an A4 size 
self-addressed envelope with a 41 p (1st class) 
or 33p (2nd class) stamp in the UK or two IRCs 
from overseas to the editorial address; or free 
if you e-mail the editor direct. 

Our current ongoing series feature the individ-
ual histories of the Miles Messengers, the 
pre-war Japanese Register which continues 
to reveal new delights, the third part of The 
Sunderland Heritage covering the 
Sandringham I, and further extracts from the 
more recent civil registers of New Zealand 
and of East Germany. 

This time the one-off article covers the con-
temporary development, in different directions, 
of the Boulton & Paul P9 and the Sunbeam 
Dyak powered Avro 504. Parallel Lives was 
contributed by Alec Brew, to whom we are 
most grateful, and who in turn has been seek-
ing parts for his Slingsby Cadet TX.1 and/or 
Grasshopper. Any reader knowing the location 
of Cadet wing or tailplane spares is invited to 
contact Alec on 01902-759696 with details. 

We also have a further piece on the design of 
the Marendaz Special and Trainer, following 
up the feature on these in the last issue. This 
focuses on the work of Geoffrey Wikner and 
will be followed by articles on Wikner's designs 
in the near future. 

Finally it only remains to mention that all con-
tributions to Casualty Compendium, or 
Feedback items on anything which has 
appeared in Archive are always most wel-
come, as are ideas for future articles or series 
on any (mainly) civil topics. 

Book Review 
AirlinerTech Series, Vol.8: Lockheed L-1011 
TriStar. Jim Upton, Speciality Press, USA; ISBN 
1-58007-037-X $16.95 (UK/Europe distributors 
Midland Publishing £11.99) 104pp, 8 in colour, 8.5 
x 11 in. softbound. 
A new title in this series, as usual dealing with the 
technical aspects of the type rather than the ser-
vice histories. Chapters deal with the design and 
manufacture, the innovations including the RB-
211 development, the test programme, interior 
features and the special task versions: freighters, 
tankers, a flying hospital and rocket launcher. 
There are notes on the original customer airlines 
and on the current operators but the list of the 250 
TriStars built contains little historical detail. There 
are over 160 monochrome photos and diagrams, 
all clear and often large. The colour section is now 
doubled in size but colour is wasted on an engine, 
cockpit interior, engineer's station and bare fuse-
lage assembly line, though it does a lot for PSA 
and Court Line (of 'Lutton' -sic) colour schemes. 
The author has annoyingly invented an airline 
called British Air and frequently repeats the need 
for external protection for the lower deck lounge. 
However, if you can live with that he does explain 
why the TriStar could not be larger, how the Rolls-
Royce crisis delayed production, what the 
advanced avionics did and what a good airliner 
this was - even if it was outsold by Douglas with a 
technologically inferior design. A good buy if you 
take the technical approach to your airliners. 

NOW AVAILABLE... 
from Air-Britain Sales is the latest civil history, 
The Triple Alliance, which tells the story of 
Spartan Air Lines, 
United Airways and 
Hillman's Airways 
which together in 
1935 formed the 
first British Airways. 
Many original docu-
ments and photos, 
with the characters, 
locations and air-
craft involved. A4, 
128 pages, 8 in 
colour, hardback. 
Members £18.00. 

THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE 
The Predecessors ot ihe First 
British Unsays 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE MILES M.38 MESSENGER BY PETER AMOS 

PART SEVEN: 

PRODUCTION 
IN NORTHERN 
IRELAND 

Aircraft histories thanks to Peter Amos, Bernard Martin and others. 
All photos, unless otherwise stated, via Jack Meaden. 

E. Civil M.38 Messenger production at Newtownards - second 
batch 6355 to 6379 (continued). 

c/n 6370 G-AJOC Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C. of A. and registration 
made by Miles Aircraft Ltd. in April 1947. Registered to Harben Aviation 
Ltd, Wolverhampton 23.4.47 as a Series IIA with CoR No.11466 and C 
of A No.9305 issued 3.6.47 to C E Hickman, Wolverhampton, to whom 
it was re-registered on 27.6.47. Cancelled 25.7.53 and re-registered to 
A G W Belcher, Dudley 31.7.53. Flown by the owner, G-AJOC stalled 
and crashed while landing at Wolverhampton on a local flight on 
18.10.54, destroying the starboard wing and tearing the engine from its 
mounting. Repaired but suffered a minor incident when it ground-looped 
and hit a boundary marker when landing at Schiphol, Netherlands on 
3.10.59. Regn cancelled 6.11.62 and re-regd to R J Saunders (Farms) 
Ltd., Wellingborough 16.11.62, based at Sywell. Regn cancelled 
14.11.64 and re-regd 23.11.64 to F E Titmuss Ltd, Wellingborough. 
Cancelled 4.8.65 and re-regd 17.8.65 to C F Graham, Middleton St. 
George and then to R H Ryan, t/a South Shields Scooters, South 
Shields 16.11.66, based Woolsington. Regn cancelled 8.4.69 and re-
regd 13.5.69 to S B Jolley & J.Don, Stonehaven, but kept at Dyce. Next 
reported at Dunnottar, Scotland, then to Sherburn-in-Elmet for overhaul 
by Sherbum Engineering by July 1971. G-AJOC was again at Dyce by 
March 1972. Its C of A expired on 18.5.72. Cancelled and re-registered 
to W J D Roberts, t/a The Strathallan Aircraft Collection, Strathallan 
Castle, 7.5.76. Regn cancelled 7.12.81 on sale to The Ulster Folk and 
Transport Museum, Cultra Manor, Holywood, N.Ireland and finally can-
celled as withdrawn from use on 5.1.82. G-AJOC is currently stored 
there dismantled and less engine whilst awaiting restoration to static 
display condition. Miles records state: No.32. Date delivered 19.6.47 
at a gross cost of £2,633 3s..6d. with a £262 10s. deposit paid on 
18.12.46. Discount given £263 6s.10d. Net balance £2,107 11s.8d. 
paid 20.6.47. 

c/n 6371 G-AJVC Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Miles Aircraft Ltd., 1947. Registered to Lionel Sage & Co. Ltd., 
London as a Series IIA with CoR No. 11616 on 30.5.47 and C of A No. 
9475 issued 30.6.47. Based Redhill. Regn cancelled 18.12.50 and re-
regd 3.1.51 to Longford Engineering Co. Ltd., (LEC), Bognor Regis. 
Regn cancelled 8.1.55 and re-regd 18.1.55 to H M Mitchell, Southsea, 
t/a Southern Flying Schools Ltd., Portsmouth. Re-regd to Southern 
Flying Schools Ltd on 30'.8.55. Cancelled 6.2.56 and re-regd 10.2.56 to 
J J W Salmond, Little Durnford Manor, Salisbury. Regn cancelled 3.9.56 
and re-regd 6.9.56 to Tyrolean Travel Ltd., London. G-AJVC crashed 
after take-off at Munchen Gladbach, West Germany, 19.11.56 and 
extensively damaged, injuring pilot Peter Sietz. Registration cancelled 
4.1.57 as permanently withdrawn from use. 

Above: G-AJOC c/n 6370 appears immaculate on 6.8.65 just after its 
arrival at Middleton St George carrying race no. 51. Not usually visible 
in photographs are the screws attaching the nearest of the light alloy 
wing-root fillets inboard of the walkways. (Jack Meaden) 

Above: G-AJOC retained the same colour scheme when displayed at 
Strathallan. seen here on 15.7.78. (L F Sarjeant) 
Below: Photos of G-AJVC are uncommon as c/n 6371 survived less 
than ten years, being written off after a crash at Munchen Gladbach in 
West Germany 19.11.56. (via Jack Meaden) 

c/n 6372 G-AJVL Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Miles Aircraft Ltd., 1947. Registered 30.5.47 to G O Lawton, Burton-
on-Trent as Series IIA with CoR No.11625. C of A No.9476 issued on 
2.7.47. Regn cancelled and re-regd 10.7.47 to Tyne Taxis Ltd., 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Registration cancelled 1.12.49 on sale to 
Australia and registered VH-BJM to Hecker & Co. Pty. Ltd., 
Maryborough, Queensland on 28.12.50 with CoR No.1760. 
Registration cancelled 20.10.63 due to D.C.A. policy (see c/n 6376). 
Stored complete at Maryborough Aerodrome, Qld 1963-75 and avail-
able for purchase. Acquired by Ken Orrman by 1978 and trucked to 
Shepparton, Victoria where it was stored for intended restoration. To Sid 
Lemair, Burleigh Heads, Queensland, arriving 4.80 by road, and 
restoration to flying condition intended with help from 'British Miles 
experts'. Purchased by Bill Thompson, Brisbane, Queensland who com-
menced restoration to flying condition in December 1988. Registered 
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Left: Currently the 
only airworthy exam-
ple of the Messenger 
in Australia, c/n 6372 
carries a miniscule 
civil registration VH-
ZMM just ahead of 
the tailplane on this 
interpretation of F/M 
Montgomery's sec-
ond aircraft RG333. It 
is shown at the RAN 
50th Anniversary cel-
ebrations at Nowra in 
November 1998. 
(Martin Stone) 

Left: Yet another interpretation of an RAF 
Messenger colour scheme with invasion 
stripes has been applied to VH-AVQ c/n 
6373 following restoration to static display 
condition. Seen at Moorabbin on 26.6.87, 
this version does not have any serial paint-
ed on it. Comments on military markings 
appeared in the Winter 2000 issue. 
(Dave Hart via Geoff Goodall) 
Below: VH-AVQ seen at Moorabbin on 
25.2.62 shortly before it was withdrawn 
from use. (R E Hourigan via Geoff Goodall) 
Below, left: Two years later VH-AVQ c/n 
6373 was installed outside a car wrecker's 
yard at Ringwood where it was seen 
12.2.64 with the cockpit apparently welded 
shut. (Peter Limon via Geoff Goodall) 

VH-BJH to H E Thompson, Brisbane 6.8.93, (its former registration 
meanwhile having been reissued to a Cherokee Six) shortly afterwards 
making its first flight since 1962 following some 5,000 man-hours of 
restoration work. Re-registered 10.10.96 to G E Ireland, Capalaba, 
Queensland; and on 10.10.97 to Michael C S Apps, Canberra, ACT. 
Registration changed 15.10.97 to VH-ZMM, still with M C S Apps. 
Painted in an inaccurate RAF camouflage scheme with invasion stripes 
and serial "RG333". Current. 

c/n 6373 G-AJKG Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Miles Aircraft Ltd., 30.5.47. Registered to C E Heskman, 
Wolverhampton with CoR No.11371 on 30.5.47 as Series IIA and C of 
A No.9477 issued 8.7.47. Regn cancelled 24.9.47 and re-regd 7.10.47 
to Ductile Steels Ltd., Willenhall, based Wolverhampton. Cancelled 
31.5.48 and re-regd 7.6.48 to N B Williams, Wolverhampton. Regn can-
celled 4.3.51 and re-regd 23.4.51 to W F I Stevenson, Blandford but 
kept at Thruxton. Regn cancelled 21.6.52 and re-regd 2.7.52 to R C 
Cox, Chobham; based Fairoaks. Regn cancelled on sale to Australia 
17.8.53 and DCA Import Permit No.431 issued 23.10.53 to applicant 
Royal Queensland Aero Club on behalf of Rt Hon R G Casey. 
Registered VH-AVQ on 2.12.53 to Richard G Casey, Berwick, Victoria 
(The Right Honorable Lord Casey of Berwick, later Governor General 
of Australia). Registration cancelled as wfu, 1.4.62, and stored in 
hangar at Melboume-Moorabbin Airport, Victoria. Trucked to Dobby 

Brothers Car Wreckers, Ringwood, Melbourne 24.1.64 and re-assem-
bled 28-31.1.64 for display at front of yard with engine removed but free 
spinning propeller. Purchased, less engine, propeller and wheels, by 
Gil Johnston, Melbourne 9.65 for £30 and moved to his home 25.9.65. 
Stored pending restoration for static display. Loaned to Moorabbin Air 
Museum, Moorabbin Airport, Melbourne, owned by the Australian 
Aircraft Restoration Group, Thomastown, Victoria, for preservation and 
static display' by January 1969. Fully restored by 1987and inevitably 
painted in an RAF camouflage scheme with invasion stripes but no ser-
ial to 'represent' Monty's Messenger. VH-AVQ was hanging from the 
rafters of The Pipe Works Leisure Centre, Thomastown, a Melbourne 
suburb, from 1987 to 2000, then to Moorabbin Air Museum and cur-
rently stored off-site. 

c/n 6374 G-AKAV Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Miles Aircraft Ltd. in July 1947. Registered as Series IIA to Air 
Schools Ltd, Wolverhampton on 7.7.47 with CoR No. 11759. C of A No. 
9575 issued on 4.9.47. Regn cancelled 4.11.48 and re-regd 11.11.48 
to W H Byars, Tillicoutry; based at Balado. Regn cancelled 7.10.52 and 
re-regd to W C Kemp, Methlick, Aberdeenshire 14.10.52, based Dyce. 
Cancelled 5.4.54 and re-regd 1.5.54 to W S Shackleton Ltd., London. 
Regn eld 17.6.54 and re-regd 21.6.54 to H B Lindsay, Addlestone but 
kept at Fairoaks. Cancelled and re-regd 29.5.59 to F G Willinger, 
Elstree, t/a Airscooters Flying Group. G-AKAV was nearly shot down 
by a Swiss Army Group, who were guarding the Algerian Peace 
Delegation at Rolle, 11.3.62, but the gunners missed! C of A expired 
26.2.64 and registration cancelled 11.9.64 as permanently wfu. 
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Above, left: G-AKAV c/n 6374 seen in 
the sun at Whitchurch on 14.2.54, a long 
way from its Aberdeenshire home. 
(Noel Collier) 

Above, right: A later view of G-AKAV 
with national flags on the nose indicating 
travels to at least five countries outside 
the UK in the late 1950s and early 
1960s, (via Jack Meaden) 

Right: PH-NDR c/n 6375 was formerly 
G-AKAH and in Dutch ownership was a 
fairly regular visitor to the UK. It is seen 
here at the Royal Aero Club 
International Rally. White Waltham on 
12.9.54. (Jennifer M Gradidge) 

c/n 6375 G-AKAH Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Harben Aviation Ltd., Wolverhampton 24.6.47. Registered with CoR 
No.11746 to Harben Aviation Ltd. but no series quoted. C of A No.9531 
issued 7.8.47. Registration cancelled 10.9.48 on sale to the 
Netherlands. Registered PH-NDR on 11.11.48 with CoR 663 to 
importers, NV A.L.O.C, The Hague. Registered to Koen J E Oberman. 
Hilversum 22.3.49. PH-NDR attended The Royal Aero Club 
International Rally in 1951 and visited the UK on several other occa-
sions. Registered to A.H.M.Smulders, Wassenaar 5.8.53. Continued to 
visit UK and attended The International Air Rally held at White Waltham 
on 10.9.54. Registered to Nationale Luchtvaart School. Ypenburg 
14.8.56. PH-NDR crashed whilst attempting to make a forced landing 
after getting lost in fog at Kethel, near Overschie, Rotterdam, 19.12.56. 
The registration was cancelled 18.2.57 and the remains of the tail unit 
were taken to Elmdon inside Miles M.60 Marathon, G-AMGW, of Derby 
Airways Ltd. on 7.4.58. 

c/n 6376 G-AKAI Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Harben Aviation Ltd., Wolverhampton 24.6.47. Registered with CoR 
No.11747 to Harben Aviation Ltd, 24.6.47 but no series quoted. C of A 
No. 9532 issued on 16.9.47. Registration cancelled 11.8.48 and re-
regd 25.8.48 to W G Pearson, West Hartlepool; kept at Thornaby in 
1948. Regn cancelled 26.7.51 and re-regd 18.8.51 to W S Shackleton 
Ltd., London. Regn cancelled 19.2.52 on sale abroad to Australia and 
registered VH-AVD(2) 24.7.52 to The Royal Queensland Aero Club, 
Archerfield Aerodrome, Brisbane with CoR No. 1938. Re-regd to Clifton 
H Parsons, St. George, Queensland 19.8.55. Re-regd to R W Goss, 
Cunamulla, Queensland 24.6.60. Re-regd to P J Clarke, Camden 
Station, via Cunamulla, Queensland 29.1.62. Made last flight 14.11.62 
from a sheep station near Cunamulla, during which the aileron controls 
jammed in a turn. Considerable force was needed to move the stick 
and straighten the aircraft which was flown back to the owner's strip 
where it veered sharply to the left on touching down. There it was found 
that the block holding the aileron control arm had broken away due to 
glue failure and further inspection revealed adhesion breakdown in 
other areas particularly in the wings. The owner requested that the air-
craft be struck off register, on 14.11.62, and rendered it unserviceable 
so that he would not be tempted to fly it again. The DCA revoked the 
registration of a number of wooden aircraft using synthetic resin adhe-
sives (Avro Anson Is had already been grounded), banning the carriage 
of passengers from 21.9.62 and cancelling CofRs from 1.1.64 for all 
Miles Messenger, Mercury and Gemini, DH.94 Moth Minor, Percival 
Proctor V and Mraz Sokol M.1C types in Australia. (See c/ns 4685 and 
6372). 

Above: PH-NDR after the forced landing at Kethel on 19.12.56, the 
foggy conditions are still apparent and although the rear fuselage and 
tail unit seem unharmed, damage to the undercarriage, wings. propeller 
and probably the engine was sufficient to have the Messenger declared 
a write-off. (Herman Dekker) 
Below: C/n 6376 was the second aircraft to use the marks VH-AVD. the 
first being a Tiger Moth in 1947. It is seen here outside the Ansett 
Airways hangar at Archerfield. Brisbane during the 1950s, 
(via Geoff Goodall) 

c/n 6377 G-AKBN Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Air Schools Ltd., July 1947. Registered 15.7.47 with CoR No. 11777 
as a Series IIA to Air Schools Ltd, Wolverhampton. C of A No.9590 
issued on 26.8.47. Regn cancelled 18.1.49 and re-regd 27.1.49 to W P 
Bowles, Pinner, Middlesex, but kept at Elstree in 1949. Registration 
cancelled 23.7.50 on sale to Republic of Ireland and registered EI-AFM 
1.9.50 to A Toffin & partner, based at Coonagh. Cancelled 23.9.54 and 
restored to the UK register as G-AKBN 28.9.54 to R Sutcliffe, Bingley. 
Regn cancelled 26.4.55 and re-regd 30.4.55 to W S Shackleton Ltd., 
London. Cancelled 31.8.55, sold and re-regd to A D Daly, London 
5.9.55. Cancelled 20.7.57 and re-regd 25.7.57 to R R Harrington, 
Edgware, based Elstree. While parked at Elstree on 2.6.60 it was 
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Left: G-AKBN c/n 6377 at 
Elstree 22.9.68. At an earlier 
date it had a long underside 
exhaust but this had been 
removed. (Jack Meaden) 

Below: G-AKBO c/n 6378, 
wearing Race No. 38 in which 
it won the Welsh Air Derby 
and the King's Cup Air Race 
in June 1954 flown by F/Lt 
Harold 'Timber' Wood, 
Blackburn test pilot. The race 
number under the wing tip 
obscures the last letter of the 
registration. (Jack Meaden) 

blown into a hangar door by the vortex of another aircraft, damaging the 
tailplane and port elevator. Cancelled and re-regd 23.11.60 to P F W 
Feeley, Elstree. Cancelled 13.7.66 and re-regd 18.7.66 to A M Blanc, 
Pinner, t/a Middlesex Flying Group, Elstree. Damaged when it struck 
Cherokee G-AVLB while taxying at Elstree 22.6.69. Cancelled 1.3.71 
and re-regd 24.5.71 to G A Shapero and I Rondell, London, still based 
at Elstree. Cancelled and re-regd to G A Shapero alone, 1.11.71. This 
registration was cancelled 19.6.73 on sale but G-AKBN was never re-
registered to a new owner, its last C of A expired on 12.7.73 and it was 
cancelled on 25.3.75 as permanently withdrawn from use. By this time 
it had moved to Staverton (noted 16.8.74) and it was almost certainly 
purchased by Jim Buckingham, then part owner of G-AIEK c/n 6339. 
G-AKBN was taken from Staverton on 22.3.75 to Eastbach (Tump) 
Farm at Coleford briefly, then via Shobdon and Clee Hill strip in 
Shropshire to Cosford. Eventual fate unknown. 

c/n 6378 G-AKBO Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Air Schools Ltd., July 1947. Registered 15.7.47 with CoR No.11778 
as a Series MA to Air Schools Ltd, Wolverhampton. First flight made by 
Charles O Powis from Newtownards 19.8.47. C of A No.9591 issued 
on 4.9.47 to Air Schools Ltd. Regn cancelled 10.8.48 and re-regd 
12.8.48 to R H Braine & A G Wilson, t/a Yorkshire Aeroplane Club, 
Yeadon, yet reported as still with Air Schools Ltd. in May 1950. 
Reported damage to tailwheel while taxying after landing at Sherburn-
in-Elmet 4.7.50, then assured Yorkshire Aeroplane Club. Regn eld and 
re-regd 16.7.52 to P F de Mulder, Doncaster. Cancelled 11.8.53 and re-
regd 26.8.53 to T A, N B, W H, F, T G, D W & T N Stephenson, t/a 
T A Stephenson & Sons, Sancton, Yorks. G-AKBO was flown to fourth 
place by Blackburn Aircraft Ltd.'s test pilot F/L Harold Timber' Wood in 
The Welsh Air Derby at Fairwood Common on 5.6.54 at an average 
speed of 125.5 m.p.h. and this was followed by his winning The King's 
Cup Air Race in G-AKBO on 19.6.54 at an average speed of 133 
m.p.h., with Race No.38. To this was added third place in the Chiltern 
Hills Trophy Race at Denham on 2.8.54. Regn cancelled 10.5.56 and 

re-regd 30.6.56 to W S Shackleton Ltd., London. Quickly sold and re-
regd on 16.7.56 to A McLennon, Perth. Regn cancelled 21.7.57 and re-
regd to the Scottish Aero Club Ltd., Perth on 29.7.57. Regn cancelled 
8.7.61 and re-regd 20.7.61 to Dorran Construction Ltd., Perth. Re-regd 
to A W Ogsten, Scone in 4.64 although cancelled 4.7.64 and re-regd to 
Shackleton Aviation Ltd., London 4.8.64. Cancelled 19.9.64 and re-
regd 28.9.64 to D G McFadyen, Glasgow, based at Renfrew. Again 
regd to Shackleton Aviation Ltd. 1.7.65; being cancelled 23.7.65 and 
re-regd 17.8.65 to C Newsome, Normanton, Yorks; based at Sherburn-
in-Elmet. Regn cancelled 14.12.66 and re-regd 10.1.67 to J Kilburn, 
C Mann, A R Ashley & L A Clark, t/a The White Rose Flying Group, 
Sherburn-in-Elmet. Regn cancelled 3.7.67 and re-regd to A R Ashley, 
Wetherby 27.7.67, still based at Sherburn-in-Elmet. Regn cancelled 
12.11.68 and C of A expired 17.12.68; by 6.69 G-AKBO had moved to 
Squires Gate. Re-regd to Westair Flying Services Ltd., Squires Gate, 
11.12.69. Regn cancelled 25.3.70 and re-regd to J R Ramshaw, 
London 30.4.70, based Fairoaks initially, then at Blackbushe by May 
1971 and later at Shoreham. Cancelled and re-regd 18.6.73 to J H H 
Turner, Aylesbury. Although the C. of A. expired on 28.10.75, G-AKBO 
was re-regd to J R A Ramshaw, Wigan 7.9.76 and taken to Walkeridge 
Farm. Moved to British Airways Engineering Base at Heathrow 1978 for 
rebuild and believed sold (but not registered) in 1982 to R E Coates 
and in 1983 transferred to James Buckingham's farm near Bristol-
Lulsgate. Regn cancelled 30.4.85 and re-regd 8.5.85 to R E Coates, 
Osterley, Middlesex. Re-registered 2.9.86 to B du Cros, Albourne, Wilts 
and taken to Hullavington where it was finally restored to flying condi-
tion with engine runs being carried out in April 1987. The first post 
restoration flight was made from Hullavington by Pete Thorn on 7.7.87. 
Its new C of A was issued on 17.7.87 and G-AKBO, painted light blue 
with cream trim has visited many aerodromes since then proudly wear-
ing its 1954 King's Cup winning details on the cowling and Race 
Number on the fin/rudders. Later based at RAF Keevil 1995. Re-regis-
tered to R W Littledale, t/a Bravo Oscar Syndicate, Charlbury, Oxon 
24.1.00, based Turweston. Current and airworthy. 
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Right: G-AKBO was a Scottish visitor 
to an event at Kidlington on 8.5.60. by 
which time it had acquired a wind dri-
ven generator on the port wing lead-
ing edge. (Noel Collier) 

Below, left: G-AKBO seen in the late 
1960s parked next to an unidentified 
T-33 and wearing a very different 
colour scheme, (via Jack Meaden) 
Below, right: Following restoration in 
1987. G-AKBO is seen showing its 
paces at the Badminton Air Day on 
24.7.88 with details of its 1954 King's 
Cup success inscribed on the engine 
cowling. (Dave Partington) 

1 

c/n 6379 G-AJKT Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registered as a Series IIA to Miles Aircraft 
Ltd, Woodley 14.4.47 with CoR No. 11383 and C of A No.9277 issued 
3.6.47. Regn cancelled 23.6.47 and re-regd 24.6.47 to G O Lawton, 
Burton-on-Trent, based Burnaston. Regn cancelled 22.6.50 and re-
regd to R W Kenny, Burton-on-Trent 11.7.50. Crashed in field adjacent 
to Derby Airport, Burnaston when engine failed on take-off 6.7.58. 
Undercarriage embedded in wings and propeller damage; owner/pilot 
survived. Regn cancelled 26.1.59 and re-regd 30.1.59 to Derby 
Aviation Ltd, Burnaston. Regn eld 13.10.59 and re-regd 19.10.59 to 
Roy Wilshere Ltd., Birmingham; based at Elmdon. Withdrawn from use 
at Elmdon after C of A expiry on 11.10.62, G-AJKT was seen in W S 
Shackleton Ltd.'s overhaul hangar, Elmdon, 'gathering dust' in July 
1965. Taken to Sywell and abandoned before being scrapped there 
later in 1965. Registration not cancelled until 22.2.73, as permanently 
withdrawn from use. Reports that G-AJKT was to be rescued by the 
British Historic Aircraft Museum, Southend, sadly proved to be incor-
rect. Miles records state: No.31. Date delivered 27.6.47 at a gross cost 
of £2,625. Nil deposit but £262 10s. discount given. Net balance 
£2,362 10s. paid 10.6.47. 

F. Civil M.38 Messenger production at Newtownards - third batch. 

This batch consisted of twenty-five aircraft from c/n 6698 to 6722 of 
which twenty were built and the last five not completed. 

c/n 6698 G-AJOD Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registered 23.4.47 with CoR No.11467 as 
a Series IIA to J M Houlder, London and C of A No.9306 issued 5.6.47. 
Based at Elstree. Regn cancelled and re-regd 21.7.47 to Claremont 
Shipping Co Ltd., London. Regn cancelled 30.6.50 and re-regd 9.7.50 

to L H Wood, Carlisle (and J N Wood?). G-AJOD crashed into a moun-
tainside on Ulzieside Farm, Sanquhar, Dumfriesshire, in bad weather 
on 26.9.52, with owner/pilot and one passenger on board. No casual-
ties but aircraft written off. 

c/n 6699 G-AJWB Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registered 17.6.47 with CoR No.11640 as 
a Series IIA to Miles Aircraft Ltd., Woodley and first C of A No.9472 
issued to them on 31.7.47. Regn cancelled 8.5.48 and re-regd 11.5.48 
to the Wiltshire School of Flying Ltd., Thruxton. Cancelled and re-regd 
1.6.53 to P Wannop, West Wittering; based at Shoreham. Regn can-
celled 1.5.54 and re-regd 5.5.54 to I M Mitchell, Southsea. Cancelled 
9.5.55 and re-regd 12.5.55 to R W & W C Stephens, London. Regn 
cancelled 25.6.56 and re-regd next day to Fitzpatrick & Son 
(Contractors) Ltd, London. Probably based at Stapleford Tawney as a 
minor taxying incident was recorded there 24.4.58. Regn cancelled 
9.1.60 and re-regd 29.1.60 to W H Friend, llford; based Stapleford 
Tawney. Damaged when ran off runway and struck a landing light at 
Beauvais 26.7.60. Undercarriage damaged when landing at Sywell 
14.4.62. Regn cancelled 16.9.65 (notified 18.11.65), meanwhile noted 
in 'reasonable condition' at Baginton 5.66. Re-regd 15.6.66 to J L 
Povey and T B Dunn, Middlesborough and based at Tees-side 
(Middleton St. George) with a current C of A. Reported by Lloyds to be 
badly damaged at Doncaster 22/23.3.70 (why two dates?) and else-
where as having rolled into a ditch there on landing. Regn cancelled 
15.4.70 and re-regd 17.11.71 to W F and M R Higgins, Heswall Hill, 
Wirral (but later with addresses in Boston and Jersey respectively), 
although C of A had expired 13.11.69. Moved to Speke and then to 

Right: G-AJKT c/n 6379, with 
the Miles 'Sparrowhawk' 
badge visible behind the 
cowling, was a visitor to 
Exeter on 3.7.51 where it is 
seen parked close to a BEA 
'Pionair' class Dakota. 
(Noel Collier) 

^AJK 
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Left: A late 1960s photograph of 
G-AJWB pushed out ready to start 
up. (Well, it must be ready to go as 
the sign says "NO PARKING IN 
FRONT OF THIS HANGAR"!) 
(Jack Meaden) 
Below left: G-AJKT c/n 6379 
parked out behind a hangar at 
Sywell in 1965 or shortly after, its 
last flight over and deterioration 
setting in on its 18 year old air-
frame. (Jack Meaden) 
Below right: C/n 6700 in Swiss 
marks as HB-EEC, carried for only 
a few months before returning to 
the UK to become G-AKKG with 
Shell, (via Jack Meaden) 

RAF Woodvale, but in 1979 moved again to Squires Gate and into stor-
age nearby for intended rebuild. Removed by road 5.3.89 and taken to 
Hounslow Green, Essex. The registration was cancelled by the CAA on 
3.4.89 but G-AJWB was purchased by Peter G Lee, Fanners Farm, 
Great Waltham, Essex by August 1991, and re-registered to him on 
13.1.93. Active restoration to flying condition commenced with the help 
of a wing from the Miles Gemini G-AKGE - it is believed that the origi-
nal wing was used in the restoration of Messenger Mk.4A G-AKVZ. Re-
registered 15.11.96 to Gordon E J Spooner, Kelvedon, Essex and 
rebuilt at Rush Green, then to Skysport, Hatch, for completion. First 
post-restoration flight at Hatch, 19.12.01. Current but no C of A issued 
at time of writing. 

c/n 6700 HB-EEC Messenger Mk.4 (145 hp DH Gipsy Major 10) with 
oval rear windows. Application for C of A made by Miles Aircraft Ltd. 
and C of A No.9501 issued on 12.9.47 to Nhora S.A., Switzerland. 
Registered HB-EEC 12.12.47 but cancelled 28.1.48 and returned to the 
UK, the Swiss registration being re-allocated to c/n 6727. Registered 
G-AKKG on 30.4.48 with CoR No. 11994 as a Series IV to Miles Aircraft 
Ltd, Woodley and C of A No.9501 re-validated in UK. Regn cancelled 
29.6.48 and re-regd 2.7.48 to Shell Mex & B.P. Ltd., London. Flown 

from Elstree by Vivian Varcoe of Shell until 1957 and during this period 
G-AKKG attended practically every aviation meeting in the country. 
Regn cancelled 26.3.57 and re-regd 5.4.57 to F G Miles Ltd, 
Shoreham. Regn cancelled 11.1.58 and re-regd 1.8.58 to B G Heron, 
Bournemouth; based Christchurch. Crashed after take-off from City 
Airport, Portsmouth 20.5.62 when propeller became detached, star-
board undercarriage wrenched off but two occupants uninjured. 
Cancelled 19.7.63 (not notified until 23.8.63) and re-regd 26.8.63 to 
Dacier Ltd., Christchurch. Named 'Air RoveT. Regn cancelled 7.7.65 
and re-regd 14.7.65 to RT Wilson, London. Possibly based at Elstree 
where it was noted 25.9.66 still wearing the name 'Air RoveT. Regn 
cancelled 7.10.66 (notified 10.11.66) and re-regd 8.12.66 on charter to 
Gayover Caravans Ltd., London; based Elstree. Regn cancelled 
10.2.67 and re-regd 23.2.67 on charter to R E Gold, Edgware, still 
based at Elstree. On 1.6.68 on a flight from Elstree to Dial Post, West 
Grinstead, G-AKKG crashed at Round Wood, Eder Farm, Partridge 
Green, West Sussex, while attempting an emergency landing. The air-
craft was burnt out and the pilot, Ronald Gold, died two days later from 
severe burns, the passenger Martin Burns being seriously injured. 
Registration cancelled 1.6.68 as destroyed. 

To be continued.... 

Left: G-AKKG of Shell Mex & BP 
Ltd c/n 6700 was flown by their 
rep Vivian Varcoe over a 9-year 
period from 1948 during which he 
attended all the major flying 
meetings and displays. He was 
very helpful to flying clubs and 
private owners. (Jack Meaden) 
Below, left: G-AKKG demonstrat-
ing a 'crazy landing' at Fairoaks 
3.3.57. (Noel Collier) 
Below, right: G-AKKG with Air 
Rover' inscription at Eastleigh on 
4.9.64. (Keith Cruttenden) 
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The Japanese Civil 
Register 1919-45 BY TOSHIO FUJITA 

Right: The only example 
built of the Asahi Type 1 
soarer, J-BDAA shown 
on its first flight 25.5.35 
piloted by K Kouch, the 
deputy chief of the Asahi 
Aero Department, who 
appears to be somewhat 
exposed to the slip-
stream. An inscription on 
the hangar and other air-
field details seem to 
have been blacked out 
on this copy, probably by 
a censor, 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

PART TWENTY-FOUR 

2. The Second System (1927-1945 ) 
2-E. Additions to J-B### series (see p96/37 +) - (continued) 

J-BCTO Nakajima P-1 Mailplane single-seat open cockpit (later 
enclosed) biplane (420-450 hp Nakajima Jupiter VI 9-cyl air-
cooled radial). C/n 7. NKYKK. CofA 10.33. Crashed into 
Osaka Bay 1.34 and regn cancelled 3.34 as destroyed. 

J-BCUB Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 222. 
K.Hasegawa. CofA 10.30. Owner changed to I.Masagaki, 
12.35. 

J-BCUF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 336. 
K.linuma. CofA 11.32. Regn cancelled 12.34 due to aircraft 
being destroyed by storm and flood. 

J-BCUG Mitsubishi 3M.E6 (450 hp Mitsubishi / Hispano-Suiza Type Hi 
12-cyl water-cooled vee). C/n 6. Mitsubishi Aircraft Co.Ltd. 
CofA 9. 31. Regn cancelled 12.34 as destroyed. [This air-
craft was used for test flying and is described as a 3-seater. 
It is possibly the experimental 2MT5 Tora (Tiger) carrier 
attack aircraft built in 1927. No other details known.] 

J-BCUL Yokosho Navy Type 14 reconnaissance seaplane conver-
sion (as J-BBRI, but this example registered as a freight car-
rier). C/n Aichi 9. CofA 4.31. Regn cancelled 6.31 as 
destroyed. 

J-BCUO Nakajima P-1 Mailplane (as J-BCTO). C/n 8. NKYKK. CofA 
10.33. Regn cancelled 4.34 as aircraft dismantled. 

J-BCYF Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo 
Arsenal 616'! K.linuma. CofA 12.32. Regn cancelled 5.37 due 
to aircraft deterioration. 

J-BCYG Avro 504K / Aichi (as J-BBIF). C/n Aichi 11. Hamamatsu 
Aeroplane Manufacturing Works. CofA 7.31. Owner changed 
to M.Ueda, 10.31. Regn cancelled 11.33 by law enactment. 

J-BCYL 

J-BDAA 

J-BDAF 

J-BDAG 

J-BDAH 

J-BDAL 

J-BDBA 

J-BDCA 

J-BDDA 
(1) 

Nieuport 24 / Army (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo Arsenal 613. 
K.Suura. CofA 6.31. Regn cancelled 2.32 due to aircraft 
being dismantled. 

Asahi Type 1 soarer, single-seat glider. C/n Asahi 1. Asahi 
Shimbun KK. First flown 25.5.35 at Haneda airport. CofA 
6.35. Registration cancelled 11.36 as destroyed. [Although 
said to have been built by members of the Asahi newspaper 
Aero Department, this glider was designed by S. Kawaguchi 
and A.Murayama of the Tokyo Gasuden company, built by 
Gasuden and assembled in the Asahi hangar at Haneda.] 

Avro 504K / Navy (as J-BBIF). C/n Hiro Arsenal 25. Metro-
politan Ex-soldiers' Aero Research Association. CofA 12.32. 
Owner changed to F.Tanaka, 8.36. 

Mitsubishi R-2.2 three-passenger cabin biplane conversion 
of Navy Type 10-2 Carrier Reconnaissance aircraft (300 hp 
Mitsubishi / Hispano Suiza Hi 8-cyl water-cooled vee). C/n 
Hiro Arsenal 2. Hamamatsu Aeroplane Manufacturing 
Works. CofA 9.31. Owner changed to K.Negishi, 11.32. This 
aircraft seems to have been employed for meteorogical 
observation during 1936. 

Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokorozawa 
49. Ex J-TAZC. Y.Yokoyama. CofA 3.28. Regn cancelled 
10.28 due to aircraft being dismantled. 

Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 530. F.Mihara(Nagoya Flying School). CofA 7.31. 
Regn cancelled 11.32 due to aircraft being dismantled. 

Asahi Type 2 Glider, primary glider. C/n Asahi 2. Asahi 
Shimbun KK. CofA 7.35. 

Asahi Type 2 Glider, primary glider. 
Shimbun KK. CofA 7.35. 

C/n Asahi 3. Asahi 

Asahi Type 2 Glider, primary glider. C/n Asahi 4. Asahi 
Shimbun KK.CofA 10.35. 
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Left: Another view of 
the Asahi Type 1 
J-BDAA, for its time 
an advanced design 
with a good perfor-
mance. Wing span 
was 15.00 m; length 
6.63 m; aspect ratio 
15; wing section 
Gottingen 535; empty 
weight 140 kg; glide 
ration 1:18.5. 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

J-BDDA Tachikawa Army Type 95-3 (as J-BBGP, 150 hp Hitachi). 
(2) Japan Student Flying League, Haneda Flying School. 

J-BDDF Tachikawa Army Type 95-3 (as J-BBGP, 150 hp Hitachi). 
Japan Student Flying League, Haneda Flying School. 

J-BDDG Tachikawa Army Type 95-3 (as J-BBGP, 150 hp Hitachi). 
Japan Student Flying League, Haneda Flying School. 

J-BDDH Tachikawa Army Type 95-3 (as J-BBGP, 150 hp Hitachi). 
Japan Student Flying League, Haneda Flying School. 

J-BDDN Tachikawa Army Type 95-3 (as J-BBGP, 150 hp Hitachi). 
Japan Student Flying League, Haneda Flying School. 

J-BDEA Asahi Type 2 Glider, primary glider. C/n Asahi 5. Asahi 
ShimbunKK. CofA 10.35. 

J-BDED Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 72. 
F.Tanaka. CofA 10.30. Owner changed to K.Suzuki, 11.30. 
Regn cancelled 1.34 as aircraft destroyed. Owner changed 
to K.Shibui 2.35 and regn cancelled 6.36 as destroyed. 

J-BDEF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 228. 
K.linuma (Asia Aeronautical School). CofA 3.33. 

J-BDEG Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 375. 
J.Oguri. CofA 12.31. Owner changed to S.Maruyama 8.32 
and regn cancelled 7.34. 

J-BDEH Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 648. G.lwata 
(Tokushima Aeronautical School). CofA 12.33. Registration 
cancelled 12.34 as destryoed. 

J-BDEL Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo 
Artilliary Arsenal 517. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). 
CofA 10.31. 

J-BDFA Asahi Type 2 Glider, primary glider. C/n Asahi 6. Asahi 
Shimbun KK. CofA 12.35. 

J-BDGA Asahi Type 2 Glider, primary glider. C/n Asahi 7. Asahi 
Shimbun KK. CofA 12.35. 

J-BDHA Asahi Type 2 Glider, primary glider. C/n Asahi 8. Asahi 
(1) Shimbun KK. CofA 12.35. 

J-BDHA Tachikawa Army Type 95-1 (Ki-9 "Spruce") trainer (as J-
BAJB(2)). Aircraft passed official CofA test 11.41. Greater 
Japan Flying Association (Dai Nihon Hiko Kyoukai). 

J-BDHO Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). Osaka 
Prefecture Fuse Young men's Association. Used as ground 
instruction circa 1941. 

J-BDHV Nakajima Navy Type 3-1 Carrier Fighter (420 hp Nakajima 
Jupiter VI 9-cyl air-cooled radial). Nihon Student Air League. 

J-BDHW Yokosho Navy Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH). 
Dainiho Hiko Shonen Dan (Greater Japan Flying Youth 
Corps). "Flying Youth". 

J-BDIA R.F.Dagnall Dagling secondary glider (modified). 
Kirigamine 129. Asahi Shimbun KK. CofA 3.36. 

C/n 

J-BDIB Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 530. 
K.Hasegawa. CofA 1.34. Owner changed to S.ln and aircraft 
presented to Manchurian Internal Medicine University 7.33. 

J-BDID Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Hanriot 1021. F.Tanaka. CofA 12.30. Owner changed to 
K.Suzuki 5.31 and to J.Oguri 6.32. Regn cancelled 5.33 due 
to aircraft being destroyed. 

J-BDIF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 288. K. 
linuma (Asia Aeronautical School). CofA 2.33. Regn can-
celled 12.34 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BDIH Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Nakajima 
1048. I.Nakagawa. CofA 4.34. 

J-BDIL Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Nakajima 
1044. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 10.31. 

J-BDOB Lockheed 14WG3 Super Electra (as J-BCOW). NKYKK 
"Ishikari". Granted private radio installation licence 9.38. To 
DNKKK. Left wing touched runway while taking off from 
Peking airfield for Chingtao 12.38. Overturned and received 
severe damage. Private radio station licence cancelled 8.39. 

J-BDOC Lockheed 14WG3 Super Electra (as J-BCOW). NKYKK 
"Yoshino". Granted private radio installation licence 9.38. To 
DNKKK. Impressed by Army Air Force 10.41 and allocated to 
specially formed No.13 Transport Flying Unit (Code-name: 
Wind No.9308 Unit) with 8 other Lockheed 14WG3. Used to 
support Japanese Army which had no transport squadron. 

J-BDOD Avro 504K / Nakajima (As J-BBIF but 130 hp Clerget). C/n 
(1) Nakajiam60. O.ltoh. CofA 10.30. Owner changed to C.Noro 

6.31, regn cancelled 11.31 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BDOD Lockheed 14WG3 Super Electra (as J-BCOW). NKYKK 
(2) "Ooi". Granted private radio installation licence 9.38. To 

DNKKK. Impressed by Army Air Force 10.41 and allocated to 
specially formed No.13 Transport Flying Unit (see J-BDOC). 

J-BDOF Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Hanriot 1012. M.Ueda. CofA 3.33. Owner changed to 
G.Kudo 4.33 and to R.Sasagawa (Ultra-nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron) 12.33. Regn cancelled 5.34 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

J-BDOG Avro 504K / Navy (as J-BBIF). C/n Hiro 4. Hamamatsu 
Aeroplane Manufacturing Works. CofA 2.32. Regn cancelled 
9.32 due to aircraft being dismantled. 
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J-BDOL Yokosho Navy Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH). C/n 
(1) Hiro 8. Ando Aeroplane Research Studio. CofA 11.31. Regn 

cancelled 12.34 due to aircraft being dismantled. 

J-BDON Fokker Super Universal 6-passenger high-wing cabin mono-
plane. Atlantic, Nakajima or Manchu built? DNKKK. Known 
usage is on Tokyo-Osaka route 1939-40. 

J-BDOP Lockheed 14WG3 Super Electra (as J-BCOW). NKYKK 
"Shinano". Granted private radio installation licence 11.38. 
To DNKKK.. Used as replacement aircraft on Japan-Tai 
route, 8.40. 

J-BDOQ Lockheed 14WG3 Super Electra (as J-BCOW). NKYKK 
"Mogami". Granted private radio installation licence 12.38. 
To DNKKK. Left undercarriage damaged while landing at 
Fukuoka airport 3.39, received severe damage. 

J-BDOR Lockheed 14WG3 Super Electra (as J-BCOW). NKYKK 
"Nagara". Granted private radio installation licence 12.38. To 
DNKKK. 

J-BDOS Lockheed 14WG3 Super Electra (as J-BCOW). NKYKK 
"Kiso". Granted private radio installation licence 12.38. To 
DNKKK. 

J-BDOT Lockheed 14WG3 Super Electra (as J-BCOW). NKYKK 
"Kako". Granted private radio installation licence 12.38. To 
DNKKK. Private radio station licence cancelled 1.39. 

J-BDOX Beech C-17E. (as J-BCOE). DNKKK. 

J-BDOY Beech C-17E. (as J-BCOE). DNKKK. Known usage: made 
emergency flight on Osaka-Fukuoka route, 7.40. 

J-BDOZ Beech C-17E. (as J-BCOE). DNKKK. Made several emer-
gency flights on Osaka-Fukuoka route during 4.40. Crashed 
due to engine failure, 7.41. 

J-BDUD Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 28. 
S.Kawabe (Orient Flying College). CofA 12.30. Regn can-
celled 6.31 as destroyed. 

J-BDUF Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 22. T.Ohno 
(Tokyo Flying School). CofA 6.33. Regn cancelled 9.33 as 
destroyed. 

J-BDUG Avro 504K / Navy (as J-BBIF). C/n Hiro 24. Hamamatsu 
Aeroplane Manufacturing Works. CofA 5.32. Owner changed 
to K.Ohura 11.32. Regn cancelled 2.36 as destroyed. 

J-BDUL Avro 504K / Navy (as J-BBIF). C/n Hiro 3. F.Mihara (Nagoya 
Flying School.). CofA 11.31. Regn cancelled 10.32 as 
destroyed. 

J-BDYF Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 494. 
E.Munesato (First Aeronautical School). CofA 6.33. 
Owner changed to K.Munesato 7.34 and to M.Aoki 9.35. 
Regn cancelled 9.36 as destroyed. 

J-BDYG 

J-BDYL 

Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo 
Artilliary Arsenal 638. M.Ueda. CofA 6.32. Regn cancelled 
11.33. 

Avro 504K / Nakajima( as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 115. 
K.Ando (Ando Aeroplane Research Studio). CofA 11.31. 
Aircraft destoyed .32. Owner changed to S.Kawabe and 
CofA renewed 5.32. Registration lapsed 6.36. 

J-BEAD Isobe Type 2 Training Glider. C/n Isobe 2. T.lsobe. 
2.31. Regn cancelled 8.30 as destroyed. 

CofA 

J-BEAL Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 32. 
F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 1.32. Regn can-
celled 5.37 as destroyed. 

J-BEBB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 3. Nihon Student Air League. CofA 10.30. Regn 
cancelled 10.30 as destroyed. 

Above: The scene at an air pageant which took place at Fukagawa, 
Tokyo on 4.6.33. In the foreground is Nieuport 24 / Nakajima J-BBEF 
while flying above is Tokorozawa-built Salmson 2A2 J-BDEF of the 
Asia Aeronautical School complete with wing-walker on top and an 
advertisement for the magazine 'Aerial Age" under the lower wing, 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

J-BEBD Mitubishi R-1.2 two-seat open-cockpit biplane trainer. (300 
hp Mitsubishi / Hispano Suiza Hi 8-cyl water cooled vee). 
C/n Mitsubishi 127. O.ltoh. CofA 4.31. Owner changed to 
K.Noda 4.32 and to Osaka City Primary School Masters 
Association 3.33. Regn cancelled 2.36 due to aircraft being 
donated (presumably to military or for display ?). 

J-BEBF Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo 
Artillary Arsenal 608. K..Noda. CofA 8.33. 

J-BEBG Mitsubishi R-2.2 / Navy (as J-BDAG). C/n Saseho 2. 
K.Nakamura. CofA 10.32. Owner changed to K.Suzuki 
(Imperial Flying School) 11.35. 

J-BEBH Navy Type Hansa / Aichi 2-seat open cockpit monoplane 
(1) reconnaissance seaplane (170-210 hp Mitsubishi Hi 12-cyl 

water cooled vee). C/n Aichi 26. K.Yoshino. CofA 5.34. 

J-BEBH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). 
(2) Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer Flying Squadron. 

J-BEBL Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 119. 
K.Ando (Ando Aeroplane Research Studio). CofA 6.32. 
Owner changed to H.Shioda 3.33. Regn cancelled 9.34 as 
aircraft destroyed. 

J-BECD Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 68. 
S.Kawabe (Oriental Flying College). CofA 6..31. Regn can-
celled 11.31 as destroyed. 

J-BECF Fairchild 22C-7-B two-seat open cockpit high-wing mono-
plane (125hp Menasco Pirate C-4 inverted inline engine). 
C/n Kreider-Reisner 1506. Ex NC13167. S.Tamaki. CofA 
8.33. Regn cancelled 3.34 as donated to the Army. 

J-BECG Avro 504K (as J-BBIF). C/n Avro '973'. Hamamatsu 
Aeroplane Manufacturing Works. CofA 7.32. CofA renewed 
6.37 to J.Nakamura. 
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Left: J-BDHV was a 
trainer version of the 
Nakajima Navy Type 3 
Carrier Fighter. The pro-
file clearly shows the ori-
gins of the type as a 
Gloster design, indeed 
the sole example of the 
Gambet was the pattern 
aircraft for the 150 
licence-built examples 
produced by Nakajima. 
As this example was 
registered with a 
Nakajima-built Bristol 
Jupiter VI it would be a 
Type 3-1 alternatively 
known as the A1N1. 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

J-BECH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 549. R.Sasagawa (Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron). CofA 5.34. Regn cancelled 12.34 as air-
craft destroyed. 

J-BECL Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 563. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 
5.32. Regn cancelled 5.37 as destroyed. 

J-BEDB Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 251. 
T.Aiba (Nihon Flying School). CofA 12.30. Regn cancelled 
5.33 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEEL Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1089. 
T.Kobayashi. CofA 5.32. Regn cancelled 12.34 as aircraft 
dismantled. 

J-BEFB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 527. Nihon Student Air League. CofA 10.30. Regn 
cancelled 10.32 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEFD Navy Type Hansa / Aichi seaplane (as J-BEBH(1)). C/n 
Aichi 39. Z.Hiya. CofA 9.31. Owner changed to H.Takeuchi 
5.32 and to S.Emi 4.34. Regn cancelled 5.37 as aircraft 
dismantled. 

J-BEDD Avro 504K / Aichi ( as J-BBIF). C/n Aichi 17. O.ltoh. CofA 
7.31. Regn cancelled 5.32 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEDG Yokosho Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH). S.Nishimura. 
CofA 10.32. Owner changed to Japan Sea Airline Co. 5.34. 

J-BEDH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 559. R.Sasagawa (Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron). CofA 5.34. Regn cancelled 7.34 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

J-BEDL Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 114. 
F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 5.32. Regn can-
celled 9.33 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEEB Nakajima 2-seat land plane (Lorraine 650hp). C/n Nakajima 
35. K.Shinomiya. CofA 10.30. Regn cancelled 5.32. [Precise 
identification not known but may be rebuild of the N-35 
experimental reconnaissance aircraft which failed to win an 
Army competition having crashed on its first flight 17.11.27. 
This was a 2-seat open cockpit sesquiplane with a 650-710 
hp Lorraine 18W 18-cyl water cooled W engine.] 

J-BEED Avro 504K (as J-BBIF). C/n Avro '466'. K.Suzuki (Imperial 
Flying School). CofA 7.31. Regn cancelled 6.34 as aircraft 
destroyed. [The c/n of this and of J-BECG, both quoted as 
Avro-built, may be derived from serials?] 

J-BEEF Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawsaki 1190. 
Metropolitan ex-soldier Aero Research Association. CofA 
10.33. Owner changed to F.Tanaka 12.34. 

J-BEEG Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Nakajima 
1095. Hamamatsu Aeroplane Manufacturing Works. CofA 
12.32. Regn cancelled 5.33 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEEH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 583. R.Sasagawa (Ultra-nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron). CofA 3.35. 

J-BEFF Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo 
Artilliary Arsenal 1020. E.Munesato (First Aeronautical 
School). CofA 12.33. Crashed while being flown by 
K..Shimamura 6.34 and regn cancelled 7.34. 

J-BEFG Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo 
Artilliary Arsenal 632. Hamamatsu Aeroplane Manufacturing 
Works. CofA 12.33. Owner changed to T.Shizuru.,10.34. 

J-BEFH Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 96. 
R.Sasagawa (Ultra-nationalist Volunteer Flying Squadron). 
CofA 8.34. 

J-BEFL Yokosho Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH). Nakajima 
3. K.Ando (Ando Aeroplane Research Studio). CofA 6.32. 
Regn cancelled 2.33 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEGB Ishikawajima R-2 experimental biplane basic trainer (80-90 
hp Cirrus Mk.ll 4-cyl air cooled in-line). C/n 3. Ex Army trials. 
Nihon Student Air Leage Marine Section. CofA 9.34. 

J-BEGD Isobe Type 2 training glider. C/n 3. T.lsobe. CofA 8.31. Regn 
cancelled 2.36 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEGF Avro 504K / Navy (as J-BBIF). C/n Hiro 29. T.Ohno. CofA 
11.33. Regn cancelled 9.34 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEGH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 584. R.Sasagawa (Ultra-nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron). CofA 9.34. Regn cancelled 2.36 as destroyed. 

J-BEGL Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 551. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 8.32. 
Regn cancelled 2.36 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEHB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 526. K.Kitayama. CofA 11.30. Regn cancelled 
10.32 due to aircraft being dismantled. 

To be continued.... 
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THE SUNDERLAND HERITAGE 
Part 3: The Sandringham I BY JACK MEADEN 

The Sunderland III civil conversion, the Hythe, was a wartime substitute and not a design 
successor for the C class Empire flying boats. Nevertheless it proved to be an adequate 
backup and replacement type for the C class and was already in production in its military 
capacity, so it was immediately available. 

Its only drawbacks were the constraints on its performance from the limited power of its 
Pegasus engines and the drag of its military airframe designed to incorporate defensive 
gun turrets. 

The design problem was not a difficult one, the blunt turret-shaped nose and tail not being 
difficult to replace with fully streamlined shapes. This was foreseen by Short Brothers, and 

Above: Sunderland III ML788 after conversion 
to the only Mk.l Sandringham, with pointed nose 
and tail replacing the turrets. In wartime operation it 
carried the code OQZF, (via JM) 
Below: As G-AGKX "Himalaya" the Sandringham I 
making its first public appearance at the Victory Air 
Pageant at Eastleigh on 22nd June 1946 flown by 
Capt R F Stone. The Gouge flaps are lowered to the 
landing position for a low and slow flyover. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 
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the necessary design work was started as soon as it was apparent that 
the war was coming to an end. 

The improved seating and upholstery installed in the later Hythes was 
only a step towards what was considered necessary in peacetime and 
completely new interior design was carried out. An important feature of 
this was the advantage taken of the generous amount of space avail-
able in the large two deck flying boat hull. 

The seating on the lower deck was arranged as two-place cabins which 
could be converted into two bunks. There was a pantry area like a small 
kitchen and a bar room on the upper deck. Luggage was carried in the 
aft freight hold which had 340 cubic feet of space with a central gang-
way. The complete layout was planned on the basis of roomy comfort, 
something lost to the air passengers of half a century later in spite of 
improvements in other areas. 

The prototype was registered as Sunderland III ML788 on 28.6.44, but 
it did not go into service in that form, being launched in November 1945 

Above: Sandringham I G-AGKX was flown by Capt J E Hackett two 
weeks before its first public display and he gave it a favourable report, 
saying that the pointed nose and tail gave it a speed increase of 19 or 
20 mph. (via JM) 
Below: G-AGKX also made flyovers at the first postwar Farnborough 
Air Show. June 27-30th 1946. As the sole Mk.l it was the only 
Sandringham with Pegasus engines and. although not marked as such, 
was effectively the prototype. (Aeroplane via JM) 

as a conversion to the sole Sandringham I. Trials were carried out as 
ML788 with RAF code OQZF. 

The engines were 1,100 hp Pegasus 38, a version which had already 
been used as replacements on the Hythe. 

With its civil registration G-AGKX applied in large letters, it made its first 
public display at Eastleigh on 22nd June 1946. Recently demobilised, I 
was living with my parents at Eastleigh and attended the Victory Air 
Pageant at which this took place on a fine sunny summer day. 
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Above: On Aquila's popular route to Madeira and the Canary 
Islands, three Aquila flying boats are seen moored in Madeira 
harbour. Nearest is Sandringham I G-AGKX "Himalaya", 
next is Sunderland III transport G-AGEU "Hampshire" and 
furthest away is Hythe G-AGKY "Hungerford". (via JM) 

Right, upper: In November 1945 the first photos of the 
Sandringham interior were released. This one shows one of 
the two-place cabins, the seats of which could be converted 
into two bunks. The aircraft was fitted out for 26 day or 16 
night passengers. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Right, lower: The pantry on the Sandringham starboard side, 
an important feature on the long intercontinental routes flown 
by the Short flying boats: (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Capt R.F.Stone made fly-overs in the big silver flying boat 
at only 150 ft and the new hull shape looked impressively 
clean and efficient. It had been flown two weeks earlier by 
Capt Johnny Hackett and he said later that there was no dif-
ference in handling but the cruising speed had increased by 
19 or 20 mph and general performance was also improved. 

After service with BOAC, G-AGKX was purchased by 
Aquila Airways and was used on the Madeira service, final-
ly being withdrawn from use in Mar 1953. 

A week after its first appearance at Eastleigh, the 
Sandringham I was shown off at Farnborough, but BOAC 
were fully equipped with Hythes and no immediate orders 
were forthcoming. However the Sandringham was to make 
its mark in other areas. 

1945 Sunderland III conversion to Sandringham I: 
ML788/OQZF Regd 28.6.44 G-AGKX 'Himalaya' CofA 
2.1.46. BOAC, in service 6.46. To Aquila Airways 5.49. Wfu 
3.53 and scrapped at Hamble 8.53. 
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Left: A view showing the 
spacious interior of the 
Sandringham looking forward 
to the bar and pantry from 
the dining saloon. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 

Centre: Air Ministry silhouette 
of the Sandringham I, 
accurate but showing pro-
peller spinners which were 
never fitted to the aircraft, 
(via JM) 

Bottom: The aft freight hold 
in the Sandringham looking 
forward, a facility well used on 
the aircraft maintaining con-
tact with overseas stations. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 

ERRATUM 
Apologies for a number of 
errors that crept into Part 
Two of this series. We 
hope that they did not spoil 
your enjoyment! 
Captions for G-AGHZ 
(bottom page 139), and 
for G-AGJO (top page 
140) were transposed. 
The photo of the Hythe 
tail on page 139 actually 
shows G-AGKV "Hunting-
don" and not G-AGKY as 
stated. 
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PARALLEL LIVES 
Two solutions to the same problem? The Boulton & Paul 
P.9 and the Sunbeam-powered Avro 504. 

Right: The Boulton & Paul P.6 at 
Mousehold in 1919 when in use as 
the company's own transport and 
wearing the special marks X25 in 
a series allocated to private-ven-
ture experimental types. 
(MAP via Alec Brew) 

BY ALEC BREW 
At the end of the First World War most aircraft companies looked 
to see what they had in their locker to adapt and to place on the 
civil aircraft market, a market they all expected to boom in a newly 
aviation-minded world. In Norwich and in Wolverhampton two dia-
metrically opposed solutions produced two very similar products, 
which achieved almost identical market penetration. Boulton & 
Paul Ltd in Norwich decided to offer an old engine in a brand new 
airframe, and the Sunbeam Motor Car Co. in Wolverhampton 
offered a brand new engine in an old and trusted airframe. 

Boulton & Paul Ltd was a long established Norwich manufacturer with 
a diverse range of products, but was most famous for its pre-fabricated 
wooden buildings. It was brought into aircraft manufacture during the 
War with an order for FE.2Bs, placed in 1915, going on to build a total 
of 550. It then began to receive orders for Sopwith Camels and started 
turning them out at an average of 28 per week; eventually building a 
total of 1,575. 

Obviously deciding that aviation was a good business to be in they had 
started their own experimental/design department, and recruited J.D. 
North as Chief Designer. His first five designs were all fighters, aimed 
at the Camel-replacement specification, but only one prototype of the 
P.3 Bobolink was completed, losing out to the Sopwith Snipe, which 
Boulton & Paul themselves went on to build, having completing 425 
when contracts were terminated. 

Before the end of the War the Company also built the first of three P.7 
Bourges, twin-engined fighter bombers, which later came to be looked 
on as medium bombers. Despite being an outstanding design the air-
craft was not ordered into production because of the cessation of hos-
tilities. 

In deciding how his infant department should approach peacetime, 
J.D.North decided he had two potential products immediately available. 
He initiated the construction of an airliner version of the P.7 Bourges, 
the P.8 Atlantic, so named because it was entered in the competition 
for the first non-stop trans-Atlantic flight, and he offered for a sale a civil 
version of a little aircraft which had flown before the end of the War, the 
Boulton & Paul P.6. 

This two-seat biplane of utterly conventional design and construction 
had been conceived as an experimental machine for the testing of dif-
ferent aerofoil sections, and had been granted the special private-ven-
ture licence serial X-25. It was powered by the old 90 hp RAF. 1a V-8 
air-cooled engine, driving a large 4-blade propeller. It had a length of 19 
ft., and a span of25 ft., and because of its relatively small size had a 
sprightly performance of 103 mph at 1,000 ft., with a useful endurance 
of nearly 2.5 hours. 

In unchanged form the P.6 was a really useful light aircraft, and in fact 
was pressed into service by Boulton & Paul as the Company's own 

Right: Lt. Long's then 
unregistered P. 9 at 
Mousehold ready for 
delivery to Australia in 
1919. (via Alec Brew) 
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Left: Lt. Long's prototype 
Boulton & Paul P.9 seen 
under construction at 
Norwich in 1919. The 
bulky RAF. 1A V-8 engine 
is already mounted and 
the partly-rigged wings in 
place but the fuselage 
remains to be completed 
and the uncovered rud-
der and tailplane hang on 
the wall behind, (via Alec 
Brew) 

transport. With Boulton & Paul. Sales Dept painted on the fuselage 
sides and beneath the lower wing, it was registered K-120 in the inter-
im civil series, and then G-EACJ. On the day the civil Air Navigation Act 
came into force, 1st May 1919, it made the first official business flight 
in this country when the Boulton & Paul Sales Manager flew to Bury 
St.Edmunds and back to Norwich. 

Although examples of the P.6 were offered for sale at £600 apiece, it 
was with a slightly larger version of the airframe which the Company 
placed most of its hopes.They received an order from a Lt. A.L.Long for 
this new design, which was designated the P.9. It is not now clear 
whether Lt.Long initiated the design of the new aircraft, to use on sheep 
stations in Australia, or just ordered an example of a design already 
begun by Boulton & Paul. 

Although in principle the P.9 was just an enlarged version of the P.6, 
six feet longer, and with 2.5 ft more span, there were in fact rather more 
fundamental design changes than that, not immediately clear from its 
appearance. The same engine was used, but there was a 4 gallon 

increase in fuel capacity to improve the endurance to 3 hours at full 
throttle. 

Long took his P.9 to Australia, where it would eventually be registered 
G-AUDB. He was to make the first newspaper delivery flights by air in 
his new P.9, and on 17th December 1919 made the first flight across 
the Bass Strait between Tasmania and the mainland. After Long sold 
the aircraft it crashed in November 1921 and was destroyed by fire. 

Boulton & Paul offered further versions of the P.9 for sale for the sum 
of £700, a figure kept low by the continued use of the old RAF.1 A 
engine. As a comparison the price of the Avro 504, without engine, paid 
by the Government at War's end was £898..19s..0d. Boulton & Paul 
made further changes to the production version, altering the centre 
struts, and creating a neat installation behind the cockpits for two pur-
pose built suitcases. 

The first of these new P.9s was registerd G-EAPD to Boulton & Paul 
themselves, as a replacement for the P.6 in April 1920. No doubt the 

)s-m 
Left: Lt. Long (inset) and 
his P.9 in Tasmania hav-
ing made the first aerial 
delivery of newspapers in 
Australia. The original 
caption reads "The aero-
plane at Elwick ready to 
start for Launceston and 
intervening towns with 
'The Mercury' newspa-
per. This was the first 
delivery of a newspaper 
by aeroplane in the 
Commonwealth" and 
refers to Lt. Long as "the 
aviator who has made a 
number of successful 
flights round Hobart". 
(via Alec Brew) 
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Sales Manager appreciated the suitcases in which to carry his docu-
ments and his overnight kit. Possibly inspired by Lt.Long's high profile 
use of his P.9, three more P.9s were sold to Australia, as G-AUBT, 
G-AUCP and G-AUCT, and all gave sterling service to their respective 
owners until the mid 1920s, and like Long's aircraft generated a fair 
degree of publicity. 

G-AUCP took part in the Essendon Cup Air Race flown by Edgar 
Percival (Who later founded Percival Aircraft). This P.9 was later used 
to give a 108 year old Jamaican his first flight. G-AUCT broke two inter-
city flight records, from Mildura to Sydney and Sydney to Melbourne. 

Three more P.9s were registered in Great Britain, the first G-EASJ 
being registered to Brigadier J.G. Weir, and was then sold to Frank 
Courtney, a freelance test pilot for Boulton & Paul and others, who used 
it to get to his various test flying assignments from Croydon. This P.9 
was eventually sold in South Africa where it became G-UAAM. 

Boulton & Paul replaced their own G-EAPD with another P.9 in 1920, 
G-EAWS. For publicity purposes this was loaned to pilots for use in the 
King's Cup Air Races of 1922 and 1923, and was flown by Boulton & 
Paul's own Chief Test Pilot, Sqd.Ldr. C.A.Rea at the Bournemouth Air 
Races of 1927. The last P.9, G-EBEQ, first flew in 1922 and had a cou-
ple of British owners before being sold in Switzerland in 1928, where it 
became CH-259. 

There is no doubt that the P.9 was a useful two seat light aircraft, with 
a reasonable performance and economical to buy, because of its old 
engine, and to operate. Like other manufacturers however, Boulton & 
Paul found that they could not compete for sales in a market dominat-
ed by war-surplus Avro 504s. They did well to build as many as eight 
examples of the P.9, selling six of them and using the other two them-

selves. Apart from its historic achievements in Australia the P.9 is also 
significant for another reason, it was the first Boulton & Paul design to 
go into production, albeit to a modest extent. 

Just like Boulton & Paul, the Sunbeam Motor Car Co. in 
Wolverhampton were drawn into aircraft production during the First 
World War. They were already involved in aviation with their water-
cooled aero-engines, which displaced all vehicle production from their 
Moorfield Works during the War, but they also received sigificant orders 
for Short seaplanes, Short Bombers and Avro 504s, building a total of 
647 aircraft of all designs, before production of the 504 was terminated 
in 1919. 

Also like Boulton & Paul they decided to try designing their own aircraft, 
but their one attempt, the Sunbeam Bomber, was a conspicuous fail-
ure, and their post war ambitions to remain in the aviation industry were 
concentrated on the further sale of their aero-engines. 

At the end of the War they had under development a 100 hp inline six 
cylinder engine, the Dyak, with single overhead camshaft and three 
valves per cylinder. The Air Ministry had ordered 160 examples, though 
none had been delivered by the end of the War. It seemed ideal for the 
future light aircraft market, and not surprisingly Sunbeam installed an 
example in one of the Avro 504Ks they were producing themselves. 

The aircraft was tested at Dunstall Park, Wolverhampton's airfield. The 
empty weight of the aircraft was increased from 1,231 lbs to 1,320 lb, 
because of the brass radiator and associated plumbing, and this natu-
rally had a slight detrimental effect on the performance, but the Dyak 
was a reliable engine- and possessed one attribute which attracted 
pilots used to flying in remote places. It could be started from the front 
cockpit using a handle attached to the rear of the crankshaft. 

Right: One of Boulton & Paul's 
own P.9s. G-EAWS at 
Mousehold. Note the built-in suit-
cases clearly visible behind the 
cockpit. This particulat aircraft 
participated in a number of air 
races during its eight-year career. 

Below: The second P.9 to be 
built. G-EAPD. showing the diffi-
cult entry to the front cockpit 
through the 7V' struts supporting 
the upper wing and using the 
exhaust pipe as a step, 
(via Alec Brew) 
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Left: The Sunbeam Dyak 
100 hp 6-cylinder inline 
engine, showing the 
starting handle at the 
rear. This allowed it to be 
started from the cockpit 
without the aid of ground 
crew. 

Below: Sunbeam Dyak 
powered Avro 504 at 
Dunstall Park racecourse 
Wolverhampton in 1919, 
serial unknown, 
(via Alec Brew) 

This is probably why Harry Broadsmith- who created the Australian 
Aircraft & Engineering Co. at Mascot Sydney decided to fit the Dyak to 
the first of the Avro 504s he started to assemble. This aircraft, G-AUBG, 
was sold to Queensland and Northern Territories Aerial Services, and 
thus became the first equipment for Australia's premier airline, QAN-
TAS. The Sunbeam-504 proved exceptionally reliable, carrying 283 
passengers over 7,400 miles in just a few months. 

Seven more 504s were built in Australia with the Dyak engine, much 
more reliable in outback conditions than any rotary engine, and easier 
to start when there was no-one around to swing the prop. One of them, 
G-AUCZ, formed the first equipment of another famous Australian air-
line, Butler Air Transport, and Arthur Butler later proclaimed it the safest 
aircraft he had ever owned, no mean testament from an airline opera-
tor who specialised in Outback flying. 

In Europe Sunbeam did not have as much success in selling the 504-
Dyak combination, only two being sold to the Norwegian Army Air 
Force, serialled 103 and 105. The availability of war-surplus rotaries , 
often for only a few pounds, far out-weighed any reliability compar-
isons. Indeed the Government were soon selling off the Dyaks they had 
bought for massive discounts, and Sunbeam could hardly compete 
against that. 

The Boulton & Paul P.9 and the Dyak-powered Avro 504 had experi-
enced almost parallel lives. During the years 1919 to 1920 there were 
eight P.9s built and eleven Sunbeam-504s, with 4 and 8 respectively 
being sold in Australia where both designs achieved historic firsts and 
created major footnotes in Australian aviation history. They were both 
competent aircraft, well suited to the tasks they performed, but neither 
could compete on price with the flood of war-surplus aircraft. 

It was not until the 60 hp Cirrus engine was developed and Geoffrey de 
Havilland could design his slightly smaller Moth that new light aircraft 
production would become viable. 

Strangely, the success of the Moth and its competitors the Avro Avian, 
Blackburn Bluebird and Westland Widgeon, caused both Boulton & 
Paul and Sunbeam to take an interest in the light aircraft market once 
more. 

In 1929 Boulton & Paul offered its new P.41 Phoenix for sale, slightly 
smaller than the aircraft mentioned above, and in the same year 
Sunbeam produced a diesel version of the Dyak, the Pathan. The two 
new products achieved a parallel fate, like the P.9 and Sunbeam-504 
before them - no example of either product was sold, ending for all time 
the two companies' involvement in light aircraft. 
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Right: QANTAS' first 
aircraft, the Dyak - pow-
ered Avro 504 G-AUBG. 
No registration is visible 
in the photo. 

Below, right: A Dyak-
powered Avro 504 
packed ready for trans-
port from Sunbeam's 
Moorfield Works, 1919. 
(via Alec Brew) > > • -

Boulton & Paul P.9 -Production histories 

c/n P.9.1 unregistered Mid-1919 exported to Australia by Lt.Long. First 
flight over Bass Strait from Tasmania to Melbourne 17.12.19. G-AUDB 
allocated .21; C of A No.25, C.C.Matheson and L.Bacon t/a Victorian 
Flying Services. C of R No.44, not taken up. Crashed at Briagolong, 
Victoria 6.11.21 and destroyed by fire. 

c/n P.9.2 Regd G-EAPD 21.4.20 to Boulton & Paul as company air-
craft. Cancelled 11.20. 

c/n P.9.3 Regn G-AUBT issued 28.6.21, C of A No.51. Regd to Life 
Assurance Co. of Australia, Melbourne 28.6.21; to H O Jolley, Adelaide 
4.11.22; hit car on take-off from Serviceton, Victoria and crashed 
8.11.22. Regn cancelled 3.11.23. 

c/n P.9.4 Regd G-EASJ to Brig. J.G.Weir at Renfrew. C of A 15.7.20. 
Bought by Frank Courtney, Croydon 4.22; Flown by C.T.Holmes in 
Kings Cup Air Race 8-9.9.22, placed 11th. Bought by Henderson 
School of Flying 1.26. To South Africa for joy riding tour 3.29, sold to 
John Wilkinson of Young's Field, Cape Town, and re-registered as 
G-UAAM, later ZS-AAM and written off 22.9.31. 

c/n P.9/5 Regn G-AUCT issued 28.6.21, C of A No.24. Regd to 
Aviation Ltd, Glemoy, Victoria 26.6.21. Taken over by William Adams 
& Co., Melbourne 4.4.22. Sold to F.J.Barnes, Hamilton, Victoria 
13.4.22. Set two inter-city records: Mildura-Sydney 6 hr 10 min; 
Sydney-Melbourne 6.5 hrs. Crashed on return to Sydney. Pilot F. 
S.Briggs. Regn cancelled 27.6.22; CAA quote 'Rebuilt as monoplane' 

c/n P.9.6 Regd G-EAWS Boulton & Paul Ltd demonstrator. C of A 
28.4.21. Flown in King's Cup Air Race 8-9.9.22 by Lt.Col J.L. Tennant 
and placed 9th. Flown in King's Cup Air Race 13-14.7.23 by Sqd.Ldr 
F.L.Robinson. Flown in Bournemouth Whitsun Air Races 4, 6.6.27 by 
Sqd.Ldr C.A.Rea - gaining 2 firsts and a second place. Flown in Easter 
Flying Meeting at Lympne, 29.3.29, but suffered engine failure and was 
written off in the ensuing forced landing..Regn cancelled 15.5.29. 

c/n P.9/7 Regn G-AUCP issued 28.6.21, C of A No.40. Regd to R.S. 
Falkiner, Groongal, NSW 28.6.21. Overturned on road landing; 
repaired. Sold to H.O.Jolley, Melbourne 7.5.23. Flown by E.W. Percival 
in the Herald Cup Race at Essendon, 1923. To New Era Insurance 
Co.of Australia, Melbourne 1.2.24. To Miss V.Collinson, South Yarra, 
Victoria 25.11.25. On 26.2.26 gave first flight to 108-year old Henry 
Moore, over Melbourne, the oldest person to have flown. Sold to AT. 
Tilt, Malvern, Victoria 29.9.26. Sold to F.C.R.Jacques t/a Wings Ltd, 
Melbourne Victoria 3.9.27. Crashed at Willaura, Victoria 16.12.27. 
Regn cancelled 9.1.28. 

c/n P.9.8 Regd G-EBEQ to Boulton & Paul Ltd. First flight 4.9.22; C of 
A 31.7.23. Flown in Aerial Derby circuit of London 6.8.23 by FI.Lt. J.W. 

c* 

Woodhouse coming 3rd in Handicap section at 91.25 mph. Sold to 
Fl.Off. F.O.Soden 1926 and to Lt.Hugh Kennedey, Stag Lane 1927. 
Flown Croydon-Paris-Switzerland, 10.28. Fell through ice taking off 
from frozen lake near St.Moritz 9.2.29. Recovered. Registered in 
Switzerland as CH-259 to Gerber & Grainer 4.9.30. Regn cancelled 
26.1.32. 

Sunbeam-504 -Production histories 

(Serial unknown) Fitted with Dyak by Sunbeam and test flown at 
Dunstall Park, Wolverhampton. 

G-AUBG C of R 6. (assembled by AAEC, c/n said to be D.1) QANTAS, 
Longreach, Queensland 28.6.21. To H.J.Taylor, Hawthorn, Victoria 
6.11.26. C of R 147 renewed 22.11.26. Sold to Matthews Aviation, 
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Left: Butler Air 
Transport's Dyak-
powered Avro 504 
G-AUCZ. 
(via Alec Brew) 

Essendon, Victoria 6.12.26. Sold to F.A.Silverthome and H. 
O'Shawnessey, t/a Newcastle Air Services, NSW 27.8.29. Regn 
changed to VH-UBG 23.9.29 and 120 hp Airdisco engine installed (thus 
becoming Avro 548A). To F.A.Silverthome & M.Condie, t/a Newcastle 
Air Services, "Newcastle's Own" 6.4.31. C ofR lapsed 14.4.32, eld. 

G-AUBJ C of R 7. (AAEC c/n said to be D.5) F.S.Chapman, t/a 
Chapman Aerial Services, Sydney, NSW 28.6.21. C of R 96 issued to 
Australasian Airlines & Brokerage Service Ltd, Sydney NSW 28.11.23. 
To C.Hughes, Brisbane, Queensland 17.9.24. To R.C.Sturtridge, 
Brisbane, Queensland 24.3.26 with Hispano-Suiza engine. To Marconi 
& A.G.Dignum, Brisbane 2.11.27. Registration lapsed and cancelled 
20.2.28. 

G-AUBS C of R 11, (AAEC c/n said to be D.6). P.Hyde, Nimnitabel. 
NSW 28.6.21. C of R lapsed 27.6.22. 

G-AUCZ C of R 40, (AAEC c/n said to be D.7). Australian Aircraft & 
Engineering Co., Mascot, NSW. 28.6.21. To A.G.McKeachnie, 
Queanbeyan, NSW 10.21. C of R lapsed 27.6.22, regn cancelled 
18.6.24. Sold to C.A.Butler, Hay, NSW 23.3.26 and C of A 117 issued 
15.12.26 after reconditioning. To C.A.Butler, and F.H.Smith, Lithgow, 
NSW 26.4.28. Re-regd VH-UCZ 12.11.29 to R.J.Charleson, Morville, 
Victoria. Crashed near Smeaton, Victoria 9.6.30 and regn eld 8.30. 

G-AUDM C of R 50, (AAEC c/n possibly D.8). A D Reid. Taree, NSW 
28.6.21. C of R lapsed 27.6.22. To J.H.A.Tracey, t/a Aerial 
Advertising, Sydney NSW 1.5.23. C of R cancelled 10.5.24. Sold to 

C.Hughes, t/a Australian Airlines & Brokerage Co., 11.24. Wfu 11.25, 
C of R lapsed 30.1.26, regn eld. 

G-AUDR C of R 63, (AAEC c/n said to be D.9). M.G.B.Cox, Sydney, 
NSW 18.7.22. To Chapman & Chapman Aerial Services, Sydney, NSW 
4.12.23. Sold to E.R.Videan & E.W.Beckman, Brisbane, Queensland. 
150 hp Curtiss K6 engine installed. To Airways Ltd, NSW 12.5.25. 
Wrecked by gale, Moora Valley 17.6.26, regn eld 6.26. 

G-AUEO C of R 224, (AAEC c/n said to be D.2). J.H.A.Treacey & A.J. 
Driver, Brisbane 2.10.28. To G.W.Ebbage, Ayr, Queensland 5.10.28. 
Crashed at Kalbar, Queensland 13.2.29. Regn cancelled 18.3.30. Sold 
to Mrs.B.Greaves, Coolangatta, NSW 15.10.31. Test flown 20.1.32 (not 
on Register). To F.A.Ellis, Byron Bay, NSW 20.9.32. To C.W. 
Smallwood, Lismore, NSW 11.11.37. 

G-AUFP C of R 91 (ex E3363). Larkin Aircraft (Le Rhone engine) 
17.12.23. 130 hp Clerget installed, 9.26. To K.R.M.Farmer, Malvern, 
Victoria 22.10.26. Crashed at Wallacedale, Victoria 3.1.27. Rebuilt by 
Matthews Aviation for ST.Bishop and G.E.M.Jenkins, Caulfield, 
Victoria; 100 hp Dyak installed. CofR renewed 24.3.32. To L.Brown, 
Albany, WA 15.2.33. Registration expired 3.4.34. 

Serial 103 Norwegian Army Air Force. 
Fate unknown. 

Serial 105 Norwegian Army Air Force. 
Crashed at Kjeller 29.10.23. 

Delivered to Kjeller 2.11.20. 

Delivered to Kjeller 2.11.20. 

Left: A full scale model 
of the P.6 being built at 
the Boulton Paul Aircraft 
Heritage Project. 
Wolverhampton, includ-
ing original wheels and 
propeller on loan from 
the Imperial War 
Museum. (Alec Brew) 
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Above: PZL-104 Wilga D-EWBR shortly after registration, at Schonhagen 16.7.91. (Wim Zwakhals) 

DM-WBH(1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6216) 
Ex LSK, regd to Gesselschaft fur Sport und Technik (GST) 5.3.57, regn 
eld 31.12.67, to Polish State Aeroclub as SP-BRR 23.4.68. 

DM-WBH(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (61113) 
Regd to GST, 24.5.71, to DDR-WBH 21.5.82, to Bund Technischer 
Sportverband (BTS) as D-EGBI(2) 4.6.91, operated by FC Otto 
Lilienthal at Anklam, then by Segelfliegerclub Greifswald at Schmoldow 
4.4.93, released to them 9.94; current. 

DM-WBI(1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6119) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 19.6.57, regn eld 8.10.65. 

DM-WBI(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (61114) 
Regd to GST 24.5.71, w/o .78, regn eld. 

DM-WBI(3) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (140535) 
Certified at Warsaw 14.6.80 after conversion to sprayer (T/t 27 hours ), 
used as sprayer on test by GST at Kyritz from .80-83, reconverted to 
normal utility category at Mockau 12.5.83 and transferred to Interflug, to 
DDR-WBI 25.5.83, to GST at Halle .85/86, to BTS as D-EWBI 20.6.91, 
operated by Flogsportverein Halle-Oppin, damaged at Halle 13.11.93, 
released 4.94; current.. 

DM-WBJ (1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6014) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 5.5..5.8, regn eld 
Aeroclub as SP-BNR 11.1.68. 

19.12.67, to Polish State 

DM-WBJ (2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (61115) 
Regd to GST 24.5.71, to DDR-WBJ 29.3.82, to BTS as D-EWBJ 
26.6.91, op.by Fliegerolub Strausberg; released to Berliner Fallschirm-
sportverband, Gransee 12.94. 

DM-WBK(1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6138) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 20.1.59, regn eld 1.12.65, to Polish State Aeroclub 
as SP-BNW 21.5.66. 

DM-WBK(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (61116) 
Delivered to GST .71, regd 2.5.72, regn eld 21.3.75 after having been 
written off. 

DM-WBL(1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6001) 
Ex LSK, reserved for GST in .57, regd 16.5.61, regn eld 1.9.65. 

DM-WBL(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (61117) 
Delivered to GST .71, written off prior to registration being taken up. 

DM-WBL(3) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (74217) 
Delivered to GST .74, written off, details unknown. 

DM-WBL(4) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (140536) 
Delivered to GST .8fi, to DDR-WBL .8.4.81, based at Zwickau in 10.90, 
to BTS as D-EJBL 21.8.91, op. by Fliegerclub Grossruckerswalde, 
released 4.94. 

DM-WBM(1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6011) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 19.6.57, regn eld 6.7.60. 

DM-WBM (2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (61118) 
Certified at Warsaw 21.4.72, regd to GST 2.5.72, to DDR-WBM 
21.5.82, to BTS as D-EDBM(2) 18.4.91, op.by Luftsportverein "Die 
Ueckerfalken", based at Pasewalk, released 8.94. 

DM-WBN.(1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6129) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 19.6.57, regn eld 1.9.65. 

DM-WBN (2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (62175) 
Certified at Warsaw 29.3.73, regd to GST 23.4.73, to DDR-WBN 
21.5.82, to BTS as D-EWBN 24.6.91, op. by Aero Team Klix, released 
2.94, to Fliegerclub Langhennersdorf, Jahnsdorf 11.95. 

DM-WBO(-I) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6213) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 25.6.57,.regn eld 
Aeroclub as SP-BNS 21.5.66. 

11.2.65, to Polish State 

DM-WBO(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (62177) 
Regd to GST 23.4.73, to DDR-WBO 7.7.82, CofA expired 15.3.89, 
D-EWBO reserved for Luftsportvereinigung Milan at Saarmund 8.1.92, 
released to Fallschirmsportverein Eilenburg 1.95, permit as D-EILB 
issued 6.4.95, regd 2.96. 

DM-WBP(1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6221) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 25.6.57, regn eld 19.12.67, 
Aeroclub as SP-BNY 11.1.68. 

DM-WBP(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (62178) 
Regd to GST 23.4.73, written off 29.1.74, eld. 

to Polish State 

DM-WBQ(1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6218) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 19.6.57, regn eld 
Aeroclub as SP-BRS 23.4.68. 

31.12.67, to Polish State 

DM-WBQ(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (62179) 
Certified at Warsaw 29.3.73, regd to GST 23.4.73, to DDR-WBQ 
21.5.82, to BTS as D-EWBQ 22.4.91, op. by Fa.Carl Zeiss at Jena, 
released 2.95. 

DM-WBR(1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (5926) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 19.6.57, regn eld 6.7.60. 

DM-WBR(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (62180) 
Regd to GST 23.4.73, to DDR-WBR 10.3.82, to BTS as D-EWBR 
2.7.91, op. by Fliegerclub Schonhagen, released 5.94; written off near 
Schonhagen 28.3.96, regn eld 5.96. 

DM-WBS(1) Yakovlev Yak-18 (6112) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 12.12.57, regn eld 31.12.67, to Polish State 
Aeroclub as SP-BRP 23.4.68. 

DM-WBS (2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga (62181) 
Certified at Warsaw 29.3.73, regd to GST 23.4.73, to DDR-WBS 
10.12.81, based at Zwickau 1973-92, to BTS as D-EWBS 11.6..91, op. 
by Aero-Club Zwickau, then by Fliegerclub Langhennersdorf from 
7.3.92, released 7.94, based at Jahnsdorf. 
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Left: L-40 Meta-Sokol DM-
WCN seen in storage with 
wings and tailplane removed 
at Halle-Opin on 18.7.91. The 
all-metal Meta-Sokol featured 
an unusual 'reverse tricycle' 
undercarriage, the main-
wheels of which were only 
semi-retractable but the rear 
wheel completely so. 
(Wim Zwakhals) 

DM-WBT(1) YakovlevYak-18 (9318) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 12.12.57, regn eld 6.3.69 

DM-WBT(2) WSKPZL-104 Wilga (62182) 
Certified at Warsaw 29.3.73, regd to GST 23.4.73,.to DDR-WBT 
15.12.82, to BTS as D-EWBT 12.6.91, op. by Luftsportclub Leipzig at 
Mockau, base trandferred to Roitzschjora in .92, released 11.94. 

DM-WBU(1) YakovlevYak-18 (6012) 
Ex LSK,.regd to GST 12.12.57, regn eld 8.10.65. 

DM-WBU (2) WSKPZL-104 Wilga (62183) 
Certified at Warsaw 12.12.73, regd to.GST 10.1.74, to DDR-WBU 
7.7.82, to BTS as D-EWBU 27.6.91, op. by Fliegerclub MiJncheberg/ 
Eggersdorf, released 7.94. 

DM-WBV(1) YakovlevYak-18 (6124) 
Ex LSK,.regd to GST 12.12.57, regn eld 6.7.60. 

DM-WBV(2) WSKPZL-104 Wilga (62166) 
Certified at Warsaw 12.12.73, regd to GST 10.1.74, to DDR-WBV 
13.10.82, to BTS as D-EWBV.25.4.91, op. by Flugsportclub Suhl, 
released 6.94. 
[NOTE: reports giving c/n as 62160 are incorrect, this was SP-EAFL] 

DM-WBW(1) YakovlevYak-18 (6006) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 6.1.58, regn eld 
Aeroclub as SP-BRM 22.4.68. 

31.12.67, to Polish State 

DM-WBW(2) WSKPZL-104 Wilga (62167) 
Built .73, regd to GST 10.1.74, to DDR-WBW 7.7.82, to Flugsport-
verein Eisenhuttenstadt as D-EBBW(2) 7.2.91, released 9.94. 

DM-WBX(1) YakovlevYak-18 (6121) 
Ex LSK, regd to GST 12.12.57, regn eld 24.8.61. 

DM-WBX(2) WSKPZL-104 Wilga (62162) 
Certified at Warsaw 12.12.73, regd to GST 10.1.74, to DDR-WBX 
6.5.82, to BTS as D-EWBX 19.4.91, op .by Fliegerclub Leipzig- Taucha, 
released 9.94. 

DM-WBY(1) YakovlevYak-18 (5932) 
Built .53, ex LSK, regd to GST 27.2.58, 
State Aeroclub as SP-BRK 23.4.68. 

regn eld 31.12.67, to Polish 

DM-WBY(2) WSKPZL-104 Wilga (62163) 
Built .73, regd to GST 10.1.74, to DDR-WBY 15.12.82, D-EWBY 
reserved for Ballenstedter Aero-club at Ballenstedt 25.6.91, however 
seen dumped as DDR-WBY at Halle on 11.9.92 and ntu. To Polizeihist-
orische Sammlung der Landespolizei Sachsen-Anhalt, Aschersleben. 

DM-WBZ(1) YakovlevYak-18 (6016) 
Built .52, ex LSK, regd to GST 10.5.58, regn eld 10.3.66. 

DM-WBZ(2) WSKPZL-104 Wilga (74212) 
Built .74, regd to GST 12.2.75, written off. 

DM-WBZ(3) WSKPZL-104 Wilga (140537) 
Certified at Warsaw 6.5.80, delivered to GST as replacement for DM-
WBZ (2), to DDR-WBZ 8.4.81, seen at Kamenz 14.7.90, to BTS as 
D-EWBZ 28.6.91, op. by Flugsportclub Kyritz, released 12.94. 

DM-WCA Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (75) 
Built .57, regd to GST 30.3.58, regn eld 27.2.73,broken up. 

DM-WCB Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (46) 
Built .57, reserved for GST .58, photo depicted in Aero Sport 3.60, regd 
3.5.62, regn eld 13.12.78, broken up. 

DM-WCC Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (50) 
Built .57, reserved for GST .58, seen at Mockau 9.8..59, depicted in 
Aero Sport 3.60, regd 22.5.62, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WCD Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 ("8612-892") 
Reserved for GST .58, true c/n unknown, regd 17.7.65, regn eld 
13.1.78, broken up. 

DM-WCE Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (141) 
Built .57, regd to GST 1.4.58, regn eld 29.10.60, written off. 

DM-WCF Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (142) 
Built .58, regd to GST 14.4.58, regn eld 6.7.60, written off. 

DM-WCG Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (143). 
Regd to GST 14.4.58, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WCH Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (74) 
Built .57, regd to GST 30.3.58, regn eld 30.6.78, broken up. 

DM-WCI Polikarpov Po-2 (11259) 
Ex ? , regd to GST 17.3.59, seen at Leipzig-Schkeuditz 1.8.59, regn eld 
22.3.66. 

DM-WCJ Polikarpov Po-2 (16806007) 
Ex ? , regd to GST 18.3.59, regn eld 1.2.60, written off. 

DM-WCK Polikarpov Po-2 (16806010) 
Ex ? , regd to GST 23.1.59, regn eld 30.12.65. 

DM-WCL Orlican L-40 Meta-Sokol (150508) 
Built .58, regd to GST 29.4.59, regn eld 24.5.76, broken up. 

DM-WCM Orlican L-40 Meta-Sokol (150509) 
Built .58, regd to GST 5.5.59, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up at Zwickau. 

DM-WCN Orlican L-40 Meta-Sokol (150511) 
Built .58, regd to GST 5.5.59, seen at Mockau 9.8.59, regn eld 20.1.83, 
was destined for museum use but retained dismantled at Halle (9.92), 
released .94 to Fallschirmsportclub Halle, intended for restoration. 

DM-WCO Orlican L-40 Meta-Sokol (150512) 
Built .58, regd to GST 5.5.59, seen at Mockau 9.8.59, regn eld 8.10.65. 

DM-WCP Orlican L-40 Meta-Sokol (150913) 
Built .58, regd to GST 5.5.59, regn eld 23.2.84. 

DM-WCQ(1) Polikarpov Po-2 (944050) 
Ex ?, regd to Technical University of Dresden 15.5.59, regn eld 1.7.61, 
to LSK for use by Army flying club at Cottbus. 

DM-WCQ(2) Polikarpov Po-2 (0258) 
Ex ?, regd to GST 22.5.65, regn eld 17.4.69, broken up. 

To be continued.... 
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HEAD-O N VIEW No.3 
The Magni 
Vittoria 

JACK MEADEN 

Piero Magni started his own company in 1919, and by 
1921 this was the Piero Magni Laboratorio Costruzioni 
Aeronautiche of Milan, building aircraft to other peo-
ple's designs. Magni was chiefly interested in experi-
mental work and became well known for his design and 
development of a close-fitting cowling before the NACA 
cowling with similar features was produced. 

In 1924 he built his PM-1 Vittoria parasol wing mono-
plane, an all-wood single-seat aircraft with 50 hp 
Anzani 6-A-20 6-cyl radial engine ( in fact two overlap-
ping rows of 3 cylinders). The engine was closely 
cowled and a big propeller spinner with the same diam-
eter as the cowling had a central hole for the entry of 
cooling air. This gave a very clean appearance as the 
cowling and fuselage diameters were the same. 

The fuselage was of circular section throughout, the 
formers being a series of hoops connected by stringers 
and covered by longitudinal strips. The parasol wing 
also had some unusual features. It had 3 spars, the 
centre one slightly larger and all curving back toward 
the ends to meet at a point on the trailing edge at the 
aileron hinge, this providing a curved back wingtip. 

Producing all those curved members must have been a 
complicated job and would have required craftsmen 
with special woodworking skills. The tailplane had a 
single spar with a similar curve and all the tail surfaces 
had graceful curved outlines which suggested that 
Piero Magni was artistic as well as being an engineer 
with an enquiring mind. It must be appreciated that this 
was in the years immediately following the first world 
war when a great deal of aircraft design work was still 
done 'by eye'. 

A unique feature of the Vittoria was the wing support 
strut system. The struts had an aerofoil section, thus 
being auxiliary wings in the normal flight position, but 
for landing they could be turned through 90° to form air 
brakes. This made it possible for the clean design of 
the Vittoria to make a steeper approach and give the 
pilot a better view of the landing area. 

The first flight of the PM-1 was made-an 22nd October 
1924 at Arcore, Monza, north of Milan, .with Magni him-
self as the pilot. The performance was good for 50 hp, 
maximum speed 158 km/hr (94 mph) , cruising speed 
130 km/hr (80-mph). 75 km/hr (47 mph) was given as 
the minimum speed, presumably the minimum flying 
speed under control. Being only just above the stall, fly-
ing at this speed could hardly be recommended! 

Dimensions of the PM-1 were: Wing span 8m (26 ft 3 
in.), Length 5.56m (18 ft 3 in.), Height, tail up 2.34m (7 
ft 8 in.), Wheel track 1.47m (4 ft 10 in.). Weights were: 
Empty 282.5 kg (623 lb), Loaded 410 kg (904 lb). 

A second aircraft, the PM..2, was structurally similar 
except that the two small fillets ahead of the elevators 
were replaced by an orthodox tailplane with its own fil-
lets and the mainplanes were given some sweepback, 
which appears to have been increased later. 

The PM-2 made its first flight on 11th October 1925 
piloted by Gino Benvenuti and later it was registered 
l-BASF. After trials it seems that it was decided that the 
air-brake struts were a complicated and expensive way 
of obtaining a bit of extra drag and they were locked in 
the normal flight position where they provided lift only. 

Above: The Piero Magni PM-1 Vittoria with cowlings removed before its first flight. 
Although retouched, this and the following photo are original prints bearing on the reverse 
the stamp Piero Magni Laboratorio Construzioni Aeronautiche'. (via JM) 
Below: The only other known photo of the completed straight-wing PM-1 shows the pro-
peller being swung to stad up for the first flight with designer Piero Magni in the cockpit. 
Note the lack of a fixed tailplane. (via JM) 

Above: The head-on view shows the PM-2, the only noticeable difference from the PM-1 
being the fixed tailplane and slight wing sweepback. The unusual shape of the airbrake 
wing struts is apparent, (via JM) Below: The PM-2 with tail raised on a trestle shows the 
airbrake struts turned through 90 degrees to their high-drag position. The frontal exhaust 
collector ring hides the projecting tops of the cylinders, (via JM) 
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Left: The fuselage structure of 
the PM-1 showing the hoop 
frames, curved fin and rudder, as 
the PM-2 except that there is no 
fixed tailplane. 

Below, left: Wing structure of the 
PM-1 with its unusual wingtips 
with all members curved back. 
Like the fuselage it was described 
as veneer-covered. 

Below, right: The PM-1 elevator 
frame (fabric covered, no 
tailplane) and frame of the left-
side wing support strut/airbrake 
which was veneer strip covered, 
(all via JM) 

Magni' s company had a stand on the Milan Fair Aero Show held on 
12th to 27th April 1926 on which the Vittoria was displayed. It had been 
modified to have fairings over the underwing attachment members of 
the now fixed wing support struts, otherwise it was unchanged. 

Its unusual lines generated considerable publicity in Italy, and although 
it was not a military aeroplane it was examined by Italian Premier 
Mussolini with in attendance General Bonzani, Under Secretary of the 
Italian Air Ministry, and General Ing. Verduzio, leader of the Genio 
Aeronautico, Technical Section of the Air Ministry at the Italian Military 
Experimental Station of Montecelio, Rome. 

Piero Magni was chiefly interested in experimental work and this took 
up a great deal of his time. He had financed the Vittoria himself and 
used it for his own experimental purposes, including the development 

of the design features which he incorporated into it. He also operated 
his aircraft company successfully, building aircraft to other people's 
designs and requirements from the earliest years. 

In 1928 his company became the Piero Magni Aviazione of Taliedo, 
Milan and in 1934 he produced a development of the Vittoria with a 
modernised wood structure, plywood covered. Although a nineteen-
thirties design with an up-to-date appearance, its relationship to its pre-
decessor was apparent from its structural outlines. 

It was called the Magni PM-3 Vale and was powered by the 130 hp 
Farina T58 5-cyl radial engine. This had the Magni NACA-type close-
fitting circular cowling with open front, and like the Anzani on the 
Vittoria it was hinged on each side so that it could be opened forward 
to expose the back of the engine for access. 
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Above: The PM-2 showing the large 
spinner with central hole for engine 
cooling air and the airbrake struts with 
triangular underwing attachments, 
(via JM) 

Right: The PM-2 from the rear shows 
the curved tail unit with filleted fixed 
tailplane and the small windscreen on 
the cutaway centre section of the 
swept parasol wing, (via JM) 

Above: A young mechanic demonstrates the light weight of the PM-2, now with its 
registration l-BASF applied. 
Below: The PM-2 taxies out showing the swept back wing with large ailerons and cen-
tre section cutout providing a good upward view for the pilot. (All via JM) 

Above: The PM-2 after its first flight on 11.10.25 with 
(L to R) pilot Gino Benvenuti, designer Piero Magni, chief 
technician Giacomo Pozzi and an un-named mechanic. 
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Left: Identified as the PM-2/3. 
this Vittoria is on display at the 
Milan Air Fair in April 1926. The 
now fixed underwing struts have 
been modified to have fairings 
over the wing attachments. 
Below, left: Flying overhead, the 
fixed tailplane with root fillets 
introduced on the PM-2 can be 
seen, also the long axle of the 4ft 
Win. track undercarriage with 
Palmer high-pressure tyres and 
the long tailskid. 
Below, right: Piero Magni show-
ing the Vittoria, here with a small 
windscreen on the wing, to 
Mussolini at Montecelio. On the 
left is Gen. Bonzani and behind is 
Gen. Verduzio. (all via JM) 

Above: The PM-3/4 Vale at the Milan International Salon in 1937. This photo with the 
background removed appeared in a WW2 aircraft recognition book! 
Below: The PM-3/1 under construction before covering the wing and elevators shows the 
more modern structure compared with the PM-1 and PM-2. Instead of strips the fuselage 
has plywood covering, (both via JM) 

Although only a single seat aerobatic aircraft, it was 
given a military number (Matricola Militaire) MM253. 
This may be the reason that it was included in a 
Penguin paperback WW2 recognition book, so that it 
became known to wartime spotters and Observer 
Corps members who studied Italian aircraft! 

Dimensions were: Wing span 8.915m (29 ft 3 in.), 
Length 5.4m (17 ft 8.6 in.), Height, tail up 2.18m (7 ft 
1.8 in.), Wing area 13.03 sq m (140 sq ft). 
Weights: Empty 540 kg (1,190 lb), Loaded 765 kg 
(1,686 1b). 

Performance: Max speed 250 km/hr (155 mph), 
Cruising speed 200 km/hr (124 mph), Take-off run 
180m (590 ft), Landing run 160m (525 ft). Initial rate of 
climb was 222 rn/rnin (728 ft/min) and service ceiling 
was 7,000 m (23,000 ft). 

The main fuel tank in front of the pilot held 90 litres 
(19.8 gal) and a second tank behind the pilot held 50 
litres (11 gal), a total of 140 litres (30.8 gal). This gave 
an endurance of 5 hr and a still-air range of 1,000 km 
(620 miles) , this agreeing with the engine manufactur-
er's cruise fuel consumption of 27 litres (6 gal) per hr. 

No doubt to indicate the speed range, a minimum 
speed of 90 krn/hr (56 mph) was given but, as with the 
minimum speed given for the Vittoria, this was not a 
safe operating speed. The first Vale, the PM-3/1, was 
displayed at the Paris Salon in 1934, continuing to 
show some of Magni's unusual design features. The 
two spar wing had a portion between the aileron and 
the centre section cutout on each side which looked 
like a plain flap but which was described as varying the 
wing profile. The underwing struts were now a paired 
vee on each side with aerofoil section fairings. 
Although the airbrake struts of the Vittoria had been 
locked, Magni clung to the idea and the rear struts on 
the Vale could be rotated to increase drag. 
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The PM-3/1 was apparently perfectly satisfactory and a 
photograph taken during its production showed a sec-
ond airframe partially built. However Magni continued 
to make changes in the design and in 1937 at the Milan 
Air Fair a Vale was displayed which was identified as 
the PM-3/4. 

Although of generally similar appearance it had numer-
ous alterations, the most obvious being a considerably 
larger rudder and cantilever undercarriage legs with 
internally sprung wheels of Magni's own design. There 
were changes in the wing profile, aileron shape and 
centre section cutout, which was larger. All the overall 
dimensions were slightly changed, and these were 
now: Wing span 8.8 m (28 ft 10 in.), Length 5.685 m (18 
ft 8 in.), Height, tail up 2.64 m (8 ft 8 in.), Wing area 
12.64 sq m (136sqft). 

The PM-3/4 was widely displayed and like its prede-
cessors it drew a great deal of attention, but it was a 
rich man's toy and the /4 was kept by Magni himself. 

Nevertheless he was not ready to stop there, and 
design work was undertaken on the PM-4 Supervale, a 
cleaned-up version with the Fiat A-54 7-cyl radial 
engine which produced 150 hp at 2,300 rpm. A sec-
tional side-view drawing showed it with a 7.7 mm ( 303 
in.) Breda Safat machine gun mounted under the fuse-
lage. This was intended for military training and was a 
symptom of the times, but it was not produced. 

During WW2 the Magni factory continued its pre-war 
practice of building parts and assemblies for other man-
ufacturers and the PM-3/4 was stored for the duration. 
It was preserved and when supplied as a gift by Ing. 
Piero Magni it was displayed in the Air and Naval 
Section of the Milan Museum of Science which had 
been formed in 1973. 

Above: The PM-3/1 during final assembly with another Vale next in line. The pairs of 
underwing struts have yet to be fitted with their aerofoil-section covering and the 
Farina T-58 engine is seen as yet uncowled. 
Below: The PM-3/1 Vale outside the Magni factory with the pilot standing in the cock-
pit ready for the first flight. Note the ground-adjustable metal propeller and the shal-
low chocks to clear the large wheel spats, (both via JM) 

Above: The culmination of a dream. Piero Magni's ideas of 1919 peaked with the 
refined and graceful PM-3/1 Vale in 1935, but his plans for development of the design 
were not realised and the PM-3/4 was the last. 
Below: Vale PM-3/1 as it appeared at the 1934 Paris Salon, highly polished and with 
a shiny pointed spinner It attracted no buyers and by the time of its first flight had been 
painted in Regia Aeronautica markings, (both via JM) 
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Marendaz, Geoffrey Wikner and Wicko 
Aircraft - a brief cross-reference 
The article on the Marendaz Trainer in the last 
issue not surprisingly brought responses refer-
ring to designer/pilot Geoffrey Wikner who was 
the actual designer of the Marendaz Special 
monoplane, the first Marendaz aeroplane which 
was not completed in that form. 

Marendaz claimed to be his own designer, and 
gave no credit to those he employed to do the 
design work, not even mentioning their names. 
In "Flight of the Halifax", Wikner's biography 
compiled by Norman Mitchell, Wikner explains 
how he joined Marendaz Special Cars Ltd who 
"wanted someone to design a light plane for 
them ... I joined the company with only a verbal 
agreement. He (Marendaz) was to finance the 
building of the machine and I was to get full 
credit for the design ...". 

Above: The Wikner designed Windsor was a trainer/ tourer monoplane with enclosed cockpit and 
spatted undercarriage. This artist's rendering shows a layout with many similarities to the 
Marendaz Special monoplane, (via Jack Meaden) 

Construction of the Special progressed based on Wickner's three-view 
drawing and some detail sketches although Marendaz kept pressing for 
more drawings and for the incorporation of other design details. At the 
point illustrated on p.2001/143 Wikner took a number of photographs 
and prepared a description of the aircraft, including his name as design-
er, which he sent to "Aeroplane" and "Flight. The details which were 
published on 26 and 27.2.36 respectively began "To the designs of Mr 
D M K Marendaz ...." with all mention of Wikner deleted. On the same 
day Wikner walked out of the company. Despite threats of legal action 
from Marendaz over Wikner's claims the matter was eventually 
dropped. These events were confirmed by Wikner during interviews 
with Trevor Boughton in 1983/4. 

Geoffrey Wikner, following a false start with another company, went 
into partnership with Jack Foster and formed the Foster Wikner Aircraft 
Company Ltd, financed and 51% owned by W Lusty & Sons Ltd and 
with Wikner's position as designer contractually agreed. 

The design of the Wicko Monoplane, the FW1, published in July 1936 
shows a clear relationship with the Marendaz Special, with square sec-
tion fuselage and the rounded top of the fin/rudder applied to a high 
wing layout. This point was made by Wikner in discussion with 
Boughton later. His later design the Wicko Windsor of 1939, although it 
did not have side-by-side seating, nevertheless also had a number of 
parallel design features which showed a close relationship to the 
Marendaz Special. 

Marendaz, true to form, said nothing about others involved in the 
Trainer, and the designer or designers remain unknown. All Wikner's 
designs had braced wing structures and it appears unlikely that he was 
involved in the Marendaz III or the Trainer which appeared later and 
had cantilever wings. It was Wikner's clear opinion, backed by his own 
photographs, that the Marendaz III used the incomplete rear fuselage 
and tail unit of his Special. Reports of the fire at the Maidenhead works 
indicate that 'timber was burnt' rather than an aeroplane. 

International Aircraft & Engineering Ltd who had taken over the con-
struction of Marendaz III G-AFGG went into receivership on 23.6.38 
which may explain why no further work was done on the aircraft. 
G-AFGG was one of the airframes sold at auction under County Court 

order at Barton-in-the-Clay on 19.12.40. This auction included all the 
assets of The Bedford School of Flying Ltd where Marendaz had been 
director and general manager since January 1939. 

G N Wikner had already designed, built and flown several aircraft in his 
Australian homeland, such as the Wizard - another low-wing mono-
plane with fixed spatted undercarriage and wire-braced wing, and he 
became well known in Britain from his design of the Wicko cabin mono-
plane. Strangely, when contacted by Boughton in 1984, Marendaz 
denied ever having employed any Australian and also any connection 
between Wikner's design and his 'own' aircraft - despite the photo-
graphic evidence. 

The prototype FW1 two seater G-AENU was first flown by Wikner him-
self on 21.9.36. It was powered by a converted motor car engine, the 
water-cooled Ford V8 which gave 85 hp. However with only single igni-
tion a C of A could not be obtained and the aircraft was re-engined with 
a 90 hp Cirrus Minor I four-cyl inverted in-line with which G-AENU 
became the Wicko FW2. The Foster Wikner Aircraft Co built the Wicko 
GM1 with 130 hp Gipsy Major engine which was used during WW2 as 
the Warferry, a total of 11 aircraft being produced. 

It is intended to cover Geoffrey Wikner's aircraft designs in a future 
series of articles. Meanwhile thanks is due to Trevor Boughton, 
Malcolm Fillmore and Jack Meaden for the material above. 

-

Above: Foster Wikner Wicko GM1 c/n 6 
G-AFKS with 130 hp Gipsy Major I became 
Warferry HM574 and was used by the mak-
ers for communications from 6.42. Wing 
span of the production GM1 was 34 ft 6 in. 
(Wicko via JM) 

Left: After its first flight the FW1 prototype 
G-AENU is seen with 31 ft 6 in. wing, spats 
and underside radiator for its water-cooled 
Ford V8 converted car engine, (via JM) 
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New Zealand 

BY JANIC GEELEN, 
RAYMOND DEERNESS 
& ROBERT KERR 

PART SEVENTY-FIVE 

Above: Red and white Cessna A150M Aerobat ZK-DOF tied down and weather-protected at 
Dairy Flat. Auckland on 26.3.95. (Ian Burnett) 

ZK-DOC Cessna A185F Skywagon 18502318 15.3.74 
Ex N53017. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To W.R. 
Jackson, Dunedin 21.6.74; to Mount Cook & Southern Lakes 
Tourist Co Ltd.Christchurch 8.11.76; to W.R. Jackson, 
Dunedin 18.8.77; to Bullmore & Wilkins Syndicate, Balfour 
29.4.88; to Fiordland Experience Group Ltd, Te Anau 
24.7.92. Current. 

ZK-DOD Cessna 180J Skywagon 18052392 15.3.74 
Ex N46018. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To M.J. 
Halliday, Edendale 20.6.74; to M.J. & E. Halliday, Edendale 
28.8.74; to Corporate Archives Ltd, Wellington 28.2.89; to 
S.S. Lusk, Wellington 29.1.92; to P.M. Grundy, Rangiora 
23.7.92; to Matriarch Trust, Masterton 25.7.96. Current. 

ZK-DOE Cessna A188BAgwagon C 18801381 11.2.74 
Ex N9098G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Makarau 
Lime Co-operative Society, Auckland 30.4.74; to Farmers 
Aerial Co-op Topdressing Society Ltd, Wellsford 12.3.75; to 
Fieldair Holdings (Northern) Ltd, Thames 23.9.81; to 
Taumarunui Aerial Co-operative Society Inc, Taumarunui 
3.3.82; to Farmers Air Partnership, Gisborne 29.11.84; to 
T.G. Gaddum, Gisborne 18.12.84; to King Country Aerial 
Farming Ltd, Te Kuiti 18.7.85; to Langslow Aviation Ltd, 
Waipukurau 16.4.87; to King Country Air Services Ltd, 
Hamilton 9.5.88. Regn eld 23.5.88 on sale to Australia; regd 
VH-HQQ 5.S-.88, crashed 9.10.96. 

ZK-DOF Cessna A150L Aerobat A1500477 .74 
(1) Ex N9981G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 

became VH-SRR 21.5.74. 

ZK-DOF Cessna A150M Aerobat A1500529 14.10.74 
(2) Ex N8120V. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Rex Flying 

School Ltd, Auckland 19.12.74; to Dalhoff & King Flying 
School Ltd, Auckland 24.5.76; to Eagle Aviation Ltd, 
Hamilton 24.7.79; to Dalhoff & King Aviation Ltd, Auckland 
29.10.79; to Aero Hire Ltd, Whakatane 6.8.80; to Rotorua 
Aero Club Inc, Rotorua 10.1.86; to I.H. Hanes, Hamilton 
26.10.89. Current. 

Below: The unusual sight of a Cherokee Six on floats. South Seas 
Airways N4252R Paopaolele" which became ZK-DOJ. (DP collection) 

ZK-DOH Pitts S-1 Special AACA/121 15.1.76 
C.J. Pask, Hastings. To P.D. Perry, Hamilton 29.3.78; to W. 
Sneddon, Nelson 9.5.84; to R.E. Turner, Nelson 12.11.84; to 
M.G. Smith, Thames 8.9.89; to M.R. Smith, New Plymouth 
8.3.96. Current. 

ZK-DOI SlingsbyT61C Falke 1775 18.7.73 
Auckland Gliding Club, Auckland. To Auckland Branch of Air 
Cadet League NZ Inc, Auckland 13.3.90. Regn cancelled 
13.3.90 and re-registered ZK-GOD on same date. 

ZK-DOJ Piper PA-32S-300B Cherokee Six 32-40638 4.7.73 
Ex N4252R. Kaitaia Aero Club, Kaitaia. To Allied Finance & 
Investments Ltd, Auckland 23.10.75; to North Shore Aero 
Club Inc, Dairy Flat 31.3.76; to Dalhoff & King Aviation Ltd, 
Auckland 10.5.78; to Motor Holdings (Aviation) Ltd, 
Auckland 27.5.82; to Christies Home Appliance Repairs Ltd, 
Whangarei 16.7.82; to Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch 
17.8.84; to N.A. Mathieson, Palmerston North 1.12.87; to 
United Aviation Ltd, Palmerston North 19.8.88; to Westair 
Flying Ltd, Hokitika 18.6.93; to Westair Ltd, Franz Josef 
Glacier 1.2.96; to Westair Properties Ltd, Dunedin 8.5.96; to 
Glenorchy Air Services & Tourist Co Ltd, Queenstown 
26.6.96. Current. 

ZK-DOG Cessna A150L Aerobat A1500469 .74 
(1) Ex N9924G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 

became VH-RQM 14.3.74, re-regd VH-LEI 6.2.85. 

ZK-DOG Cessna 305A BirdDog 23452 14.7.94 
(2) Ex 53-8031, (USArmy then SVietnamAF), ZK-FYB. Mackley 

Aviation Ltd, Milford, Auckland. Damaged at Hunter Valley 
Station, Lake Hawea, Otago, 6.4.96 when crashed and over-
turned while attempting to land on the station airstrip. The 
pilot was seriously injured and passenger suffered minor 
injuries. Regn eld 31.1.97. Regn restored 3.10.00 to Kaipara 
Aviation Trust, Auckland 

ZK-DOK Piper PA-30-160 Twin Comanche B 30-1735 3.7.73 
Ex N8582Y. Dennis Thompson International Ltd, Auckland. 
To R.S. Shewry, Papakura, Auckland 27.7.73; to R.S. & 
M.E.I. Shewry, Papakura, Auckland 5.3.76; to Transport 
(Nelson) Holdings Ltd, Nelson 27.9.76; to Dennis Thompson 
International Ltd, Auckland 15.10.76; to Oxnams Timber 
Hardware Ltd, Foxton 8.11.76; to N.O.Oxnam, Foxton 
21.3.78; to W. Sneddon, Greymouth 3.3.82; to R.J. Wood & 
B. Fraser, Christchurch 23.8.82; to M.J. Funnell, Taupo 
5.10.87; to Kapiti Air Syndicate, Paremata 6.3.89; to C.A. 
Amon, Bulls, Manawatu 19.5.94; to Waikato Aero Club Inc, 
Hamilton 28.7.00. Current. 
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ZK-DOR Registration not yet allotted. 

Above: Much-owned 1973 model Twin Comanche B ZK-DOK is still 
active and was sen at Ardmore in February 2000. (Ian Burnett) 
Below: Also at Ardmore in 2.00 was Cherokee Six 300 ZK-DOP with 
faint Blue Sky's Air Charters' titles on the cowling. (Ian Burnett) 

ZK-DOL Cessna 172M Skyhawk 17261824 5.9.73 
Ex N12125. Otago Aero Club, Dunedin. To B.R. Emerson, 
Gisborne 9.6.78; to R.M. Clarke, Palmerston North 18.10.83; 
to A.G. Twaddle, Wellington 25.3.86; to Walton Farming Co 
Ltd, Tapanui 5.12.89; to GJR Aircraft Leasing, Auckland 
16.12.91; to Flightline Aeronautical College Ltd, Auckland 
17.8.93; to Great Barrier Airlines Ltd, Auckland 13.6.96; to 
Great Barrier Airlines Flight Operations Ltd, Auckland 
10.7.98. Current. 

ZK-DOM Piper PA-30-160 Twin Comanche B 30-1717 23.7.73 
(1) Ex N8568Y. (Modified by Piper as the PA30-160C prototype 

8.68) Akarana Air Ltd, Auckland. To Helicopter Training Ltd, 
Rotorua 8.12.78; to Helicopter Specialties Ltd, Auckland 
1.7.81; regn cancelled 16.8.82 on sale to Vanuatu, re-regd 
YJ-RV14, 9.82. 

ZK-DOMPiper PA-31-310 Navajo B 31-777 30.11.93 
(2) Ex N7401L, N2AV, N7401L, VH-BZW. Nelson Aviation 

College Ltd, Motueka. To Flight Corporation Ltd, Nelson 
26.1.96; to Air Napier Ltd, Napier 17.2.00. Regn eld 17.2.00 
and re-registered ZK-NPR on same date. 

ZK-DON Maule M4-210C Rocket 1100C 31.8.73 
D.K. Lilico, Auckland. To T.C.R. Laver, Dannevirke 31.3.78; 
to T.C.R. Laver, J.C. & J.P. Riddell, Dannevirke 14.8.87. 
Current. 

ZK-DOO Registration not allotted. 

ZK-DOP Piper PA-32-300 Cherokee Six 32-7440045 29.1.74 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Cookson Airspread Ltd, 
Wairoa 13.6.74; to Bumper Services Ltd, Auckland 12.11.84; 
to J.M. Young, Wanaka, Central Otago 19.12.89; to Blue 
Skies Syndicate, c/o M. Bannerman, Christchurch 6.5.92; to 
Garden City Helicopters Ltd, Christchurch 25.11.92; to J. 
McGrory, Christchurch 12.5.98; owner's name change to 
Blue Sky's Scenic Paradise, 5.99; to Maxwell Rotors Ltd, 
Auckland 8.11.00; to D.W. & M.R. Brown, Auckland 
13.11.00. Current. 

ZK-DOQ Piper PA-28-"140 Cherokee Cruiser 28-7425002 29.1.74 
Ex N55174. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Middle 
Districts Aero Club, Palmerston North 5.8.74; to Airwork (NZ) 
Ltd, Christchurch 26.6.81; to M. Taylor, Paraparaumu 
31.8.81; to G.L.G. Richardson, Te Kauwhata 13.9.83; to I.W. 
& E.R. Fletcher, Auckland 18.7.84; to DOQ Syndicate, c/o 
M.J. Rutherfurd, Auckland 15.1.92. Current. 

ZK-DOS Piper PA-28-180 Cherokee Archer 28-7405002 29.1.74 
Ex N55674. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Wairarapa & 
Ruahine Aero Club, Masterton 24.6.74; to J.W. & A.L. Black, 
Katikati 4.7.94; to C.I. Timms, Oratia, Auckland 24.5.96. 
Current. 

ZK-DOT Piper PA-28-151 Cherokee Warrior 28-7415180 15.3.74 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Canterbury Aero Club, 
Christchurch 19.6.74; to Marlborough Aero Club Inc, 
Blenheim 27.9.84; current. 

ZK-DOU Piper PA-28-151 Cherokee Warrior 28-7415002 29.1.74 
Ex N56547. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Anglo 
Caravan Sales Ltd, Hamilton 13.8.74; to Place Properties 
Ltd, Hamilton 16.10.74. Destroyed by fire at Hamilton when 
building it was in was burnt down 23.4.80. Regn eld 8.10.90. 

ZK-DOV Cessna 206 Super Skywagon 206-0248 30.8.73 
Ex N5248U. F.R. Wright, Auckland. To Waikato Flying 
School, Hamilton 2.10.73; to Central Western Air 
(Southland) Ltd, Lime Hills 30.6.81; to G.J. Week, 
Patumahoe, South Auckland 2.6.83; to Far North Aviation 
Ltd, Auckland 25.9.84; to Buttercup Alpine Resort Ltd, 
National Park 12.2.85; to Waitomo Air Services Ltd, Te Kuiti 
26.2.87; to Aeromotive Overhauls Ltd, Hamilton 22.10.87; to 
Commercial Helicopters Ltd, Taumarunui 17.8.89. Current. 

ZK-DOW Cessna 182P Skylane 18262799 4.6.74 
Ex N52725. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To K.H. 
Kenyon, Huntly 10.7.74; to Dalhoff & King Aviation Ltd, 
Auckland 22.4.80; to J.E. O'Neill, Tuapeka West, Otago 
30.6.80; to Dalhoff & King Aviation Ltd, Auckland 4.6.81; to 
P.H. Elworthy, Craigmore, Timaru 20.11.81. Destroyed 
Upper Rakaia, Canterbury 17.1.82 when struck a fence and 
ran into a belt of trees while landing in a paddock; four on 
board not injured. Regn eld 25.1.83. 

ZK-DOX 

ZK-DOY 
(1) 

ZK-DOY 
(2) 

Cessna 182P Skylane 18262953 9.7.74 
Ex N52921. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Alpine 
Helicopters Ltd, Queenstown 11.9.74; to Haast Transport 
(1971) Ltd, Cromwell 23.12.75; to Haast Transport (1971) 
Ltd, Luggate 2.7.84; to Classic Developments Ltd, Auckland 
7.11.86; to N.J. Powell, Auckland 3.5.89; to J.K. & K.H. 
Kenyon Syndicate, Auckland 27.7.89; to B. Sterla, Parnell, 
Auckland 10.11.89; to H.M. Williams & Co Ltd, Waipawa 
10.1.94; to John Finlay Motors Ltd, Napier 30.1.98. Current. 

Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801403 .74 
Ex N9159G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 
regd in Mozambique as CR-APE, .74. 

Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801418 11.2.74 
N9194G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Harts Aerial 
Topdressing Co Ltd, Christchurch 12.6.74; to Rowley 
Aviation Ltd, Amberley 12.12.78. Regn cancelled 5.7.79 on 
sale to Australia, regd VH-DUJ 9.7.79. 

ZK-DOY 
(3) 

ZK-DOZ 
(D 

ZK-DOZ 
(2) 

Solar Wings Pegasus Quantum 15 
W.P.Begg, Papakura. Current. 

6842 25.9.01 

ZK-DPA 
(1) 

Cessna T210L Turbo Centurion II 21060098 .74 
Ex N59111. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 
re-allocated ZK-DPB(2) also ntu; became XB-RAD. 

Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801410 11.2.74 
ExN9176G, (ZK-DPB-1). Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland 
Phoenix Aviation Ltd, Gore 20.6.74; to James Aviation Ltd, 
Hamilton 13.12.83; to Jet Spread Aviation Ltd, Taupo 6.9.84. 
Destroyed Wairakei, Taupo County 24.10.85 when tipped 
onto its nose and left wing tip while landing after having lost 
the right mainwheel on take-off. Pilot not injured. Regn can-
celled 30.4.92 

Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801406 .74 
Ex N9170G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 
regd in Mozambique as CR-APH, .74. 

To be continued.... 
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Casualty Compendium PART EIGHTY-FOUR 

Right: Martin Mars BuA76821 "Marianas 
Mars" in dock awaiting sale, became one 
of Forest Industries Flying Tankers fleet 
as CF-LYJ and was written off at Mount 
Moriarty near Nanaimo on 23.6.61 when 
the drop mechanism failed to work. 
(US Navy via Jack Meaden) 

Identities of the anonymous accidents 
featured last time are as follows, with only 
one escaping the record. 

13.6.61 Douglas DC-4 TJ-ABC c/n 7473 of Air Cameroun struck tree after take-off at Douala on a night training exercise with one engine set on 
reduced power and became a total loss, all of the four crew and one passenger on board were killed. 

15.6.61 Air France Boeing 707-328 F-BHSH c/n 17620 landied heavilly at Lisbon at 2300 and nosewheel collapsed resulting in substantial dam-
age to the forward fuselage. Of Capt Lancon, 9 crew and 93 passengers, 3 passengers were slightly injured and the Boeing repaired. 

17.6.61 Continentale Deutsche Luftreederei Douglas DC-4 D-ABEB c/n 10530 on a charter from Hamburg to Leopoldville with 5 crew, 2 passen-
gers and cargo crashed on night approach to Kano Airport, Nigeria at 2223 GMT. One passenger killed, one mechanic seriously injured. 
Pilot fatigue and failure to monitor height on approach were determined as probable causes. 

23.6.61 Martin Mars water bomber CF-LYJ, ex BuA76821, "Marianas Mars" of Forest Industries Flying Tankers Ltd hit trees and crashed on Mount 
Moriarty, near Nanaimo when the drop mechanism failed and the loaded aircraft could not climb over high ground. Pilot W G "Bud" 
Richmond and 3 crew were killed. An emergency drop system was subsequently designed. 

30.6.61 Transcontinental SA Curtiss C-46 LV-FTO c/n 193 on approach less than a mile short of the runway at Buenos Aires/Aeroparque Airport 
on a flight from Salta via Cordoba, hit a railway signal mast, losing part of the right wing, crashed and caught fire at 2057 local. Capt 
Guillermo Jorge Campbell, 1 crew and 22 passengers died, 3 crew and 8 passengers survived. Failure to follow instrument approach chart 
was blamed. LV-FTO had a previous accident at Cordoba on 10.10.59 which is quoted as a write-off, but it clearly survived that event. 

11.7.61 United Airlines DC-8-12 N8040U c/n 45307 swerved off runway due to failure of Nos.1 & 2 engine thrust reversers and crashed on new 
taxiway construction site at Stapleton Airport, Denver, CO. The undercarriage was torn off and the aircraft caught fire. Capt John F Grosso 
and the 6 crew survived but 17 of the 115 passengers and one construction engineer were killed, one other passenger died later. 

12.7.61 llyushin 11-18 OK-PAF c/n 181002904 of CSA diverted from Rabat due to fog, missed one approach at Casablanca-Anfa and requested 
further diversion to Nouasseur. While waiting for permission at a safe altitude Capt Josef Mikus may have attempted a let down through 
a gap in the cloud but crashed at 0125 GMT 8 miles from the runway killing all 8 crew and 64 passengers on board. 

19.7.61 Aerolineas Argentinas DC-6 LV-ADW c/n 43136, Capt German Sorensen, 6 crew and 60 passengers on board, disintegrated in flight at 
0800 and totally destroyed due to extreme turbulence rupturing the right wing or possibly lightning strike. Location Cachari near Azul. 

21.7.61 Alaskan Airlines DC-6A operating a cargo flight for MATS crashed 200 ft short of the runway and burned during attempt to land at Shemya 
Island, Alaska. Capt Edward Bowman and 5 crew killed. Approach and some runway lights inoperative and pilot was not warned. 

27.7.61 Air France Boeing 707-328 F-BHSA abandoned take-off at Hamburg when port brake apparently locked on. Swung to left and ran into a 
depression severely damaging the aircraft which was a write-off. Four of 15 crew and 6 of 26 passengers were injured. 

3.8.61 Douglas DC-4 EP-ADK c/n 10384 of Iranair force-landed on beach near Langarvd on Caspian Sea at 2216 GMT (0146 local 4.8.61) after 
becoming lost en route Beirut and Hamadan to Teheran. No.4 engine stopped due to fuel shortage, No.1 damaged by shots from a Soviet 
fighter and caught fire but was extinguished. Navigation error by the three crew, the only occupants, who all survived. 

6.8.61 Malev DC-3 HA-TSA c/n 20492 (C-47A 43-16026 forced down and impounded in Hungary 19.11.51) crashed on a house in Lumumba 
Street, formerly Rona Street, Zuglo, East Pest at 1656 local after pilot lost control in steep turn with insufficient airspeed. The pleasure 
flight over the city killed 3 on the ground, the 4 crew and 23 passengers (although only 15 were on the manifest), 2 of whom were friends 
of the crew and were in the cockpit. Serious breaches of crew discipline were cited as the reason for the crash. 

9.8.61 Cunard Eagle Airways Viking G-AHPM c/n 152 crashed on Mt Holteheia 21 miles north east of Stavanger Airport, Norway in heavy rain 
and high winds at C1725 local. No survivors from Capt Philip G Watts, 2 crew, 34 boys and 2 teachers from Lanfranc School, Croydon. 
Unidentified C-46 of Air America with 5 (6?) crew missing on supply drop mission in mountains 100 miles north east of Vientiane, Laos. 
Overseas Aviation Viking G-AJCE c/n 256 suffered overspeeding starboard propeller after take-off from Lyons for Gatwick, turned back, 
landed downwind on grass and undercarriage collapsed. No serious injuries among Capt R Benson, 2 crew, 36 passengers. Ironically, 
the Viking was on its way back to Gatwick from Palma following the failure of Overseas Aviation. 
Indian Airlines DC-3 freighter VT-AXA c/n 19874 struck vulture or kite during take off run at Dum Dum Airport, Calcutta, for Gauhati. It 
crashed on the airport and caught fire, injuring Capt B P Sharma and his two crew. 
Lockheed 049 Constellation N86511 c/n 2035 of TWA crashed at 0207 local near Clarendon Hills shortly after take off from Chicago 
Midway Airport and burnt out. Capt James H Sanders, 4 crew and 73 passengers were killed. Cause was missing bolt in the elevator boost 
linkage resulting in loss of elevator control. 
Ethiopian Airlines DC-3 ET-T-16 c/n 13305 on charter survey flight for Coronada Petroleum reported engine fault but crashed near 
Sendafa in mountains east of Addis Ababa. Stewardess and 4 passengers killed, Capt E R Valentine, co-pilot and 12 passengers injured. 
President Airlines Douglas DC-6B N90773 c/n 44058 on Dusseldorf to Chicago charter flight refuelled at Shannon but crashed on take-
off in fog at 0355 in a steep left turn. Capt E Tonnesen, 5 crew and 77 passengers killed. Faulty artificial horizon or possibly starboard 
aileron tab may have been cause although weather and crew fatigue were also suspected. 
Air France Caravelle III F-BJTB c/n 68 crashed into hill near Douar Takadoum in dense fog at 2112 on second attempt to land at Rabat-
Sale. Capt Paul Seaume, 5 crew and 72 passengers (including an unlisted baby) were all killed. Possible instrument reading error. 
United Natibns Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold, Capt P-E Hallonqwist, 5 crew and 9 other passengers died in crash of UN char-
tered Transair Sweden Douglas DC-6B SE-BDY c/n 43559 at 2213 in the bush near Ndola, Northern Rhodesia. Pilot error in descending 
too low was blamed but persistent rumours of sabotage or of shooting down by a Katangan Fouga Magister still circulate. 

19.9.61 Starways Douglas DC-4 G-ARJY c/n 10288 suffered power loss on approach to Dublin Airport from Tarbes (Lourdes) and Capt Ian J 
McClean opted for emergency wheels-up landing outside the Airport at 2205 local. The DC-4 came to rest on the main Dublin-Belfast road 
1.5 miles from the airport, with no serious injuries among the 4 crew and 69 passengers, it was dismantled and taken to Liverpool for spares. 

13.8.61 
14.8.61 

26.8.61 

1.9.61 

5.9.61 

10.9.61 

12.9.61 

17.9.61 
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Leff: The scattered 
wreckage of the 
President Airlines DC-6B 
N90773 which crashed 
after take-off onto the 
tidal mudflats of the 
Shannon estuary on 
10.9.61. (via Peter 
Marson) 

The same aircraft 
seen only a few days ear-
lier on approach to 
Gatwick. (Jerry Hughes) 

Below, left: Cunard Eagle 
Viking G-AHPM which 
crashed near Stavanger 
on 9.6.81. (JMG?. via 
Peter Davis) 

Below, right: Air France 
Boeing 707-328 F-BHSA 
which was written off in a 
take-off accident at 
Hamburg on 27.7.61. (Air 
France via Jack Meaden) 

23.9.61 

24.9.61 

26.9.61 

7.10.61 

8.10.61 

Turk Hava Yollari F.27 Friendship TC-TAY c/n 10182 crashed on hillside near Ankara at 2102 local when due to land on flight from Nicosia. 
Aircraft had left normal approach pattern and was too low. Four crew and 24 passengers killed, one passenger survived. 
American Airlines Boeing 720-023B Astrojet N7545A c/n 18031 overshot, skidded off runway and plunged into Boston Harbour when mak-
ing radar approach at second attempt to land from Chicago in rapidly deteriorating weather. Stopped 30 ft offshore in 8 ft of water. No seri-
ous injuries among 8 crew and 62 passengers but one rescuer died of heart attack. The Boeing was salvaged and repaired. 
Swissair Caravelle III HB-ICW c/n 33 from London to Zurich diverted to Basle because of fog but tore off the right undercarriage leg in 
attempted landing also in fog at 0517 GMT. Capt Kaufmann continued to Geneva where, after circling to use up fuel, it suffered some fur-
ther damage on landing at 0721 GMT. No fire and no injuries among the five crew and 24 passengers on board. 
Derby Aviation DC-3 G-AMSW c/n 16171/32919 on charter flight from Gatwick to Perpignan crashed at 2,200 m near the summit of Mont 
Canigou in the Pyrenees at c0100 GMT. No survivors of Capt Michael Higgins, 2 crew and 31 passengers, the airline's first fatal crash. 
Lloyd International Airways DC-4 G-ARLF c/n 10278 caught fire when refuelling bowser exploded at Malaga Airport. The flight engineer 
and one ground grew injured and the aircraft written off. No passengers were on board at the time. 

Our thanks are due to the following for the above contributions: Barry Collman (and the Airclaims Library and CAA World Airline Accident Summary 
extracts). Dave Cotterell, Peter Davis, John Havers. Jerry Hughes. Peter Marson, Jack Meaden, Peter Quade, Vic Smith, Maurice Wickstead and 
John Withers. Readers are invited to identify the following new and varied batch of casualties which continue from those above: 

17.10.61 Aircraft of BKS Air Transport positioning Yeadon - Carlisle, crashed on Croglin Fell about ten miles from Carlisle and written off. 
18.10.61 Twin-engined air taxi of Golden Gate Airways crashed on take-off from Travis Air Force Base for San Francisco Intl. 7 on board. 
30.10.61 BEA airliner chartered from BUA landed alongside or ran off runway in fog at Hamburg and extensively damaged. 
1.11.61 Silver City Airways service from Cherbourg to Guernsey overshot airport and crashed 3 miles away in fog, breaking in two. 
1.11.61 Panair do Brasil flight from Lisbon crashed on approach to Recife Airport and burnt out. 76 passengers and 9 crew on board. 
8.11.61 Two engines of Imperial Airlines aircraft stopped in flight and it crashed in attempted emergency landing at Byrd Airfield, Richmond, VA. 
14.11.61 Freighter of Zantop Air Transport crash landed and caught fire in woods near Greater Cincinatti Airport, Covington 
15.11.61 National Airlines aircraft taking off collided at runway intersection with Northeast Airlines aircraft landing at Boston/Logan Airport 
21.11.61 Bay of Plenty Airways twin on scheduled Wellington - Rotorua flight crashed on Mount Ruapehu with six on board. 
22.11.61 Rhodesian Air Services aircraft crashed on take-off from Salisbury on positioning flight to Livingstone to take Swedish troops to Katanga. 
23.11.61 Aerolineas Argentinas airliner exploded in mid-air and crashed 3 minutes after take-off from Campinas airport en route to New York. 
30.11.61 Trans-Australia aircraft leased to Ansett ANA crashed into Botany Bay, Sydney after take-off for Canberra with 15 persons on board. 
1/2.12.61 Swedish transport plane chartered to United Nations crash landed short of fuel in Angola south west of Luluabourg, Congo. 
4.12.61 Deutsche Lufthansa aircraft on training flight crashed near Ebersheim killing the three crew. 
21.12.61 BEA airliner operating Cyprus Airways flight crashed on take-off from Istanbul for Nicosia and burnt out. 
6.1.62 Freighter of TANSA lost an engine and crashed in flames after take-off from Stanley Field, Belize for Miami with cargo of vegetables. 
8.1.62 Sabena aircraft en route Teheran - Istanbul - Brussels strayed into Soviet air space and forced by Migs to land at Erevan, Armenia. 
13.1.62 Ethiopian Airlines aircraft crashed shortly after take-off from Tippi on scheduled flight to Gimma with eighteen persons on board. 
4.2.62 Faucett SA airliner crashed in bad weather in jungle 10 miles NE of Tingo Maria en route from Huanuco to Pucallpa, Peru. 
9.2.62 Trans-Canada Airlines aircraft swung off runway and damaged at Montreal International when port undercarriage failed to lower. 

To be continued.... 
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THE MILES M.38 MESSENGER 
4690 The 'correction' in Feedback p.2001/71 should read CofA 7243. 
6266 The correction on p.2001/71 is correct, the CofA was 7244 orig-
inally but it was later changed to A.684. 
6335 The CofA of G-AHUI was renewed by Don Everall Aviation at 
Wolverhampton in late 1957 (with member Dave Welch doing much of 
the work) but after it had been test flown it remained inactive in the 
Bellman hangar until the airport closed in 1970 when it was donated to 
the Air Scouts. 
6336 G-AIBD, the original registered owner was entered as Marshall's 
Flying School on 29.7.46 but this was amended later to T Carlyle with 
no date noted. 
6344 Tony Beales has checked the Chilean register entries and for 
CC-ECA a registration date of 25.6.47 is given with CoR No.0232 , with 
re-registration to CC-KUE on 30.1.62. 
6345 Tony says that there is no record of CC-ECB ever being a M.38 
and it was regd as a Stinson 108-1 c/n 108-1297 on 10.2.47 with CoR 
0233. The marks CC-KUF seem to have been regd 26.9.46 but this 
may not concern us as it seems at least three months too early for this 
Messenger. CoR No.0181 which was quoted earlier for both these 
regns is actually shown as a Miles M.14A Magister 1 but no identity is 
given. It was CC-PRS 23.10.45, to CC-PGB 28.10.46, to CC-KEG 
11.11.54 and CC-KUF 28.10.55; although the previous regn was not 
cancelled until 28.3.60. No doubt there is still more to be revealed here, 
particularly concerning the Chilean Magister deliveries! 
6355 G-AIDK hit a rabbit hole while taxying at Jesmond Dene Stadium, 
Tredegar on 15.11.75 and nosed over, being reported as assured by 
John Rees (although this is earlier than the recorded date on which it 
was regd to him). It was reported in AB News as "rather decrepit" at 
Tredegar by 8.78 and later as being destroyed by a gale there in 8.79. 
Its remains went to the Bristol Plane Preservation Unit and then to the 
Cotswold Aircraft Restoration Group for use in the rebuilding of c/n 
6367 G-AJOE. 
6358 The fuselage of G-AJKL was reported with the Herts & Essex 
Aero Club at Stapleford by 11.61 and it was certainly airworthy again 
by 5.63. It was used by Eric Thurston 1963-4 as the joy-riding aircraft 
at Stapleford along with Prentice G-AOKL. 
6359 G-AJEY was retrieved from France after the incident. Had it 
remained there full duty tax for its importation as a flying aircraft would 
have been payable to the French Government! 
6362 G-AILI. The correct date of the accident at Lasham was 6.4.60. 
6366 Accidents not recorded earlier to G-AJKK include slight damage 
in a forced landing in fog near Haganau, NE France 9.12.48; damage 
to starboard undercarriage in heavy landing at Bumaston 16.1.51 and 
also undisclosed damage on 26.7.51. After its deterioration outside the 
garage at Hayle (see photo!) its remains were taken to RNAS Culdrose 
Museum (reported in AB News 4.76) and later to Trevenen Bal where 
it was last reported in 1979. 
6367 Re the Yorkshire Aeroplane Club entry for 30.1.57, the second 
nominee is believed to be R H Braime. 

THE JAPANESE CIVIL REGISTER 1919-45 
J-BALG was a Junkers F 13fe (c/n 2014) and J-BAZG an F 13ge (c/n 
2046) both with the 310 hp Junkers L5 engine. 
J-BBDI, J-BBHI, J-BBIH, and possibly others. The 9.34 storm which 
destroyed these was presumably the typhoon which struck Japan on 
21.9.34. 
J-BBGO(1) Junkers P 13 with a BMW 185 hp engine was most likely 
an ex-Army machine (the |Army and Navy examples all had 185 hp 
engines) and as such would be a reparation aircraft. 
J-BCOZ Lockheed 14, crashed at 1121 hrs on 17.5.39 after the port 
engine failed on take-off at Fukuoka. Two crew and four passengers 
were killed, one crew and four passengers seriously injured. 

Above: The anonymous remains of Messenger G-AJKK c/n 6366 lying 
alongside the garage on the A30 at Hayle, Cornwall in 1971 
(Trevor Stone) 

THE SUNDERLAND HERITAGE 
p.2001/138 The Berlin lake in paragraph seven should be Havel Lake. 
p.2001/139 Aquilla ceased operations on 30.9.58. not in 1954. 
p.2001/140 CX-AFA sank in Montevideo harbour on 11.9.56 after hav-
ing been out of use for some time. 
p.2001/141 The registration G-ANAK was taken up, as PP162 was 
delivered to Hamble (from MAEE Felixstowe?) with large regn marks 
crudely applied for the ferry flight and these were still visible when it 
was dbr the following year. 

THE BHT-1 BEAUTY 
The first post-restoration flight of SE-ANX was made at Barkaby on 
30.8.01 by EAA test-pilot Erling Carlsson. Erik Bratt, referred to in the 
article as the 'B' in BHT, was chief designer for SAAB during the 1950-
60s, responsible amongst other things for the SAAB 35 Draken. At 86 
he is the oldest PPL in Sweden and still flies his Jodel D.119 SE-XED. 
He was present at Barkaby to watch the flight of the Beauty. 

CIVIL REGISTERS OF EAST GERMANY 
DDR-TMC as D-FOMC was sold by FSB to Raven Aircraft Corp 
15.6.92 and regd N115RA to them 20.8.92. Sold to J Wimberley on 
22.8.92 and regd 25.9.92. Sold to Regier Flying Service 21.11.96. 
DDR-VPT (and others) It is reported that the Diepensee museum 
closed in 2000. If so have any of the inmates been redistributed? 
DM-WAA(2) regn date should of course read 19.8.65. 
DM-WAJ(2) c/n should appear as 0412. 
DM-WAS(2) correct c/n is 420-104, cln date should read 9.8.68. 
DM-WAY(2) possibly originally ex Polish Air Force, unconfirmed. 
DM-WBA(1) regd SP-BNZ 21.5.66. 
DM-WBB(1) regd SP-BNO 11.1.68. 
DM-WBB(2) to Fliegerklub Gardelegen 5.97. 
DM-WBC(1) regd SP-BRL 22.4.68. 
DM-WBD(1) regd SP-BNP 11.1.68. 
DM-WBE(1) regd SP-BNA 11.1.68. 
DM-WBF(1) regd SP-BNT 21.5.66. 
DM-WBF(2) first to DDR-WBF. 

THE ABC OF THE FLYING FLEA 
The item below is part of a large advertisement in a national Sunday 
newspaper dated 25.11.35 for a London department store called 
Whiteleys (Queen's Road and Westbourne Grove, London W2). As it 
refers to K W Owen of Southampton we assume that the Flea he was 
building in the store was G-AEBB - does anyone know more? 

I I FLYING FLEA" | i 
i 
| i 

See the world's most wonaerful small aeroplane 
In ACTUAL PROCBSS OP OOA'STKUOTION hy 
Mr. K. W. Owen of Southampton. Adjoining the 

Radio and Sporta Department*. Third Floor. 

With thanks for contributions to: Peter Amos, Lennart Andersson, Tony 
Beales, Ian Callier, Alan Corbishley, Peter Marson, Tony Morris, Vic 
Smith, Luc Vandeneyde and Dave Welch. 
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Whatever happened to . . .? 

.. . Robinson 
Redwing G-ABMF 
This Redwing, c/n 5, was bought new in 1931 
by actor Will Hay and passed on to the Wiltshire School of Flying in 
1934 and to C H Burge in 1936. The photo above is a rare pre-war 
colour shot taken at Christchurch while it was owned by William Henry 
Sparrow who bought it about 5.38. It first appears in his log book on 
11.6.38 and the last entry for it is on 31.1.39. During the war WH 
Sparrow worked at Sparkhill, Birmingham and at the Castle Bromwich 
aircraft factory and it has been generally assumed that he sold it in that 
area just before the war, the name "Harris" having been noted. 

Examination of our own "Impressment Review" series in Archive 
revealed that on 31.8.39 it was in the possession of C Harris &E 
Pinnington at Wolverhampton airport with a CofA valid to 18.7.40 and 
was classified as Category E - Equipment. Presumably their ownership 
was never registered due to the cessation of civil flying. However, 
Lawrence Hayward who sent the photo above (for which many thanks!) 
would like to know whether anybody knows anything else about the fate 
of G-ABMF. 

More on the Noble-Hardman Snowbird 
Following the background story and detailed production list in the 
Autumn 2001 issue, we have received some valuable additions to the 
Snowbird history. Noble-Hardman Aviation built the Snowbird at 
Crickhowell but although prototype flying may have been done from 
Shobdon it is unlikely that any flew from the Crickhowell area and the 
production airframes were taken to Rhoose for final assembly and test 
flying. 

Marcus Edwards was at that time the company test and demonstration 
pilot. When NHAL collapsed, Edwards bought the rights and the 
remaining components which probably included four assembled cock-
pit sections. He set up at in a new unit as The Snowbird Aeroplane 
Company Ltd at Llandow Industrial Estate, Cowbridge. on the old 
Llandow airfield two miles west of St Athan. At least two examples were 
completed there, with test flying and training also carried out on what 
had become a motor racing circuit. 

Edwards pursued the potentially large Iranian order which unfortunate-
ly was never realised, although a 'substantial number' of airframe 
assemblies were retained for it. This order would probably have had a 
separate c/n system as a developed (military!) variant. The French 
example already used a separate c/n series which may well have con-
tinued if there had been European orders of new-build aircraft. 

Since Marcus Edwards' death a few years ago the Snowbird rights 
have been sold to to Stewart Jones of Tregaron, mid-Wales, who set 
up Snowbird Aviation in October 2001. He is producing a Mk.V version 
with a Rotax 582 replacing the now obsolete 532 and using ceconite 
fabric to allow for individual colour schemes. This is currently in devel-
opment and will be released in kit form when certification is completed. 

Notes on individual aircraft: 

SB-002 G-MNHA was tied down outside the Crickhowell factory to 
test the durability of the fabric. 

SB-004 became 9M-TCB in Malaysia and was noted with the Flying 
Club at Simpang Air Base 1.12.90. 

SB-F001 was built at Crickhowell and trucked to France for an RSA 
Rally at Brierine and demonstrations at Meaux. Type 
approval and test flying in France 1987 then refurbished in 
UK before sale to Ireland. 

With thanks for contributions from: Keith Cruttenden, Nigel Hitchman, 
Stewart Jones, John Mead and Trevor Stone. 

Above: G-MNHA tied down outside the Crickhowell factory. 
Below: The French-registered 77DS at Brienne. (both, John Mead) 

Above: G-MTRY, the Snowbird IV development aircraft. (John Mead) 
Below: G-MVOJ at Rhoose for test flying. (Trevor Stone) 
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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 5. 
Clue: You should recognise this one, you've seen it before! The answer will appear in the next 
edition. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

In this issue 
We continue with the Messenger histories in 
The Whole Truth, although the next issue 
should see this series coming to an end, his-
torically due to Miles' lack of capital, 
Government prevarication and power cuts. 

The pre-war Japanese Register series has 
suffered from a slight organisational blip in that 
we realised too late that a batch of about 80 
registrations had not been translated, for 
which we apologise. We have reduced this 
episode to two pages so that we do not get too 
far out of sequence and will review the missing 
entries next time. 

To compensate we have a short piece on the 
Bristol M.1c, not originally a civil design but 
one with some interesting civil examples. We 
have another reason for publishing this as in 
itself it is an historic piece by J M Bruce, repro-
duced here with the content exactly as it was 
originally published over 50 years ago! 
Perhaps we should introduce a new series of 
similar articles with updates offering the fruits 
of later research and hindsight? Any offers 
would be gratefully received. 

The Sunderland Heritage now reaches the 
Twin Wasp Sandringham stage, a model 
more numerous than the earlier develop-
ments, and the next issue should take in the 
Solents. Head-On View tells the story of the 
Day Errant, a little-known type from a never-
theless very significant designer. 

As a straight development from the Spring 
2002 piece linking the Marendaz Trainer and 
Geoffrey Wikner, Jack Meaden has begun a 
short series on the designs of Wikner, starting 
with his early work in Australia and with two 
further parts to follow. If anyone has any colour 
photos or transparencies of Wickos would they 
please contact the Editor? 

Other items continue as before, we have man-
aged to put an East German register item on 
the cover at last and we will shortly be 
announcing a new development in the long-
running New Zealand register saga. Finally, 
we do still have quite a lot of Feedback in the 
file and promise to try to use it all next time! 

Brief Notice: 
We are delighted to record that regular con-
tributor Peter Davis has just produced a histo-
ry of Witney as No.49 in the "Airfield Focus" 
series (38pp illustrated A5 available from GMS 
Enterprises, 67 Pyhill, Bretton, Peterborough 
PE3 8QQ at £4.95. ISBN 1 870384 93 8). 
From its opening in 1918 and wartime training 
role, the inter-war operations of Berkshire 
Aviation Tours and Universal Aircraft Services, 
activities of the Witney and Oxford Aero Club 
and development of the Willoughby Delta, to 
the WW2 role of the de Havilland Repair Unit 
and post-war assembly of the first Chipmunk 
and Beaver imports followed by closure in 
August 1949, there is plenty of interest here for 
all Archive readers to enjoy as Witney has 
featured frequently in our columns. 

NOW AVAILABLE... 
from Air-Britain Sales is The DH.106 COMET, An Illustrated 
History, which must be the most complete history so far 
published of every example of the British jet airliner which first 
entered service fifty years ago this May. Author Martin Painter 
also describes the Comet's development and there are 
chapters covering the operators, the aircraft fates, surviving 
airframes, a typical flight and even the Comet simulators. 
There are over 600 illustrations, 242 in colour, including side 
views, diagrams, maps, tables and timetables: many of the 
photos never having been published previously. 
A must for anyone appreciating Archive-style detail and a 
unique commemoration of this historic airliner, the book is 
A4 size hardback, 368 pages, printed on gloss art paper 
throughout. Members price is £29.50. 

m*<* i i n l K( 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE MILES M.38 MESSENGER BY PETER AMOS 

PART EIGHT: 

PRODUCTION 
IN NORTHERN 
IRELAND 

Aircraft histories thanks to Peter Amos, Bernard Martin and others. 
All photos, unless otherwise stated, via Jack Meaden. 

F. Civil M.38 Messenger production at Newtownards - third batch, 
(continued) 

c/n 6701 G-AKBL Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Tyne Taxis Ltd., Newcastle, in 1947. Registered to Tyne Taxis Ltd, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne as a Series MA with CoR No.11775 on 15.7.47 
and C of A No.9588 issued on 20.8.47. Regn cancelled 3.12.47 and re-
regd 14.1.48 to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley. Regn cancelled 20.2.48 and 
re-regd 24.3.48 to Smithfield Refrigerator Co. Ltd., London: based 
Elstree. Cancelled 22.2.50 on sale to Republic of Ireland. Registered 
21.2.50 as EI-AFK to Mrs.R Matthews-Naper, Loughcrew. Oldcastle. 
Co Meath; based Dublin and delivered from Elstree 3.50. Undercarriage 
torn off, propeller and leading edge damage at Dublin Airport 3.5.50. 
Repaired. Irish regn cancelled 3.2.53 and restored as G-AKBL on 
16.3.53 to Mrs.R Matthews-Naper, Elstree. G-AKBL was lost when it 
went missing, presumed crashed into the Irish Sea en route from 
Northolt to Dublin, 1.4.53. No trace of aircraft or pilot, stated to be Mr 
Rodney Matthews-Naper. Regn cancelled 29.4.53. 

c/n 6702 G-AKAN Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Miles Aircraft Ltd. in 1947. Registered to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley, 
no series quoted, with CoR No.11752 on 27.6.47 and C of A No.9542 
issued on 11.7.47. Regn cancelled 29.5.48 and re-regd 7.6.48 to G 
McLean, Dundee; re-registered 28.1.50 to George McLean Ltd, 
Dundee. Believed sold, but not registered, to B H Gutteridge, White 
Waltham in August 1951. Registration cancelled as sold abroad to 
France 26.2.52 and registered F-BGPU in 10.52 to the AC de Marseille, 
Aix les Milles; to AC Alpin, Gap by September 1956. Registration sus-
pended in February 1961. 

c/n 6703 G-AKAO Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Miles Aircraft Ltd. in 1947. Registered to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley, 
no series quoted, with CoR No.11753 on 27.6.47 and C of A No.9543 
issued on 26.8.47. Cancelled and re-registered 28.3.48 to W E Lawton, 
Dudley. Regn cancelled 3.4.48 and re-regd 14.4.48 to E G Lamb, 
Stourbridge. Cancelled and re-regd 15.10.49 to J C Elwes, Maiden-
head; based White Waltham. Regn cancelled 7.9.53 on sale to Sweden. 
Seen at Croydon on 11.9.53 with the registration SE-BYY, officially regd 
as such 30.9.53 to Engstroms Vaxtskydd AB, Esldv. To AB Carl 
Engstrdm, Eslov 2.7.58; to T Mattelin, Partille 12.2.65 and then to AB 
Tropex, Partille 21.6.65. To Arne Johnsson, Kristianstad 5.69. 
Registration cancelled 26.10.73 following C of A expiry 30.6.70. To 
Svedlinos Bil Och Flygmuseum, Ugglarp 6.74 where it is understood to 
be on static display painted in RAF colours with invasion stripes as yet 
another "RG333". 

Above: C/n 6701 EI-AFH as Race No.33 was entered for the 1951 
King's Cup which was cancelled by weather. Arrangements to run it on 
the first public day of the SBAC Show on 15th September were aban-
doned when HM Customs demanded 42% of admission receipts, (via 
Jack Meaden) 
Below: EI-AFH. here showing its underside in a racing turn, returned to 
the UK and was re-registered G-AKBL but was lost on a flight across 
the Irish Sea on 1.4.53. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

c/n 6704 G-AKBM Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application forC. of A. and registration made 
by Miles Aircraft Ltd. and registered to them with CoR No. 11776 on 
15.7.47. C of A No.9589 issued on 12.8.47 to Miles Aircraft Ltd. 
Cancelled 26.8.47 and re-regd next day to The Plymouth & District Aero 
Club, Roborough. A Lloyds report of damage dated 28.3.49 gives no 
details but notes the assured's name as Plymouth Flying Club. The air-
craft was painted silver with dark blue registrations and had visited 
Toussus-le-Noble, Paris getting itself impounded due to customs prob-
lems in the process - date unknown. On 19.9.53 suffered propeller dam-
age while being taxied during a gale at St Mawgan and the assured was 
then said to be Aviation Associates Ltd. This also applied on 10.12.57 
when it was reported that part of the hangar roof had blown in onto it 
during a gale at Plymouth Airport. From 11.12.56 the registered owner's 
name had changed to Plymouth Aero Club Ltd. G-AKBM was flown by 
F/L M A D'Arcy into second place (to G-AKBO) in the 1954 King's Cup 
Air Race at an average speed of 129 m.p.h. It was noted joyriding at 
the Culdrose Air Display and Weston-super-Mare Display in the 
Summer of 1959. Title again changed, to Plymouth Aero Club Ltd & 
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Left: An early photograph of G-AKAO c/n 
6703 standing outside a canvas hangar, 
possibly at White Waltham. (Don MacKay 
collection via Jennifer M Gradidge) 

Below, left: C/n 6703 became SE-BYY in 
1953 and is still extant in Svedino's Motor 
and Air Museum. The photo is not very 
clear but the Messenger appears to have 
been fitted with a curved wire cutter in 
front of the windscreen as often worn by 
cropsprayers. (via Les Dickson) 

Below: G-AKBM c/n 6704 in a Miles line-
up, taken not later than 9.50 which is when 
Gemini G-AKDH behind was sold as VH-
AJW. (via Jack Meaden) 

Left: G-AKBM. at a later date, 
appears to be having a bit of 
engine trouble as the cowl is off, 
the engineer has his head inside 
and the two others seem closely 
concerned with what he s finding, 
(via Jack Meaden) 
Below: G-AKBM again, with fin 
flashes applied, painted cockpit 
structure and Plymouth Aero Club 
titles at Exeter 12.3.59 with a cou-
ple of Mosquito TT. 35s parked in 
the background. (Noel Collier) 
Bottom: C/n 6705 ZK-AUM seen 
at Harewood in the late fifties -
sorry but the prop is cut off the 
original! (Keith Cruttenden coin.) 

Exeter Aero Club Ltd, Plymouth/Exeter, 7.4.60. When on a local flight, 
with three passengers, on 19.7.60 G-AKBM was taxied into a station-
ary RAF Chipmunk WP836 at Weston-super-Mare sustaining damage 
to the starboard wing. Possibly not repaired as the regn was cancelled 
2.62 as pwfu (although not notified until 28.6.64) and it was dismantled 
at Weston-super-Mare. The remains were acquired in 1974 by The 
Lincolnshire Aviation Museum, Immingham for restoration. Later 
acquired by Sandy Topen and moved to Cranfield from where they 
were purchased by The Berkshire Aviation Group in early 1986. The 
remains of the rear fuselage and tail components are now with The 
Miles Aircraft Collection. 

c/n 6705 G-AKCN Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registered 29.7.47 as a Series HA with CoR 
No. 11802 to F L Lees t/a Lees Motorways, Worksop and C of A No. 
9622 issued to them on 2.10.47. Regn cancelled 10.11.47 and re-regd 
5.12.47 to S Bourne & Co. Ltd., Nottingham, based Tollerton. Regn 
cancelled 28.9.49 and re-regd 12.10.49 to T Shipside Ltd., Tollerton. 
Cancelled 21.6.50 on sale abroad to New Zealand and regd ZK-AUM 
on 15.6.50 to W D Nolan & Sons Ltd, Seaview, Upper Okuru. First flight 
in New Zealand was made on 29.8.50 and it stayed with Nolan until at 
least 10.53; then to L D Lamb, Balcairn, date unknown. Registration 
cancelled, 3.5.67 as wfu. ZK-AUM was later used for spares to help 
keep Messenger ZK-AWE c/n 6717 airworthy. 

c/n 6706 G-AKDF Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C. of A. and registration 
made by Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley and regd to them as a Series IIA 
with CoR No.11819 on 16.8.47. C of A No.9609 issued on 1.10.47 to 

Miles Aircraft Ltd. Regn cancelled 14.5.48 and re-regd to Longford 
Engineering Co. Ltd., Bognor Regis, 9.6.48. Regn cancelled 21.10.50 
and re-regd 9.11.50 to Wolverhampton Aviation Ltd, Wolverhampton. 
Regn cancelled 14.5.54 and re-regd 21.5.54 to L W Farrer, 
Wolverhampton. Regn cancelled 4.6.62 and re-regd 7.6.62 to the 
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Above: G-AKDF c/n 6706, with radio fitted, 
shows the tailplane design in this rear view. 
The centre fin and rudder was the same as the 
upper parts of the endplate units but fuselage 
mounting placed it slightly higher and further 
forward than the outers. (Jack Meaden) 
Right: The silver and red G-AKDF seen at 
Shoreham in the mid-sixties in typical summer 
weather! (Keith Cruttenden collection) 
Far right, top: G-AKEZ c/n 6707 of M & H 
Mining at Tollerton 1.10.49. (Noel Collier) 
Far right, bottom: In the late 1960s G-AKEZ 
looked colourful in red and blue paintwork over 
a silver finish although its flying career was 
about to come to an end for over 30 years. 
(Jack Meaden) 

Portsmouth Aero Club Ltd, Portsmouth. Regn cancelled 15.7.64 and 
re-regd 28.7.64 to T.Carlyle, Worthing. G-AKDF was seen at 
Portsmouth in September 1965 and on 25.6.66 but had apparently 
moved to Shoreham by 31.7.66 and was painted silver with red trim. Its 
C of A expired on 28.10.66 and by August 1967 G-AKDF, which 'had 
been steadily sinking into the ground' at Shoreham, was cleaned up 
and flown to White Waltham, presumably on a Permit. Registration 
cancelled 27.4.73 as pwfu. 

c/n 6707 G-AKEZ Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registered 27.8.47 with CoR No.11863toT 
Shipside Ltd, Nottingham, no series quoted. C of A No.9669 issued to 
Shipside 17.9.47. Regn cancelled 10.10.47 and re-regd 5.11.47 to M & 
H Mining Contractors Ltd, Rotherham. Regn cancelled 20.7.51 and re-
regd 30.8.51 to F H Bird, t/a The Netherthorpe Aero Club, Sheffield. 
Regn cancelled and re-regd 6.4.61 to Blyborough Contracting Co Ltd, 
Blyborough Hall. Regn cancelled 25.4.62 and re-regd 10.5.62 to W Nutt 
& Son Ltd, East Heslerton. Regn cancelled 28.8.64 and re-regd 1.9.64 
to Mrs Gretha Bowers, Sheffield. Regn cancelled 14.12.64 and re-regd 
25.3.65 to R Walters, Leeds. Regn cancelled 5.7.65 and re-regd to 
Paradise Trailers Ltd & A-One Transport (Leeds) Ltd, Leeds 8.7.65. 
G-AKEZ was seen at Sherburn-in-Elmet in October 1965 and went to 
Elstree where it was on overhaul by the end of October 1967, returning 
to Sherburn-in-Elmet by April 1968. Regn cancelled 21.8.68 and re-
regd to East Midlands Air Hire Ltd, Grantham, 23.8.68. Although with-
drawn from use at Castle Donnington after C of A expiry on 15.11.68, 
G-AKEZ flew from Sherburn-in-Elmet to Kirbymoorside and was still in 
use by June 1969 but left there soon afterwards. Cancelled as pwfu (at 
Castle Donnington again?) on 1.10.70. Then purchased by Keith 
Fordyce and taken to his Museum at Higher Blagdon, Paignton, Devon 
in early 1971. "Apparently there are hopes of restoring this to flying 
condition" - it was said at the time - but it was not to be and G-AKEZ 
was placed on outside display at Barton Pines, Paignton 11.8.72, paint-
ed in the inevitable 'Monty' plus invasion stripes camouflage colours 
with the spurious serial RG333. Its condition deteriorated over the 
years and in 1992 it was sold at auction by Sotheby's, Billingshurst to 
Peter Lee of Fanners Farm, Chelmsford, Essex. Restoration is pro-
ceeding steadily with the fuselage and tail unit complete and a con-
verted Gemini wing is being installed. Even the original engine has 
been found and purchased in Holland, sent to New Zealand for zero 
time overhaul and returned. The CAA website shows G-AKEZ to be 
currently registered to P G Lee with a date of 22.11.88. 

c/n 6708 OO-SIX Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Miles Aircraft Ltd. in 1947. First C of A issue date is not known but 
it was seen registered OO-SIX on 2.11.47. The Belgian registration, 
with CoR. No.742 was issued on 5.1.48 to Guido Loix, Brussels who 
had based it at Rabat, Morocco by May 1952. Registration cancelled 
11.58 as sold abroad to Morocco and registered CN-TTL to Georges 
Terrie, Rabat. C of A suspended at Fes 21.4.64 and wfu. 

c/n 6709 G-AKKN Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registration G-AKKN was first allocated in 
November 1947 as 'Reserved for Miles Aircraft Ltd.' The aircraft was 
completed at Woodley by Handley Page (Reading) Ltd in 1949 and reg-
istered 22.9.49 with CoR No.12001 as a series IIA to P S Murphy, 
Ballymena, Co Antrim. C of A No.10715 was issued on 26.9.49 to P S 
Murphy, based Newtownards. Regn cancelled 22.4.53 and re-regd 
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Left: G-AKKN c/n 6709 in a 
two-tone blue colour scheme 
at Coventry in 1968. It 
appears to be in good 
condition but an accident the 
following year probably has-
tened its demise. (JM) 

Below, left: G-AJYZ c/n 6710 
completed as HPR146 with a 
CofA as late as 24.5.51 
became Walter Bowles' racer 
No.35 with which he won the 
Norton Griffiths Trophy for 
fastest in class at the King's 
Cup in 1952 (132 mph) and 
1953 (129.5 mph). 
(Aeroplane via JM) 

5.5.53 to S K Davies, London. Regn cancelled 28.12.56 and re-regd 
10.1.57 to Cambrian Contractors Ltd, Cardiff; based Cardiff-Rhoose. 
While operated by Glamorgan Aviation Ltd G-AKKN crashed in an 
attempted forced landing 2 miles north of Dumfries following propeller 
trouble, 22.4.58. Regn cancelled 19.6.58 and re-regd to Derby Aviation 
Ltd, Burnaston 27.6.58. Rebuilt and re-regd to J E Peters, Sheffield 
22.12.59. Regn cancelled 22.6.61 and re-regd 7.7.61 to D K Foster, 
Wolverhampton. Regn eld 26.10.63 and re-regd 18.11.63 to R G S 
Payton, Old Hill, Staffs. Regn eld 22.5.64 and re-regd 6.7.64 to W H 
Broderick, Stourbridge. Regn cancelled 7.10.64 and re-regd 13.10.64 
to W Stevens, Trowbridge Then regd to W Stevens & T J A Colthurst, 
Trowbridge/Westbury 4.12.64 and again to Stevens alone 5.9.66 by 
which time it was stored at Lulsgate. To Thruxton later in 1966, regn 
cancelled 11.3.67 and re-regd 16.3.67 to D Miles, Hythe based at 
Thruxton. Regn cancelled 29.4.68 and re-regd 21.5.68 to R T Knowles, 
Stratford-upon-Avon and based at Baginton by 6.68. G-AKKN was 
damaged in a forced landing 2 miles south of Warwick when the pro-
peller broke en route from Shoreham to Baginton 20.7.69. Cancelled 
from published register 5.70 as 'damaged', presumably as a result of 
this incident. Believed broken up at Baginton. Finally cancelled 20.2.73 
as pwfu. 

c/n 6710 G-AJYZ Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registration was presumably first allocated 
in mid-1947 (to Miles Aircraft?) and is believed to have been complet-
ed by Handley Page (Reading) Ltd. in 1951 and given their c/n 
HPR146. Registered with CoR No.2956 as a Series IIA to Handley 
Page (Reading) Ltd, Woodley 3.10.50 and C of A No.A2956 issued on 
24.5.51. Regn cancelled 3.5.51 and re-regd 16.5.51 to W P Bowles, 
Pinner, based Elstree. Bowles won the Norton Griffiths Trophy consec-

Above: G-AJYZ had acquired 
a smart new colour scheme 
by the time it was seen at 
Kidlington 8.5.60. possibly 
applied after its return from 
Ireland? (Noel Collier) 

Left: Later in the sixties at 
Elstree. G-AJYZ has a long 
underside exhaust with a 
silencer, the latter no doubt a 
conscientious response to 
public complaints in the daily 
press about aircraft noise as 
cockpit noise was low. 
(via Jack Meaden) 

utively with G-AJYZ in 1952 at Woolsington and in 1953 at Southend. 
Regn cancelled 6.4.54 on sale abroad to Eire and registered EI-AGU to 
Cedric C. Callaghan, Collinstown 23.6.54, based Dublin. Registration 
cancelled 19.6.57 and restored to the UK register as G-AJYZ in 25.6.57 
to W S Shackleton Ltd, London (Panshanger). Regn cancelled 31.3.58 
and re-regd 2.4.58 to R Sutcliffe, Bingley but cancelled 22.10.58 and to 
W S Shackleton again 24.10.58. Regn cancelled 5.10.59 and re-regd 
to G E A Moore & R J Amos, t/a The North Middlesex Flying Group, 
Elstree 14.10.59; changed to G E A Moore, t/a The Middx. Flying 
Group, Elstree 8.7.60. Regn cancelled 1.3.65 (notified 16.3.65) and re-
regd 29.3.65 to R C Convine, E J Ferguson & J A Wilson, Stow Longa, 
Huntingdonshire. Cancelled and re-regd on 15.9.66 to D R C B de 
Sarigny, t/a The Wasp Flying Group, Welwyn; based Panshanger, hav-
ing arrived on 4.9.66 adorned with the name "Chunky's Chariot". Made 
heavy landing at Panshanger, reported on 18.6.68, one wing written off. 
Probably as a result G-AJYZ was wfu after C of A expiry on 4.10.68. 
Regn cancelled as pwfu 26.2.73. 

c/n 6711 SU-AGQ Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. The Egyptian registration, SU-AGQ was 
allocated in December 1949 for this aircraft which was completed by 
Handley Page (Reading) Ltd. It was test flown as such for 20 minutes 
by Hugh Kendall on 20.12.49 on a 20 min 'test' and its first C of A was 
probably issued soon afterwards. Re-registered SU-AGT for Misr 
Aeronautical Institute by July 1950 and still on the Egyptian register in 
1956, the aircraft was reported to be on the scrap heap at Embaba by 
6.12.63. (Note: Hugh Kendall is also recorded as having flown SU-
AGG on 20.12.49 - a Gemini. Possibly SU-AGQ was a transcription 
error or it was sufficiently similar in appearance to -AGG to merit chang-
ing the marks?) 
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Right: Something of a nostalgia 
trip for readers with a Southend 
past. Messenger G-AKKI c/n 
6713 with the inscription '"Kin Ell!" 
on the cowling is parked next to 
Viking 1B G-AIKN which was 
acguired by BKS at the end of 
1955. G-AKKI was destroyed in a 
collision with Auster 5 G-APAH 
on 16.3.58 from which the Auster 
landed safely. The Viking went to 
the fire service in 11.65. (via JM) 

Below, right: Photos of French 
registered Messengers are 
uncommon! F-BFOU c/n 6712 is 
shown in 1964, apparently at 
Reims, after being withdrawn 
from use. (Peter J Marson) 

c/n 6712 G-AKKK Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp 
Blackburn Cirrus Major III) with oval rear windows. 
Registration G-AKKK was allocated in November 1947 
as 'Reserved for Miles Aircraft Ltd.' Completed at 
Woodley by Handley Page (Reading) Ltd. in 1948. 
Registered to T Shipside Ltd, Tollerton on 24.3.49 with 
CoR No. 11998 and C of A No. 10484 issued to them 
on 1.4.49. Regn cancelled 6.4.49 and re-regd 11.4.49 
to Boston Air Transport Ltd., Wyberton, Boston. Regn 
cancelled 12.6.54 and re-regd 21.6.54 to W S 
Shackleton Ltd, London. Regn cancelled 16.8.54 on 
sale abroad to French Morocco and registered 
F-DADU in September 1954 to Societe Maroc-Air-
Service, Rabat; to Pierre Desmezieres. Rabat by 
December 1955; then to Cie Marocaine du Liege 
Comalie. Sold to Metropolitan France and registered F-
1961 to Les Ailes Sainte-Victoire, Verlaque. CofA expired in 12.63. 

c/n 6713 G-AKKI Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registration G-AKKI was allocated in 
November 1947 as 'Reserved for Miles Aircraft Ltd.' Completed at 
Woodley by Handley Page (Reading) Ltd in 1948 although registered 
as Series MA to Miles Aircraft Ltd on 4.6.48 with CoR No. 10151. Its first 
C of A, No. 10151, was also issued on 8.11.48 to Miles Aircraft, even 
though the regn had been cancelled 4.10.48 and re-regd to J Patston, 
Peterborough on 3.11.48. Regn cancelled 22.12.54 and re-regd to 
William Tomkins Ltd & J W Tomkins, Manor Farm, Apethorpe on 
10.1.55. Regn eld 6.6.55 and re-regd 8.6.55 to Precision Products 
(Romford) Ltd, and based Southend. Named "'Kin Ell". G-AKKI was 
seen at Blackbushe during the period of the S.B.A.C. Show at 
Farnborough in September 1955. On 18.9.55 the cabin door blew out 
in flight over Southend causing considerable damage to the fuselage 
and tail. Attended the Aero Club Rallye at Le Zoute between 15 and 
17.6.57. Flown by G T Miller, with a 13-year old girl passenger, G-AKKI 
collided in mid-air with Auster 5 G-APAH at 5.45pm on 16.3.58, both 
from Southend. The Messenger crashed at Butts Green, West 
Hanningfield, near Chelmsford, Essex, killing the passenger. The pilot 

BFOU in April died later from his injuries and the aircraft was destroyed. The Auster 
landed safely in a field near Sandon. Registration G-AKKI was can-
celled 9.5.58 as destroyed. 

c/n 6714 G-AKKM Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registration G-AKKM was allocated in 
November 1947 as 'Reserved for Miles Aircraft Ltd.' Completed at 
Woodley by Handley Page (Reading) Ltd. in 1949. Registered as a 
Series MA with CoR No.12000 to Newcastle Breweries Ltd, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, 5.8.49. C of A No.10693 was issued to the owners 1.9.49. 
Regn cancelled 4.4.53 and re-regd 15.4.53 to C P L Godsal, London. 
Hugh Kennedy carried out a C of A test flight, probably at Woodley, on 
10.7.53. Regn cancelled and re-registered 27.8.53 to J C Elwes, 
Croydon. Regn cancelled 28.1.57 and re-regd to G V P Barnett, 
Wolverhampton 29.7.57. On 5.2.58 when being flown by the owner, 
with two passengers, G-AKKM was damaged beyond repair in a cross-
wind landing at Wolverhampton when the undercarriage collapsed and 
one wing was torn off. Registration cancelled 17.4.59 as pwfu. The 
remains were later taken to Portsmouth where they were still to be seen 
in the hangar of the Portmouth Aero Club in March 1961 probably for 
use as spares. The rear fuselage was used in the rebuild of c/n 6346, 
G-AISL in 1962 by Thurston Engineering Ltd. at Stapleford. 

Right: G-AKKM c/n 6379, 
seen at Wolverhampton in 
the late summer of 1957 after 
a change of ownership 
brought it there. Unfortun-
ately its residency was short-
lived as a landing accident 
the following year resulted in 
serious damage and the 
Messenger was reduced to 
spares. (Dave Welch) 
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Left: G-AKKO c/n 6716 seen 
at Booker 12.7.69 wearing 
Race No.68 applied in 1968. 
Although looking in good 
condition, it flew for only 
another year before being 
grounded at Shipdam where 
it unfortunately became 
derelict. (Jack Meaden) 
Below: G-AKIM c/n 6724 
seen at the PFA Rally held 
at Rochester on 7.9.63. 
Apparently visiting, it was 
technically 'between owners' 
at the time and officially 
unregistered! 
(Keith Cruttenden) 

c/n 6715 SU-AGP Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. The Egyptian registration was allocated in 
December 1949 for this aircraft which was completed by Handley Page 
(Reading) Ltd. and its first C of A was issued shortly after to Misr/S.A.E. 
SU-AGP crashed at Luxor on 22.2.51. 

c/n 6716 G-AKKO Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registration G-AKKO was allocated in 
November 1947 as 'Reserved for Miles Aircraft Ltd.' Completed at 
Woodley by Handley Page (Reading) Ltd. in 1950. Registered 3.3.50 
with CoR No. 12002 to T Shipside Ltd, Tollerton and C of A No. 10832 
issued on 17.8.50. Regn cancelled 24.8.50 and re-regd to D. Godley 
Ltd., Leicester 18.9.50. While taxying in a high wind at Leicester East 
on or before 27.5.57 G-AKKO ran into some concrete posts, severely 
damaging the undercarriage and fuselage. Repaired. Regn cancelled 
7.11.61 and re-regd to T W Shipside, Mansfield 6.12.61, based 
Tollerton. Regn cancelled 25.8.66 and re-regd to Jack Marriott, 
Beeston 31.8.66 , based Tollerton. G-AKKO, painted cream with red 
trim and with Race No.68, was then entered in Round 1 of The National 
Air Races at Goodwood on 22.6.68 by Jack Marriott but continual rain 
caused the Races to be cancelled. He then raced G-AKKO to first 
place in The Norton Griffiths Trophy/ Heat B Gold Leaf Trophy, in The 
National Air Races at Tees-side on 2-3.8.68. Regn cancelled 10.1.69 
and re-regd 6.3.69 to J M Waddington, Swansea. Regn cancelled 
7.8.69 and re-regd 15.10.69 on charter to Mrs Pamela M Hugh, Capel 
St Mary, Suffolk. Its C of A expired 27.8.70 and G-AKKO was wfu at 
Shipdam. By April 1972 it had been 'moved outside lacking instructions 
from its owners' and despite the efforts of preservation societies the site 
owners Arrow Air Services had no authority to dispose of it and thus 
prevent its demise. G-AKKO was cancelled from the register on 5.4.73 
as pwfu having become derelict at Shipdam. 

c/n 6717 G-AKKL Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registration G-AKKL was allocated in 
November 1947 as 'Reserved for Miles Aircraft Ltd.' Completed at 
Woodley by Handley Page (Reading) Ltd. in 1949. Registered 24.3.49 
with CoR No.11999 to T'Shipside Ltd, Tollerton, no series given and C 
of A No.10485 was issued on 14.4.49. Regn cancelled 14.4.49 and re-
regd 19.4.49 to Godfrey Holmes Ltd, Lincoln. Regn cancelled 1.8.50 on 
sale to New Zealand and re-registered ZK-AWE, 30.1.51, possibly still 
owned by Holmes. Its first New Zealand C of A was issued on 1.2.51 
and it was re-regd to A B Baker, Hamilton/Cambridge later in 1951. 
Regd to N L Caines & Partners, Hihitahi, 5.12.57; then to L D Lamb, 
Balcairn in November 1962. Wfu and registration cancelled 18.7.70. 
This was probably the last Messenger built in Northern Ireland and was 
probably completed in January 1948, see c/n 6729. 

C/ns 6718 to 6722 inclusive were allocated for the last five aircraft in 
this batch which, in the event, were not completed. 

G. Civil M.38 Messenger productionat Newtownards - fourth batch. 
Intended to consist of twenty-five aircraft of which only seven were built 
and these before the third batch was completed. 

c/n 6723 EP-ACE Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Miles Aircraft Ltd. in November 1947. Its first C of A issue date is 
not known but the Iranian registration was allocated to The Imperial 
Court of Iran, His Imperial Majesty, Shah in Shah, General Khatam late 
in 1947. No further details. 

c/n 6724 G-AKIM Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Application for C of A and registration made 
by Miles Aircraft Ltd. in September 1947. Registered 19.9.47 with CoR 
No.11950 as a Series IIA to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley and C of A 
No.9757 issued on 10.10.47. Regn cancelled 1.1.48 and re-regd 
15.1.48 to Gordon White & Co Ltd, Gerards Cross and based Denham. 
Regn cancelled 30.3.48 and re-regd 22.4.48 to C.Screen, Birmingham 
(based Elmdon); later Wombourne, Staffs. Regn cancelled 20.8.51 and 
re-regd 13.9.51 to Don Everall (Aviation) Ltd, Elmdon and operated by 
Wolverhampton Aero Club sometime from October 1951. G-AKIM was 
en route from Elstree to Castle Bromwich on 27.7.56 when the propeller 
became detached and a forced landing was made at Roseacre Farm, 
three miles north of Leavesdon, without further damage. Regn can-
celled 28.5.60 and re-regd 1.6.60 to Vowles Aluminium Foundry Co 
Ltd, West Bromwich. Regn cancelled 31.1.61 and re-regd 23.2.61 to 
Grantair Ltd, Sywell. Regn cancelled 15.3.61 and re-regd 7.4.61 to 
Innes Ireland Ltd., Presteigne. Regn cancelled 8.7.63 (notified 22.8.63) 
and re-regd 25.9.63 to B J Clack, Ingrave, Essex and based Stapleford 
Tawney. Attended the Jersey International Air Rally, 7-8.5.65. Wfu at 
Stapleford Tawney after C of A expiry 28.1.66 and broken up as the air-
frame was suffering from glue failure, the engine being sold to Ron 

Harvey, Panshanger. Registration can-
celled 19.2.73 as pwfu. 

To be continued... 

Left: G-AKIM seen flying from Fairoaks 
4.62 when owned by racing driver Innes 
Ireland. In this view with the projecting 
flaps hidden, in spite of the three fins and 
rudders the Messenger looks a clean and 
attractive design. The rounded shape of 
the windscreen on the blown front canopy 
fitted to late production Messengers also 
shows well. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
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The Japanese Civil 
Register 1919-45 BY TOSHIO FUJITA 

Right: The heading photo may not 
appear at first to match the sub-
ject matter but the diminutive Fiat 
AS.1 trainer l-AAVE was flown 
from Italy to Japan in 1930 and 
was then registered J-BFAB as 
listed below, (via Toshio Fujita) 

PART TWENTY-FIVE 

2. The Second System 
(1927-1945) 
2-E. Additions to J-B### series (see p96/37 +) - (continued) 

J-BEHD 
(1)? 

Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 212. 
Nihon Aerial Work Limited partnership. CofA 9.31. Regn can-
celled 3.34 as aircraft dismantled. 

J-BEHD Yokosho Navy Type 90 (K4Y1) 2-seat open cockpit biplane 
(2)? Seaplane Trainer (130-160 hp Gasuden Jimpu 2 7-cyl air 

cooled radial). Navy Reserve Air Corp. Assigned to Biwa 
Lake Ohtsu section. 

J-BEHF Avro 504K / Navy (as J-BBIF). C/n Hiro Arsenal 7. T.Endo. 
CofA 12.33. Regn cancelled 9.34 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEHG Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 508. J.Oguri. CofA 4.33. Regn cancelled 2.36 due 
to aircraft being destroyed. 

J-BEHL Nieuport 81-E2 / Mitsubishi Ko 1 2-seat open cockpit biplane 
trainer (80-100 hp Le Rhone 9-cyl rotary). C/n Mitsubishi 
572. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CoA 8.32. Regn can-
celled 9.36 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEIB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 528. K.Kitayama. CofA 11.30. Regn cancelled 
10.32 as aircraft dismantled. 

J-BEID Mitsubishi R-2.2 / Navy Type 10-2 two-passenger conversion 
of biplane trainer (300 hp Mitsubishi Hi 8-cyl water-cooled 
vee). C/n Hiro Arsenal 5. T.Hiramatsu. CofA 12.31. CofA re-
newed and owner changed to T.Sakai 5.34. Owner changed to 
R.Sasagawa (Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer Flying Squadron) 5.35. 

J-BEIF Nieuport 81-E2 / Mitsubishi Ko 1 (as J-BEHL). C/n Mitsubishi 
570. T.Ohno. CoA 12.33. Regn cancelled 5.37 as aircraft 
dismantled. 

J-BEIG Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 648. G.lwata 
(Tokushima Aeronautical School). CofA 9.33. Regn can-
celled 9.33 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEIH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 
Mitsubishi 589. R.Sasagawa 
Flying Squadron). CofA 10.34. 

as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
(Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer 

J-BEIL 

J-BEJB 

Nieuport 81-E2 / Mitsubishi Ko 1 (as J-BEHL). C/n Mitsubishi 
570. F.Mihara(Nagoya Flying School). CofA 8.32. 

Nieuport 81-E2 / Mitsubishi Ko 1 (as J-BEHL) 
544. Ex-J-TEXD. K.Hasegawa. CofA 7.31. 

C/n Mitsubishi 

—-•'••." 

J-BEJD Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 5. CofA 
10.31. Regn cancelled 11.33. 

J-BEJF Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Nakajima 
1090. T.Ohno. CofA 2.34. 

J-BEJG Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1167. 
Yamanashi ex-soldier Aero Research Association. CofA 
2.34. Regn cancelled 2.36 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEJH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 596. R.Sasagawa (Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron). CofA 11.34. 

J-BEJL Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 548. K.Noda. CofA 4.33. Regn cancelled 7.34 as 
aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEKB Salmson 2A2 /Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 792. A.lto 
(Mikuni Flying School). CofA 4.31. Regn cancelled 11.33 as 
aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEKD Nieuport 81-E2 / Mitsubishi Ko 1 (as J-BEHL). C/n Mitsubishi 
561. K.Suzuki (Imperial Flying School). CofA 4.32. Regn 
cancelled 5.37 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEKG Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 161. 
J.Oguri. CofA 6.34. Regn cancelled 5.37 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

J-BEKH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 594. R.Sasagawa (Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron). CofA 2.35. 

J-BEKL Avro 504K / Navy (as J-BBIF). C/n Hiro 5. F.Mihara (Nagoya 
Flying School). CofA 10.32. Regn cancelled 2.36 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

** At this point we have to apologise for a compilation error which 
has omitted the remaining J-BE## registrations. These remain to 
be translated and will be published in the next issue, meanwhile 
we continue with some new information in the J-BF## section. 
- Editor. 

J-BFAB Fiat AS.1 single engined open-cockpit high wing monoplane 
trainer (80 hp Fiat 7-cyl radial). C/n 30. Ex l-AAVE. Nihon 
Student Air League. CofA 8.31. Regn cancelled due to det-
erioration 2.36. This aircraft flew from Italy to Tachikawa via 
Siberia in 1930,and was presented to the League. 
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Left: DNKKK Douglas 
DC-3 J-BFOB at Haneda 
airport on 14.1.40. The 
people in the foreground 
are a hiking party, of 
about 300, visiting the air-
port from Tokyo. 
Below: J-BFAG was a 
modified Navy Type 13 
designated Mitsubishi T-
1.2 and was fitted with a 
cabin and equipment for 
observing the solar 
eclipse of June 1936 at 
Hokkaido. Other conver-
sions varied in terms of 
role and power plant. It 
was photographed at 
Negishi airfield 15.5.38. 
(both via Toshio Fujita) 

J-BFAD Nakajima Navy Type 15 Modified Reconnaissance Seaplane 
(300-340 hp Mitsubishi/Hispano Suiza Hi 8-cyl water-cooled 
vee). C/n Nakajima 20. S.Nomura. CofA 5.33. Regn can-
celled 12.34 due to damage by storm and flood. 

J-BFAF Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 
1099. T.Tooyama. CofA 12.34. 

J-BFAG Mitsubishi T-1.2 Modified Navy Type 13 Carrier Attack 
Aircraft (450 hp Mitsubishi/Hispano Suiza 12-cyl water 
cooled vee). C/n 77. K.Negishi. CofA 6.36. This aircraft was 
modified to have a cabin for meteorological and later astro-
nomical observation. The reported regn J-BFAF for this air-
craft is incorrect. 

J-BFAH Kyushu Imperial University Type 8 primary glider. C/n 2. 
H.Sato. CofA 10.35. 

J-BFAL Nieuport 81-E2 / Mitsubishi Ko 1 (as J-BEHL). C/n Mitsubishi 
555. K.Noda. CofA 8.33. 

J-BFDA Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 535, ex J-BCIF. K.linuma. CofA 7.36. 

J-BFDB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 533, ex J-BBOF. K.linuma. CofA 7.36. 

J-BFDE Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 360, ex J-BAIX. K.linuma. CofA 11.36. 

J-BFDI Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 37. Ex 
J-BCEF. K.linuma. CofA 12.36. Regn lost validity 2.37. 

J-BFDO Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 556, ex J-BAEX. K.linuma. CofA 2.37. 

J-BFDR Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 764. K. 
linuma. CofA 9.36. 

J-BFDT Yokosho Navy Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH). C/n 
Nakajima 13. K.linuma. CofA 11.36. 

J-BFDU Yokosho Navy Type 13 land-based trainer( as J-BBDH). C/n 
Nakajima 29, ex J-BADX. K.linuma. CofA 12.36. 

J-BFEG Salmson 2A2 / Army( as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 250. J. 
Oguri. CofA 2.36. Regn cancelled 8.36 as destroyed. 

J-BFEH Kyushu Imperial University Type 8 primary glider. C/n 3. 
H.Sato. CofA 10.35. 

J-BFEL Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Nakajima 
1102. CofA 12.33. Regn cancelled 2.36 as destroyed. 

J-BFID Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 659. K. 
Suzuki. CofA 5.34. Regn cancelled 6.35 as destroyed. 

J-BFIF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 702. M.Aoki. 
CofA 5.35. Regn cancelled 6.35 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BFIG Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 625. Yamanashi Veteran Soldiers Aero Research 
Association. CofA 4.36. 

J-BFIH Sato Type 1 primary glider. C/n Okabe 1, K.Okabe. CofA 12.35. 

J-BFIL Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 663. K.Aoki. 
CofA 4.34. Regn cancelled 12.34 due to storm and flood. 

J-BFKG Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 250, 
J.Oguri. CofA 2.36. 

J-BFOB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
(1) Mitsubishi 513. K.Kiayama. CofA 1.31. Regn cancelled 7.34 

as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BFDZ Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n J-BFOB 
Mitsubishi 599. K.linuma. CofA 2.37. 

J-BFEB Hanriot HD-14 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n Hanriot 1019. 
CofA 10.31. T.Aiba. Regn cancelled 2.36 due to aircraft J-BFOE 
being dismantled. 

J-BFED Mitsubishi R-1.2 two-seat biplane trainer (as J-BEBD). C/n 
126. C.Noro.CofA 6.36. Owner changed to S.Kyo 2.37. 

J-BFEF Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1098. J-BFOF 
T.Ohno. CofA 6.35. Regn cancelled 5.37 due to aircraft being (1) 
dismantled. 

Douglas DC-3 transport (see J-BDOI) DNKKK. "Tsubaki" 
(Camellia). Granted private radio station installation licence 
1.40 but licence withdrawn 5.40. 

Mitsubishi Twin-engined Transport. DNKKK "Amatsukaze". Granted 
private radio station installation licence 3.40. Modified to 
cargo carrier from Navy Type 96 (G3M1) land-based attack 
aircraft ("Nell"). Ex-military aircraft converted to civil use can-
not use military designation for security reasons. 

Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 566. T.Endo. CofA 7.35. 

To be continued.... 
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The Bristol M.1c J.M.Bruce 
This article was originally written by J M Bruce for the magazine Aero-Topics which, with Aerogen, was produced 
by the North Surrey Aeronautical Publications Club and pre-dates the founding of Air-Britain in 1948. With William 
Green, Bruce was a prolific contributor to the Club which became Aviation Radio News Team later, and we have to 
thank the former Club Secretary Kenneth Hearn for unearthing this article from his files. The original is hand-writ-
ten in impeccable script and we have reproduced the text exactly (although the layout may differ) but including the 
minor amendments made by the magazine's editor. The photos have been added from Jack Meaden's collection 
and Jack also provided the captions. With the advantage of hindsight and later sources the Archive editor has 
added a postscript concentrating on the civil examples. 

Right: The Bristol Type 
77 MAo Lucifer mono-
plane G-EAVP, powered 
by the 100 hp Bristol 
Lucifer 3-cyl radial 
engine, was red with a 
black tail unit and white 
lettering. Flown by Larry 
Carter it won the 1922 
Aerial Derby Handicap, 
(via JM) 

THE BRISTOL M. 1c 
One 110 hp Le Rhone 9-J 9-cylinder rotary. 
SINGLE SEAT MONOPLANE SCOUT 
MANUFACTURERS: The British and Colonial Aeroplane Co. Ltd., 
Filton, Bristol. 
DESIGNER: Captain Frank S Barnwell, RFC. 
DIMENSIONS: Span: 30' 9" Length: 20'5" Height: 8'5" 

Chord: 5'11" Span of tail: 10'3" Airscrew diameter: 8'6" 
AREAS: Wings: 145 sq ft Ailerons: Each 9 sq ft, total 18 sq ft 

Tailplane: 20 sq ft Elevators: 15 sq ft 
Fin: 5 sq ft Rudder: 4.5 sq ft 

WEIGHTS: Empty: 896 lb Military load: 260 lb 
Fuel and oil: 192 lb Loaded: 1348 lb 

LOADINGS: Wing: 9.3 Ib/sq ft Power: 12.25 Ib/hp 
PERFORMANCE: Maximum speed at ground level: 130 mph 

at 5,000 ft: 127 mph at 10,000 ft: 111.5 mph 
at 15,000 ft: 104 mph. Landing speed: 49 mph 
Climb to 5,000 ft: 3.5 minutes to 6,500 ft: 5.5 minutes 
to 10,000 ft: 10.2.minutes to 15,000 ft: 19.8 minutes 
Service ceiling: 20,000 ft Endurance: 1 3/4 hours 

TANKAGE: Petrol: 20 gallons Oil: 5 gallons 
ARMAMENT: One fixed, forward-firing .303 inch Vickers machine-gun 

mounted centrally on top of the fuselage and synchronised 
to fire through the revolving airscrew. 

USED BY SQUADRONS: Mesopotamia: C Flight of No.150 Squadron 
RFC, attached to 3rd Army Corps. 

Palestine: No.111 Squadron, RFC. 
Macedonia: A and B Flights of No.150 Squadron, RFC. 

PRODUCTION: 125 Bristol M.1c monoplanes 
were built. 78 saw service with the RFS and 
RAF, of which 35 were used in the Middle 
East, the remainder being issued to training 
units. 
SERIAL NUMBERS: C4901 to C5025 inclu-
sive. 

Right: Bristol MAC c/n 5887 was (like G-
EA VP) one of four bought back war surplus by 
Bristol. It was registered G-EAVO on 28.9.20 
and in the following year was sold to Spain, 
becoming M-AFAA. It was delivered by Larry 
Carter on a flight from Croydon in November 
1921. painted with its Spanish registration, 
(via JM) 

On 6th September 1912, Captain Patrick Hamilton and Lieutenant 
Wyness-Stuart were killed when their Deperdussin monoplane broke 
up in mid-air. Four days later, Lieutenants E Hotchkiss and C 
Bettington met their deaths when the Bristol monoplane they were fly-
ing shed the fabric from its starboard wing and crashed. Both accidents 
occurred while the aeroplanes were in normal flight in reasonable 
weather conditions. 

Colonel Seely, then Secretary of State for War, at once issued an order 
banning the flying of monoplanes by pilots of the Military Wing of the 
RFC, a decree as ill-considered and hasty as it was damaging to the 
development of monoplanes in Britain. The "Monoplane Committee" 
was set up to investigate the two crashes and made its report to the 
Government on 3rd December 1912, but the report was not published 
until February 1913. In it, the Committee completely exonerated the 
monoplane as a type, but criticised certain design details of the 
machines involved in the accidents - which was only to be expected. 

But the damage had been done. Nothing could kill the seeds of suspi-
cion and mistrust of monoplanes so firmly planted by Colonel Seely's 
original, all-condemning edict. Even until the mid-1930s monoplanes 
were still looked upon in this country as rather out of the ordinary. 

It has been necessary tp relate this earlier chapter of the history of 
British Aviation because the "Monoplane Ban" must have been one of 
the principle factors which led to the condemnation of such a good 
aeroplane as the Bristol M.1c to the obscurity of small-scale service in 
the Middle East. Only 125 M.lc's were built, the official reason for the 
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Left: G-EAt/P took part /n me 
Grosvenor Cap Race of 23.6.23 
flown by Ma/or Les/Ze Poof. Over 
Fox H;7/s near Chertsey on the 
approach to Croydon, the M.1D 
dived into the ground and caught 
fire, killing the pilot. It was thought 
that the cause was a fracture of 
the trunnion at the spar attach-
ment probably due to a bracing 
wire becoming misplaced and 
setting up flutter, (via JM) 

limitation of production being that the downward 
view from the cockpit was inadequate. It is fairly 
certain however, that most scout pilots of the peri-
od would have agreed that the unobscured view of 
above, ahead and behind would compensate for 
that disadvantage. 

Pilots who flew the M.1c regarded it as a delightful 
machine and truthfully it was a brilliant design, as 
the maximum speed of 130 mph achieved on 110 
hp amply testifies. 

The true prototype of the M.1c was the Bristol 
M.1A. which was built in 1916. The M.1A carried no 
armament - indeed, no gun-mounting was provid-
ed - and the cabane was a peculiar structure composed of two semi-
circular hoops, but in other respects it was similar to the M.1c. The M.1A 
had the 110 hp Clerget rotary and its serial number was A5138. 

After initial flight trials had been carried out with the M.1A, four further 
prototypes were ordered for Service trials. These machines were des-
ignated M.1B and differed from the M.1A in having the conventional 
form of cabane, a pyramidal structure composed of four straight tubes. 
A Vickers machine-gun was mounted on the port upper longeron and a 
clear-view cut-out was provided in the starboard wing root to give 
downward vision. The four M.1B monoplanes were numbered A5139 to 
A5142 inclusive and retained the 110 hp Clerget rotary as power plant. 

The M.1c differed from the M.1B in having the 110 hp Le Rhone rotary 
in place of the Clerget, the air intake hole in the centre of the spinner 
was larger, the Vickers gun was mounted centrally on top of the fuse-
lage and a clear-vision cut out was provided in each wing root. 

In other respects the M.1c embodied all the advanced aerodynamic 
thinking displayed by the M.1A and M.1B in the low-drag engine cowl-
ing and fine streamline form of the fuselage. At the time of production, 
its performance was far in advance of any contemporary scout used by 
either of the opposing forces. 

No.72 Squadron, RFC, arrived at its HQ at Basra on the Persian Gulf 
on 2nd March 1918, having as its equipment a motley collection of 
Bristol M.lc's, SE.5s, DH.4s, Spads and Martinsyde Elephants. The 
first noteworthy achievement of the Squadron was one which must be 
unique in the annals of aviation - two of the pilots, flying Bristol 
Monoplanes, so impressed some Kurdish tribesmen with a hair-raising 
display of aerobatics that the entire tribe came over to the British side! 

The M.lc's were used by C Flight of No.72 Squadron and played an 
important part in the capture from the Turks of the towns of Kifri and 
Kirkuk. During the few days immediately preceding the capture the 
Bristols strafed troop concentrations, drove off the few enemy aircraft 
which put in an appearance and, in one particularly fine effort, silenced 
an anti-aircraft gun in a low-flying attack. Later in 1918, while co-oper-
ating with General Lewin's force on the Dyala front, the machines of C 
Flight did a great deal of valuable work against ground targets, on one 
occasion attacking a Turkish long-range gun from a height of 200 ft and 
putting it out of action. 

In 1917, six Bristol M.lc's were sent to Chile by the British Government 
in part payment for two warships building for Chile in British shipyards 
at the outbreak of war and taken over by the Royal Navy. One of these 
M.lc's distinguished itself by making the first air crossing of the Andes 

Above.The structure ofthefour tube cabane above the cockpit to which 
the bracing wires are attached can clearly be seen in this 3/4 rear view 
ofM.1cG-EAVO. (viaJM) 

on 4th April 1919, piloted by Lieutenant Cortinez of the Chilean Air 
Force. The actual route flown was from Santiago de Chile to Mendoza, 
Argentina and back, and part of the route was flown at 20,000 ft. 

It was not until 1923 that type numbers were given to Bristol designs, 
but Captain Barnwell retrospectively allotted type numbers to all 
designs that came off the drawing board after August 1914. In this ret-
rospective numbering the M.1c was designated the Bristol Type 20, 
and the M.lAand M.1B received the Type Numbers 10 and 11 respec-
tively. It is important to note, however, that these aeroplanes were not 
known under their type numbers during the periods of their existence. 

After the war, four M.lc's were bought back by the Bristol Company. 
One of them was sold to Spain, whilst another, registered G-EAVP, was 
fitted with a 100 hp Bristol Lucifer 3-cylinder radial engine and took part 
in several air races. This machine was re-designated M.1D and in 1923 
was given the Type Number 77. Another of these four M.lc's was reg-
istered G-EAVO and retained the 110 hp Le Rhone. 

An M.1c found its way to Australia soon after the war and on 23rd July 
1919, piloted by Captain H G Butler, AFC, made exhibition flights at 
Unley Oval in aid of the Repatriation Fund. On 6th August 1919, Butler 
flew it from Adelaide to Minlayton carrying about 4,000 postcards and 
many newspapers, and on 16th September 1919 the same pilot gave a 
display of flying at Port Adelaide, Glenelg and district. 

Just what became of this Bristol M.1c is not known to the writer, but it 
may be more than coincidence that in the middle 1930s there was still 
flying in Australia a monoplane which had obviously begun its existence 
as a Bristol M.1c. Its registration was VH-UQI and it was powered by 
an upright in-line air-cooled engine, probably a DH Gipsy. Its fuselage 
had been slimmed somewhat in plan but in all other respects - main-
planes, tail unit and undercarriage - VH-UQI was pure Bristol M.1c. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: 
It is said that in fact six M.lc's were civilianised post-war. The four 
bought by Bristols were given new c/ns 5885-8, one other was bought 
by Major H C Chichester-Smith in the UK and the sixth by Capt Harry 
Butler in Australia. A further example was also delivered for Butler and 
this is believed to have been the former G-EAER rather than a seventh 
example. 
A summary of these civil examples may be found on page 66 in 
this issue. 
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THE SUNDERLAND HERITAGE 
Part 4: The Twin Wasp Sandringhams 
BY JACK MEADEN 

The Sunderland V had obtained an increase in performance by an 
engine change to 1,200 hp Pratt & Whitney R-1830-90B Twin Wasp 14-
cyl 2-row radials. For the Sandringham, once the airframe changes had 
been proved on the Pegasus-powered Mk I it was a natural progression 
to produce the production Sandringham 2 with Twin Wasp R-1830-92. 
The performance thus obtained was an all round improvement over the 
Mk I with a cruising speed increased by 56 mph to 221 mph, a maxi-
mum speed increased by 60 mph to 238 mph, all-up weight increased 
by 6,000 lb to 56,000 lb, initial rate of climb increased by 280 ft/min to 
1,000 ft/min and the ceiling increased by 5,300 ft to 21,300ft. 

The Sandringham 2 was built to the order of Dodero (Compahia 
Argentina de Aeronavegacion Dodero) of Buenos Aires in 1946. They 
were for day operation and had 45 passenger seats and a cocktail bar 
on the upper deck. They were converted Sunderland airframes and 
were given Short & Harland constructor's civil conversion numbers. 
Three were tested as G-AGPT, G-AGPZ and G-AHRE in late 1945 and 
early 1946, becoming LV-AAP "Uruguay". LV-AAO "Argentina" and LV-
ACT "Paraguay" respectively. 

Although the airframes of later Sandringhams were the same, they 
were given later Mk numbers according to the customer requirements, 
which effectively meant according to the interior layout. 

Above: The Twin Wasp powered Sunderland V. less bomb racks and 
gun turrets, had the hull space to carry 45 passengers in 2 decks when 
converted to the Sandringham. This photo of Sunderland V NZ4117 of 
the RNZAF is rare in showing the bomb racks and the side hatches 
opened to allow them to be wound out under the wing, (via JM) 

The Sandringham 3 was also built for Dodero. with a dining saloon on 
the upper deck and seats for 21 passengers on the lower deck. Only 
two were supplied. G-AGPY and G-AGTZ, respectively becoming LV-
AAR "Brazil" and LV-AAQ "Inglaterra", delivered in 1946. 

The Sandringham 4 was produced as four aircraft for Tasman Empire 
Airways Ltd (TEAL) also in 1946, with 30 passenger seats. These were 
ZK-AMB "Tasman", ZK-AMD "Australia", ZK-AME "New Zealand" and 
ZK-AMH "Auckland", all four being passed on to Ansett in 1949-50 and 
transferred to the Australian register as VH-EBW, -EBX. -BRD and 
-BRC respectively. 

On 10th June 1951 VH-EBW was lost when it crashed at Port Vila, New 
Hebrides, and on 31st October 1952 VH-BRD sank in the Brisbane 
River, Queensland, after a launch collided with it at its moorings. VH-
EBX was re-registered VH-BRE on 10th December 1954 and survived 
until 3rd July 1963 when it sank at its moorings at Lord Howe island and 
was written off. 

Right: The first Sandringham 
2, G-AGPT. taxying while on 
test. The name "Uruguay" 
appears below the cockpit 
windows, heralding its service 
with Dodero as LV-AAP in 
South America. All the 
Dodero Sandringham 2 and 
3s went to ALFA (Sociedad 
Mixta Aviacion del Litoral 
Fluvial Argentino) and the 
survivors to Aefolineas 
Argentinas SA and then to 
Cooperativa Asociacion 
Argentina de Aeronavegantes 
Ltda - see page 54. (Shorts 
via Jack Meaden) 
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Left: The second Sandring-
ham 2, LV-AAO "Argentina", 
in Dodero markings, picking 
up speed on take-off. This 
was one of at least two of the 
Dodero Sandringhams which 
had a second D/F loop, seen 
over the captain's side of the 
cockpit, (via Jack Meaden) 

Tropical storms were a serious hazard for flying boats moored in the open and of the four the only survivor 
was VH-BRC "Beachcomber" which became VP-LVE "Southern Cross", of Antilles Air Boats in the Virgin 
Islands. When its service ended it was flown to the UK as N158C and after several moves it was displayed 
at the Mitchell museum at Southampton, now the Hall of Aviation, and given its old name "Beachcomber". 

The Sandringham 5 was the result of BOAC finally making up its mind in 1947 to order nine aircraft which 
they called the Plymouth Class, although none of the aircraft was named Plymouth. They were G-AHYY 
"Portsmouth", G-AHYZ un-named, G-AHZA "Penzance", G-AHZB "Portland", G-AHZC "Pembroke", G-AHZD 
"Portmamock", G-AHZE "Portsea", G-AHZF "Poole" and G-AHZG "Pevensey". 

G-AHYZ didn't reach the stage of being given a name as it caught fire at Belfast while being converted and 
was completely burned out. In due course it was replaced by an additional aircraft G-AJMZ which was given 
its intended name "Perth". 

The new Southampton Berth 50 marine terminal had just been opened and G-AJMZ was the first to moor 
there on arrival from Iwakuni, Japan, on 31st March 1948 in half a gale. BOAC used a standard 22-seat lay-
out for the Sandringham 5 of which 16 had bunks for night flights while the remainder had folding-back seats. 

Above: Sandringham 4 ZK-AMB 
"Tasman", the first of four for 
TEAL, taxying in after landing with 
a crew member in the opened 
nose compartment ready to moor 
up in Belfast Lough, just before 
delivery in July 1946. (via JM) 

Below: Sandringham 4 ZK-AME 
"New Zealand" had just lifted off at 
the end of its take-off run at 
Waitemata Harbour, Auckland in 
1948. The position previously 
occupied by the Sunderland bomb 
hatch is visible from the darker 
covering material, (via JM) 
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Above: G-AHYY "Portsmouth" was the first of ten Sandringham 5s of 
the Plymouth class and one of four which served BO AC for twelve 
years before being scrapped at Hamworthy. Poole, (via JM) 
Right: BO AC Sandringham 5 G-AHZE "Portsea" banking around to 
show its Sunderland V airframe, the only difference from this angle 
being the pointed tail end. "Portsea" was one of the Sandringhams 
flown by Capt J E Hacked, (via JM) 

They only served on the first line services until 1949 when Canadair 40-
passenger C-4 Argonaut class landplanes began to replace them, pro-
viding less spacious accomodation but faster times and quicker turn 
arounds with the use of land airfields. 

The Sandringham 6 was built with 37 passenger seats to meet the 
special operational requirements of the Norwegian airline DNL (Det 
Norske Luftfartselsskap A/S). In the days of DR navigation with few 
radio facilities, operations in Norway north of the Arctic Circle were 
especially difficult. Darkness was continuous for up to six months of the 
year and the accurate use of compasses was made difficult by close-
ness to the pole. Although only daytime flights were envisaged, the 
mountainous topography, numerous storms and frequently foggy 
coasts of Norway were themselves hazardous to aircraft operation. 

Accordingly DNL required what was, for the time, especially compre-
hensive radio and navigation equipment to help in countering these 
conditions. The Sandringham 6 carried PPI, Rebecca, SBA, 2 radio 
altimeters and 2 radio compasses plus ASV Mk 6C. This last was visi-
ble as two blisters under the wing tips as on the Sunderland V. 

Right: "Pembroke" about 
to break water on take-
off. Above the cabin are 
radio and pitot bipod, 
starsight bubble and D/F 
loop. "Pembroke" vyas 
another of the Sandring-
hams known to have 
been flown by Johnny 
Hacked. 
(BOAC via JM) 
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Left upper: Sandringham 5 
G-AHZC -Pembroke" with its 
starboard inner being run up 
during an engine servicing 
check. Work is still proceed-
ing on the port outer, (via JM) 

*i« 
Len1 lower: Sandringham 6 
LN-IAU "Bamse Brakar" of 
DNL (Norwegian Airlines) 
berthed by its loading plat-
form between flights on the 
Oslo - Tromso service. 
Previously Sunderland V 
ML807. it became a 
Sandringham with Shorts' 
conversion number SH51C 
and a Mk.6 to DNL require-
ments as No. SH882.(via JM) 

Instead of a cocktail bar, extra passenger seats were carried on the top 
deck to make up the total of 37. Three Mk 6 were supplied in 1948, LN-
IAU "Bamse Brakar", LN-IAV "Kvitbjorn" and LN-IAW "Bukken Bruse", 
all used on the Oslo-Tromso service. 

LN-IAV, the first registered, crashed after only four months at Tjelsund, 
while LN-IAW, the second registered, served sixteen months before 
crashing near Trondheim. Twenty-five of the forty on board survived, 
one of whom was the 76 year old Bertrand Russell who escaped by 
swimming 600 yards to shore. LN-IAU, the last registered, served three 
years all but a month before it also crashed near Harstad. 

After the loss of the first a replacement was ordered, LN-LAI "Jutulen", 
and this lasted over four years before it sank at Bangui, French 
Equatorial Africa (now the Central African Republic) after a collision 
with a buoy while on charter to France Hydro, Paris. A second 
replacement, LN-LMK "Polar Bjorn", also lasted well, eventually 
becoming LV-PAE/LV-AHM "Almirante Zar" in the Argentine with the 
Cooperativa Argentina de Aeronavegantes. 

Bottom: DNL Sandringham 6 
LN-IAV "Kvitbjorn" seen tak-
ing off. The underwing bulges 
are the ASV Mk.6C radar 
retained from its Sunderland 
V configuration as an aid to 
coastal navigation in poor 
weather, (via JM) 

The Sandringham 7 was the last of the type and consisted of three 
more aircraft for BOAC in the early months of 1948. They were named 
after the patron saints of England, Wales and Scotland, G-AKCO "St 
George", G-AKCP "St David" and G-AKCR "St Andrew". Although 
called the Bermuda class and intended for the Baltimore - Bermuda 
service, they never flew this route, and after taking part in the Dragon 
service to Hong Kong they were withdrawn and converted to 45-
seaters. G-AKCP and G-AKCR went to CAUSA in Uruguay in 1955 as 
CX-ANI and CX-ANA respectively. 

G-AKCO was not sold until three and a half years later in October 1954 
when it became VH-APG "Frigate Bird III" for the veteran Australian 
pilot Capt Sir Gordon Taylor (who took part in the 1939 India and Africa 
route survey in the Catalina "Guba", see Digest Spring 1991). Sir 
Gordon used it for South Sea charter cruises until 1958 when it went to 
Tahiti as F-OBIP and after becoming derelict joined the Musee de I'Air. 

Of all the Sunderland civil variants there are 2 other survivors. TEAL's 
Sandringham 4 ZK-AMH "Auckland" was renamed 'Beachcomber' by 
Ansett Flying Boat Services and became VH-BRC when they took over 
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Above: The first of three Sandringham 7 conversions for BOAC in 1948 was G-AKCO "St George". After a long life during which it became VH-APG 
and F-OBIP it is seen here after being withdrawn from use at Papeete. Tahiti, before going to the Musee de lAir. (Aeroplane via JM) 

the Sydney - Lord Howe Island service. In 1974 it was sold to Antilles 
Air Boats who operated it in the Virgin Islands in the Caribbean as VP-
LVE 'Southern Cross'. After again becoming N158C it was flown to the 
UK where its adventures included periods ashore at Calshot and Lee 
on Solent before finding what is hopefully its last resting place at the R 
J Mitchell Museum/Southampton Hall of Aviation, once more in Ansett 
colours as VH-BRC "Beachcomber". 

The last Sandringham built by Shorts was delivered in 1949, but 14 
years later Ansett decided that it wanted another 43-seat Sandringham 
and decided to build its own conversion. For the purpose it obtained 
RNZAF Sunderland V NZ4108. ex RAF ML814. It designed its own air-
frame modifications and internal layout and made its own drawings, 
and although called a Sandringham this aircraft was in fact unique. 

The nose turret was replaced with a fixed fairing containing a hatch 
which could be opened for use of the mooring compartment, the result 
being a nose bearing more resemblance to a Sunderland than a 
Sandringham. The tail turret was replaced by a pointed tail end which 
curved down rather than up as on the Sandringham and the cabin win-
dows were differently positioned to suit Ansett's own internal layout. 

After registration in 1963 as VH-BRF it was named "Islander" and used 

by Ansett on its Lord Howe Island services until Ansett flew its last ser-
vice on 31st March 1974. It was then purchased by Charles Blair of 
Antilles and followed VP-LVE to the Virgin Islands with the US regis-
tration N158J. Blair gave it the name "Excalibur VIM", the original 
"Excalibur" being NC41880 the first of three Sikorsky VS-44A four Twin 
Wasp powered flying boats which he had flown across the Atlantic in 
1942. The death of Charles Blair in the crash of a Grumman Goose fol-
lowing engine failure resulted in the close-down of Antilles Air Boats 
which he had founded and the two Short flying boats were put up for 
sale. N158J was purchased by Edward Hulton and it was flown to 
Calshot on 21st May 1981. After overhaul at Marseilles it was regis-
tered G-BJHS in the ownership of Sunderland Ltd, named 'Sir Arthur 
Gouge' and flown back to the UK on 6th August 1982, landing on the 
Thames where it was on display at Tower Bridge before returning to 
Calshot in October. 

Finally G-BJHS left Calshot on 20th July 1993 for the last time en route 
to the USA destined for Kermit Weeks' Fantasy of Flight museum at 
Polk City, Florida as a static display exhibit. A 1997 photo shows it out-
side the building, still in its white finish with G-BJHS under the port wing 
and its original serial ML814 on the fuselage near the tailplane although 
after arrival it was, and still is, officially registered with appropriate US 
marks N814ML. 

Right: Another long-term 
survivor was TEAL's ZK-
AMH "Auckland" which 
had become Barrier Reef 
Airways' and then Ansett 
Flying Boat Services' 
VH-BRC "Beachcomber" 
as seen here. After a 
spell with Antilles tAir 
Boats as VP-LVE it was 
retired to the UK before 
finally being put on dis-
play in the Southampton 
Hall of Aviation, (via JM) 
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Left: A Sunderland V 
conversion by Ansett 
and based on the 
Sandringham. VH-BRF 
"Islander" retained the 
Sunderland nose shape 
after the turret was 
removed. As N158J it 
survives in the Kermit 
Weeks' Fantasy of Flight 
Museum at Polk City. 
Florida, (via JM) 

The Twin Wasp Sandringhams 

Mk 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 
5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7 

'4' 

Serial 

DD834 

DV964 

ML843 

DD841 

EJ170 

ML761 

NJ255 

NJ179 

JM715 

ML838 

ML874 
ML783 

NJ171 

NJ253 

NJ257 

ML818 

NJ188 

ML828 

JM681 

ML807 

ML809 

JM720 

W4037 

JM714 

JM719 

EJ172 

ML840 

ML814/ 
NZ4108 

C/n 

SH2C 

SH1C 

SH43C 

SH3C 
SH54C 
SH4C 
SH53C 

SH30C 

SH32C 

SH31C 

SH35C 
SH34C 

SH38C 

SH39C 

SH40C 

SH36C 

SH4TC 

SH37C 

SH56C 

SH51C 
SH882 
SH48C 
SH915 
SH52C 
SB2023 
SH62C 
S1209 
SH71C 
SB2017 
SH57C 

SH58C 

SH59C 
SH974 
SH55C 
SH974 

Reqn/Name 

G-AGPT 

G-AGPZ 

G-AHRE 

G-AGPY 

G-AGTZ 

ZK-AMB 
"Tasman" 
ZK-AMD 
"Australia" 
ZK-AME 
"New Zealand" 
ZK-AMH 
"Auckland" 

G-AHYY 
"Portsmouth" 
G-AHYZ 
G-AHZA 
"Penzance" 
G-AHZB 
"Portland" 
G-AHZC 
"Pembroke" 
G-AHZD 
"Portmarnock" 
G-AHZE 
"Portsea" 
G-AHZF 
"Poole" 
G-AHZG 
"Pevensey" 
G-AJMZ 
"Perth" 
LN-IAU 
"Bamse Brakar" 
LN-IAV 
"Kvitbjorn" 
LN-IAW 
"Bukken Bruse" 
LN-LAI 
"Jutulen" 
LN-LMK 
"Polar Bjorn" 
G-AKCO 
"St George" 
G-AKCP 
"St David" 
G-AKCR 
"St Andrew" 
VH-BRF 
"Islander" 

C of A Date 

5.12.45 

17.11.45 

12.11.46 

21.1.46 

26.2.46 

17.7.46 

6.8.46 

4.9.46 

29.10.47 

4.3.47 

22.4.47 

25.4.47 

17.5.47 

28.5.47 

16.6.47 

11.7.47 

23.9.47 

18.12.47 

(16.6.47) 

(24.4.47) 

(22.5.47) 

(4.5.48) 

(11.6.49) 

18.3.48 

15.4.48 

1.5.48 

(19.12.63) 

IQ 

LV-AAP 
"Uruguay" 
LV-AAO 
"Argentina" 
LV-ACT 
"Paraguay" 
LV-AAR 
"Brazil" 
LV-AAQ 
"Inglaterra" 
VH-EBW 24.4.50 
"Tasman" 
VH-EBX 24.4.50 
"Pacific Chieftain" 
VH-BRD 12.3.51 
"Princess of Cairns" 
VH-BRC 5.50 
"Beachcomber" 

VH-EBV7.51 
"Pacific Warrior" 

VH-EBY 7.51 
"Pacific Voyager" 
VH-EBZ7.51 
"Pacific Explorer" 

LV-PAE 5.55 

VH-APG 10.54 
"Frigate Bird III" 
CX-ANI 3.51 

CX-ANA 12.50 

N158J 
"ExcaliburVIII" 

Fate 

Dodero, to ALFA 2.47. Cr 29.7.48 Buenos Aires 

Dodero, to ALFA 1.47, to Aerolineas 12.50, 
to Cooperativa 8.63. Scr, regn eld 2.10.66 
Dodero, to ALFA 12.47, to Aerolineas 12.50, 
to Cooperativa 8.63. Scr .67 
Dodero, to ALFA 12.47, to Aerolineas 12.50, 
Cr Buenos Aires 31.12.57, eld 12.6.62 
Dodero, to ALFA 1.48, to Aerolineas 12.50, 
to Cooperativa 11.63. Scr .67 
QANTAS. Cr 10.6.51 Port Vila, New Hebrides 

QANTAS. To VH-BRE Barrier Reef Airways 
12.12.54, Ansett. W/o 3.7.63 Lord Howe Is 
Barrier Reef Airways. Sunk 31.10.52 Brisbane R. 

Barrier Reef A/w, Ansett 2.52. Antilles N158C, 12.75. 
VP-LVE "Southern Cross" 4.75. N158C 6.78, as 
'VH-BRC/Beachcomber', Southampton Museum 
Scr 3.59 Hamworthy, Dorset 

Dbf 18.1.47 Belfast 
Scr 3.59 Hamworthy 

Cr 22.8.47 Bahrein 

Scr 3.59 Hamworthy 

QANTAS. Wfu 3.8.55 Sydney 

Scr 3.59 Hamworthy 

QANTAS. Wfu 3.8.55 Sydney 

QANTAS. Wfu 8.55 Sydney 

Replacement for G-AHYZ. Scr 3.59 Hamworthy 

Cr Harstad 15.5.50 

Cr Tjelesund 28.8.47 

CrTrondheim 2.10.48 

To SAS. Sunk Bangui, French Equatorial Africa 
15.11.52 
LV-AHM Aerolineas "Almirante Zar" 28.6.55, 
eld 16.4.63, to Cooperativa (as spares?) 
F-OBIP 23.5.58 Air Polynesie, to R.A.I. 13.4.63. 
Preserved, Musee de I' Air, Paris 
CAUSA. W/o 25.1.56 

CAUSA. W/o 22.10.55 

Antilles. To G-BJHS 11.9.81 "Sir Arthur Gouge"; 
to N814ML 16.9.93, Kermit Weeks' Museum 

RNZAF Sunderland V modified by Ansett Cr= Crashed W/o= Written off Scr= Scrapped Dbf= Destroyed by fire Wfu= Withdrawn from use 
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THE WIKNER MONOPLANES 
Part 1. The Australian Designs BY JACK MEADEN 

Right: Farman Sport G-AUHL / 
VH-UHL was the same as VHM 
rebuilt by Wikner and was regis-
tered on the same date, 15.6.28. 
Note the simple structure with 
square wingtips and finless tail. 
(Aeroplane/Len Dobbin) 

Geoffrey Neville Wikner was born in Grafton, Australia and after 
schooling in Sydney he trained as an engineer. He worked for a 
refrigeration and electrical company and also ran his own motorcar 
body works, meanwhile developing an interest in aircraft through 
the exploits of his famous cousin, pilot and aircraft manufacturer 
Edgar Wikner Percival. 

Percival encouraged his aviation interests, and on 18.7.29 Wikner took 
his first steps in that direction by purchasing a Farman Sport 2-seat air-
craft which was in a wrecked condition after a crash. 

Six of these 7.11 m (23 ft 4 in.) span open cockpit biplanes arrived in 
Australia between 1921 and 1928, the first three, G-AUBV, DC and "DL 
having the 60 hp Le Rhone engine and the last three, G-AUFX/VH-
UFX, 'HL and 'HM having the 60/70 hp Anzani 6A radial engine. This 
had 6 cylinders, the unusual even number of cylinders being due to the 
Anzani practise of having 2 rows of cylinders overlapping, in this case 
2 rows of 3 cylinders. 

Wikner's aircraft was the last of the six, G-AUHM c/n 31, the registra-
tion not being changed to VH-UHM until after the aircraft had ceased to 

exist! Wikner rebuilt it, at the same time incorporating a number of 
changes which improved its handling and performance and mod-
ernising its appearance, in effect making it a new aeroplane. 

With its square-tipped wings, the original Sport was reported to have a 
service ceiling of only 2,000 m (6,500 ft) but in spite of some increase 
in weight, this must have been improved by the increased wing area 
Wikner provided by fitting round-tipped extensions on all four main 
planes. He added round-topped fuselage decking and replaced the 
primitive finless tail unit with an up-to-date larger tail unit with a fin and 
curved-contoured rudder. 

These features are all evident from the two surviving photographs of 
the modified Sport and it is clear that Wikner was already a capable air-
craft designer. However he had to pay his bills and this included 
upkeep of his workshop and the shed which he was using as a base on 
the Archerfield aerodrome at Brisbane. 

In his own terminology, "Using the redesigned and rebuilt machine I 
employed a pilot and went into the joyriding business". This was suc-
cessful until the pilot (who Wikner was kind enough not to name) hit the 

Right: Sport G-AUHM / VH-
UHM with 60 hp Anzani after 
rebuild by Geoffrey Wikner 
with rounded wingtip exten-
sions, fuselage decking and 
a new tail unit now incorpo-
rating a fin and larger round-
ed rudder. (G Wikner via 
Jack Meaden) 
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Left: Geoffrey Wikner in 
his Zogling-like primary 
glider in which he taught 
himself to fly. Unique in 
having wheels, this was 
built from the remains of 
his crashed Farman 
Sport. (G Wikner via JM) 

Below: The Wicko cabin 
sports monoplane was 
the first light aircraft 
designed and built in 
Queensland. Here the 
ex-G-AUHM Anzani 
engine is being run but 
the aileron installation is 
incomplete. (G Wikner 
via JM) 

boundary fence while airborne at Dayboro on 29.3.30 and G-AUHM 
was a write-off from the resulting crash. 

Wikner immediately went to work and from the remains of the Sport he 
built a primary glider of his own design which was ready to fly in 6 
weeks. In principle it resembled the German Zogling but it was unique 
in having wheels which caused it to behave like an aeroplane on the 
ground and would swing on landing unless rudder control was proper-
ly applied in correction. Take-off was by tow from a motorcar. 

His purpose in this was to learn the operation of orthodox flying con-
trols, in other words to learn to fly using the same methods as glider 
pilots but modified to suit a wheeled aircraft. He had learned to fly the 
glider quite well after two days continuous practice, but on the third day 
while turning close to the ground he sideslipped enough for a wing tip 
to touch the ground and in the resulting cartwheel the trainer was 
wrecked. He was not despondent as he felt that his object had been 
achieved. 

As it had been the first piloted glider to be designed and built in 
Queensland the press reports gave him considerable publicity, and as 
a result he was able to obtain the design rights to the Zogling primary. 
He made drawings and kits of parts and sold them to gliding clubs, car-
rying out the flight tests on the finished gliders himself in most cases, 
this as a free service which went with the sales! 

He did not cease his design activities and his first attempt at a complete 
powered aeroplane was a single-seat high-wing cabin monoplane 
designed for a 40 hp engine. He was not able to obtain a suitable 
engine of this power and had to revise the design to take 60 hp in order 
to use the Anzani from the Sport. He called it the Wicko and subse-
quently adopted this as a company trade name, although at the time he 
was operating as the Aircraft of Australia Company Ltd. 

The Wicko was the first light aeroplane designed and built in 
Queensland. The Anzani was heavier than the allowance made for the 
40 hp engine and it had to be farther back, giving the aircraft a snub-
nosed appearance. The engine was thus very close to the windscreen 
which was itself buried in the wing leading edge. Wikner admitted that 
this resulted in a very poor view for the pilot, but it appears that no other 
criticisms of this, his first aeroplane, were made. 

The first flight of the Wicko was made in January 1931 from Archerfield 
and the pilot was K Foxcroft Jones. It then had the honour of being test-
ed by no less a personage than the famed Australian record-breaking 
pilot Charles Kingstord-Smith. He said that it had a good performance 
on 60 hp, mentioned its good stability and said that it had no vices 
which was encouraging for Wikner. 

Geoffrey Wikner then jumped from gliders to powered aircraft by flying 
1 hr 40 min dual in a Moth, then sending himself on his first solo on 
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Above: Charles Kingsford-Smith (later Sir Charles) the 
famous Australian ocean-hopping record breaker, flew 
Wikners Wicko and gave it a good report, (via JM) 
Right: Wikner with the Wicko, from which he admitted 
pilot visibility was poor. The aerofoil-shaped top of the fuel 
tank can be seen above the cabin and the undercarriage 
geometry is in Puss Moth style. (G Wikner via JM) 

Anzac Day 1931 (25th April) in the Wicko. After only 4 hr solo flying, all 
on the Wicko, he used it to establish an Australian light aeroplane 
height record of 17,000 ft. 

It is a pity that apart from this little appears to be known about the per-
formance of the Wicko. Wikner said that the height record flight 
increased his solo time by nearly two thirds, which means that it must 
have taken about 2 1/2 hr. He also mentioned that his estimate for the 
empty weight of the Wicko was 545 lb and when it was check-weighed 
it turned out to be 540 lb. It is also known that he preferred the Clark 
YH aerofoil section and used this on all his designs. 

He knew the importance of drawings in aircraft design and he must 
have made schemes and layouts, although with no future production in 
mind and driven to making fast progress by his enthusiasm it is unlike-
ly that he spent much time preparing detail drawings. Anyway no draw-
ings or even dimensions appear to have survived. 

Over a period he had qualified for the Australian equivalent of the 
British A, B, C and X engineer's licenses so was able to service his own 
aircraft as well as taking on work to provide income from others. 

Keen to make progress and improve on the Wicko, he next designed 
another high-wing monoplane which he called the Lion. This was a 2-
seater with the passenger in an enclosed cabin under the wing and the 
pilot in an open cockpit behind the wing. This must have been very 
claustrophobic for the passenger who was shut in behind the noisy 
engine and appears to have had only a small high window on each 

Above: Avian II G-AUFY with its original Genet engine. Wikner 
removed the Cirrus II with which it had been replaced and obtained it 
for his Wizard monoplane, then refitting the Genet. (Avro via JM) 

side, but it is noted that the aircraft, like the Wicko before it, was not 
registered and there is no record of it being used to carry fare-paying 
passengers. 

It was produced in May 1933 and was powered by the Anzani taken out 
of the Wicko. The undercarriage shock absorbers appear identical to 
the Wicko and it is likely that the Wicko airframe was broken down so 
that these and other parts could be used in the Lion. An obvious differ-
ence was the lengthened nose, but the total fuselage length was still 

Right: Wikner's second aero-
plane, the Lion, with the pas-
senger cabin under the wing 
and the pilot behind the wing 
in an open cockpit^ used the 
same Anzani engine. It ended 
the career of the Lion when a 
con-rod came through the 
crankcase on a practice flight. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 
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*7 I I I I I U N Left: Wikner's third 
powered design 
was the low-wing 
Wizard with 80 hp 
Cirrus II upright 
in-line engine, two 
seats in tandem 
with cover over the 
passenger in front, 
and fixed spatted 
undercarriage. The 
wing is wire-braced. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 

only 23 ft. The wing was, like all of Wikner's designs, of parallel chord, 
and the span was 29 ft 6 in. The height was 5 ft 6 in. and the all-up 
weight was 1,400 lb. 

Wikner made the first flight himself and gave the maximum speed as 90 
mph and the cruising speed as "about 60 mph". He afterwards said that 
the design did not come up to his expectations although he had intend-
ed to enter it in the Aerial Derby. While practising for this he had to force 
land with extreme engine vibration. This turned out to have been brought 
about by a con-rod parting company with its piston and poking a hole 
in the crankcase. This was the end of the Anzani and also the Lion. 

Designing and building his experimental aircraft was only possible 
alongside making his living from aircraft servicing and one of his jobs 
was rebuilding Avro Avian II G-AUFYA/H-UFY c/n R3/AV/126. This 
originally had a Genet radial but had been re-engined with the alterna-
tive Cirrus II 4-cyl upright in-line engine. The owner required the Genet 
to be re-installed, and after doing this Wikner obtained the Cirrus for 
himself, no doubt with, or perhaps as, a consideration for his work. 

Early in 1934 Wikner used the 80 hp Cirrus in his third powered design, 
a wirebraced low-wing monoplane which he named the Wizard. It had 
tandem cockpits, the rear one open for the pilot and the front one cov-
ered over by a lid with 2 roof windows for the passenger. The wing span 
was 31 ft, chord was parallel at 5 ft and the aerofoil section was Clark 
YH. The length was 22 ft 6 in. and the empty weight 
was 900 lb. Maximum speed was 120 mph, cruising 
speed 93 mph, landing (touchdown) speed 50 mph. 
Wikner added the information that from a standing . t 

start, pilot only, it would lift off in 5 sec or with a 12 
stone passenger in 7 sec. 

This was a good performance on the power and made 
the Wizard the fastest lightplane in Australia at the 
time. As with the Lion, the passenger was in an 
enclosed space right behind the engine and fuel tank, 
and although the 2 roof windows allowed light to enter, 
his view was of little but sky. 

Wikner admitted that the passenger accomodation 
"was not exactly luxurious" and it seems he had not yet 
left behind the idea that the passenger was somebody 
to stick somewhere out of the way where he wouldn't 

spoil the performance of the aircraft or annoy the pilot. In his defence it 
has to be recognised that his designs were experimental and intended 
to demonstrate a good performance on low power, not to pay their way 
as passenger vehicles. 

Pilot view was not a good feature of the Wizard as the pilot's cockpit 
was right over the wing trailing edge, obstructing the view downward 
and for some distance ahead. In order to avoid having to look into the 
cockpit on the landing approach for airspeed, Wikner fitted a slip-
stream-operated spring-type ASI on a boom attached to the wing upper 
bracing wires on the right hand side. 

Making progress as a 'one man band' with limited facilities was not 
easy, for example to produce the wheel spats for the Wizard he had to 
resort to wire frames covered with fabric. Although it provided much 
publicity he soon took the Wizard out of service. 

He grew impatient when delays were caused by paperwork and he 
complained, in his own words, of the disparaging attitude of the 
Australian DCA, whom he thought gave little credit to small aviation 
concerns. He blamed this for his decision to close down his company 
and book a passage to England, no doubt expecting to find better 
opportunities in the country in which his cousin, Edgar Percival, had 
become a successful aircraft manufacturer. 

To be continued.... 

Above: The clean lines of 
the Wizard, seen parked 
at Archerfield. It was the 
first Australian-designed 
low-wing monoplane and 
at the time the fastest 
Australian aircraft. 
(G Wikner via JM) 

Left: Wikner in the 
Wizard with tail up on 
take-off. The quadrant 
shape is a slipstream-
operated spring-type ASI 
on a boom mounted on 
the wing bracing wires. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 
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Complete Civil Registers : 13 
EAST 
GERMANY 
DM- / DDR- r r r^DH-wf 
1955-91 
BY PETER GERHARDT 

PART TWENTY Above: Zlin 226T Trener-6 DM-WEH active at Leipzig-Mockau on 9.8.59. (Peter Gerhard) 

DM-WCR Polikarpov Po-2 (010) 
Ex ?, regd to Technical University of Dresden 16.6.58, regn eld 
8.12.67, broken up. 

DM-WCS not allocated. 

DM-WCT Aero L-60 Brigadyr (150913) 
Regd to Gesselschaft fur Sport und Technik (GST) 21.4.60, regn eld 
1.12.72, wfu. 

DM-WCU Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151114) 
Built .59, regd to GST 21.4.60, w/o 16.9.60, regn eld ,21.9.60. 

DM-WCV Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151122) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.2.60, regn eld 27.2.73, broken up. 

DM-WCW Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151123) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.2.60, regn eld 25.9.72, wfu. 

DM-WCX AntonovAn2T (113901) 
Regd to GST 24.6.60; eld 29.8.79, to LSK469, operated by VS14 
Strausberg, transferred to VFK31 Cottbus 9.90, sold.to Concorde Flug 
GmbH 25.10.90, flown to Dresden and stored there. D-FGGG reserved 
20.2.92, permit issued 26.2.92, regd 6.4.92 and used as paradropper. 
To G Borinsky, Dresden; current. 

DM-WCY AntonovAn2T (18119) 
Built .57, regd to GST 1.2.58 as paradropper, seen at Mockau 9.8.59, 
regn eld 29.1.74. 

DM-WCZ AntonovAn2T (18120) 
Built .58, regd to GST 1.2.58 as paradropper, seen at Mockau 9.8.59, 
regn eld 15.4.76, to LSK812(?), preserved at Bautzen as such then to 
Luftwaffen Museum, Gatow as 8120. [NOTE: LSK812 was allocated to 
MiG21PFM c/n 0513 from 11.64 onwards, preserved at Rothenburg in 
1990; and also to Mil Mi 8TB c/n 10567 from 10.76 to 10.90.] 

DM-WDA YakovlevYak-18 (6010) 
Built .52, regd to GST 10.4.58, regn eld 6.3.69. 

DM-WDB(1) YakovlevYak-18 (6231) 
Ex ?, regd to GST 3.5.61, regn eld 31.12.67; to APRL, Poland SP-BRT 
23.4.68, used by AK Wroclaw, eld 26.11.73 as scrapped. 

DM-WDB(2) YakovlevYak-18A (1905) 
Built .59, regd to GST 8.12.69, regn eld 21.3.75, wfu. 

DM-WDC(1) YakovlevYak-18 (6113) 
Built .52, regd to GST 27.2.58, regn eld 2.6.65. 

DM-WDC (2) Yakovlev Yak-18A (1914) 
Built .59, regd to GST 8.12.69, regn eld 24.8.78, broken up. 

DM-WDD(1) YakovlevYak-18 (5936) 
Built .52, regd to GST 9.12.58, regn eld 1.12.65; to APRL, Poland as 
SP-BNU 21.5.66, eld 3.4.74 as wfu. 

DM-WDD(2) Yakovlev Yak-18A (0504) 
Built .58, regd to GST 31.3.70, regn eld 13.1.78, broken up. 

DM-WDE(1) YakovlevYak-18 (6206) 
Ex ?, regd to GST 19.12.58, regn eld 31.12.67; to APRL, Poland as 
SP-BRO 23.4.68, eld 11.10.73 as scrapped. 

DM-WDE(2) Yakovlev Yak-18A (1911) 
Built .59, regd to GST 31.3.70, regn eld 24.8.78, broken up. 

DM-WDF(1) YakovlevYak-18 (6118) 
Built .52, regd to GST 28.10.58, seen at Mockau 9.8.59, regn eld 
19.12.67; to APRL, Poland SP-BNX 11.1.68, eld as wfu 22.12.75. 

DM-WDF(2) Yakovlev Yak-18A (0508) 
Built .58, regd to GST 14.1.71, regn eld 10.5.76, broken up. 

DM-WDG(1) YakovlevYak-18 (6131) 
Ex ?, regd to GST 14.11.58, regn eld 31.12.67, to APRL, Poland as 
SP-BRN 22.4.68, used by AK Bydgoszcz, eld 25.1.78 as wfu. To 
Drzonow Museum 21.10.80 and displayed in false marks as '08'. 

DM-WDG(2) Yakovlev Yak-18A (1908) 
Built .59, regd to GST 14.1.71, regn eld 29.1.74. 

DM-WDH Yakovlev Yak-18U (2018) 
Regd to GST 19.9.58, regn eld 16.8.71, wfu. 

DM-WDI Yakovlev Yak-18U (2019) 
Regd to GST 19.9.58, seen at Mockau 9.8.59, regn eld 25.7.72. 

DM-WDJ Yakovlev Yak-18U (2017) 
Regd to GST 19.9.58, seen cocooned at Mockau 9.8.59; regn eld 
16.12.70 after write-off. 

DM-WDK Yakovlev Yak-18U (2021) 
Regd to GST 19.9.58, seen at Mockau 9.8.59, regn eld 16.8.71, wfu. 

DM-WDL Yakovlev Yak-18U (2022) 
Regd to GST 29.8.58, regn eld 13.7.60, written off. 

DM-WDM Yakovlev Yak-18U (2023) 
Regd to GST 19.9.58, regn eld 28.9.71, broken up. 

DM-WDN Yakovlev Yak-18U (2020) 
Regd to GST 8.1.59, regn eld 10.9.70. 

DM-WDO Yakovlev Yak-18U (2327) 
Built .56, regd to GST 8.1.59, regn eld 4.5.71. 

DM-WDP Yakovlev Yak-18U (2027) 
Built .56, regd to GST 8.1.59, regn eld 6.12.71. 

DM-WDQ Yakovlev Yak-18U (2405) 
Built .56, regd to GST 8.1.59, regn eld 1.7.70. 

DM-WDR Yakovlev Yak-18U (2406) 
Built .56, regd to GST 8.1.59, regn eld 30.9.71, broken up. 

DM-WDS Yakovlev Yak-18U (2407) 
Built .56, regd to GST 8.1.59, regn eld 25.7.72. 

DM-WDT Yakovlev Yak-18U (2408) 
Built .56, regd to GST 8.1.59, regn eld 6.12.71. 

DM-WDU Yakovlev Yak-18U (2410) 
Built .56, regd to GST 8.1.59, regn eld 16.8.71. 

DM-WDV Yakovlev Yak-18U (2611) 
Built .57, regd to GST 8.1.59, regn eld 16.12.70, written off. 
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Left: A line-up of trainers of 
the GST at Leipzig-Mockau 
on 9.8.59 featuring in the fore-
ground Zlin 226T DM-WEK 
with cockpit and engine cov-
ers fitted, and two more of the 
same type beyond. In the row 
behind are three completely 
covered Yak-18Us. 
(Peter Gerhard) 

DM-WDW Yakovlev Yak-18U (2016) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.1.60, regn eld 23.7.71. 

DM-WDX Yakovlev Yak-18U (2025) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.1.60, regn eld 16.8.71. 

DM-WDY Yakovlev Yak-18U (2026) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.1.60, regn eld 25.7.72. 

DM-WDZ Yakovlev Yak-18U (2623) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.1.60, regn eld 1.9.65. 

DM-WEA Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (231) 
Built .58, regd to GST 12.5.59, to DDR-WEA 30.6.82. Regn eld 23.2.84, 
seen dismantled at Gera 9.92. 

DM-WEB Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (232) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.5.59, regn eld 29.8.79, broken up. 

DM-WEC Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (233) 
Built .58, regd to GST 29.4.59, regn eld 15.4.76, written off. 

DM-WED Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (234) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.5.59, regn eld 15.4.76, written off. 

DM-WEE Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (235) 
Built .58, regd to GST 29.4.59, regn eld 7.7.64, written off. 

DM-WEF Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (239) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.5.59, regn eld 13.1.78, broken up. 

DM-WEG Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (240) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.5.59, regn eld 20.1.83. 

DM-WEH Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (241) 
Built .58, regd to GST 29.4.59, used for escape flight to West Germany 
11.5.62 and later returned. Regn eld 3.4.78. 

DM-WEI Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (242) 
Built .58, regd to GST 29:4.59, regn eld 15.4.76, written off. 

DM-WEJ Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (243) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.5.59, converted from trainer/glider tug to aero-
batics (photo in Aero Sport 11.66), regn eld 20.1.83, to museum at 
Finsterwalde. D-EWEJ reserved 18.6.93, overhauled at Otrokovice and 
permit issued to FSV Otto Lilienthal, Finsterwalde 22.6.95, current. 

DM-WEK Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (244) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.5.59, regn eld 31.5.73. 

DM-WEL Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (245) 
Built .58, regd to GST 12.5.59, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WEM Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (286) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 13.11.69. 

DM-WEN Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (287) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 30.6.78, broken up. 

DM-WEO Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (288) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 1.12.72. 

DM-WEP Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (289) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WEQ(1) Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (290) 
Not taken up, to OE-BUS instead, 8.59. 

DM-WEQ(2) Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (165) 
Ex OK-MFT, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WER Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (291) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 27.2.73, broken up. 

DM-WES Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (292) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WET Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (293) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WEU Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (294) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WEV Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (295) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 6.12.71, written off. 

DM-WEW Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (296) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 1.2.77, written off. 

DM-WEX Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (297) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.6.59, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WEY Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (352) 
Built .59, ex -?-, regd to GST 20.4.67, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WEZ Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (364) 
Built .59, ex DM-ZZC, regd to GST 27.10.66, regn eld 15.4.76, w/o. 

DM-WFA(1) Yakovlev Yak-18U (2028) 
Built .56, regd to GST 11.7.59, regn eld 4.7.62, written off. 

DM-WFA(2) Yakovlev Yak-18A (1906) 
Built .58, regd to GST 18.7.68, regn eld 10.9.70, written off. 

DM-WFA (3) Moravan Zlin Z-43 (0038) 
Certified at Schdnefeld 6.6.74, regd to GST 11.6.74, to DDR-WFA 
19.11.81, to Bund Technischer Sportverband (BTS) as D-EWFA 
11.6.91, operated by AC Zwickau, released to them 7.94, current. 

DM-WFB(1) Yakovlev Yak-18U (2328) 
Built .56, regd to GST 25.5.59, regn eld 16.12.70, written off. 

DM-WFB (2) Moravan Zlin Z-43 (0039) 
Certified at Schbnefeld 6.6.74, regd to GST 11.6.74, to DDR-WFB 
10.3.82, to BTS as D-EWFB 16.4.91, operated by LSV Gera, trans-
ferred to FC Carl Zeiss at Jena .91/2, released to Luftsportverband 
Thuringen, Jena 12.94; current. 

DM-WFC(1) Yakovlev Yak-18U (2326) 
Built .56, regd to GST 25.5.59, regn eld 30.9.71, broken up. 

DM-WFC (2) Moravan Zlin Z-43 (0040) 
Regd to GST 11.6.74, to DDR-WFC 21.4.82, to BTS as D-EWFC 
27.6.91, operated by FK Flugzeugwerft Dresden, damaged at Dresden 
2.10.93, repaired, released 5.94; current. 

DM-WFD(1) Yakovlev Yak-18U (2330) 
Built .56, reportedly ex LSK541, regd to GST 11.7.59, regn eld 30.9.71, 
broken up. 

DM-WFD(2) Moravan Zlin Z-43 (0041) 
Regd to GST 11.9.74, to DDR-WFD 21.4.82, to BTS as D-EWFD 
17.6.91, operated by MFC Berlin-Johannisthal, based Schbnhagen then 
at Werneuchen from 12.91, released 6.95; current. 

To be continued.... 
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HEAD-O N VIEW No.4 
The Day 
Errant 

JACK MEADEN 

Errant, a rover in search of adventure! What better 
name could have been chosen by Charles Healy 
Day for his design, in which he flew around the Old 
World from Britain to China? 

Day had just left the New Standard Aircraft Corporation 
of New Jersey where he had been Vice President and 
Chief Engineer. He was well known as designer of the 
Standard J-1 biplane trainer of 1916, used for pilot 
training in WW1 and as a joyride aeroplane by postwar 
barnstormers. He continued to design New Standard 
aeroplanes in peacetime until January 1931, when he 
finally left the company to take a year's holiday. 

With his new independence, his first action was to 
design and build his own aeroplane, the Day Errant. At 
first glance just another open-cockpit biplane, closer 
examination shows many features that differed from 
conventional biplanes such as those produced by his 
company to be popular for the general market. 

The single cockpit had side-by-side seating, an ideal 
way of keeping close contact between pilot and pas-
senger, with a large 3 ft long luggage locker behind it. 

The stagger between the 5 ft 6 in. chord wings was so 
great that the lower wing was wholly aft of the upper, 
and the forward view over the side from the cockpit was 
completely unobstructed. The wing gap was 5 ft and 
the upper wing was high enough above the cockpit to 
avoid blanking the inward view in banked turns. The 
wing aerofoil section was Goettingen 593, the 
wingspan was 34 ft and the wing area was 275 sq ft. 
The 11 ft 9 in. long ailerons occupied almost the entire 
length of the lower wing only, and no climbing was 
required for their inspection or servicing. 

The tailplane and elevators were mounted high on the 
fin, 2 ft 4 in. above the centre of thrust, clear of any 
stones or debris thrown back by the wheels and at a 

Above: The Day Errant being run up by its designer Charles Day before the tour. Note the 
large amount of wing stagger and the forward undercarriage position. (Aeroplane via JM) 
Below: Errant head-on view shows wide track undercarriage with long main legs attached 
to top longerons, no centre section but widely splayed cabane struts, curved and round-
ed wingtips. (via JM) 

Above: Day makes a fly-by in the Errant, its name, right side only, just visible in the orig-
inal photograph. (Aeroplane via JM) 
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convenient height for inspection and servicing. The four main planes 
each had 3° dihedral, a generous amount giving good stability for com-
fortable piloting on long flights. Trim was by a wheel on the cockpit left 
wall which adjusted tailplane incidence. The undercarriage had a wide 
8 ft track for good stability on the ground and it was well forward to 
avoid nose-ups. The Aerol shock absorbers had almost 10 in. travel 
and the Goodrich tyres were the low-pressure type. 

The engine was a 120 hp Martin 4-cyl inverted in-line driving an 8 ft 
diameter Hamilton metal propeller. A 24 US gal fuel tank was mounted 
behind the engine and a 3 US gal oil tank was attached to the engine 
mounting. The empty weight was 1.300 lb, loaded weight 2,000 lb. 

Testing showed no design alterations were necessary and as it had not 
been designed for aerobatics it had been possible to incorporate some 
unusual safe-flying characteristics. It would not involuntarily stall or 

* 

Above: Charles Day designed the Standard J-1 of 1916. an equivalent 
of the better-known Curtiss Jenny, (via JM) 

spin, ailerons and rudder were effective in stalled flight and safe turns 
could be made with the control stick all the way back on the stop. It was 
possible to fly a compass course accurately without using the rudder 
and later, although not a highly experienced pilot, when encountering 
instrument flying weather Day would take his feet off the rudder pedals 
and fly by the stick only. This was in 1931 with only 'limited panel' 
instruments! Day listed the flying instruments as ASI, Altimeter, Slip 
indicator, Compass and Clock. The engine instruments were 
Tachometer (rpm), Oil pressure, Oil temperature. 

Below: The New Standard D-29. a 1929 design by Day. was powered 
by an 85 hp American Cirrus III. (Aeroplane via JM) 
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Above: A world tour pre-departure view showing the Days and the left side of 
the aircraft. The cowling for the inverted Martin engine and the wide track 
undercarriage are clearly visible, (via JM) 

Right: Another pre-departure shot with Charles and Gladys Day. the latter hold-
ing her dog, pose with the Errant. Note the wide side-by-side cockpit, (via JM) 

Below: In the hot sun at Damascus there is a crowd to see them off, all stand-
ing in the shade of the wing! (via JM) 

When they discussed a holiday flight his wife Gladys suggested the 
world tour and to make the Errant suitable he added a second 24 US 
gal fuel tank which he mounted under the rear luggage compartment 
with a wobble pump in the cockpit to transfer fuel to the gravity tank. He 
also exchanged the oil tank for a larger one containing 5 gal and fitted 
a small additional locker behind the firewall which was used mainly for 
carrying engine spare parts. 

The tour started by shipping NR2007 across the Atlantic with the wings 
detached, reassembling it at Heston. There an aperiodic (liquid filled) 
compass was obtained and installed on the right of the cockpit and they 
left Heston on 28th May 1931. 

The flight was well planned and arrangements for refuelling were made 
at airfields all along the route. This was not an attempt at record break-
ing of any kind, but a holiday touring flight, most of the airfields select-
ed being only a comfortable cruising distance apart and often within the 
range of the main fuel tank. Fuel consumption was under 6 US gal/hr 
at the normal cruising speed of 85 mph, this providing a total of 8 hr fly-
ing, a still-air distance of 680 miles. The longest stretch flown was 
Bangkok to Hanoi, a distance of just over 600 miles, but this was an 
exception, the average being 400 miles. 

Many of the places at which landings were made have since had 

changes of name and in these cases both names are given with the 
later one following in this list. 

Start: Heston. Landing points: Abbeville, Paris, Kleve, Cologne/Kbln, 
Frankfort/Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, Prague/Praha, Vienna/Wien, 
Budapest, Bucharest/Bucuresti, Istanbul, Aleppo/Halab, Damascus, 
Jerusalem, Rutbab/Ar Rutbah, Baghdad, Babylon, Basrah/ Al Basrah, 
Bushire/Bandar e Bushehr, Lingeh/Bandar e Lengeh, Jask, Chebahar/ 
Bandar Beheshtt, Gwadar, Karachi, Jodhpur, Agra, Allahabad, Gaya, 
Calcutta, Akyab/Sittwe, Sandoway/Thandwe, Rangoon/Xangon, 
Moulmein/Mawlamyine, Bangkok/Hrung Thap, Teiping, Hong Kong, 
Swatow/Shantou, Amoy/Xiahem, Foochow/Fuzhow, Shanghai. 

On arrival at Shanghai the aircraft was shipped across the Pacific to 
San Francisco and the Days meanwhile visited Japan before them-
selves continuing by ship. On arrival at San Francisco the Errant was 
reassembled and the couple then flew back across the United States to 
New York. 

Over about 7 months the Days had visited 20 countries and 74 cities 
and towns. The only time the aircraft was damaged was when a 5 ft 
ditch was encountered in a landing at Foochow, the aircraft was ground 
looped to avoid it and the tailskid was slightly bent but was easily 
repaired. Of a total of 24,000 miles, 16,000 were flown in the Errant. 
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Top: In Syria, a stop is made 
at Rutbah Wells in the 
desert where the Days pose 
in front of the aircraft with an 
armed local officer, (via JM) 

Centre: The Errant refuelled 
from cans at an emergency 
landing field nine miles from 
Gwadar. Baluchistan, 
(via JM) 

Left: At Foochow in rough 
weather a field landing 
resulted in a bent tail skid 
but it was easily repaired 
and the Errant continued to 
Shanghai, (via JM) 
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Right: The 120 hp Martin 333 4-cyl inverted in-line engine, a 
rare powerplant on which Day reported no problems over 
16.000 miles flying in testing conditions, (via JM) 

The Martin engine which Day used in the Errant was a rare 
product with a story of its own. In Britain, air-cooled 4-cyl in-line 
engines had led the way since 1925 with the ADC Cirrus and 
this had not gone unnoticed in the USA. In fact the American 
Cirrus Engines company had been formed to build the British 
engine under licence and an inverted version had been pro-
duced as the Hi-Drive. De Havilland produced the 120 hp Gipsy 
4-cyl in-line in 1928 and Wright licence-built a US right-hand-
drive version. In 1931 De Havilland produced the inverted Gipsy 
III which powered the Puss Moth. 

In that year the Chevrolet Aircraft company was formed at 
Baltimore, Maryland, to build the Chevrolet 333 120 hp 4-cyl 
inverted in-line aircraft engine. The President was Louis 
Chevrolet, and the Vice President was Glenn L Martin, pioneer 
aviator and aircraft manufacturer. In his early years Martin had 
been an auto mechanic, garage owner and car salesman, so his 
association with Chevrolet in the promotion of an aircraft engine 
was not surprising. However, 1929 turned out to be the first year 
of the great depression and not a good time to start a new com-
pany or introduce a new product. By the following year 
Chevrolet and Martin had exchanged jobs and Martin was pres-
ident, with the engine becoming the Martin 333, later called 4-
333. 

Martin built and flew his first aeroplane in 1909, and when he 
started up as an aircraft builder his first employee was Charles 
Day. When Day built the Errant over 20 years later he turned to 
Martin for the engine, a Martin 333. His 16,000 mile tour proved 
it as nothing else could, but when he returned he found the 
depressed market had resulted in a lack of sales and production 
plans for the engine had ceased, only a few being used in such 
as the Doyle 0-2 Special parasol monoplane. 

The other was produced by the Arthur Chevrolet Motors Corporation, 
President Arthur Chevrolet, and was called the Chevolair D-4. It arrived in the 
same period, was of the same type and met the same fate. It was quite dis-
tinct, one basic difference being that its cylinder bore was 4.625 in. compared 
with 4.5 in. of the Chevrolet/Martin 333. Like De Havilland, who added two 
cylinders to the Gipsy to produce the Gipsy Six, Martin had planned a 6-cylin-
der version of the 333 called the Martin 500. Arthur Chevrolet intended to do 
the same with his engine, calling it the Chevolair D-6. It seems a pity that they 
all failed to be developed further. 

There is a strange twist to the tale of the attempt to produce an 
indigenous American inverted in-line, and one not readily 
explained, for there was not one Chevrolet engine of this type, 
but two. 

For the record, inverted in-line engines were produced successfully in the USA 
by Menasco of Los Angeles, California, the 85/125 hp 4-cyl Pirate and the 160 
hp 6-cyl Buccaneer, and many were in use during WW2. 

Reference to American inverted in-line engines would not be complete without 
mentioning the 55/75 hp 4-cyl Rover L-267 of 
1929 built by the aircraft division of the 
Michigan Screw Co and designed by Harold E 
Morehouse. Production did not reach three fig-
ures but it powered the Driggs Skylark and 
several other lightplanes of the period, no 
doubt influencing the designers of the other 
engines been referred to here. 

In the post-WW2 years the inverted in-line 
design became less common as the piston 
engine market began to be largely taken over 
by the American horizontally opposed flat-four 
and flat-six engines built by Lycoming, 
Continental and Franklin. 

Above: The Doyle 0-2 Oriole 
normally had the 65 hp Le Blond 
60 5-cyl radial engine but the 0-2 
Special 10218 c/n A-14 seen 
here had the 120 hp Martin 333, 
the same type as was fitted to the 
Day Errant. (Aeroplane via JM) 

Right: The Driggs Skylark tandem 
20seat biplane of which more 
than 20 were built, was powered 
by another early American 4-cyl 
inverted in-line, the 75 hp Rover. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 
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Head-On, Then and Now 
Jack Meaden explains the background and thinking behind this series of illustrated articles 

In the years of peace between the two world wars the only members of 
the public who knew one aircraft from another were the enthusiasts 
who studied them out of interest. 

When war came it soon became obvious that members of the services 
were no better at recognising one aircraft from another than the gener-
al public, and the numbers of aircraft shot at and often shot down with 
loss of life by 'friendly' fire (the official term for such action) was 
depressingly high. 

After a slow start and the introduction of training on a wide scale, of 
those concerned perhaps one in fifty became passably good at aircraft 
recognition, but even these had a difficult time with aircraft approach-
ing head-on. A well-remembered quote was They all look the same to 
me head-on!'. 

In action there was no time to study and think it over, recognition had 
to be instantaneous and this only came with familiarity. For enemy air-
craft, training relied on photographs, but as head-on photographs were 
almost non-existent, for this drawings in silhouette became the answer 
for lack of an alternative. 

The silhouette head-on view solved the problem very well, but the 
question was often asked, 'Why are there so few head-on photographs 
of aircraft?'. 

The answer seems to be that the greater difficulty in identifying an air-
craft from the head-on view makes everyone nervous of it, from the 
photographer and enthusiast at one end to the editor and publisher at 
the other. It seldom gets to the reader, who then shies off for lack of 
encouragement in making use of it. 

Of course if only one photo is to be shown the editor wants a side or 
3/4 front view which best shows the character of the aircraft as well as 
the registration or serial, but for the enthusiast study of the aircraft in 
more detail requires views from other angles. Much is hidden if these 
do not include a head-on view, for this shows features that are not 
apparent from other views. 

As a collector for 70 years (since 1931) the writer has learned a lot from 
head-on photographs and hopes to encourage more photographers to 
take them and more enthusiasts to study them more closely, thus 
obtaining greater knowledge of the aircraft and more pleasure from 
increased familiarity with the object of interest. 

You will not have missed the connection with the series of HOV photos 
recently commenced in Archive. This is not a competition and some will 
be easier to recognise than others, but even absolute beginners will 
find they get better at appreciating the features of the head-on view as 
they go along! 

Before you put this down, give a little thought to the HOV. The HOV is 
what meets the airflow and is a critical feature of the aircraft's design. 
It is what the designer has to consider first and foremost from the start 
of his mental image of the aircraft right down to the planning of the 
structure and the detail design. It is of first importance in the wing sec-
tion, the planning of fuselage contents and thus its cross section, its 
streamlining, the power unit cowlings and intakes, and the decision to 
retract the undercarriage or leave it sticking out and fair it. 

What you see in the HOV is what, in the end, has decided its perfor-
mance and, to a great extent, its character as an aeroplane! 

The Bristol M.1c, civil histories: 
As noted at the foot of the article by J M Bruce on page 48, it appears 
that six examples of the M. 1c were civilianised and this is an attempt to 
briefly chart their histories, beginning with the four aircraft acquired by 
the Bristol Aeroplane Company Ltd. 

C/n 5885. Former serial unknown. G-EASR. CofA No.449 issued 
19.12.20 to Bristol Aeroplane Co Ltd. Used as a company hack until 
registration cancelled 7.4.25. 

C/n 5886. Former serial unknown. Sold in the USA, no further details 
known. 

C/n 5887. Former serial unknown. G-EAVO. Registered to Bristol 
Aeroplane Co Ltd 28.9.20. No UK CofA issued. Sold to Juan Pombo, 
11.21 and re-registered M-AFAA. Delivered from Croydon by Larry 
Carter. Registration cancelled as wfu 12.24. 

C/n 5888. Possibly ex A5138 or A5139. G-EAVP. Type M.1D regis-
tered to Bristol Aeroplane Co Ltd 28.9.20. No UK CofA issued. Fitted 
with Bristol Lucifer 100 hp radial. Raced in 1922, winning the Croydon 
Whitsuntide Handicap on 3.6.22 flown by Capt C F Uwins, and the 
Aerial Derby Handicap section on 7.8.22 flown by Larry Carter at 
107.85 mph. During the Grosvenor Challenge Cup Race from Lympne 
on 23.6.23, G-EAVP suddenly dived into the ground at Fox Hills near 
Chertsey, killing the pilot Major E L Foot. 

One other British civil example was registered: 
C/n 2782. Ex C4964. G-EAER. Registered 13.6.19 to Major CH 
Chichester Smith, Hendon. No CofA issued. Sold to Grahame-White 
Aviation Co Ltd, 1920 but marks believed to be unused. It appears that 
this M.1c, together with a DH.53 Humming Bird, was purchased by 
Harry Butler (see c/n 2819) in Australia but on 1.11.22 he was fatally 
injured in a flying accident and died on 29.7.23 before it arrived. The 
subsequent fate of this aircraft is unknown. 

The sixth example was sold directly to Australia: 
C/n 2819. Ex C5001. G-AUCH. Capt H J Butler, Minlaton, SA. Arrived 
Adelaide 23.7.19 painted red overall, named "Red Devil" and still wear-
ing RAF serial and roundels. Civil marks never carried although regis-
tered 6.21 to 6.22. Assembled at Dry Creek, Northfield, SA and first 
flown 31.7.19 for about 30 minutes. Flew mail from Adelaide via 
Yorketown to Minlaton, SA 6.8.19 (the first official air-mail in South 
Australia), performing a short aerobatic display on arrival. Flew return 
mail on 11.8.19 and on 23.8.19 gave public display at Unley Oval, 
Adelaide. Dropped First Australian Peace Loan leaflets over Adelaide 
26.8.19 and won the Peace Loan Aerial Derby race on 8.9.20, flown by 
Butler. 

After Harry Butler's death the Monoplane was purchased in 1930 by 
Capt H Miller who modified it with a narrower, flat-sided fuselage to suit 
the in-line Gipsy 1 that he fitted. Now named "Puck" it was registered 
VH-UQI on 15.10.31 and won the 1931 and 1932 Adelaide Aerial 
Derbies, progressing through Gipsy 2 and 3 engines. Cancelled in 
12.36 when the CAB refused a CofA, VH-UQI made a few later flights 
but was stored post-war until presented to the Harry Butler Memorial at 
Minlaton by Capt Miller in 1956. Restored as "Red Devil" with a Le 
Rhone re-fitted (but retaining the modified flat fuselage sides) for dis-
play from 1958. (All of which confirms Jack Bruce's suspicions in his 
article although his first flight date should be modified) 

The second example purchased by Butler is described under c/n 2782. 

With the relative ease of access today to registration, CofA and service 
records, it is perhaps worth remembering that historians such as J M 
Bruce were, over fifty years ago, still pioneering the use of such data 
and setting standards to which we may still aspire today. Nevertheless, 
any additions to the story above would be received with interest and 
featured in a future edition of Feedback. 
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Complete Civil Registers : 3 
New Zealand 

BY JANICGEELEN, 
RAYMOND DEERNESS 
& ROBERT KERR 

PART SEVENTY-SIX 

Above: Blue and white Cessna 172M ZK-DPN parked in the sun at Ardmore in February 2000, 
wears a tiny Skyhawk symbol on the fin. (Ian Burnett) 

ZK-DPA Cessna A188BAgwagon C 18801421 15.3.74 
(2) Ex N9202G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Manawatu 

Aerial Topdressing Co Ltd, Palmerston North 25.9.74; to 
Cookson Airspread Ltd, Wairoa 23.6.75; to Wareham Air-
Spray Ltd, Ashhurst 21.7.86; to Harding Air Ltd, Lismore, 
NSW, Australia 16.3.89; to Pacific Aerospace Corporation 
Ltd, Hamilton 23.3.90; to Jet Spread (West Coast) Ltd, 
Taupo 31.1.91; to Viking Contractors Ltd, Feilding 20.1.94. 
Destroyed Ruahine Ranges inland from Hastings 14.11.95 
when crashed into thick bush due to engine failure on a flight 
from Feilding to Hastings. Fire consumed the fuselage and 
centre section. Pilot not injured. To G.S. Sandbrook, Feilding 
8.12.97. Regn eld 16.11.98. 

ZK-DPB Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801410 .74 
(1) Ex N9176G Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 

registered ZK-DOZ(2) 11.2.74 (qv). 

ZK-DPB Cessna T210L Turbo Centurion II 21060098 .74 
(2) Ex N59111, ZK-DOZ(2). Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. 

Not taken up, regd in Mexico as XB-RAD, .74. 

ZK-DPB Cessna T210L Turbo Centurion II 21060126 11.2.74 
(3) Ex N59153. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Orville 

Consultants Ltd, Auckland 21.3.74. Registration cancelled 
24.6.75 and regd VH-BRJ in Australia 27.6.75. 

ZK-DPC Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801413 11.2.74 
Ex N9187G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Farmers 
Aerial Co-op Topdressing Society Ltd, Auckland 13.5.75; to 
Fieldair Holdings (Northern) Ltd, Thames 23.9.81; to 
Airspread (Taranaki) Ltd, Stratford 10.9.82. Regn cancelled 
21.9.88 on sale to Australia. 

ZK-DPG Cessna A185F Skywagon 18502427 6.11.74 
Ex N1705R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To W.G. 
Walker, Clinton 15.12.75; to W.Waghorn, Reefton 30.11.82; 
to Christchurch Parachute School 1989, Pudding Hill, 
Rakaia 10.2.89; to S.A. Smith, Methven, Canterbury 21.6.95; 
to H.J.Shield, Whangarei 14.8.01; current. 

ZK-DPH Cessna A185F Agcarryall 18502431 1.11.74 
Ex N1709R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Astro-Air 
Ltd, Napier 30.1.75; to I.R. & I.M.Stewart, Wanganui 12.9.84; 
to B.P.Coakley, Cambridge 25.2.91; to Midland Aviation Ltd, 
Wanganui 29.7.99. Regn cancelled 28.3.00 on sale to 
Australia and regd VH-XAV 6.4.00. 

ZK-DPI Cessna U206F Stationair U20602461 1.11.74 
Ex N1091V. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Aerial Work 
Nelson Ltd, Blenheim 16.12.74; to Geo Martin Ltd, Blenheim 
19.2.76; to F.T.Leov, D'urville Island 5.5.80; to Associated 
Aviation Nelson Ltd, Nelson. Destroyed Hawksburn Range, 
Central Otago 20.4.83 when force-landed after entering a 
narrow valley with no room to turn or sufficient power to out-
climb the steep terrain ahead. Pilot and four passengers not 
injured. Regn eld 28.6.83. 

ZK-DPJ Cessna 180J Skywagon 18052451 .74 
(1) Ex N52031. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 

remained as N52031. 

ZK-DPJ Cessna 180J Skywagon 18052461 7.11.74 
(2) Ex N52045. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Tom H. 

Hullena Ltd, Masterton 23.4.75; to M.D.Lilley, Te Kuiti 
4.8.82; to P.J.Patterson, Dunstan Peaks, Omarama 15.9.86; 
to Dunstan Peaks Ltd, Omarama 1.8.89; current. 

ZK-DPD Cessna 177RG Cardinal RG 177RG0473 17.6.74 ZK-DPK 
Ex N2073Q. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To (1) 
R.G.Sinclair, Ashburton 27.3.75; to P.T.Collins, Hastings 
8.3.77; to Dalhoff & King Aviation Ltd, Auckland 23.9.77; to 
C.P.D.Goldsmith & K.J.Henderson, Balclutha 8.8.78; to T.R. ZK-DPK 
Mulvena, Dunedin 29.10.82; to G.M. Furness, Katikati, Bay (2) 
of Plenty 24.8.83; to Aspiring Air 1981 Ltd, Wanaka 3.3.88; 
to Cookson Air, Wairoa 18.4.88; to Swift Partnership, Wairoa 
12.6.89; to Cardinal Partnership, Tauranga 13.7.93; current 

ZK-DPE Cessna A185F Skywagon 18502419 8.8.74 
Ex N1696R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Manga-
papa Land Co Ltd, Auckland 17.9.74; to Airflite South Ltd, 
Mosgiel, Dunedin 8.6.93; to P.A. & P.Archibald, Lumsden 
14.7.93; to.-P.R.Clarke, Queenstown 31.10.95; to Fiordland ZK-DPL 
Experience Group Ltd, Te Anau 14.9.99; current. 

ZK-DPF Cessna A185F Skywagon 18502421 6.11.74 
Ex N1698R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To R.M. 
Fechney, Aylesbury 9.4.75; current. 

Cessna A150LAerobat A1500489 .74 
Ex N8080L. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 
remained as N8080L. 

Cessna A150LAerobat A1500484 30.5.74 
Ex N2566L. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To North 
Shore Aero Club, Dairy Flat 9.7.74; to Napier Aero Club Inc, 
Napier 4.10.79; to R.M.McKelvie, Napier 7.7.83; to Taumarunui 
Aero Club Inc, Taumarunui 30.8.83. Crashed into forest in 
the Hauhungaroa Range, Taringamotu State Forest, west of 
Lake Taupo 22.2.90 while en route Taumarunui to Taupo. 
Wreckage found next day by helicopter, pilot killed. Regn eld 
5.12.90. 

Cessna A150L Aerobat A1500487 11.6.74 
Ex N3377L. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Wairoa 
(Hawkes Bay) AC, Wairoa 10.7.74; to Paraki Flying School, 
Kaukapakapa 7.8.92; to Schicker Auto Bodies Smash 
Repairs, New Plymouth 12.10.97; to Maritime Developments 
Ltd, Lower Hutt 1.12.00; current. 
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Left: .Cessna 185A Skywagon c/n 185-
0270 seen as F-OBYE at Noumea-
Magenta. New Caledonia on 18.12.71. 
Owned at the time by Edouard Pentecost, 
this was almost exactly two years before 
the aircraft was registered in New Zealand 
by Cessna agents Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd. 
(Roger Caratini) 

ZK-DPM Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263202 8.8.74 
Ex N4460R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Stratford 
Aero Club, Stratford 16.9.74; to Eastern Bay of Plenty Sports 
Flying Club, Kawerau 20.3.80; to D.B.Simpson, T.W.Payne, 
M.J.Campbell, R.E.Krause, S.J.Docherty, W.D.Hislop & 
I.J.Sykes, Kawerau 11.11.80. Stalled and hit tree at Lake 
Waikaremoana 26.2.83, regn cancelled as destroyed 9.5.83. 
Rebuilt and restored to L.W.Sutherland, Pukekohe 7.9.84; to 
Air Nelson Ltd, Nelson 22.11.84; to K.L.Purchas, Palmerston 
North 6.9.88; to M.R.Lindsay, Palmerston North 5.6.91; to 
J.C.Martin, Greerton, Tauranga 12.2.92; current. 

ZK-DPN Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263243 8.8.74 
Ex N5002R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Kaitaia AC, 
Kaitaia 1.11.74; to Skyhawk Aviation Ltd, Hokitika 8.3.79; to 
P.Bowmar, Waikaia Plains, Gore 18.5.82; to Omihi Lime Co 
Ltd, Timaru 17.5.83; to H.B. & R.J.Tapper, Invercargill 
21.6.84; to Aerofilm Hire Ltd, Torbay, Auckland 13.7.92; to 
Ardmore Flying School Ltd, Auckland 21.8.92; to 
Baxter/Bouma Syndicate, Te Awamutu 21.4.94; to W.R. & 
J.M.Cassells, Thames 18.11.99; current. 

ZK-DPO Cessna 182P Skylane 18263291 7.3.75 
Ex N7917N. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Rex Flying 
School Ltd, Auckland 14.7.75; to Dalhoff & King Flying 
School Ltd, Auckland 1.9.76; to A.D.Stewart, Auckland 
2.4.81; to Brian Perry Holdings Ltd, Hamilton 4.3.82. Regn 
eld 13.3.89 on sale to Australia, regd VH-LWM 22.5.89 and 
VH-TPC 8.5.98. 

ZK-DPP Cessna A188BAgwagon C 18801524 20.9.74 
Ex N9546G, N1579C. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To 
Pask Air Services Ltd, Hastings 13.10.75; to Van Air Ltd, 
Hastings 15.1.79; to NZ Aerospace Industries Ltd, Hamilton 
15.11.79; to Phoenix Aviation Ltd, Gore 5.5.80. Registration 
eld 16.9.87 oh sale to Australia, regd VH-DPM 2.11.87. 

ZK-DPQ Cessna A188BAgwagon C 18801499 6.8.74 
Ex N9488G, N1588C. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To 
Dalhoff & King Aviation Ltd, Auckland 23.4.76; to Associated 
Farmers Aerial Work Ltd, Martinborough 8.7.76; to M.R. 
Cronin Ltd, Palmerston North 12.11.84. Regn eld 10.5.88 on 
sale to Australia, regd VH-HPG 1.6.88. 

ZK-DPR Percival Gull SIX D55 8.10.96 
Ex G-ADPR, AX866, G-ADPR. Auckland International 
Airport Ltd, Auckland On static display. 

ZK-DPS Cessna 150L 15075418 .74 
(1) Ex N11435. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 

remained as N11435.ri 

ZK-DPS Cessna 150L 15075393 .74 
(2) Ex N11404. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 

regd in Australia as VH-FYT 19.3.74. 

ZK-DPS Cessna A150LAerobat A1500481 8.8.74 
(3) Ex N9993G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Tauranga 

AC, Tauranga 17.9.74; to Burkhart/Wheeler Syndicate, 
Masterton 16.1.91; to Callister/Burkhart Syndicate, 
Masterton 1.3.94; current 

ZK-DPT Cessna A188BAgwagon C 18801412 11.2.74 
Ex N9178G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Aerial 
Sowing Ltd, Amberley 30.4.74; to Rowley Aviation Ltd, 
Amberley 14.8.78. Regn eld 18.6.79 on sale to Australia; 
regd VH-KLV 18.2.80. 

ZK-DPU Cessna A188BAgwagon C 18801414 11.2.74 
Ex N9188G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Wanganui 
Aero Work Ltd, Wanganui 16.9.74; to Midland Aviation Ltd, 
Feilding 27.7.79; to Flight Care Ltd, Napier 24.4.87; to R.W. 
Garlick, Cambridge 29.8.88. Regn eld 30.5.89 on sale to 
Australia; regd VH-DPU 27.10.89. 

ZK-DPV Cessna A188BAgwagon C 18801502 .74 
(1) Ex N9497G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 

regd in Finland as OH-CGU 12.6.75. 

ZK-DPV Cessna A188BAgwagon C 18801510 6.8.74 
(2) Ex N9511G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Phoenix 

Aviation Ltd, Gore 22.9.75. Regn eld 5.9.79 on sale to 
Australia, regd VH-TKO 19.9.79 and destroyed 4.5.80, 
Milmerran, Queensland in collision with Cessna A188B 
Agwagon C VH-TTH. 

ZK-DPW Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801507 .74 
(1) Ex N9508G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 

remained as N9508G. 

ZK-DPW Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801515 6.8.74 
(2) Ex N9528G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Dalhoff & 

King Avn Ltd, Auckland 21.5.76; to Pask Air Services Ltd, 
Hastings 6.10.76; to Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch 30.5.79; 
to A.J.Johnston & G.I.Royds, Ashburton 15.12.80; to 
Royston Contractors Ltd, Ashburton 19.12.86; to Kairanga 
Avn Ltd, Kairanga, Palmerston North 31.5.89; to Beard Avn 
Ltd, Kaitaia 23.3.90; to Airspread South Ltd, Mossburn, 
22.11.91; to C.D.Winstanley, New Plymouth 19.4.00. Regn 
eld 28.8.00 on sale to Australia, regd VH-EPW 4.8.00. 

ZK-DPX Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801511 .74 
(1) Ex N9512G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Not taken up, 

remained as N9512G. 

ZK-DPX Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801519 20.9.74 
(2) Ex N9539G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Dalhoff & 

King Avn Ltd, Auckland 21.5.76; to Associated Farmers 
Aerial Work Ltd, Martinborough 23.5.77; to Langslow Avn 
Ltd, Waipukurau 22.11.84; to Midland Avn Ltd, Feilding 19.8.85; 
to Rural Air Services (1986) Ltd, Palmerston North 20.10.86; 
to Airsow Westport Ltd, Westport 19.4.96; to The Christian 
Church Community Trust, Greymouth 29.7.97. Destroyed 
Haupiri Valley, Westland 14.3.98 when crashed and burnt 
out after struck the tops of trees while turning at the end of a 
spraying run. Pilot suffered minor injuries. Regn eld 14.8.98. 

ZK-DPY Cessna 185A Skywagon 185-0270 12.12.73 
Ex N4070Y, F-OBYE. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To 
Southwest Helicopters Ltd, Taupo 18.1.74; to W.A. Rouse, 
R.G. Selbie & R.A. Soper, Lumsden 9.7.74; to Airflite South 
Ltd, Taieri 10.2.82; to Proutings Mesopotamia Ltd, Peel 
Forest, South Canterbury 26.8.83; current. 
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Casualty Compendium PART EIGHTY-FIVE 

1.11.61 

8.11.61 I 

Above: Bristol 170 Mk.32 Superfreighter G-ANWL c/n 13260 which had been operated by Silver City since delivery on 6.7.56 and was named "City 
of Worcester". The Mk.32 was developed to carry 3 cars and 20 passengers but on its final flight on 1.11.61 carried 3 cars, 7 passengers and three 
crew when it crashed near Guernsey Airport after the starboard propeller went into coarse pitch during an attempted go-around, (via Jack Meaden) 

Identities of the anonymous accidents featured last time are as follows, with the addition of one missing registration from the earlier answers. 
21.7.61 The Alaskan Airlines Douglas DC-6A at Shenya Island was N6118C c/n 45243 - we just forgot to insert that into the answer! 
17.10.61 BKS Air Transport Douglas DC-3 G-AMVC c/n 33390 "Kingsford Smith" was positioning Yeadon - Carlisle to collect a party of 36 farmers 

for Liverpool on their way to visit Celyn Farm, Northop, Flintshire. It overflew Carlisle/Crosby at 0900 but when on approach in poor visi-
bility it crashed at 1,900 ft on Croglin Fell about ten miles from Carlisle and was written off, killing Capt H L Mose and his three crew. 

18.10.61 Travis Transportation Co, t/a Golden Gate Airways Beech 18 N8191H c/n AF-149 crashed on take-off from Travis Air Force Base, Fairfield, 
CA for San Francisco International at 1253 hrs, pilot J Wesley Fielding and all 6 passengers on board lost their lives. 

30.10.61 BEA Viscount V736 G-AODH c/n 78 chartered from BUAon ILS approach landed heavily alongside the runway in fog at Frankfurt inbound 
from Berlin at 1748 GMT and was extensively damaged. Capt D A Woolfe, 3 crew and 12 passengers on board, one crew and one pas-
senger injured but the Viscount was not repaired. Pilot judged to have flown below critical height in inadequate visibility and to have been 
misled by erroneous information from co-pilot. 

1.11.61 Silver City Airways Bristol Freighter 32 G-ANWL c/n 13260 "City of Worcester" from Cherbourg to Guernsey missed its second approach 
in low cloud and Capt George Hogarth, the airline's Senior Pilot, increased power to go around. The aircraft failed to gain height and 
veered to the right, the right wing struck the ground and the Freighter cartwheeled and broke into two. Capt Hogarth and his co-pilot First 
Officer Derek C Evans were killed, the steward and all seven passengers were seriously injured. The crash occurred at 1426 GMT at Le 
Clos Hoguet, Les Prevosts, about 3/4 miles from the airport and was caused by malfunction of the starboard propeller pitch control at a 
critical point of the flight causing the pilot to lose control. It was Silver City's first fatal accident in over 250,000 Channel ferry flights. 
Panair do Brasil Douglas DC-7C PP-PDO c/n 44872 from Lisbon crashed on high ground to the right of the centre line on approach to 
Recife Airport at 0505 local and burnt out. Of the 76 passengers and 9 crew on board., Capt Pery Moacir Huber, 6 crew and 38 passen-
gers were killed but several more died later. Cause was flying a non-standard approach and failing to maintain minimum altitude, 
mperial Airlines L.049 Constellation N2737A c/n 1976 (ex G-AHEK) crashed in attempted emergency landing at Byrd Airfield, Richmond, 

VA at 2124 EST. During the flight from Baltimore, MD to Columbia, SC the crew had allowed the Nos 3 and 4 engines to run dry, failed 
to transfer fuel correctly and were unable to restart the engines. On the approach to Byrd the captain, acting as co-pilot, suddenly took 
control and selected a different runway, the landing gear then failed to extend and the No.1 engine failed through overboosting. The air-
craft crashed a mile short of the runway threshold and burnt out killing three crew and all 74 US Army passengers. Capt R H Conway and 
the flight engineer W F Poythress survived. 

14.11.61 Douglas DC-4 N30061 c/n 10331 of Zantop Air Transport crash landed and caught fire in woods near Greater Cincinatti Airport, Covington, 
KY. The two crew escaped but the aircraft was destroyed. 

15.11.61 Northeast Airlines V798D Viscount N6592C c/n 234 landed at Boston/Logan Airport from La Guardia at 1710 EST and during the landing 
rollout was struck at a runway intersection by National Airlines Douglas DC-6B N8228H c/n 43821 which was taking off for Norfolk, VA. 
Capt Charles Liebman, three crew and 37 passengers on board the Viscount suffered some minor injuries in leaving the aircraft which 
lost its outer left wing and the tailplane. The five crew and 25 passengers on the DC-6B all escaped unharmed but both aircraft were writ-
ten off. The National pilot had incorrectly believed that he had been given clearance for take-off. 

21.11.61 Bay of Plenty Airways Aero Commander 680F ZK-BWA c/n 437-109 operating a scheduled Wellington - Rotorua flight crashed on Mount 
Ruapehu in clear conditions at 1155. Capt Alfred Bartlett and the five passengers on board were killed. The starboard wing and engine 
separated from the fuselage and the aircraft dived in and exploded. It was determined that wing spar cap fractures resulting from a past 
incident, possibly a heavy landing in the USA in 1958, had weakened the wing and turbulence around the mountain which was a scenic 
attraction on the flight combined with the effects of a prop strike on some part of the high land had caused the wing to detach. 

22.11.61 Rhodesian Air Services Douglas DC-3 VP-YRX c/n 19351 on charter to the United Nations crashed on take-off from Salisbury on posi-
tioning flight to Livingstone to take Swedish troops to Katanga. Immediately after take-off the port engine lost power and the aircraft 
entered a steepening turn to the left before diving inverted into the ground. Capt H T "Larry" Owen and F/O Noel Stewart were killed but 
stewardess Lena Crosby was pulled injured from the wreckage and survived. Later, investigators discovered that full left rudder trim had 
been applied but not checked and this in effect simulated port engine failure so the pilot feathered the port propeller deliberately. 

23.11.61 Aerolineas Argentinas DH.106 Comet 4 LV-AHR c/n 06430 "Arco Iris" crashed 2 minutes after take-off from Campinas airport, Sao Paulo, 
Brazil en route to New York at 0540 local time. Capt Roberto Mosca was in the right-hand seat instructing the co-pilot who had no com-
mand experience on the type. After reaching about 100m the Comet began to lose height in a horizontal attitude until it collided with a 
eucalyptus forest, the left wing pod tank caught fire and the aircraft hit the ground and exploded. All 12 crew and 40 passengers on board 
died in the accident and the captain's failure to supervise the co-pilot adequately was judged to be the probable cause. 
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Left: Curtiss C-46A-5-CK 
Commando SE-CFF of 
Transair, Sweden as 
leased to the United 
Nations. Leopoldville 
(now Kinshasa). When 
landing short of fuel near 
Congo (a town in Angola, 
not the Congo state) on 
2.12.61 it was damaged 
but later returned to ser-
vice. It was to be written 
off when it failed to 
become airborne at 
Thysville Airport in the 
Congo 13.1.64. (via JM) 
Below: Ethiopian Airlines 
DC-3 ET-T-1 which 
crashed 13.1.62 near 
Tippi. (via John Havers) 

30.11.61 Trans-Australia Airlines V720 Viscount VH-TVC c/n 46 "John Valey" 
leased to Ansett-ANA crashed into Botany Bay, Sydney at 1925 
EST, nine minutes after take-off for Canberra with 4 crew and 11 
passengers. It was deduced that the aircraft had encountered 
extreme turbulence in an area of thunderstorm activity, resulting in a 
loss of control and an increase in speed to over 260 kts. The star-
board outer wing exceeded its stress limits and, folding upwards in 
flight, then becoming detached. The aircraft crashed into Botany Bay 
killing Capt F "Stan" Lindsay and all crew and passengers. The rout-
ing of aircraft during storm conditions and the effectiveness of 
weather radar were considered to require greater attention. 

1/2.12.61 Transair Sweden AB Curtiss C-46 SE-CFF c/n 53 on charter to the United Nations made an emergency landing at Congo (Dondo?) in 
Kasai Province, Angola, short of fuel. There was no serious damage to the aircraft or injury to the three crew and one passenger. 

4.12.61 Deutsche Lufthansa Boeing 720-030B D-ABOK "Dusseldorf c/n 18058 on training flight from Frankfurt/Rhein-Main to Cologne with Capt 
Sussmann and two other crew on board went into a steep dive and crashed near Ebersheim. There were no survivors and the cause of 
the accident was never determined. 

21.12.61 BEA DH.106 Comet 4B G-ARJM c/n 06456 operating Cyprus Airways flight crashed on take-off from Istanbul for Nicosia at 2143 GMT and 
burnt out. Capt Kenneth Ruddlesdin, five crew and twenty passengers were killed and one of the eight survivors died later. The aircraft 
was seen to climb steeply and then stall from a height of about 450 ft, striking the ground in a relatively flat attitude. It was discovered that 
a lose screw in the captain's artificial horizon had jammed the pointer making it appear that the aircraft was not climbing and causing the 
captain to pull back further on the stick in response. The aircraft was destroyed by the impact and subsequent fire. 

6.1.62 Curtiss C-46 freighter HR-TNB c/n 435 of TANSA had No.1 engine fail, failed to gain height and crashed in flames in woodland after take-
off from Stanley Field, Belize for Miami with cargo of vegetables. The aircraft was 500 lb overloaded and the two crew, Capt Ned Meredith 
and co-pilot Reynaldo Gonzalez were both seriously injured, one fatally. 

8.1.62 Sabena SE.210 Caravelle Vl-N OO-SRH c/n 78, Capt Alfred Moureau, seven crew and 18 (19?) passengers was en route Teheran -
Istanbul - Athens - Frankfurt - Brussels. After leaving Teheran at 0222 GMT it strayed into Soviet air space and was forced by Migs to land 
at Erevan, Armenia. A radio compass failure was found to be the cause and the passengers were released two days later, flown to Moscow 
by Aeroflot and then to Brussels the next day. The Caravelle returned with its crew by the same route on 12.1.62. 

13.1.62 Ethiopian Airlines Douglas DC-3 ET-T-1 c/n 10053 crashed shortly after take-off from Tippi at 11.57 GMT on scheduled flight to Gimma 
with eighteen persons on board. Capt Berhanou Kinfe, his co-pilot and 3 passengers were killed and some 25 persons injured including 
about a dozen on the ground. 

4.2.62 Faucett SA Douglas DC-3 OB-PBH-530 c/n 7331 crashed in jungle 10 miles NE of Tingo Maria en route from Huanuco to Pucallpa, Peru. 
As the weather was bad Capt Moises Benzaquen Rengifo radioed at 0955 that he was returning to Huanco but the aircraft crashed about 
1005 killing all 3 crew and 15 passengers. The port elevator had separated in flight resulting in loss of control. 

9.2.62 Trans-Canada Airlines V724 Viscount CF-TGM c/n 50 suffered a port undercarriage failure, Capt Chuck Kenworthy being unable to retract 
or lock it down after take-off. After two attempts to land at Ottawa in bad weather he diverted to Montreal, landing on the starboard and 
nosewheels before the Viscount swung off runway. No serious injuries among the 5 crew and 44 passengers. The Viscount was repaired 
but was later sold to Air Inter as F-BMCH and crashed in France on 27.10.72. 

Our thanks are due to the following for the above contributions: Joe Anderson. Ian Callier. Barry Collman (and the Airclaims Library and CAA World 
Airline Accident Summary extracts), Peter Davis, Torsten Elvers, Dick Gunnell, John Havers, Bernie King. Ken Marshall, Peter Marson. Bernard 
Martin, Jack Meaden, John Pothecany, Peter Quade, Vic Smith, J E Wilson. John Withers, Luc Wittemans and Andre Wuyts. 

Readers are invited to identify the following new and varied batch of casualties which continue from those above: 
24.2.62 Romanian airliner suffered failure of all four engines and made emergency wheels-up landing near Paphos, Cyprus. 
25.2.62 Airliner of AVENSA, Venezuela crashed on mountainside near Porlamar, Margarita Island; no survivors of 23 on board. 
1.3.62 American Airlines Astrojet crashed into Jamaica Bay, Long Island after take-off from Idlewild Airport for Los Angeles with 95 on board. 
4.3.62 Caledonian Airways aircraft with 110 on board chartered to Trans African Aircoach crashed after take-off from Douala for Lagos. 
6.3.62 South African Airways aircraft crashed on Katberg Mountain, eastern Cape Province, two of seven on board were killed. 
8.3.62 Italian cargo aircraft of Societa Aerea Mediterranea crashed on Monte Velino, near Avezzano 75 miles east of Rome. 
8.3.62 Turkish airliner of THY with 8 passengers and 5 crew crashed near Pozanti after failing to land at Adana in a severe storm. 
9.3.62 Converted B-25 bomber of Lloyd Beck Masonry Company crashed Maison Blanche, Algiers en route Lisbon - Tunis with four on board. 
15.3.62 United Arab Airlines Amman - Cairo flight diverted due to dust storm but ran out of fuel on approach to Wadi Haifa and crash landed. 
15.3.62 Flying Tiger.Line aircraft, operated for MATS missing over the Pacific between Guam and Manila with 107 on board. 
27.3.62 Cuban airliner crashed into the sea off Santiago de Cuba on internal flight from Santiago to Havana. 
6.4.62 Lebanese freighter on charter from New Delhi to Kabul crashed on landing at Lahore Airport with undercarriage fault. 
11.4.62 East African Airways aircraft on training flight with five on board crashed shortly after take-off from Nairobi/Embakasi Airport. 
12.4.62 Racing driver Ron Flockhart killed testing his converted WW2 fighter from Moorabbin Airport in preparation for a record attempt to UK. 
6.5.62 Channel Airways aircraft operating Jersey - Portsmouth service crashed on St Boniface Down and burnt out. To be continued . . . 
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Whatever happened to . . Robinson Redwing G-ABMF? 
Thanks to the efforts of Phil Butler, Vic Smith and Malcolm Fillmore we can almost complete a story lit-
tered with mis-spellings and omissions! While Phil has unearthed the Maintenance Serial we have no 
final fate but assume that it was scrapped when its days as trainee fodder ended. 

Redwing II c/n 5 Regd G-ABMF [CoR 3175] 5.31 to Redwing Aircraft Co Ltd, Croydon. CoA 3043 issued 
6.6.31. Regd [CoR 3256] to William T "Will" Hay, Brooklands 6.31. Sold 11.32 to The Wiltshire School 
of Flying & Country Club Ltd, High Post, as replacement for G-ABLA w/o 10.32. Regd [CoR 5303] to the 
Wiltshire School of Flying Ltd, High Post 9.8.34. Regd [CoR 6957] to C H Burge, Willesden 28.4.36, 
based Broxbourne, also operated by Herts & Essex Aero Club. Regd [CoR 8488] to William H Sparrow 
6.5.38, also operated by Bournemouth Flying Club Ltd, Christchurch. Regd 8.5.39 to Benjamin G Heron, 
Christchurch. Regd 8.8.39 to Edward Pennington & Clifford Harris, Wolverhampton. (Some sources give 
Pinnington or Bennington). CoA lapsed 18.7.40. Impressed for use by No.6 School of Technical Training, 
RAF Hednesford and allocated Maintenance serial 2114M on 21.7.40. The civil registration was can-
celled at the 1.12.46 census. 

As a postscript to the photo in the last issue, John Pothecary comments that two years earlier Ranald 
Porteus crashed the Luton Buzzard G-ADYX into the trees in the background - which explains why it was 
rebuilt as the Buzzard II in 1937! 

Above: Thanks to John Pothecary for the 
use of two photos from his Redwing 
archive, showing G-ABMF being disman-
tled by Bill Sparrow and Ben Heron fol-
lowing a forced landing between Great 
West Aerodrome and Christchurch. prob-
ably on 31.1.39. Clearly a bonus day for 
ornithologists with a Redwing. Sparrow 
and Heron together in the same shot! 

A Pup by another name? 
From Ray Sturtivant, busily editing Sopwith Pup 
records and sorting photos for a future Air-Britain 
tome, comes this shot of a mobility-impaired 
Japanese biplane that certainly looks like a Pup. At 
first it appeared to be J-TETX but some edges on 
the print are slightly blurred and a study of Archive's 
Japanese Register 1919-45 reveals that J-TETV 
was a Mizuta Toku 2 (Toku = Special) with an 80 hp 
Le Rhone. Registered to K Mizuta, its CofA was 
dated 9.22 and it is thought to have crashed at 
Wakamatsu, Kyushu in 1923. The entry adds "also 
listed as a Sopwith Pup and may be a modified 
example". So the photo must be of J-TETV, in any 
case J-TETX was a Nakajima 5, a very different 
machine, but does anyone know anything about 
this aircraft or the modifications involved? 

QUICK QUESTIONS . . . 
A Comper Query 
In a recent PRO book "Camp 020" about the MI5 interrogation centre for suspected German agents, 
Latchmere House, there is a case history about a Frenchman, Lucien Jules Francois Lecoq. 
Immediately before the war Lecoq had 'unnatural relations' with a wealthy business man who bought 
him an aircraft. Recruited by the Germans during the war, he flew his Comper Swift to Britain posing 
as an escape attempt, landing at Marchwood near Southampton in 12.42, intending to join the RAF 
and steal any new type to fly to occupied France. So far the story fits the Swift c/n S.33/2 F-AOTP, 
ex G-ACDS, which was regd to him 1.39. Lecoq was returned to France in May 1945 but Vic Smith 
asks what happened to the Swift? Finally, in 7.52 Miles Falcon Six F-BBCN c/n 269 was registered 
to a Lucien Lecoq. Coincidence, or was this the same person? 

The London Aerodrome Trophy 
This appears to have been awarded as a second prize at Hendon meets (the winner got a cup), start-
ing pre-WW1, and consisted of a silver plaque in a circular wooden mount. Chris Semmens thinks 
that Hendon programmes may list some winners but does anyone know more? 

Bermudan Boats 
On 11.9.36 Dornier Do18 v3 w/n 661 D-ABYM "Aeolus" flew from Horta, Azores, to Bermuda and on 
to New York next day. Why? The Bermuda Flying Club was founded in 1940 with a Luscombe sea-
plane (possibly NC28476) can this be confirmed and what other aircraft, if any, were used? 

. . AND ANSWERS 
A Chilton Twin 
The Chilton advert, part of which was fea-
tured on Page 2002/151, may well have 
been genuine. Malcolm Fillmore reports 
that articles in Flight 30.11.39 and 
Aeroplane 15.12.39 mention the compa-
ny's new projects, a two-seat trainer and a 
twin high-wing monoplane. More details 
anyone? 

Malaysian Snowbird 
Steve Darke confirms that he saw 9M-
TCB at Sungei Besi, Kuala Lumpur on 
30.5.90 outside at the Kuala Lumpur 
Flying Club area. 

Elvington Snowbird 
G-MVIM c/n SB-015 is confirmed as 
undergoing refurbishment at the Yorkshire 
Air Museum, Elvington, noted 19.5.01. 
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We do have much more Feedback innhand than there is space in this 
issue, including yet more Flying Fleas and additional data on British 
and French Condors among many smaller items. Thanks are due for 
the contributions below to Alec Brew, Malcolm Fillmore, Geoff Goodall, 
Donald Hannah, Ian Johnson (Hong Kong HAA), Terry Judge, Arthur 
Pratt, Martin Smith and Vic Smith. 

THE SUNDERLAND HERITAGE 
P.2001/85 (paragraph 3) Another Southampton 'local', Martin Smith 
suggests that 'Below Bar' should have capitals in local usage! 

Sunderland lll/Hythe From Geoff Goodall we hear that A26-1 was 
allocated VH-ARQ for Trans Oceanic, ntu altered to VH-BKO in 1948 
as the first reservation had been overlooked and re-issued to a Tiger 
Moth 11.47. For the same reason A26-2 was VH-BDX ntu (to Anson 
4.48) and then VH-BKP; while A26-3 was VH-BFX ntu (Tiger Moth 1.48) 
and then VH-BKP. Despite this VH-BKQ was actually issued to A26-2 
when it was being civilianised at Rose Bay in 11.48 and A26-1 and 
A26-3 were broken up for spares. 

Construction numbers are quoted in Australian DCA files, Cof A docu-
ments and other sources as follows (with RAF serials for reference) S/B 
3552 ex ML730, S/B 3553 ex ML731, S/B 3554 ex ML732, S/B 3555 ex 
ML733, S/B 3556 ex ML734. 

Additions to the table are: VH-AKO Regn date & CofA both 5.5.47, 
TOA, name Australis, later Australia Star, then Samoa Star. CofA 
expired 19.12.50, regn cancelled 6.8.51, scrapped Rose Bay. VH-AKP 
Regn date & CofA both 24.10.47, TOA, name Antilles, later Tahiti Star. 
Sold to Ansett 22.5.53, last service 12.3.54, regn cancelled 9.5.54, 
scrapped Rose Bay. VH-BKQ Regn date & CofA both 5.11.49, TOA 
named Pacific Star, not to Ansett but wfs 28.6.51, CofA expired 
31.10.51, scrapped Rose Bay .52, regn cancelled 28.6 54. 

Caption for VH-AKO (p.2001/140) should read that TOA Hythes oper-
ated passenger services through Grafton NSW for many years, where 
they landed on the Clarence River. (Delete reference to New Zealand) 

Sandringham I G-AGKX Don Hannah adds some comments from his 
1982 articles in FlyPast on civil Sunderlands. G-AGKX was completed 
as a Sunderland II! for BOAC and received its CofA on 23.8.44, enter-
ing service on the Pembroke Dock - Karachi route 26-31.8.44 and 
returning Cairo - Poole on 9-10.9.44. It operated as ML788 on these 
services as civil aircraft were not allowed over France and certain other 
territories, was camouflaged and coded F. It was ferried Poole -
Rochester 23.9.44 for conversion, being launched as Sandringham I on 
22.11.45, still as ML788 but with camouflage removed and Transport 
Command code OQZF applied. Ferried to Hythe it returned to service 
with a Poole - Athens - Cairo survey 17-23.1.46 and then on the Poole 
- Calcutta route. It did not fly as G-AGKX until May 1946. 

Above: A recent photo of the P. 6 full-scale model X-25. now on display 
at the Boulton Paul Aircraft Heritage Project (see p.2002/022). 
(Alec Brew) 

PARALLEL LIVES 
A small number of readers have queried the c/ns quoted for the Boulton 
& Paul P.9 production. The author, Alec Brew, says that it was not the 
company policy to allocate c/ns and that when Long's aircraft had to be 
registered in Australia after June 1921 it was retrospectively given c/n 
P.9.1 as it was the first built. 

"Flypast : A Record of Aviation in Australia" (Neville Parnell & Trevor 
Boughton) tells a different story, quoting G-AUDB as P.9/1 and as ex 
(G-EAPD) arriving in 1921. Long's first P.9 of August 1919 is said to 
have become G-AUBT later, while the next two examples arrived in 
February 1920 becoming G-AUCP (c/n quoted P.9/7) and G-AUCT in 
due course. There is more detail, which may have to wait for more 
space later if relevant, but more surprising is mention of an unidentified 
P.9 which arrived with Lt Sidney Cotton on RMS Osterley although no 
date is given. 

For the record, the UK ARB registers show G-EAPD as P.9-1, regd 
6.11.19 to B&P Ltd, CoA valid from 20.4.20, issued 21.4.20. In the late 
Peter Moss' "The British Civil Registers 1919-28" (Air-Britain 1969) he 
describes this as 'shipped to Australia where it was later sold' which 
could account for B&P replacing it as company aircraft since no other 
fate seems to be known. If it was not the same aircraft as G-AUDB then 
perhaps it was Cotton's unidentified machine? 

G-EASJ is shown by the ARB as P.9-2 but the CoA register quotes the 
c/n as P9.III, a further variation. G-EAWS is given by the ARB simply 
as c/n 6 which does at least match our P.9.6. G-EBEQ is officially P.9.7 
but this clashes with G-AUCP above and in our list Alec quotes P.9.8 
as the c/n. 

How much simpler things would be if Boulton & Paul had had a clear 
and consistent c/n policy from the start! In airing the issue we can show 
what discrepancies exist between the records and hope that maybe 
someone can produce sufficient evidence to sort out the problems to 
everyone's satisfaction since all of the contributions cannot be correct. 
We do have more material on the P.9s from the above sources, and 
also some on the Sunbeam Dyak Avro 504s, but maybe it had better 
wait until we can be more certain that we are applying it to the correct 
aircraft. 
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THE D.H.61 GIANT MOTH 
Evidence has been discovered that a pro-
posed airline Hong Kong-Canton Airways 
in 1928 intended to use three Giant Moths 
(described as 'Canberras') on floats for 
services from Hong Kong to Canton 
(daily), to Macao (daily) and weekly on the 
route to Swatow, Amoy, Foochow and 
Shanghai. Fares, timings and utilisation 
were calculated but nothing came of the 
plans and no order was placed. 

Left: Holden Air Transport advertisement 
for its D.H.61 services in New Guinea. 
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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 6. 
Clues: Siemens engine, narrow high pressure tyres, large span almost glider-like wing with little 
dihedral. Details in the next edition, (via Jack Meaden) 

In this issue 
This quarter we have a 40-page issue which 
covers a wider than ever range of topics, two 
of them completely new. We must admit that 
we had intended to catch up with some 
Feedback items this time but the end of two 
longer series took up all the extra space so we 
have to promise the Feedback providers that 
their contributions will appear in December! 

The Whole Truth series on the Miles 
Messenger has now reached the end of 
production and is completed with the aid of 
a production summary, index and tailpiece. 
In many ways the story has been complex 
to sort out, not helped by Miles' legendary 
record-keeping deficiencies, but in general our 
excellent team of contributors seem to have 
been getting it right if the comments received 
are anything to go by. 

Also coming to a close this time is The 
Sunderland Heritage series which reaches 
what author Jack Meaden describes as 'the 
most elegant of all the Short flying boats' -
the Solent. Virtually a contemporary of the 
Messenger, the Solent reflects a totally 
different side of aviation in the immediate post 
war period. It is certainly nostalgic to look back 
at the era of the big boats and we can be 
grateful that a couple of survivors still exist. 
We should be even more grateful that active 
examples of the Messenger can still be found 
- let us hope that they will celebrate the type's 
60th anniversary at the Air-Britain Fly-In with a 
formation flypast of six! 

The Head-On View series in this issue has 
managed to combine its subject matter 
with the Wikner Monoplanes story so that 
both cover the development of the Wicko 
FW1 prototype, becoming the FW2 after 
substituting a Cirrus Minor for the original Ford 
V8 engine. In the next issue both series will 
continue and will go their separate ways. 

A completely new topic is the listing of Surplus 
AT-6 Texans which came about through the 
researches of Dan Hagedorn during his 
attempts to identify examples sold onwards to 

Latin American air arms post-war. The aircraft 
in this unique list, which will run in several 
parts, were actually dispersed all over 
the world and we are most grateful for 
Benno Goethal's help in tracing many of the 
subsequent identities and filling in the odd 
gaps in the records. 

The second new topic is the beginning of a 
multi-part history of the airline fleets of Thai 
Airways and its Predecessors by Stephen 
Darke. We had originally intended to run 
Stephen's research on the Thai register but as 
that is widely available on the internet we 
sought instead to look at the country's aviation 
from a different aspect. Comments would 
be welcome - would there still be sufficient 
interest to run the register later in any case? If 
anyone has similarly well-researched airline 
topics in their files we would also be interested 
in hearing from them. 

Our present register series covering Japan 
1919-45, East Germany and New Zealand 
all continue in this issue, thanks again to our 
regular contributors. It is our present intention 
to run the New Zealand register until reaching 
ZK-DZZ, by which time we hope to be in a 
position to publish the Complete Register as 
a separate Archive Special volume. 

On the subject of publications, a new title avail-
able this month is "Spitfire International" which 
covers the histories of all the Spitfires and 
Seafires that served with air arms outside 
the UK, and naturally includes those in this 
category that carried civil registrations. See 
the new Sales List for further details or take 
one home from the Fly-In! 

Index updated 
There is a regular turnover of requests for the 
Archive subject index and we are pleased to 
add that it has now been further updated to 
include this issue's topics. If you want a print-
out, which runs to 8 sides of A4, please send a 
large envelope stamped with 33p (2nd class) 
or 41 p (1st class), or from overseas send two 
IRCs. The index is also available free by e-mail 
from the address at the top of this page. 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE MILES M.38 MESSENGER BY PETER AMOS 

PART NINE: 

PRODUCTION 
IN NORTHERN 
IRELAND 

Aircraft histories thanks 
to Peter Amos, Bernard 
Martin and others. All 
photos, unless other-
wise stated, via Jack 
Meaden. 

G. Civil M.38 Messenger production at Newtownards -fourth batch, 
(continued) 

c/n 6725 G-AKIS Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registered 19.9.47 as a Series MA with CoR 
No.11955 to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley and C of A No.9762 issued to 
them on 15.10.47. Regn cancelled 1.7.48 and re-registered to Porter, 
Spiers (Leicester) Ltd., Leicester 14.7.48. Regn cancelled 25.6.55 and 
re-regd 1.7.55 to J G Hogg, London and based at Elstree. G-AKIS may 
have had unrecorded changes of owner or leases as on 10.5.58 it was 
reportedly owned by the Scottish Aero Club when it visited Eastleigh. It 
then moved to Rochester but, if changed, its new owner is not recorded 
and it was normally based on a strip near Frinton-on-Sea by 12.66. 
Seen back at Elstree in March 1967. Regn cancelled 10.5.69 and re-
regd to R Jaffe, Elstree 6.6.69. Regn cancelled 25.11.69 on sale to 
unrecorded owner and not renewed. Finally cancelled 24.2.70 as pwfu 
prior to its C of A expiry due 5.8.70. At some time G-AKIS was taken to 
Olen, (20 miles from Brussels) where it was dismantled and stored for 
later exhibition in the Brussels Air Museum but it has yet to be restored 
or displayed. 

c/n 6726 G-AKIR Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registered 19.9.47 as a Series MA. with CoR 
No. 11954 to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley and C of A No.9761 issued to 
them on 17.10.47. Regn cancelled 10.3.48 and re-regd to P.BIamire, 
Coventry 1.4.48, based Baginton. Regn cancelled 31.3.50 and re-regd 
3.5.50 to J W & C R Tomkins and W G Dewis, t / a C H Tomkins, 
Apethorpe. G-AKIR suffered minor damage to starboard wingtip and 
aileron in a taxying accident at Sywell 31.5.53 and rear fuselage dam-
age when the tail wheel struck a boulder while landing at Apethorpe on 
20.7.53. Reported extensively damaged on 2.10.54 when the engine 
failed on take-off due to fuel starvation at a field near Peterborough. 
Repaired. Attended the Aero Club Rally at Le Zoute 15-17.6.57. 
Damaged on ground at Apethorpe 11.5.58 when struck by taxying Tiger 
Moth G-ANRO. Suffered another engine failure, this time on approach 
resulting in a forced landing at Top Lodge Farm, Pytchley, nr Kettering, 
Northants on 16.9.58, sustaining damage to undercarriage and a wing. 
Again repaired. Regn cancelled 1.4.65 and re-regd 7.4.65 to Shackleton 
Aviation Ltd, London. Cancelled 30.4.65 and re-regd 12.5.65 to L M 
Walton, Wisbech. Regn cancelled 9.8.68 and re-regd 17.9.68 to J W E 
Banks Ltd., Crowland, nr Peterborough, and based at Postland, Lines. 
The C of A was renewed to 16.7.71 but on 5.6.71 G-AKIR taxied into a 
dyke after landing arid ground looped at Leverton Outgate near 
Crowland. Although the prop was bent and the flaps broken, most 
damage was superficial, however the Messenger was cancelled on sale 
to an unrecorded owner on 22.7.71 and this time not repaired, being 
wfu at Postland in 10.71. The registration was officially cancelled on 
2.11.71 as wfu and the remains burnt at Postland on 5.11.71. 

Above: C/n 6725 G-AKIS in the hangar at Elstree 10.8.68 with two 
years' flying left on its C of A. It was later to be taken into store by the 
Brussels Air Museum. (Jack Meaden) 
Below: G-AKIR c/n 6726 at Staverton 21.1.67 parked in the area 
usually used by 'long stay' visitors, although it was moving around a lot 
at this time. (Jack Meaden) 

c/n 6727 G-AKIP Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registered 19.9.47 as a Series MA with CoR 
No.11953 to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley and C of A No.9760 issued to 
them on 3.11.47. Cancelled as sold abroad 30.12.47 (although a date 
of 3.1.49 was originally entered in error and corrected later, in 1949) 
Registered in Switzerland as HB-EEC(2) to Nhora S.A., 'as a replace-
ment for c/n 6700 which was returned to the U.K. in July 1948' (and 
which had actually been cancelled there on 28.1.48 and registered as 
G-AKKG on 30.4.48). To C Claudet, t/a L'Amicale des Ailes, Geneva. 
Crashed in France 19.7.61, further details unknown. Registration can-
celled 8.12.64, HB-EEC having been reported dismantled (or 
scrapped?) at Grenchen, Switzerland. 

c/n 6728 G-AKIN Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registered 19.9.47 as a Series IIA with CoR 
No.11951 to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley and C of A No.9758 issued to 
them on 7.11.47. Regn cancelled 4.4.48 and re-regd 19.4.48 to Capt P 
A WB Everard, Ratcliffe Hall. Cancelled and re-regd 11.8.49 to A J 
Spiller, t/a R Spiller & Sons, Keyston, Cambs, and based at Sywell. 
Flown by A J Spiller to first place in the Siddeley Challenge Trophy Air 
Race at Coventry on 23.8.52 at 129 m.p.h. This aircraft, now owned by 
Norman Spiller in the company name, is unique in having been contin-
uously flying and in the ownership of the same family for over 50 years. 
G-AKIN in its well-known red and cream colour scheme still regularly 
attends rallies and fly-ins around the country flown by Chris and Mavis 
Parker, who have been flying it for the Spiller's for a number of years. 
Current and still based at Sywell. 
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Left: G-AKIR parked by hangar 
SE1 at Staverton 3.67 showing its 
attractive colour scheme of 
bronze with dark blue letters and 
cheat line outlined in white. Like 
several of the later Messengers it 
has the long underside exhaust. 
Its end came after a ground loop 
on 5.6.71. (Jack Meaden) 
Below, left: C/n 6727 was very 
briefly G-AKIP before its sale to 
Switzerland to become the sec-
ond HB-EEC. (via Les Dickson) 
Below: The famous Miles 
Sparrowhawk symbol, faithfully 
applied to the front fuselage of 
Messenger G-AKIN. 
(Dave Partington) 

Left: G-AKIN c/n 6728 was purchased by A J Spiller in 
7.49 and used for racing. It has remained in the same 
family ever since and is still flying. It is seen here with 
Spiller at the controls at Shoreham in 1954. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
Below: The immaculate G-AKIN visiting the VAC Rally 
at Turweston on 20.2.00. (Dave Partington) 
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Right: G-AKIO c/n 6729 
undergoing an inspection in 
the early 1960s. It was the 
last Messenger in terms of 
constructor's number, but its 
flying came to an end by 
1970 although some pads 
may have been preserved. 
(Jack Meaden) 

c/n 6729 G-AKIO Messenger Mk.2A (155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 
III) with oval rear windows. Registered 19.9.47 as a Series MA with CoR 
No. 11952 to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley and C of A No.9759 issued to 
them on 14.11.47. Regn cancelled 31.5.48 and re-regd to J C Bidgood, 
Leeds 7.6.48, based at Yeadon. Cancelled 23.12.48 and re-regd 
26.1.49 to Bidgood & Catton Taxi-planes Ltd, Leeds. Regn cancelled 
18.4.58 and re-regd 15.5.58 to Arnold G Wilson Ltd, Leeds; noted at 
Sherburn-in-Elmet. Cancelled 7.6.58 as sold abroad and registered in 
the Netherlands as PH-NIR to J H van Anrooy, Rhoon on 13.6.58 
with CoR No.621. Regn cancelled 25.7.60 and restored to the U.K. 
register as G-AKIO on 9.8.60 again to Arnold G Wilson Ltd, Leeds. 
Regn cancelled 29.9.60 and re-regd 3.10.60 to Lotus Cars Ltd., 
Cheshunt, based Panshanger. Regn cancelled 24.2.64 but not notified 
until 14.4.64 when re-regd to A Rayner (Brentwood). A Thornbury 
(Chelmsford) & T Doyle (Dagenham), t/a The Wid Flying Group. 
Willingale. Re-regd 1.10.64 to A.Rayner, A Thornbury & A Stone, 
Ingatestone. Regn cancelled 25.9.65 and re-regd 19.10.65 to Elstree 
Caribbean Flying Club Ltd, Elstree. G-AKIO was used as a camera ship 
by B.B.C. TV to cover the Shuttleworth Flying Display at Old Warden 
on 1.4.67. Regn cancelled 12.68 (not notified until 31.3.69) and re-regd 
27.5.69 to Holland & Threlfall (Nordern) Ltd., Manchester; based 
Ringway. C of A expired on 16.7.70. Although still on the register it was 
wfu at Barton, 26.5.71, and finally cancelled 7.5.73 as destroyed. 
A considerable number of components were with The Northern Aircraft 
Preservation Society in May 1973 after they had unsuccessfully tried to 
obtain the complete aircraft. 
Note: Whilst this was the last c/n actually allocated to a Messenger, 
it was not the last aircraft to be built by Miles Aircraft (N.Ireland) Ltd. It 
was however, probably the last aircraft to be completed by Miles 
Aircraft Ltd. at Woodley, see c/n 6717. 

C/ns 6730 to 6747 inclusive were allocated for the final 18 aircraft in 
this batch which, in the event, were not built. 

On 17.3.49, Handley Page Ltd. were allocated RAF serial WB802 for 
the H.P.93, to Contract 6/ACFT/3294/CB.6(a). This designation applied 
to a pair of sandwich construction wings, but not to the Messenger to 
which they were to be attached for flight trials from Woodley. Earlier 
tests in 1948 on sample sandwich panels using Alclad skins bonded 
to Dufaylite plastic honeycomb core had been so promising that it 
was decided to produce a pair of sandwich wings of laminar section for 
full scale flight tests on a Messenger. However, further testing of 
the Dufaylite proved less successful and the flight test idea was 
abandoned. A Messenger airframe was allocated to Handley Page 
(Reading) Ltd. for the flight tests which were to have been carried out 
from Woodley, but it is not known which one this was. 

To bring the Messenger story almost to a close, an approximate state-
ment of assets and liabilities of Miles Aircraft (N.I.) Ltd as at 30.11.47 
was discovered in the archives of the late F G Miles whilst Julian 
Temple was researching for his book "Wings Over Woodley". This 
shows:-

WORK IN PROGRESS: 

Therefore in 1) above, it is possible, but by no means certain, that these 
30 cancelled aircraft could have comprised:-
c/ns 6711 to 6722 12 aircraft 
c/ns 6730 to 6747 18 aircraft 
TOTAL 30 

Of these 30, 7 from c/n 6711 to 6717 were the last Messengers to be 
built by Miles Aircraft (N.Ireland) Ltd but not completed, although they 
were probably flown to Woodley, to be completed later by Handley 
Page (Reading) Ltd, Woodley. 

C/ns 6718 to 6722 appear not to have been completed but for some 
reason (could there have been two assembly lines?) c/ns 6723 to 6729 
were built before them and flown to Woodley for completion by Miles 
Aircraft Ltd, with the remainder from c/n 6730 to 6747 not built. 

In 2) above, it is not so easy to identify these aircraft but it is possible 
that they comprised c/ns:-
6369 1 aircraft (on the above date this could possibly 

have been complete and awaiting sale as, for some 
reason it seems to have been registered in a much 
later sequence) 

6708 to 6710 3 aircraft 
6723 to 6729 7 aircraft (7 aircraft completed by Miles Aircraft Ltd. 

before c/ns 6711 to 6722) 
TOTAL 11 

Of these 11, two - c/ns 6709 and 6710, were completed later by 
Handley Page (Reading) Ltd, at Woodley, who gave c/n 6710 (it is 
believed) a new c/n, HPR 146, for reasons as yet unexplained unless 
perhaps this was the intended sandwich wing flight test aircraft 
"WB802" and therefore retained longer? 

So, at least 9 Messengers from the remains of the great hopes once 
held for the Miles Aircraft (N.I.) Ltd, factory, must have been brought up 
to flying standard for the ferry to Woodley as Handley Page (Reading) 
Ltd, had no interest in the N.Ireland operation. However, it is possible 
that H.P.(R) Ltd, purchased the near complete ones and had them fin-
ished at Newtownards before being flown to Woodley for final fitting out 
and painting. 

It should be noted that the CAA do not have any record of c/ns for the 
ex RAF, civilianised Mk.l/4A aircraft and the ARB originally only quoted 
the serials for c/ns. It would be very interesting to discover who origi-
nally married c/ns 6350 to 6354 to the serials and also to be able to 
confirm once and for all whether the Messenger Mk.l aircraft built for 
the RAF at Woodley and in N.Ireland did have c/ns allocated to them. 

'The Light Plane' for March 1948 ran a series of pre-paid classified 
advertisements which are relevant to the latter days of Messenger com-
pletion at Woodley and these are reproduced below for interest. 

AIRCRAFT FOR SALE 

1) Aircraft cancelled 30 aircraft cancelled £41,541. 

2) Aircraft undelivered Sales value of 11 aircraft 'nearing 
completion' £23,300. 

W.S.SHACKLETON Ltd., the leading dealers in new and used 
light aircraft, can give immediate delivery of almost any type of light 
aircraft. The following are a few of the outstanding bargains now 
available: 
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Above: Mrs F G Miles (Blossom Miles) seated in the cockpit of a Messenger, almost certainly the Mk.l prototype U-0223. (via Harm Hazewinkel) 

£1,875. Miles Messengers. Brand new aircraft ex-works with 12 
months' C of A at £1,000 off list price. Only a few available. 
Immediate delivery. 
W. S. SHACKLETON Ltd., 175 Piccadilly, London, W.1. 
Tel.- REGent 2448/9. 

R.K.DUNDAS LIMITED 
Everybody knows that nothing is ever right with the aeroplane market, 
that when there are a lot of buyers there are not enough aeroplanes, 
and that it is more normal for there to be far too many aeroplanes and 
too few buyers. 
We often wonder why we are in this awful business - perhaps it is that 
we like doing things the hard way. 
We have been doing it for fifteen years, which proves two things -
(a) that we know quite a lot about it, and 
(b) we must be immune to stomach ulcers and the twitch. 
But what we are trying to say is that, because of the world-wide nature 
of our set-up, what we may lose on the Labour Government Swings we 
make up on the Export Roundabout - it is pretty round-about at times, too. 
So we are always very much In The Market for aeroplanes and like to 
hear from everyone who has anything to sell. 

R.K.DUNDAS LTD., Aviation Division, 4 St.James's Street, 
London, S.W.1. WHItehall 2848. 

BRAND NEW MESSENGERS. 
Air Schools Ltd., of Derby and Wolverhampton Airports, have a 
very limited number for sale at £1,950 each. Delivery one month. 
Large stocks of spares held. New Gemini also available for immediate 
delivery-Price £3,965. Order now to avoid disappointment. 

MAINTENANCE 

AIR SCHOOLS LTD., of Derby and Wolverhampton Airports. 
Specialists in Overhauls, C of A and Conversions. Large stocks of 
spares held for Austers, Gemini, Rapides, Tiger Moths, Magisters, 
Messengers and Proctors at both our Depots. Agents for Murphy 
Aircraft Radio. Phone or write us at Derby (Etwall 123) or 
Wolverhampton (Ford Houses 2191). 

The author would like to thank the following for their assistance in the 
preparation of this history:- Bernard Martin, Phil Butler, M J Elliott, D 
Edermaniger, I Terry, Bert Clarke, A J Jackson, Don Brown, Julian 
Temple and F/L Trevor J Martin. 

Left: RH373, the fifth produc-
tion Messenger I. was paint-
ed silver overall in February 
1945, an indication of its 
communications role as well 
as a suggestion that the end 
of the war was in sight. Note 
the anti-step stripes on the 
flaps, (via Jack Meaden) 
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MILES M.38 MESSENGER VARIANTS 

Prototype Makers D.H. Gipsy Major IIA 145 h.p. 

Mk.l RAF D.H.Gipsy Major ID 145 h.p. 

Blackburn Cirrus Major III 155 h.p. 

Blackburn Cirrus Major III 155 h.p. 

D.H. Gipsy Major ID 145 h.p. 

Blackburn Cirrus Major III 155 h.p. 

D.H. Gipsy Major 10 145 h.p. 

D.H. Gipsy Major ID 145 h.p. 

D.H. Gipsy Major 10 II 145 h.p. 

Blackburn Bombardier 702 180 h.p. 

Total Messenger production 

Mk.2A 

Mk.2B 

Mk.2C 

Mk.3 

Mk.4 

Mk.4A 

Mk.4B 

Mk.5 

Civil 

Civil 

Civil 

Civil 

Civil 

Civil 

Civil 

Civil 

(1) conversion from M.28 Mk.l. 

23 built, including prototype and 2 pre-production, square rear windows. 

65 built; 64 with oval rear windows and 1 with square. 

1 only built, 3 seat version of Mk .2A with square rear windows. 

1 only built, otherwise as Mk.2A with oval rear windows. 

1 only built, retractable flaps, dual control version of Mk.2A with square rear 
windows. Later redesignated M.48. 

3 built, otherwise as Mk.2A. 

1 only built plus 19 conversions from Mk.l including the prototype and 1 
pre-production. All with square rear windows. 

(1) conversion from Mk.4A. 

(1) conversion from Mk.l. 
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NB: A Mk.2A was temporarily fitted with a Praga E eight cylinder horizontally opposed engine for trials in 1947 and a Mk.l was fitted with a D.H. 
Gipsy Major 31 engine of 160 h.p. for trials in June 1945 and probably reverted to standard later. 

MILES M.38A MARINER 

Prototype Makers D.H. Gipsy Major IIA 145 h.p. (1) M.38/28 Prototype fitted with arrester gear. Reverted to standard later. 

M E S S E N G E R TAILPIECE by Jack Meaden 

When George Miles designed the M.28 he could have had no idea how 
its development would turn out and it was to be outside events which 
shaped its future. 

The excellent view from the cockpit attracted the attention of the Army, 
who were full of praise for its suitability for the AOP (Air Observation 
Post) function. AOP work requires an uninterrupted view of the ground, 
and it is strange that at this stage no-one seems to have mentioned the 
limitations of low wing aeroplanes for this purpose, the wing preventing 
the crew from seeing what is below. For this reason high wing aero-
planes were the universal choice for AOP work, the Army at the time 
using Austers, a type which continued through, the postwar AOP.9 until 
its replacement by helicopters. The Auster's predecessor, the 
Lysander, and the German Fieseler Storch were also high wing, as 
were the 100 Vultee-Stinson Vigilante that were to have come to Britain 

Right: Drawings reveal the 
potential deployment of 
the Messenger/Mariner as 
a shipboard aircraft. Fitted 
with a single central skid and 
mounted on a trolley, the 
aircraft would be catapulted 
into wind along a 25 ft 
'runway'. The arms of the 
catapult trolley support 
the fuselage by means of 
two projections just behind 
the wing root. Rocket-assis-
tance as proposed in the 
trials described on page 
2000/110 is not shown on 
this drawing, nor is any 
recovery method although 
arrester gear and nets were 
tested in 1943. (Miles 
Aircraft via The Miles Aircraft 
Collection) 

before Pearl Harbor resulted in their take-over by the USAAC. Why 
then was the Army so keen to obtain the M.28? It didn't have the short-
field performance required for AOP work and it wasn't a high wing 
observation type anyway. 

There seems no doubt that the Army, fed up with the cramped and 
uncomfortable steel-tube fabric-covered airframe of the Auster with its 
hard bungee chord sprung undercarriage were captivated by the M.28. 
Its spacious comfortable cabin was luxury compared with the Auster, its 
performance was exciting and its responses as a flying machine were 
enough to hypnotise any pilot . 

The Army pilots wanted it and George Miles wanted to sell it, so he was 
happy to redesign parts of it to provide short-field qualities, without 
which the Army would not have a case for requesting it. 

Don Brown faithfully reported the conflict which went on between the 
Army and the MAP over the order for production of an unauthorised 
prototype and the delay which resulted, but if the Messenger had real-
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Left: Directional control was 
not improved by the large 
central fin and rudder fitted 
as a trial to the first prototype 
Messenger U-0223. 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Below: Rarely seen or photo-
graphed from this viewpoint, 
the wide cabin had a big 
effect on the areodynamics 
of the Messenger. This is 
EI-AFH which, as G-AKBL, 
disappeared on a flight 
across the Irish Sea 1.4.53. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

ly been ideal for the job there could have been no slow-down in getting 
it into production. Spotting for artillery reporting the fall of shot and giv-
ing corrections to the gunners, was a first consideration for AOP air-
craft. It was the reason for using high wing aircraft which can cruise 
backwards and forwards away from the target and view it over the side. 
The view from the low wing Messenger was all forward of the wing, 
requiring a flight path towards the target which would then disappear 
under the nose. This destroyed the case for the Messenger, and 
although the Army, in the person of General Montgomery, put on suffi-
cient pressure to get the prototype for his own use, its function 
remained communications. 

The Auster continued to fill the AOP role, always subject to the menace 
of AA fire and fighters. The only defence against these was to reduce 
the time either could bring fire to bear by flying as low as possible. 

Nevertheless a low wing aeroplane was used for spotting at the time of 
the Normandy invasion, but not by the Army. During the bombardment 
by warships of guns defending the beaches the spotting was carried out 
by the pilots of FAA Seafire Llll fighters with high performance Merlin 
55M engines and clipped wingtips. Although few enemy fighters 
showed themselves the AA fire was deadly and on D Day itself 4 of the 
Seafires spotting for the guns of battleship HMS Warspite were shot 
down and 2 of the pilots were killed. 

The Seafires were frequently dived on by high level Thunderbolts and 
Mustangs and fired at by 'friendly' AA, the black and white stripes car-
ried by all Allied aircraft in the invasion forces being no guarantee of 
safety from attack . 

Montgomery's RH368, the only Messenger to carry invasion stripes, 
was undoubtedly routed by its pilot, F/Lt Martin, to avoid areas of activ-
ity en route. He always brought Monty back safely, although in his sec-
ond Messenger RG333 he was very slightly injured in the forced land-
ing in which the aircraft was wrecked. Diplomatically nobody seems to 
have read any implications into the fact that Montgomery never flew in 
his third Messenger RH378! 

The end of the war resulted in most of the Messenger I aircraft with 
Gipsy Major engines and rear seat transparent roofs and square win-
dows being sold on the civil market as the 4A. Production continued of 
the 2A with the slightly more powerful Cirrus Major and (except for a 
couple) with oval windows and opaque roofs for the rear seats. Few 
pilots took any notice of loading limitations so the permissible all-up 
weight must often have been exceeded when all 4 seats were occupied 
and maximum fuel was carried. The Messenger took it all without com-
plaint, but a weakness was its liability to swing at low speeds on take 
off and landing. 

There was no tragedy rh the Messenger's slow arrival in military ser-
vice, for in spite of its camouflage and service markings it was essen-
tially a peacetime aeroplane, and the tragedy was in the closure of the 
company that built it, cutting short the number produced and excluding 
the possibility of future developments. It was an excellent 4-seater, and 
it is sad that there were not more of them. 

The first one to turn up at Staverton was the prototype Mk I U-0245/ 
RH368 with its history of service with Montgomery, now registered as 
G-ALAP. It was owned by Laurence Hudson, leader of a Cheltenham 
orchestra and a member of the Cheltenham Aero Club. The club under-
took to hire it out on his behalf to increase the flying hours to a figure 
which would permit economical operation. What it was like to fly is on 
record since it was included in a series of Pilot's Notes that the writer 
produced for the members of the Rotol Flying Club. These notes were 
written with the object of providing the information needed for a capa-
ble pilot to fly the aeroplane, and No.35 for the Messenger read as fol-
lows: 

THE MILES MESSENGER I was a 140 hp Gipsy Major 1D powered 
wartime communications aircraft designed to get in and out of small 
areas. The M.38/II first prototype U-0245/RH368 became civil 
Messenger 4A G-ALAP and I was able to hire it on many occasions, 
finding it a very practical touring aeroplane. It differed from the postwar 
civil production Messengers in having the military style transparent roof 
over the rear of the cabin and large square rear windows, giving an 
exceptionally good rearwards view compared with the civil production 
Messengers which had small oval windows and an opaque root over 
the rear seats. 
Structure was all wood, and with its stalky oleo undercarriage, auxiliary 
aerofoil flaps and three oval fins and rudders, the Messenger looked a 
functional high lift aeroplane, but after entry over the low wing walkway 
the spacious 4 seat cabin gave the impression of a luxury transport 
compared with the other light aeroplanes of the immediate postwar 
period. The wide fuselage needed to give the spacious seating must 
have upset the airflow over the tail, as the manufacturers tried first twin 
outboard fins and rudders, then three, then a large central fin and rud-
der before finally settling for three, but even this was only just adequate 
and I always had a feeling that an extra foot on the fuselage length of 
Messengers (and Geminis, which had the same fuselage) could have 
made directional stability and control more suitable for the average 
pilot. 
The cockpit sides were doors which lifted upwards for unobstructed 
access and it was important to check that the locking pins were 
engaged at both ends and the handles secured by leather loops which 
prevented them being accidentally knocked open in flight. Once in, the 
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Above: A Messenger I cockpit with dual control, showing the spacious cabin width and unobstructed forward view. The RAF standard instrument 
flying panel has (L to R, top to bottom) Airspeed Indicator. Artificial Horizon, Climb & Descent Indicator, Altimeter, Direction Indicator. Turn & Slip 
Indicator. Engine instruments below. Compass in a cubbyhole on the left, (via Jack Meaden) 

left hand fell naturally on the elevator trim wheel beside the seat, about 
20 movements from full nose up to nose down being registered on a 
gauge at the bottom of the panel. A wheel under the right hand similar-
ly operated the flaps, about 10 movements from flaps up to flaps down, 
with position indicated by a graded strip above the wing. G-ALAP still 
had the military tankage, one tank in the starboard wing holding 18 
usable Imperial gallons, but civil production Messenger 2A's had two 18 
gallon tanks, one in each wing, giving 4'A hours safe endurance. Fuel 
contents were indicated, by switch-operated gauges at the bottom of the 
panel either side of the fuel cock. 
For parking, the handbrake on the left of the throttle box on the left wall 
could be pulled on and locked by pressing a rachet button on the end 
of the handle. 
Starting was by the standard drill, starter, primer and switches being 
together on the left of the panel, with Master Switch and starter isola-
tion switch on the right. 
Taxying directional control was by differential use of the brakes 
through the rudder pedals and the large windscreen gave a good view 
for a tailwheel type, but it was still necessary to weave to see straight 
ahead. If full rudder was applied the soft oleos would bottom on one side, 
so a gentle touch was needed to avoid rocking and jerky movements. 
Take off Check was: 

T Throttle friction nut - Tight 
Trimmer - Slightly nose down 

M Mixture - Rich 
Mag Switches - Both on Contact 

F Fuel - On and Sufficient 
Flaps - Up or 20 degrees down 

H Hatches & Harness - Locked & Secure 
Hot Air to Carburettor - Off 

Take off was at full throttle, but with a full load on grass could be diffi-
cult with a cross wind as load and grass made the tail slow to come up, 
and up to that point directional control was insufficient to counter a stiff 
cross wind. Once the rudders became effective full control was avail-
able and the problem disappeared. 

Climb was at 70 mph, or with 20 degrees of flap for best obstacle clear-
ance, at 60 mph. G-ALAP had the mixture wired permanently rich, 
which meant a poor performance above 5000 feet, but performance 
with a full load (pilot, 3 passengers and full fuel) was reduced anyway. 
Cruise was 95-100 mph at 1900-2000 RPM, where the slightly fluffy 
directional stability showed itself as a snaking or weaving effect, slight 
but visible both from inside and outside the cockpit, but this character-
istic disappeared in the 2A with the more powerful slipstream from the 
155 hp Cirrus Major, which also improved the cruise. 
Stall with flaps up was 40 mph, with flaps fully down 28 mph. 
Landing, throttle closed and with full flap allowed the Messenger to be 
dropped in a small space and with only a short run, and with a trickle of 
power cut on hold-off it could be landed on a cricket pitch. Short land-
ings were really its strong point, dropping on at 30 mph I.A.S. 
Summary. Modern lightplanes can't beat the Messenger for passenger 
space, and for the pilot, everything in the cockpit was just where you 
wanted it. 

Handling of the 4A and 2A had no significant differences but a small 
variation in behaviour did give rise to comment. The first 2A that I flew 
was G-AJKK c/n 6366 which belonged to Horace Tempest from St Just 
where he had his own airstrip. I first met Horace when, on a flight to 
Nottingham, he landed at Staverton due to deteriorating weather, and 
afterwards he would often call in at Staverton to see me. In September 
1955 I mentioned the 'snaking' which was noticeable in a Messenger 
flying overhead and which could also be detected in the cockpit. Horace 
said this did not occur in his 2A with 155 hp Cirrus and I found this to 
be true when I flew it. 

The renowned Miles Aircraft company formed as Phillips & Powis in 
1933,came to an end in 1948 and with it the end of production of the 
Messenger. After the closure, Miles' stressman pilot Don Brown came 
to Cheltenham to work for Smith's Industries on aircraft instrumenta-
tion. We both flew from Staverton and I found Don to be a quiet and 
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modest man. We soon came to be good friends and I visited him at his 
home where he had a big collection of aviation books and photographs 
from his years with Miles. When he retired he moved to Kempston, 
Bedford and I kept in touch and visited him by the kindness of a local 
flying farmer who allowed me to use his field airstrip. 

Like all my friends I sent Don the flying club news sheets with the pilot's 
notes on the reverse. He made only one comment on the Messenger 
notes (in a letter from Kempston of 8.6.72) saying "The 'snaking' or 
weaving effect that you noted was probably due to the dihedral on the 
Messenger being excessive". 

Making regular use of G-ALAP over a 4X year period from July 1954 to 
December 1958 provided ample opportunity to grow to like the 
Messenger as a comfortable 4-seater. The four seats were invariably 
all filled since there were always plenty of volunteers ready to fill any 
empty places. 

The Messenger's directional stability and control is worth further com-
ment. Directional control by fins and rudders depends on having suffi-
cient airspeed to make them effective. Until this point is reached on 
take off, and after it has been passed on landing, other means, usually 
brakes, have to be relied on. 

The difficulties with the first Messenger prototype which had resulted in 
fitting the third fin and rudder in the centre indicated a weakness in this 
area. No doubt the designer would have liked to lengthen the fuselage 
to increase the moment arm, but to do this would have required a com-
plete redesign of the tapered fuselage behind the cabin, a major 
change which was clearly thought unacceptable as it would have 
caused considerable delay. 

The 3 fin and rudder solution was a satisfactory one, but it fixed the 
crosswind limit for take off and landing at a lower figure than was 
always convenient. I had an example of this on 31.7.54 when I took 2 
nurses and a male companion to visit a hospital on the Isle of Wight, 
using Sandown grass airfield. When I telephoned them at 7 a.m. there 
was no answer but I knew the airfield and carried on. 

On arrival the airfield appeared deserted and on touchdown the speed 
reduced rapidly and I had to use almost full throttle to keep moving on 
the soft ground. I taxied to higher ground by the control hut and discov-
ered that the airfield had been closed that morning due to waterlogging. 

At 5 p.m. my passengers returned from the hospital and we embarked 
for the return flight. I decided to take off along the ridge of slightly high-
er ground which ran along that side of the airfield to the hangars. On 
the first two attempts the aircraft pulled to the right into the 15 knot 
crosswind and full opposite rudder was insufficient to keep straight 
along the ridge. I had to close down each time and start again but on 
the third attempt was able to keep straight long enough to get the tail 
up, after which control was positive and the climb was adequate to 
clear the hangars. That was the only time that I found the limited direc-
tional control to be a problem. 

In his book on Miles aircraft, Don Brown reported on an occasion which 
was much more expensive, resulting in the write-off of the prototype 
U-0223 when on loan to an RAF officer at Hendon. When demonstrat-
ing its capabilities to his CO he taxied out from the hangar only a short 
distance, unfortunately ignoring the crosswind. He became airborne at 
a low speed but his directional control was insufficient to overcome the 
crosswind and he drifted into the hangar, tearing off a wing and the 
engine. The aircraft fell to the ground inverted, trapping the 2 occupants 
upside down until the wreckage could be lifted to release them. 

Postwar Messenger owner pilots often had directional control problems 
and Peter Amos obtained reports from two of them. E H Nicoll wrote "It 
was in 1968 that I last flew Messengers G-AIDK and G-AJYZ, then 
based at Panshanger. These were my last associations with a lovely 
lady who, on occasions of stiff cross wind take-offs and landings could 
cure the most acute constipation of pilot, passengers and spectators if 
the windsock was ignored and appropriate drill not applied!!" On 
23.5.64 he had the misfortune to write off G-AILI in a ground loop. Mr 
E Pratt, owner of G-AHZT, wrote "Following a pretty substantial ground 
loop I developed a yellow streak and sold it locally to get rid of it, as I 
never wanted to see it again". 

Although there were undoubtedly many ground loops which ended 
without damage and which the pilots' natural modesty left unreported, 
in the hands of a capable pilot the Messenger was a reliable and safe 
aeroplane. The most remarkable accident, in which Lindsay Neale 
landed the fully-loaded G-AJEY safely after its engine was torn out, was 
described on page 2001/116 and reflects great credit on the pilot and 
the aircraft. Luckily there are surviving Messengers and it is still possi-
ble to see this historic aircraft with its unusual projecting flaps and 
three-fin tail, in some cases still flying today. 

M.28, M.38 Civil 
Registration index 

Unconfirmed c/ns are 
question-marked. 
Serials given 
where c/n un 

U-0223 
U-0232 
U-0237 
U-0242 
U-0243 
U-0245 
U-0247 
U-0273 
U-0274 
G-2-1 
CC-ECA 
CC-ECB 
CC-KEG 
CC-KUE 
CC-KUF 
CN-TTL 
D-EHAB 
EC-ACU 
EC-EAL 
EI-ADT 
EI-AFK 
EI-AFM 
EI-AGB 
EI-AGE 
EI-AGU 

in brackets 
known. 

P? 
P? 
(HM583) 
4684 
4685 
(RH368) 
4690 
6266 
6267 
(RH420) 
6344 
6350? 
6344 
6344 
6350? 
6708 
6268 
6360 
6360 
6364 ' 
6701 
6377 
6332 
4690 
6710 

EI-AHL 
EP-ACE 
F-BFOU 
F-BGOM 
F-BGPU 
F-BGQZ 
F-DADU 
G-AGOY 
G-AGPX 
G-AGUW 
G-AGVX 
G-AHAA 
G-AHFP 
G-AHGE 
G-AHUI 
G-AHXR 
G-AHZS 
G-AHZT 
G-AHZU 
G-AIAJ 
G-AIBD 
G-AIDH 
G-AIDK 
G-AIEK 
G-AILI 
G-AILL 
G-AIRY 
(G-AISH) 
G-AISL 
G-AJDF 
G-AJDM 
G-AJEY 
G-AJEZ 
G-AJFC 

6338 
6723 
6712 
4693? 
6702 
(RH422) 
6712 
4690 
6266 
6267 
4685 
6268 
6332 
6330 
6335 
6333 
6331 
6334 
6337 
6338 
6336 
6340 
6355 
6339 
6362 
6341 
6343 
4684 
6346 
4694? 
6347 
6359 
6360 
6349 

G-AJFE 
G-AJFF 
G-AJFG 
G-AJFH 
G-AJKG 
G-AJKK 
G-AJKL 
G-AJKT 
G-AJOC 
G-AJOD 
G-AJOE 
G-AJVC 
G-AJVL 
G-AJVX 
G-AJWB 
G-AJYZ 
G-AKAH 
G-AKAI 
G-AKAN 
G-AKAO 
G-AKAV 
G-AKBL 
G-AKBM 
G-AKBN 
G-AKBO 
G-AKCN 
G-AKDF 
G-AKEZ 
G-AKIM 
G-AKIN 
G-AKIO 
G-AKIP 
G-AKIR 
G-AKIS 

6697 
6363 
6364 
6365 
6373 
6366 
6358 
6379 
6370 
6698 
6367 
6371 
6372 
(HM583) 
6699 
6710 
6375 
6376 
6702 
6703 
6374 
6701 
6704 
6377 
6378 
6705 
6706 
6707 
6724 
6728 
6729 
6727 
6726 
6725 

G-AKKC 
G-AKKG 
G-AKKI 
G-AKKK 
G-AKKL 
G-AKKM 
G-AKKN 
G-AKKO 
G-AKVZ 
G-AKZC 
G-AKZU 
G-AKZX 
G-ALAC 
G-ALAE 
G-ALAF 
G-ALAG 
G-ALAH 
G-ALAI 
G-ALAJ 
G-ALAP 
G-ALAR 
G-ALAV 
G-ALAW 
G-ALBE 
G-ALBP 
G-ALBR 
HB-EEC(1) 
HB-EEC(2) 
HB-EED 
HB-EEF 
HB-EIP 
LV-RNL 
LV-RUJ 
OO-CCM 

6369 
6700 
6713 
6712 
6717 
6714 
6709 
6716 
6352? 
4696? 
4693? 
(RH424) 
(RH420) 
(RH421) 
6350? 
(RH422) 
4701 ? 
6348? 
6354? 
(RH368) 
4695? 
6353? 
6351 ? 
4691 
4700? 
4702? 
6700 
6727 
4685 
6697 
4690 
6361 
6345 
6267 

OO-CCN 
OO-CHS 
OO-SIX 
OY-ALW 
PH-NDR 
PH-NIR 
SE-BYY 
SU-AGP 
SU-AGQ 
SU-AGT 
VH-AKC 
VH-AKH 
VH-ALN 
VH-AVD 
VH-AVQ 
VH-BBK 
VH-BJH 
VH-BJM 
VH-KCH 
VH-PMG 
VH-WYN 
VH-ZMM 
VP-KHG 
VP-KJL 
VR-TAX 
YI-HRH 
ZK-ATT 
ZK-AUM 
ZK-AWE 
ZK-BED 
ZS-AVY 
90-CHS 
9Q-CHS 
Liberia ? 

6342 
6342 
6708 
6268 
6375 
6729 
6703 
6715 
6711 
6711 
4685 
4685 
6340 
6376 
6373 
(HM583) 
6372 
6372 
(HM583) 
(HM583) 
4700? 
6372 
6342 
4695? 
6342 
6333 
6343 
6705 
6717 
6350? 
6368 
6342 
6342 
6365 
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The Japanese Civil 
Register 1919-45 BYTOSHIOFUJITA 

Right: A Blackburn 
Uncock III, said to 
have been owned 
by Mitsubishi. Two 
examples were 
delivered from the 
UK in September 
1930 as examples 
of lightweight fighters 
and no doubt influenced 
the company's later 
designs. One, with 
Works Order No. 
2741/1, became 
J-BEPG as listed 
below, but the fate 
of the other, No. 
2920/1, which went 
to the Japanese Navy, 
is unknown, 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

PART TWENTY-SIX 

2. The Second System (1927-1945 ) 

2-E. Additions to J-B### series (see p96/37 +) - (continued) 

** We first cover the J-BE## registrations missed from the previ-
ous issue, before continuing where we left the J-BF## section, 
with apologies for the compilation error. 

J-BELB Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 384, 
A.ltoh (Mikuni Flying School). CofA 4.31. Owner changed to 
R.Sasagawa (Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer Flying Squadron) 
and new CofA issued 5.36. 

J-BELD Rhonranger (sic) modified Glider. C/n Shizu 1. T.Shizu. CofA 
4.31.Owner changed to G.Kawahara (Yokohama Advaned 
Engineering School Aeronautical Research Association) and 
new CofA issued 4.33.regn cancelled 6.36. No details 
known, but this seems too early to be a genuine Rhon series 
glider, 

J-BELF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 689. M.Aoki. 
CofA 8.34. 

J-BELG Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo 
Artillery Arsenal 638. S.Hisamatsu. CofA 4.34. Registration 
cancelled 6.36. 

J-BELH Yokosho Navy Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH). C/n 
Nakajima 35. R.Sasagawa (Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron). CofA 4.35. 

J-BELL Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 117. 
F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 10.32. 

J-BEMD Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 56. Japan 
Lightplane Club. CofA 4.32. Regn cancelled 10.34 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

J-BEMF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 697. T.Endo. 
CofA 4.34. Regn eld 12.34 due to storm and flood damage. 

J-BEMG Yokosho Navy Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH). C/n 
Nakajima 12. S.Tanaka. CofA 6.34. Owner changed to 
N.Fujimoto and new CofA issued 1.36. 

J-BEMH Mitsubishi Type T 1.2 modified Navy Type 13 (as J-BFAG). 
C/n Mitsubishi 75. R.Sasagawa (Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron). CofA 5.35. 

J-BEML Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 141. 
Nagoya Newspaper. CofA 10.32. Regn cancelled 5.34 due to 
aircraft being dismantled. 

J-BEND Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Nakajima 
1024. S.Kawabe (Orient Flying College). CofA 5.32. Regn 
cancelled 11.33 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BENF Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 507 (although quoted as Hanriot 507). K.linuma 
(Asia Aeronautical School). CofA 4.34. Regn cancelled 5.37 
due to 'aircraft decline'. 

J-BENG Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 728. 
Yamanashi ex-soldier Aero Research Association. CofA 10.34. 

J-BENH Nakajima Navy Type 15 Modified Reconnaissance Seaplane 
/ Kawanishi (300-340 hp Mitsubishi/Hispano Suiza Hi 8-cyl 
water-cooled vee). C/n Kawanishi 5. S.Emi. CofA 9.35. 

J-BENL Yokosho Navy Type 13 landplane trainer (as J-BBDH). C/n 
Nakajima 1. T.Mitobe. CofA 11.32. 

J-BEOB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 529. T.Aiba (Nippon Flying School). CofA 5.31. 
Regn cancelled 9.31 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEOD Yokosho Navy Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH). C/n 
(1) Nakajima 20. K.Hayayumi. CofA 6.32. Regn cancelled as 

aircraft destroyed 9.32. 
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Left: Hanriot 28 J-BEOB was cancelled as destroyed in 
September 1931, the result of this incident in which 
Avro 504K J-BAMB taxied into it at the Nippon Flying 
School, Tachikawa. Tokyo on 1.9.31.(via Toshio Fujita) 

J-BEOD Mitsubishi Twin-engined Transport (Modified Navy Type 96 / 
(2) G3M1 land-based attack aircraft converted to passenger 

transport - see J-BFOE). DNKKK, "Ikom"; name changed to 
"Harukaze" 10.39. Granted private radio station licence 
10.39. 

Granted private radio station licence 10.39; licence cancelled 
3.40. As this is a former military aircraft, it cannot use its 
military designation as a civil designation for security 
reasons. What is known as the MC21 is not the official civil 
designation adopted by the Bureau of Aeronautics. 

J-BEOF Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28"). C/n 
(1) Mitsubishi 571. K.linuma (Asia Aeronautical School). CofA 

4.34. Regn cancelled 5.37 as aircraft destroyed . 

J-BEOF 
(2) 

J-BEOH 

J-BEOL 

J-BEON 

Mitsubishi Twin-engined Transport (as J-BEOD). DNKKK 
"Urakaze". Granted private radio station licence 4.40. 

Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 660. S.Kan, 
(Ohsaka Aeroplane Research Studio). CofA 4.35. Regn can-
celled 6.36 due to aircaft being destroyed. 

Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 541. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 11.32. 

Foker Super Universal 6-passenger high-wing cabin mono-
plane. DNKKK, known to be in use 1939. 

J-BEOP Nakajima AT-2 eight seat twin engined cabin monoplane (as 
J-BBOJ). DNKKK "Atsuta". Granted private radio station 
licence 1.39. Impressed into Army Air Force 10.41 and 
formed "Wind 9308" squadron. 

J-BEOQ Nakajima AT-2 eight seat twin engined cabin monoplane (as 
J-BBOJ). DNKKK "Mishima". Granted private radio station 
licence 10.39. Impressed into Army Air Force 10.41 and 
formed "Wind 9308" squadron. 

J-BEOR Nakajima AT-2 eight seat twin engined cabin monoplane (as 
J-BBOJ). DNKKK "Kashii". Granted private radio station 
licence 12.39. Impressed into Army Air Force 10.41 and 
formed "Wind 9308" squadron. Used to transport soldiers to 
Singora (Malaya) 12.41 and received damage by RAF 
Blenheim bombing. 

J-BEOS Nakajima AT-2 eight seat twin engined cabin monoplane (as 
J-BBOJ). DNKKK "Hikawa". Granted private radio station 
licence 12.39. Impressed into Army Air Force 10.41 and 
formed "Wind 9308" squadron. Used to transport soldiers to 
Singora (Malaya) 12.41 and damaged beyond repair by RAF 
Blenheim bombing. 

J-BEOT Nakajima AT-2 eight seat twin engined cabin monoplane (as 
J-BBOJ). DNKKK "Sumiyoshi". Granted private radio station 
licence 2.40. Impressed into Army Air Force 10.41 and 
formed "Wind 9308" squadron as spare aircraft. 

J-BEOU Nakajima AT-2 eight seat twin engined cabin monoplane (as 
J-BBOJ). DNKKK "Hiyohi". Granted private radio station 
licence 2.40. 

J-BEOV Nakajima AT-2 eight seat twin engined cabin monoplane (as 
J-BBOJ). DNKKK "Musashi". Granted private radio station 
licence 10.39. 

J-BEOX Mitsubishi Type 21 (as J-BEOW). DNKKK "Hakone". 
Granted private radio station licence 11.39, licence cancelled 
8.40. 

J-BEOY Mitsubishi Type 21 (as J-BEOW). DNKKK "Ashigara". 
Granted private radio station licence 1.40. Used on Tokyo-
Fukuoka route as interim aircraft. 

J-BEOZ Mitsubishi Type 21 (as J-BEOW). DNKKK "Akagi". Granted 
private radio station licence 11.39. Known to be used 40-42. 

J-BEPD Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo 
Artillery Arsenal 544. CofA 8.32. registration cancelled 7.34 
as aircraft destroyed 1932. 

J-BEPF Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1057, 
C.Ashihara. CofA 5.34. Regn cancelled 12.34 due to dam-
age in storm and flood. 

J-BEPG Blackburn Lincock III single-seat lightweight biplane fighter 
(260-270 hp Armstrong Siddeley Lynx Major). Works Order 
No.2741/1. UK CofA issued 5.8.30, delivered ex-UK 9.30 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industrial Co.Ltd. CofA 9.34, last known 
CofA renewal 10.35. This was one of two exported to Japan 
for evaluation. 

J-BEPL Avro 504K / Navy (as J-BBIF). C/n Hiro Arsenal 
F.Mihara, (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 12.32. 

58. 

J-BEOB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 9. T.Aiba 
(Nippon Fying School). CofA 9.31. Became J-BIDU 1.37. 

J-BEQD Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Nakajima 
1006. K.Suzuki (Imperial Flying School). CofA 7.32. Regn 
cancelled 2.36 due to aircraft being destroyed. 

J-BEQF Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1198. 
S Yho. CofA 6.34. Regn cancelled 12.34 as aircraft 
destroyed. Yho returned his native land, Formosa, with the 
aircraft, named "Takao", in 9.34 and while on a demonstra-
tion flight crashed at Taipei army parade ground 3.11.34. 
Yho and his pasenger were killed and a martyr momument 
built in his memory. 

J-BEQG Mitsubishi 2MR8 (Type 92) two-seat open cockpit parasol 
wing monoplane (580 hp Mitsubishi AMCS aircooled 7-cyl 
double row radial). C/n Mitsubishi 1. Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industry Co.,Ltd. CofA 9.34. This is one of prototypes of the 
Army type 92 reconnaissance aircraft, flown with a variety of 
engines, converted to 2-seat trainer. 

J-BEOH Yamamoto Type C glider. C/n Yamamoto 4. 
CofA 7.35. 

.Yamamoto. 

J-BEOW Mitsubishi Type 21 (2 x Nakajima Kinsei 850hp) Army 
Ki-21 Type 97 bomber modified to freighter. DNKKK "Ikoma". 

J-BEQL Nieuport 81-E2 / Mitsubishi Ko 1 (as J-BEHL). C/n Mitsubishi 
592. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 2.33. 
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J-BERB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 72. T.Aiba 
(Nippon Fying School). CofA 6.31. Became J-BIDA 7.36. 

J-BERD Nieuport 24 /Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo 
Artillery Arsenal 633. S.Narahra (Japan Lightplane Club). 
CofA 9.32. Regn cancelled 10.32 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BERF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 696. 
T.Tooyama. CofA 6.34. Regn cancelled 6.36 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

J-BEVB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 561. F.Tanaka (Tanaka Flying School); CofA 7.31. 
Regn cancelled 6.36. 

J-BEVD Hanriot HD-14 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n Hanriot 1067. 
S.Nagahawa (Japan Lightplane Club). CofA 9.32. CofA 
returned 10.32 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEVF Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 131. 
K.linuma (Asia Aeronautical School); CofA 12.34. 

J-BERH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 577. R.Sasagawa (Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron). CofA 5.35. 

J-BERL Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 629. Z.lnoue; 
CofA 3.33. 

J-BESF Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1127. 
K.Suzuki; CofA 10.34. 

J-BETB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 19. 
K.Kitayma; CofA 6.31. Owner changed to C.Nishida and 
new CofA issued 12.33. Regn cancelled 12.34 due to dam-
age from storm and flood.. 

J-BETD Mitsubishi R.T.1.2 (300hp Mitsubishi Hispano Type Hi 8-cyl 
water-cooled vee). Presumed conversion of Navy Type 10 
Reconnaissance biplane as trainer/communications aircraft. 
C/n Hiro Arsenal 9. S.Suzuki; CofA 9.32. Regn cancelled 
2.33 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEVG R.F.Dagnall Dagling secondary glider (modified). C/n Kiri-
gamine 10. CofA 5.35. 

J-BEVH Yamamoto Type C glider. C/n Yamamoto 6. I.Yamamoto. 
CofA 7.35. 

J-BEVL Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 544. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School); CofA 3.33. 

J-BEWB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 512. F.Tanaka (Tanaka Flying School). CofA 7.31. 
Regn cancelled 11.31 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEWD Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 171. 
S.Nagahawa (Japan Lightplane Club). CofA 10.32. Regn 
cancelled 6.35 as aircraft dismantled. 

J-BEWF Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1180. 
M.Akitani. CofA 12.34. Regn cancelled 5.35 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

J-BETF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 228. 
T.Mabuchi, "Kichou" (Yellow Butterfly). CofA 10.34. Regn 
cancelled 6.35 as aircraft dismantled. 

J-BETG Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD Hanriot 28). C/n 
Mitsubishi 598. Yamagata Veteran Soldiers Aero Research 
Association. CofA 2.34. 

J-BEWG Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 16, 
Hamamatsu Aeroplane Manufacturing Works; CofA 6.35. 
Owner changed to G.lwata and new CofA issued 2.37. 
Passed official inspection 2.40. 

J-BEWH Kamitaka Type 1 glider. C/n Kamitaka 1. M.Kohda; CofA 
8.35. 

J-BETH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 597. R.Sasagawa (Ultra-Nationalist Volunteer 
Flying Squadron) "No.27". CofA 5.35. 

J-BETL Navy Type Hansa / Nakajima reconnaissance seaplane (as 
J-BBEL). C/n Nakajima 56. K.Ando (Ando Aeroplane 
Research Studio). CofA 4.33. Regn cancelled 6.36 due to 
aircraft being worn out. 

J-BEWL Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 29, K.Ando 
(Ando Aeroplane Research Studio); CofA 3.33. Owner 
changed to F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School) and new CofA 
issued 4.35. Regn cancelled 5.37 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEXD Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 305. 
K.Suzuki (Imperial Flying School); CofA 10.32. Regn can-
celled 6.35 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEUB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 111. A.ltoh; 
CofA 8.31. Owner changed to K.Shibatani and new CofA 
issued 12.33. Regn cancelled 5.37 as aircraft destroyed. 

Above: Avro 504K J-BEUB with another of the same type J-BDAF in 
front of the Metropolitan Veteran Soldiers Aero Research Association 
hangar at Suzaki. Tokyo in 1935. 

J-BEUD Itoh Type A1 universal glider. C/n Itoh Aeroplane Research 
Studio 1. I.Tokiwa; CofA 11.32. Regn cancelled 2.36. 

J-BEUG Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1248. 
J.Oguri; CofA 6.35. 

J-BEXF Nieuport 29-C-1 / Nakajima Ko 4 open-cockpit biplane fight-
er (300-320 hp Mitsubishi Hispano Suiza 8-cyl water-cooled 
vee). C/n Nakajima 860. I.linuma (Asia Aeronautical School). 
CofA 12.34. Regn cancelled 5.37 as aircraft dismantled. 

J-BEXH Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 628. Nihon Student Air League, CofA 8.35. 

J-BEXL Yokosho Navy Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH). C/n 
Hiro Navy Arsenal 17. K.Ando (Ando Aeroplane Research 
Studio); CofA 6.33. Owner changed to N.Fujimoto and new 
CofA issued 6.35. 

J-BEYD Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 269. 
Nihon Aerial Work Limited Partnership. CofA 11.32. Regn 
cancelled 6.36 as aircraft dismantled. 

J-BEYH Type Kyokoh modified Model 2 primary glider. C/n Kyokoh 1. 
Y.Yasuke (Kyoto Municipal No.1 Engineering School). CofA 
9.35. Kyokoh is an abridged version of this school's name. 

J-BEYL Avro 504K / Navy (as J-BBIF). C/n Hiro Navy Arsenal 
35. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 7.33. 

J-BEZB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 23. S.ltoh; 
CofA 7.31. Regn cancelled 9.32 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BEUL Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 536. CofA 3.33. Regn cancelled 6.36 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

-BEZD Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 512. S.Narahara (Japan Lightplane Club). CofA 
3.33. Regn cancelled 11.33 as aircraft dismantled. 
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Left: Type Kyokoh Model 
2 glider J-BEYH. com-
pleted in August 1935. 
was designed by Shuzo 
Kurahashi of Shirato 
Aeroplane Research 
Studio. Clearly a single 
seat primary model, it 
had a span of 10.00m, a 
length of 5.46m, wing 
area of 15 sq.metres, 
aileron 1.85 sq. metres, 
wing section Gdttingen 
549. weight empty 75 kg 
all-up weight 140kg. The 
glide ratio was 1 : 11.8. 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

J-BEZF Nieuport 29-C-1 / Nakajima Ko 4 ( as J-BEXF). C/n Nakajima 
874. K.l.linuma (Asia Aeronautical School). CofA 12.34. 
Regn cancelled 5.37 as aircraft worn out. 

J-BEZG Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1107. 
Yamanashi Veteran Soldiers Aero Reseach Association. 
CofA 11.35. 

J-BEZH Type Yamamoto Model D glider. C/n Yamamoto 7. 
I.Yamamoto. CofA 11.35. 

J-BEZL Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 550. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 7.33. 

** We can now resume the J-BF## listing from the point reached in 
the previous issue: 

J-BFOF Mitsubishi Twin-engined Transport (Modified from a G3M1 
(2) ("Nell"), Navy Type 96 land based attack plane). DNKKK 

"Tokitsukaze". Granted private radio station licence 3.40 but 
licence withdrawn 4.40. Force-landed in the sea off Haneda 
airport and sunk. 

J-BFOG Gasuden KR-2 three passenger cabin biplane (150-160 hp 
Gasuden Jimpu 3 seven-cyl radial). C/n 10. G.Matsukata. 
CofA 12.35. Regn cancelled 6.36 as aircraft transfered to 
Chosen Koku Jigyo-sha with regn in J-CB## series. 

J-BFOH Sato Type 2 primary glider. C/n Maeda 8. K.Maruyama. CofA 
(1) 11.35. 

J-BFOH Fokker Super Universal. DNKKK. Entered service on Tokyo-
(2) Sapporo route 23.4.40, in use 6.40 as trainer. 

J-BFOJ Fokker Super Universal. NKYKK. In use 7.40 

J-BFOS Kawanishi 4 engined flying boat. Civil version of Navy Type 
97 Flying Boat ("Mavis"). Military Type 97, H6K 
or H7Y can not use this designation as a civil 
type. DNKKK "Asashio" (Morning Tide); granted 
private radio station licence 11.40, entered sched-
uled service on Saipan-Palau route 5.40. 

J-BFOT Kawanishi 4 engined flying boat (as J-BFOS). 
C/n 51. DNKKK "Akebono" (Daybreak). Granted 
private radio station licence 1.41. 

J-BFOV Mitsubishi Type 21 freight transport conversion of Type 97 
Ki-21 bomber (as J-BEOW), also known as MC-21. DNKKK 
"Rokko". Granted private radio station licence 7.40. 

J-BFOX Kawanishi 4 engined flying boat (as J-BFOS). DNKKK 
"Asahi" (Morning Sun). Granted private radio station licence 
3.41. Damaged badly 10.41 during landing due to rough 
weather at Tarkan. 

J-BFUD Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 506. Japan Lightplane Club. CofA 4.34. Regn can-
celled 10.36 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BFUF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB) C/n Atsuta 738. Y.Fukai. 
CofA 8.35. 

J-BFUG Yokosho Navy Type 3 land-based Primay trainer K2Y1 (130 
-150 hp Mitsubishi Mongoose 5-cyl air cooled radial). C/n 
Watanabe 16. M.lnoue. 

J-BFUH Sato Type 1 primary glider.C/n Maeda 7. K. Maruyama. CofA 
11.35. 

J-BFUL Nieuport 24 / Army Type Ko 3 (as J-BBAF). C/n Tokyo 
Artillery Arsenal 633. K.Noda. CofA 12.33. 

J-BFYB Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB) C/n Tokorozawa 244. 
Kyonuon Paku "Aotsutsubame" (Blue Swallow). CofA 1.33. 
Crashed into Hakone mountain 7.8.33 killing pilot Miss Paku 
who was on goodwill flight from Japan to Manchoukuo. Regn 
cancelled 9.33 as destroyed. 

J-BFYD Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 394. 
CofA 8.34. Nihon Aerial Work Limited Partnership. Regn 
cancelled 12.34 as aircraft destroyed. 

To be continued. . . 

Right: The listing above includes several examples of the 
Mitsubishi Type 21 or MC21. an unofficial designation 
adopted in order to disguise the aircraft's origins as 
passenger or freight conversions of the Army Ki-21 Type 97 
bomber. These conversions were used by Greater Japan 
Airways (Dai Nihon Koku KK - DNKKK) and at least two 
versions were produced. The example shown here is 
J-BFOA which was listed on p.98/31. It wears the name 
"Hiiei" and the winged company logo of DNKK. 
(via Toshio Fujita) 
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THE SUNDERLAND HERITAGE 
Part 5: The Solent BY JACK MEADEN 

The Sunderland had been in first line service since 1938 and had 
become a vital element in the anti-U boat war. The reliable 1,000 hp 
Bristol Pegasus XVII 9-cyl radials of the Sunderland III were still 
doing a good job in 1944 and the Sunderland V with 1,200 hp P&W 
R-1830-90B Twin Wasp 14-cyl 2-row radials was to prove an adequate 
successor, but Short's designers had already preceded it with an even 
more powerful design. 

This was the Sunderland IV, intended to use the 1,690 hp Hercules 
637, civil development of the Hercules XVI 14-cyl 2-row sleeve-valve 
radials used in the Short Stirling bomber. There, was plenty of room in 
the Sunderland hull and no increase in its width was necessary, nor 
was any change made to the size of the wing which retained its 112 ft 
9X in. span. 

However the planned 75,000 lb loaded weight required some strength-
ening, part of which involved an increase in material thicknesses. To 
support the extra weight on the water an increase in the size of the 
planing bottom was necessary and this was 
achieved by the combination of a number of small-
er individual changes which required no major 
alterations to manufacturing procedures. 

The planing length was increased by extending the 
forebody by 3 ft and taking the rear step back 5 ft 
6 in. The planing width was increased without 
altering the body frames by simply adding a 6 in. 
flare on each side. 

The first flight of the prototype Sunderland IV 
MZ269 was made on 30th August 1944 by Short's 
Chief Test Pilot John Lankester Parker. He found 
that with both Hercules engines on one side throt-
tled back he was unable to maintain full directional 
control. As a result the fin and rudder areas were 
increased by making them taller and incorporating 

Right: The first of the initial twelve Solent 2 for 
BO AC during conversion at Belfast, 3rd October 
1946. Engineers are working on the two port 
Hercules and two supervisors are watching 
the photographer through the incomplete cockpit 
window. (Shorts via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Seaford NJ205 was never quite completed as such - it had no 
tail turret - but was converted to civil Solent G-AKNS. Although named 
Sheerness' and later 'City of Liverpool' it served MAEE with military 
serial WM759. (via Jack Meadon) 

a large curved fin fillet. The tailplane and elevator assembly was also 
made larger and fitted slightly higher with dihedral, the last two features 
helping to keep it above spray during take-off. 

The changes that had taken place were now considerable and it was 
decided to give the aircraft a new name, Seaford. It was intended for 
the war in the Pacific, but the early end to this on 14th August 1945 
brought about cancellation of all but 8 of the order for 30 and only 
NJ200 to NJ207 were completed. 

The Seaford was out of a job, but not for long. NJ201 was delivered to 
Transport Command for trials and was coded OZZA. It was then 
returned to Short's and modified with a streamlined nose and tail in a 
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similar way to the Sandringham and loaned to BOAC for an evaluation. 
Shorts, were active on their own behalf and offered the modification as 
the Solent I with 5 cabins on 2 decks for 30 passengers by day or 20 
by night with a crew of 9, but this was not considered sufficiently eco-
nomical and none were ordered. 

BOAC ordered a 34-seater and this became the Solent 2, powered by 
four Bristol Hercules 637 of 1,690 hp driving DH Hamilton type 4-blade 
constant-speed feathering propellers. Twelve were delivered with reg-
istrations G-AHIL - HIO and G-AHIR - 'HIY. 

Without question the Solent was a beauty, the most elegant of all the 
Short flying boats, indeed, of all flying boats! The alterations had pro-

Above; Solent 2 conversions 
taking place in November 
1947. The first is c/n 1302 
G-AHIN, then come c/n 1300 
G-AHIL, c/n 1301 G-AHIM 
and c/n 1303 G-AHIO. It is 
noticeable that aircraft are at 
various stages of completion 
regardless of their order in 
the line. (Shorts via JM) 
Left: With landing flap 
applied, G-AHIN is about to 
touch down while on test. 
The name 'Seaforth' under 
the cockpit window, appar-
ently picked from a list of 
names beginning with S', 
was later changed to 
Southampton', (via JM) 

duced just that grace of line that turned the bulk of a big flying boat into 
a sleek-lined flyer that commanded one to look. This was something 
that I seldom managed to do now that I lived in the west country, but 
weekend visits to Southampton (where my brother Geoffrey had a 
yacht at Hamble which he converted from a ship's lifeboat) provided 
rare views of the Solent which made a lasting impression. 

The new Solent was found to have one problem. This was damage to 
the wing tip floats brought about by the greater loading (75,000 lb max-

Below: The first to fly. on 1.11.46. Solent 2 G-AHIL 'Salisbury' taxying 
shows the initial form of wire-braced 2-strut wingtip floats and short 
intakes atop the four Hercules. (Aeroplane via JM) 
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Right: G-AHIL flying past after the 
4-strut wingtip floats and long 
engine intakes incorporating trop-
ical filters were fitted. (Aeroplane 
via JM) 

Below: One of the Solents flown 
by Capt Hackett was G-AHIO 
'Somerset', seen taxying at Hythe 
in 1949. (J E Hackett via JM) 

Bottom, right: BO AC Solent 2 
G-AHIU 'Solway' in a shallow 
dive to pick up speed for a fast 
flyover at the SBAC Show at 
Farnborough 1949. (Aeroplane 
via JM) 

imum compared with the 41,370 lb of the Sandringham) and the 
changes to the spray pattern from the larger planing bottom which 
could affect the tip floats. 

The wire-braced 2-strut float supports were changed for 4 struts on 
each arranged as two- vees. These sloped outwards and forwards, 
moving the floats a further 7 ft 3 in. outboard and 1 ft 6 in. forward. The 
Solents were out of service from 22nd July to 17th October 1948 to 
allow the modification to be carried out after which there were no more 
tip float problems. 

The first Solent 2, G-AHIL, had made its first flight on 1st December 
1946 flown by Geoffrey Tyson at Rochester. The first BOAC Solent ser-
vice was to South Africa via Cairo, alighting at Vaaldam for 
Johannesburg, and commencing on 4th May 1948. In February 1949 
the Solent was introduced on the East African route to Dar es Salaam, 
Tanganyika (now Tanzania) and in May to Nairobi, Kenya. 

It may seem strange today to hear of flying boats operating over the 
vast African land areas, but Africa abounds with large stretches of 
water. Lake Victoria is 250 miles long and 150 miles wide like an inland 
sea, and Lake Tanganyika is 40 miles wide and 400 miles long. 
Although Lake Victoria was used, rivers with 2 mile stretches were suf-
ficient to operate safely and these were commonly available from such 
as the base at Rod el Faraq on the Nile at Cairo and Vaaldam on the 
River Vaal for Johannesburg. 

Capt Johnny Hackett had operated the Short C class flying boats on the 
Horseshoe route across Africa during the war, so this was not new to 
him (see 'Ocean Rescue 1943', Digest Winter 1994) but unfortunately 
I had no access to his log books after his death and cannot recall which 
routes he flew on the Solent. 

However the days of the airline flying boats were numbered, and after 
2A years BOAC's Solent services ended in November 1950. Of the 
Solent 2 boats, G-AHIX had crashed in February 1950 while landing in 
a gale on Southampton Water and eight were scrapped, G-AHIL, 'M, 
'R, 'S, T, 'U, 'W and 'Y, either at Belfast or Hamworthy, Poole, the other 
three finding buyers, G-AHIN with Aquila and G-AHIO, 'V with TOA in 
Australia. 

The last of the Seafords on the production line at Belfast were no longer 
required by the RAF and four were completed as Solent 3 with 39 pas-
senger seats for the MCA (Ministry of Civil Aviation as it was then, 
although soon afterwards it was merged with the Ministry of Transport 
and became the MTCA). 
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Left: Solent 3 G-AHIY, converted from 
Solent 2, photographed at its moorings 
by J Still, shows the modified vee-strut 
mountings on the wingtip floats. Its name 
Southsea' appears prominently under 
the cockpit windows, (via Dave Welch) 
Below, left: The first Solent 3 G-AKNO 
'City of London' after landing on the 
Thames on 5.5.49 is seen moored by 
Tower Bridge which was raised to allow 
it to taxy through. (Aeroplane via JM) 
Below, right: G-AKNO moored by the 
Tower of London with its name covered 
ready for the naming ceremony in cele-
bration of the 30th Anniversary of the 
commencement of British Civil Aviation. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 

Like the Solent 2 they were leased to BOAC and commenced delivery 
in March 1949, although BOAC only used the first three, G-AKNO, P 
and 'R. G-AKNS became WM759 with MAEE for overload trials and 
G-AKNT went to the MTCA. 

Aquila plied services to the Canary Islands (Madeira), Italy (Santa 
Margherita, Genoa, Capri) and Switzerland (Lake Geneva). They still 
had 7 Hythe type conversions in service and the only Sandringham I 
when they obtained their first Solent 3, G-AKNU, in December 1951, 
later adding Solent 3 conversions G-AHIN and G-ANAJ and Solent 4s 
G-AOBL and G-ANYI. 

One Solent 3, G-AKNR, went to New Zealand as ZK-AMQ and flew with 
Tasman Empire Airways Ltd (TEAL) and survived until scrapped at 
Auckland in 1957. Two others, G-AKNO and 'P went to Australia as 
VH-TOA and 'B, likewise Solent 2s G-AHIV and 'HIO as VH-TOC and 

'D, all for Trans Oceanic Airways, although TOA crashed at Malta on 
route on 28th January 1951 so did not enter service. 

The Solent 4 was produced to do the biggest job yet, to carry 44 pas-
sengers and fuel on the 1,350 mile non-stop ocean crossing between 
Auckland, New Zealand and Sydney, Australia. 

To do this it was powered by 2,040 hp Hercules 733 engines driving 
DH 4-blade constant speed feathering propellers with large spinners, 
a total increase of 1,400 hp at maximum power over the earlier Solents. 
The maximum all-up weight went up by 2,400 lb to 81,000 lb and 
the speed increased by 15 mph to 251 mph cruising and 282 mph 
maximum. 

The big spinners fitted closely to the engine cowlings and gave a 
cleaner appearance which made the Solent appear even more elegant. 
A visual difference from the earlier Solents was the shorter top intake 
for the downdraught fuel injection system and the underside intake for 
the oil cooler instead of in the wing leading edge . 

Left: G-AKNU 
'Sydney' became 
Aquila's first 
Solent in 
December 1951 
and is seen at 
Madeira in July 
1953. 
Unfortunately, 
returning to 
Southampton 
with engine 
trouble on 
15.11.57, it 
crashed on the 
Isle of Wight with 
the loss of 43 
lives, (via JM) 
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Above: Solent 3 VH-TOB 'Star of Papua' of Trans Oceanic Airways on the slipway at Rose Bay flying boat base, Sydney. When TO A closed down 
it became N9946F of South Pacific Airlines with N9945F and N9947F, but SPA also closed, (via JM) 

These differences were no doubt associated with use of the Bristol 
'power pack' engine unit which was supplied self-contained and com-
plete ready to bolt on to the nacelle, saving the aircraft designer a great 
deal of work. 

Aquila closed down in 1958 and in November both aircraft were ferried 
to Portugal with Solent 3 conversion G-AHIN. Here it was hoped to 
restart Madeira services but this never happened and the Solents were 
beached until scrapped in 1971. 

Tasman Empire Airways Ltd (TEAL), formed in 1939, had commenced 
the Auckland - Sydney service in April 1940 with Short C class flying 
boats ZK-AMA and AMC, both of which survived the war to be 
scrapped in 1947. At the extended range they only carried 19 passen-
gers and cruised at 130 mph. In 1946 with the Sandringham 4, they car-
ried 30 passengers at 172 mph (ZK-AMB, 'D, 'E and 'H), continuing 
until 1949. 

TEAL received Solent 4 ZK-AML in November 1949, the first of only 4 
built, the other three, ZK-AMM, 'N and 'O arriving soon after. TEAL 
used them to fly the Auckland - Sydney route for the next 4Z years until 
27th June 1954, the last time the service was operated by a flying boat. 

Other over-ocean services were run to islands in the South Pacific such 
as Fiji (Suva) and Tahiti (Papeete). These continued until September 
1960 using ZK-AMO which then went to the Auckland Museum of 
Transport & Technology. 

When the Australia - NZ service ended in 1954 Aquila took over 
ZK-AML and 'AMN which were then re-registered G-AOBL and G-ANYI 
respectively.They were reportedly converted to Solent 3, but the 
conversion was certainly not complete as it could be seen that they 
retained the Solent 4 engine intakes. 

Above: Aquiia's Solent 3 G-ANAJ 'City of Funchai' on overhaul at 
Hamble in 1954 before going into service. It was wrecked after being 
broken from its moorings in a gale at Santa Margherita in 1956. Aquila 
ceased operating in 1958. (via JM) 
Below: Singapore'ex G-AKNT now N9947F, and N9945F ex VH-TOD 
'Star of Australia' parked in the open soon after their arrival at Oakland. 
California. They were purchased by Howard Hughes but finally 
scrapped in 1974. (Howard Levy via JM) 
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Left: The first of four 
Solent 4 for TEAL. ZK-
AML 'Aotearoa IT in 
flight, shows the big pro-
peller spinners that 
added to its impressive 
appearance. It was 
named after Aotearoa' 
of the TEAL C class S30 
ZK-AMA (ex G-AFCY) of 
1940 which flew the 
Auckland - Sydney route 
until 1947 and became a 
coffee bar in retirement, 
(via JM) 

The Solents 

Mk Serial 

NJ200 
NJ201 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 
4 

(NJ212) 
(NJ213) 

(NJ214) 
(NJ215) 
(NJ216) 
(NJ217) 
(NJ218) 

NJ202 

NJ203 

NJ204 

NJ205 

NJ207 

NJ201 

C/n Regn 

S1292 
S1293 

(NJ208) S1300 

(NJ209) S1301 
(NJ210) S1302 

(NJ211) S1303 

S1304 
S1305 

S1306 
S1307 
S1308 
S1309 
S1310 

(NJ219) S1311 

S1294 

S1295 

S1296 

S1297 

NJ206 S1298 

S1299 

S1293 

SH1556 

SH1557 
SH1558 

SH1559 

PP162 

G-ALIJ 
G-AGWU 

G-AHIL 

G-AHIM 
G-AHIN 

G-AHIO 

G-AHIR 
G-AHIS 

G-AHIT 
G-AHIU 
G-AHIV 
G-AHIW 
G-AHIX 

G-AHIY 

G-AKNO 

G-AKNP 

G-AKNR 

G-AKNS 

G-AKNT 

G-AKNU 

G-ANAJ 

ZK-AML 

ZK-AMM 
ZK-AMN 

ZK-AMO 

G-ANAK 

Name 

(code OZZA) 

Salisbury 
City of Salisbury 
Scarborough 
Southampton 
City of Southampton 
Somerset 

Sark 
Scapa 
City of York 
Severn 
Solway 
Salcombe 
Stornoway 
Sussex 
City of Edinburgh 
Southsea 

Seaforth 
City of London 
Sutherland 
City of Cardiff 
Selkirk 
City of Belfast 
Sheerness 
City of Liverpool 
Singapore 

Sydney 

City of Funchal 

Aotearoa II 

Ararangi 
Awatere 

Aranui 

Fate 

R L Whyham. Not converted 
F/f 4.45. Seaford I loan to BOAC 12.45 to 2.46. 
Converted to Solent 3 G-ANAJ (see below) 4.54 

Launch 11.11.46, CofA 12.11.47 
Converted to Solent 3, 1950. Scrapped 1954 Hamworthy 
Scrapped 1952 Belfast 
Converted to Solent 3, 1950. Aquila 1956. 
Wfu 10.58 Portugal, Scrapped 1971 
VH-TOD Star of Australia,Trans Oceanic Airways 1951. 
N9945F South Pacific Airlines 1956; Howard Hughes 1959. 
Last flight 6.55. Scrapped 1974 
Scrapped 1952 Belfast 
Converted to Solent 3, 1950 
Scrapped 1952 Belfast 
Scrapped 1952 Belfast 
Scrapped 1954 Hamworthy 
VH-TOC Star of Hobart, Trans Oceanic Airways 7.51 
Scrapped 1952 Belfast 
Converted to Solent 3, 1949 
Crashed 1.2.50 Southampton Water 
Converted to Solent 3, 1950. Scrapped 1952 Belfast. 

VH-TOA Trans Oceanic Airways 1951 
28.1.51 Crashed Malta on delivery to TOA 
VH-TOB Star of Papua, Trans Oceanic Airways 1951. N9946F Isle of Tahiti 
South Pacific Airlines 6.56; Howard Hughes 1959. Preserved as NJ203 
ZK-AMO Aparima, TEAL del. 12.9.51, last flown 22.9.57. 
Scrapped 1957 Auckland 
To MAEE as WM759, 1951 
Scrapped 1954 Hamworthy 
Not used by BOAC, to MTCA. 
N9947F South Pacific Airlines 11.55;.Howard Hughes 1959. Scrapped 1974 
Aquila 12.51 
Crashed 15.11.57, Chessell Down loW 
4.54 Aquila. Wrecked by gale 26.9.56 at Santa Margherita, Italy 

TEAL launch 26.5.49, del.7.12.49. G-AOBL Aquila 4.55. 
Wfu 11.58 Portugal, Scrapped 1971 
TEAL del.29.9.49. Damaged by fire 28.5.54 Auckland, broken up 
TEAL del.18.10.49. G-ANYI Aquila 1.55. 
Wfu 11.58 Portugal, Scrapped 1971 
TEAL del.29.11.49. Last service 14.9.60. 
To Auckland Museum of Transport & Technology, preserved 

Aquila. Not converted. Dbr in gales, Hamble 27.11.54 

F/f = First flight. Del = Delivered. Dbr = Damaged beyond repair. Wfu = Withdrawn from use. 

Note: Serials NJ208 -NJ219 not confirmed, these were allocated to cancelled Seafords to follow NJ207. 
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Right: ZK-AMM 
ArarangT touching 
down in a full flap 
landing, shows the 
paint scheme cover-
ing the area around 
the mooring hatch 
which was always 
the first to become 
dirty, (via JM) 

The last Survivors 
The Solent did not disappear in a hurry, a few continuing for many 
years and there are still survivors as this is written, more than 50 years 
after the first flew. 

While a few Solents 2 and 3 were still in serviceable condition and 
available for purchase, a company called South Pacific Airlines (SPA) 
was formed to operate Solents between Honolulu, Hawaii and Tahiti, 
using Christmas Island as the refueling point. Unfortunately Christmas 
Island was chosen for hydrogen bomb testing in 1956 and following 
other delays SPA abandoned flying boat operations. 

After Trans Oceanic closed down, SPA had obtaiined two of their 
aircraft, Solent 2 VH-TOD ex G-AHIO and Solent 3 VH-TOB ex 

G-AKNP, these becoming N9945F and N9946F respectively. They 
also purchased Solent 3 G-AKNT ex BOAC and MTCA which had 
never flown in passenger service, this becoming N9947F. 

SPA had commenced overhauling engines and making changes, 
such as removing the flight engineer's position and changing radio 
equipment, but after their closedown N9946F was stored under cover 
at San Francisco airport and the other two were parked in the open 
at Oakland airport. 

They were purchased by Howard Hughes, and although he had no use 
for them, as a flying boat pilot himself he clearly did not wish to see 
them scrapped. He kept them under guard at great cost but made no 
effort to get them flying. In October 1967 the two at Oakland were 

Above, left: This shot of a TEAL 
Solent 4 (short intakes) refuelling at 
the Cook Islands shows that the 
spinners have been removed, leaving 
one less item to be serviced. The man 
crouching is checking a tank's fuel 
level with a dipstick, (via JM) 

Above, right: The three Solents 
acquired by South Pacific Airlines 
seen together after they had been 
purchased by Howard Hughes and 
brought to a coastal compound at 
Richmond, San Francisco. When this 
photograph was taken, on 18.7.71, 
they were already showing signs of 
deterioration and three years later two 
were to be scrapped. The aircraft in 
the foreground is believed to be the 
survivor, N9946F. (Peter Berry) 

Right: TEAL'S fourth Solent 4, 
ZK-AMO 'Aranui', taking off from 
Lauthaca Bay, Suva, bound for the 
islands of Samoa. Aitutaki and Tahiti 
in May 1958. (via JM) 
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Above: Solent 4 G-AOBL ex ZK-AML, with spinners removed 
but still wearing its Maori name Aotearoa', at Montreux on Lake 
Geneva after starting a weekly service from Southampton, 6.47. 
Left: Aquila's Solent 4 G-ANYI ex ZK-AMN at Genoa following 
an investigation flight 3.2.55 prior to starting services to the 
Italian Riviera'. 
Below: The official silhouette of the Solent, made with wartime 
urgency before the first aircraft was completed. With no details 
of the engine installations, those of the Sunderland were substi-
tuted, (all, via JM) 

moved by barge to Richmond, where they remained under guard until after 
Hughes' death on 5th April 1976. 

All three aircraft were eventually sold for scrap and were purchased by a dealer 
in 1973. The following year N9945F and N9947F were broken up, but N9946F 
which had been hangared was still in good condition. It was purchased by the 
brothers Rick and Andy Grant in 1981 and by 1983 it had been overhauled, 
repainted and given the name 'Halcyon'. (A report appeared in Digest Sept 1983). 

Two of the engines had seized up, but a new reconditioning programme was 
started by Elliott Sacharow who obtained replacement engines from New 
Zealand. He and his restoration team gave it a new name, Seaflite, and had 
hopes of restoring it to flying condition. In 1990 it was still looking as if RAF 
Coastal Command would have been proud to have it as a transport, all white with 
RAF roundels and its old serial NJ203. 

I thought of dedicating this article to Johnny Hackett, a pilot who flew all the Short 
civil flying boats from the C class to the Solent in war and peace, but I'm sure he 
would have laughed and thought it pretentious. Nevertheless I know that, brief as 
it is, he would have been pleased to see this history of the civil Sunderland and 
its developments. I hope that his flying log books were preserved after his death 
and that his own story may one day be written - JM. 

>A-AAlJi 
__ -JU 

Left: At first glance just 
2 Sunderlands being 
broken up, in fact it is 
possible to find 5 Solents 
in the background by 
identifiable features: 
left, deep chine; centre, 
curved fin fillet: right row, 
three with 4-strut wingtip 
floats. The 5 dismantled 
at Belfast were G-AHIM, 
•R, 'S, 'Tand'W. 
(via Dave Welch) 
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Post-War Surplus AT-6s 
COMPILED BY DAN HAGEDORN WITH ADDITIONAL MATERIAL BY BENNO GOETHALS PART1 

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS 

Well-known for his research into Latin American aviation, Dan 
Hagedorn has recently put the finishing touches to a definitive 
study of the North American AT-6 series in the region, to be pub-
lished shortly by Air-Britain. He began a listing to help to identify 
some of the NA-16 and AT-6 series aircraft that were exported to 
Latin America via civil brokers, a list which soon gained a life of its 
own. He was able, because of several unique opportunities, to 
assemble, for the first time, a fairly accurate picture of the post-war 
surplus AT-6 market. A number of research benefits beyond the 
original aim that had not been anticipated resulted, and so the 
entire listing will now appear in Archive. With the help of Air-
Britain's Harvard/Texan specialist Benno Goethals we have also 
been able to add many subsequent histories to the document. We 
would of course welcome and observations or additions from read-
ers to help to make the data even more complete. 

Only a few NA-16 series aircraft gained US CAA registration numbers 
prior to WW2. These were issued mainly for flight test or delivery pur-
poses. Post war, the two large US services, the USAAF and US Navy, 
decided to surplus nearly all of the older Texan variants via the War 
Assets Administration (WAA) or the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation (RFC). These were sold for a low of around $850 to a high 
of $1,500, to US citizen buyers, with the latter figure being the most 
common price. An unknown, but apparently substantial quantity of oth-
ers, however, were sold surplus direct to North American Aviation and 
several "scrap" dealers and these have proven to be the most difficult 
to track. A July 1st 1953 memo from NAA to the CAA tells the reasons 
for this. It states, in part, with regard to aircraft N87450, that "....the air-
plane with this NC number has been completely dismantled and its 
identity destroyed". In effect, once NAA rebuilt the aircraft - to a num-
ber of varying specifications - the original identity simply became moot. 

The CAA, for its part, issued very strict guidance to owners who wished 
to gain US registration numbers for their NA-16/AT-6/SNJ/Harvard 
series aircraft. These consisted of eight mandatory steps that had to be 
followed in every cdse. This "demilitarization" gave rise to a small 
industry, wherein nations not eligible to acquire the relatively inexpen-
sive yet efficacious aircraft via US governmental programs, bought 
them commercially - but often only after that had been "re-militarized"! 
The CAA Memo which dictated the demilitarization is quoted here in its 
entirety, as it is not believed to have been published openly before: 

Above: The ramp scene at NAA's Los Angeles Municipal Airport facili-
ty where at least 38 assorted Texans. most with US civil registrations, 
await rework to either T-6D Standard or T-6G configuration. NAA kept 
virtually no records of the previous identities of these aircraft as it was 
inconsequential at the time. (NAA960-785A via Boeing Archives) 

Modifications Necessary For the 
Demilitarization of AT-6 Type Aircraft 

When any or all of the military equipment mentioned hereinafter is 
found on a specific aircraft, that aircraft will be considered demilitarized 
when the equipment, as explained below, is completely removed to the 
satisfaction of an authorized C.A.A. inspector. 

1. Contractor designed internal bomb racks located in the under part of 
each wing must be removed. 
2. Fixed guns in the wing and all supports for these guns which are not 
part of the structure of the aircraft must be removed. Gun ports must be 
sealed after the guns and supports have been taken out. All ammuni-
tion cans, feed chutes, and link and case ejection chutes must be 
removed from the wing gun assembly, including all supports not part of 
the structure of the aircraft. 
3. All models which have synchronized fixed gun assembly in the fuse-
lage forward of the cockpit must be modified so that the cowling 
"bulge", the cowling cutout and muzzle blast projector are eliminated. 
The ammunition can, link and case ejector chutes for this assembly and 
all supports not part of the aircraft structure must be removed. The 
cutout in the instrument panel to receive the breech block buffer back 
plate and charging mechanism for this gun must be eliminated. 
4. The reflector and the gun site (sic) in front of the pilot at the base of 
the center windshield section must be removed. 
5. All switches of a military nature on the pilot's panel in the cockpit (i.e., 
the gun safety switch, the bomb safety switch, the gun selector switch, 
the bomb selector switch and the gun site (sic) rheostat must be elimi-
nated. All wires connecting these switches with the mechanism which 
they operate must be removed in so far as possible without dislocating 
any major section of the airframe. All fuses in the electrical systems 
operating military equipment must be taken from the fuse panel. 
6. The bomb release handle in the cockpit must be removed. All con-
nections between the bomb release handle and the bomb racks must 
be taken out. 
7. Where a flexible gun is installed in the rear cockpit, the gun itself, its 
trunion and the gunner's ring on which it operates must be removed. All 
ammunition cans, feed chutes, etc., for this assembly must be taken out. 
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8. Where a fixed gun camera is installed, the camera and all its mounts 
which are not part of the structure of the aircraft must be removed. 

This guidance, in no small part, provided NAA, TEMCO, Spartan, 
Embry-Riddle and a host of other smaller overhaulers, with consider-
able work after the war! 

The accompanying listing reveals that at least 1,430 NA-16 and AT-6 
variant aircraft received US civil registration marks between 1935 and 
1953. Of these, at least 472 were exported to various foreign destina-
tions (most post-war), while at least 196 (and probably many more) 
were "sold back" to NAA, TEMCO or other major overhaulers, for even-
tual resale to either the US armed forces (again!) or foreign buyers. 
Less than a dozen of the registrations reflected on this listing survived 
on the register beyond the end of the 1950s. 

The large number of SNJ-4s registered to the CAA between 1946 and 
1948 are interesting in and of themselves. At least 108 aircraft were 
involved, and nearly all that survived were returned to either the US 
Navy or USAAF in 1948. It is this writer's contention that these are the 
source for the so-called "T-6Cs" that received USAAF serials 48-1301 
to 48-1368, often characterized in USAF documents as being "recap-
tured" aircraft! Since the SNJ-4s never had USAAF serials, the service 

was left with no alternative than to issue "new" Fiscal Year 1948 serials 
to them! 

Some aircraft cannot be accounted for on this listing, especially, in the 
NC66000 to 69000 range, simply because, for reasons unknown, the 
FAA gave the order in 1972 that some 54 boxes of registration records 
in these particular ranges were to be destroyed - no reason given. 
Thus, unfortunately, we may never know the identities of these aircraft 
or their fates. 

Several things become very clear upon a close review of this listing. 
First, the vast majority of the aircraft are pre-AT-6D and SNJ-5 variants. 
Second, a much larger number of these were exported than could be 
accounted for on the listing - perhaps as many as 50% or more of the 
total of 1,430. Third, the number sold back to NAA is almost certainly 
closer to 300+. 

Hopefully, this start will aid future researchers in gaining a fuller under-
standing of this surprising facet of post-war U.S. civil aviation. The 25 
SNJ-3s and SNJ-4s, for instance, registered to Embry Riddle in the 
range NC-65755 to 65799, were almost all certainly exported (a few are 
known; the others are believed to have gone to the Dominican 
Republic) but corroborating documents have simply not surfaced. 

The first part of Dan Hagedorn's original listing now follows. All additions to this list by Benno Goethals are shown below in italics 

Fate 

To N5285N, and exported to unknown destination 
on E-20729. Became SAAF 7670 
To N5299N 
Assigned Region 3. To U.S. Navy c. 13/7/48 
BuA 26739 
Stationed at Washington. Transferred to USAAF 
20/5/48. Later N4847V, SAAF 7692, N7692Z 
Correct c/n 88-11034. CAA Service Unit, 
Washington, DC. Disassembled for parts c.19/12/46 
Became 48-1361 
Became 48-1363 
Assembled from spare parts of NC-294 (q.v.) 
c.26/3/47. To Navy & WAA 10/6/48 BuA 05549 
Correct c/n 88-9858. Became 48-1323 
Correct c/n 88-9598. Assigned Region 1, Florida. To 
USAAF 24/5/48 Became 48-1317 
Assigned Region 7, Seattle. To USAAF 14/6/48 
Became 48-1335 

Assigned Region 5, To USAAF 19/5/48 
Became 48-1360 

Correct serial BuA 10266. Returned to BuA 10266, 
To N7093C 
Became 48-1310 
Correct c/n 88-11035. Became 48-1362 

Returned to BuA 10288. Later N3747X 
Correct c/n 88-9743. Became 48-1319 
Became Portuguese Navy 1-6. Later 
Portuguese AF 1652 
Identity still unclear 
Became 48-1325 
Became 48-1322 
Correct serial BuA 26745 
Correct c/n 88-10173. Became 48-1326 

Became 48-1343. Later N99292 

Became 48-1308 
Correct c/n 88-9446. Became 48-1311 
Surveyed Region 4 26/3/47. To NC-194 (q.v.) 
Returned to BuA 05549 
Assigned Region 1, Florida. To USAAF 13/7/48 
Became 48-1340 

Assigned Region 4. To USAAF 13/7/48 
Became 48-1307 

CAA Number 
(US Regn) 

NC-111 

NC-120 
NC-174 

NC-175(1) 

NC-175(2) 

NC-180 
NC-194 

NC-211 
NC-252 

NC-253 

NC-262 
NC-263 

NC-267 
NC-268 
NC-269 

NC-270 
NC-271 
NC-272 
NC-273 
NC-274 
NC-275 

NC-276 
NC-277 
NC-278 
NC-279 
NC-280 
NC-282 
NC-285 
NC-289 
NC-291 
NC-292 
NC-294 

NC-295 

NC-296 
NC-297 

Type 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-3 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-3 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

Previous USAAF 
or USN Serial 

BuA 26469 

BuA 26714 
BuA 26739 

BuA 10117 

BuA 26660 

BuA 26712 
BuA 05549 

BuA10134 
BuA10039 

BuA 10292 

BuA 10100 
BuA 26659 

BuA 26738 
.BuA 05580 
BuA 27658 

BuA 09893 
BuA 26661 
BuA 10004 
BuA 10288 
BuA 10059 
BuA 26715 

BuA 26552 
BuA 10188 
BuA 10080 
BuA 26754 
BuA 10194 
BuA10082 
BuA 26548 
BuA 09881 
BuA 09886 
BuA 09931 
BuA 05549 

BuA 26488 

BuA 09961 
BuA 09831 

NAA Serial 
Number (c/n) 

88-10396 

88-11198 
88-11223 

88-9831 

"1134" 

88-11196 
88-9056 

88-9895 
9598 

88-10297 

88-9804 
88-11033 

88-11222 
88-9087 
88-10271 

88-9408 
"1135" 
88-9563 
88-10293 
88-10059 
88-11199 

88-10717 
88-10167 
88-9774 
88-11229 
88-10773 
88-9776 
88-10713 
88-9396 
88-9401 
88-9447 
88-9056 

88-10415 

88-9476 
88-9346 

Owner and Location 

CAA, Washington, 

CAA, Washington, 

CAA, Washington, 

CAA, Washington, 

CAA, Washington, 

CAA, Washington, 

CAA, Washington, 

CAA, Washington, 

CAA, Washington, 

CAA, Washington, 
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DC 

DC 

DC 

DC 

DC 

DC 

DC 

DC 

DC 

DC 



Above: Rare view of the North American Aviation conversion line at Los Angeles as of 18.4.46 as six aircraft are rehabilitated on the line. The work 
performed varied from extensive to cosmetic, from aircraft to aircraft, although certain items were standard for each customer such as radio equip-
ment, armament, etc. (NAA 920-37B via Hal Andrews) 

NC-298 

NC-301 

NC-302 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

BuA 26590 

BuA 26734 

BuA 10185 

88-10884 

88-11218 

88-10164 

NC-303 
NC-304 

NC-305 
NC-306 

NC-307 
NC-308 

NC-309 

NC-310 

NC-311 

NC-312 
NC-313 

NC-314 

NC-315 

NC-316 

NC-317 

NC-318 

NC-319 

NC-320 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4' 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

BuA 26736 
BuA26611 

BuA 10022 
BuA 26610 

' BuA 05608 
BuA10315 

BuA10058 

BuA 10241 

BuA 26550 

BuA 26598 
BuA 26633 

BuA 26472 

BuA 26608 

BuA 05541 

BuA10003 

BuA 9836 

BuA 26632 

BuA 26634 

88-11220 
"26611" 

88-9581 
88-10904 

88-9115 
88-10320 

88-9742 

88-10230 

88-10715 

88-10892 
88-11007 

88-10399 

88-10902 

88-9048 

88-9562 

88-9351 

88-11006 

88-11008 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 
CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

Assigned Region 2. To US Navy 20/5/48 
Returned to BuA 26590 
Assigned Region 1. To USAAF 21/5/48 
Became 48-1367 
Assigned Washington, DC then Aero Standardization 
Center, Ok City. Surveyed 17/1/47 but reassembled 
from spares and re-registered as NC-346 (q.v.), 
Later became 48-1324 
Surveyed as dbr 8/5/46. Scrapped 
Correct c/n 88-10905. Assigned Region 7. Surveyed 
27/6/47. Became 48-1350 

Assigned Region 3. To US Navy 1/6/48 
Returned to BuA 26610 
Became 48-1304 
Assigned Region 5. To USAAF 19/5/48 
Became 48-1337 
Assigned Region 4. To USAAF 21/6/48 
Became 48-1318 
Assigned Region 5. To USAAF 19/5/48 
Became 48-1331 
Assigned Region 1. To USAAF 7/6/48 
Became 48-1344 

Assigned Region 1. To USAAF 4/6/48 
Became 48-1355 
Assigned Region 5. To USAAF 19/5/48 
Became 48-1339 
Assigned Region 1. To USAAF 3/6/48 
Became 48-1349 
Assigned Region 4. To USAAF 21/6/48 
Became 48-1302 
Assigned Region 1. To USAAF 4/6/48 
Became 48-1314 
Correct serial BuA 09836. Returned to BuA 09836. 
Later to N9589C 
Assigned Region 1. To USAAF 25/6/48 
Became 48-1354 
Assigned Region 3. To US Navy 1/6/48 
Returned to BuA 26634 
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NC-323 

NC-324 

NC-325 

NC-326 

NC-327 
NC-328 
NC-329 

NC-330 

NC-331 

NC-332 
NC-338 
NC-339 

NC-340 

NC-346 

NC-347 
NC-348 

NC-349 

NC-351 

NC-352 

NC-354 

NC-355 

NC-356 

NC-357 

NC-358 

NC-359 

NC-360 

NC-362 

NC-363 
NC-364 

NC-366 

NC-367 
NC-369 

NC-370 

NC-371 
NC-372 

NC-373 

NC-374 

NC-375 

NC-376 
NC-378 
NC-379 

NC-380 

NC-381 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 ' 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

BuA 09820 

BuA 26693 

BuA 26539 

BuA 26614 

BuA 26637 
BuA10310 
BuA 26656 

BuA10236 

BuA 05584 

BuA10202 
BuA 26747 
BuA 26728 

BuA 10030 

(BuA 10185) 

BuA 26603 
BuA10262 

BuA 26427 

BuA 10096 

BuA10092 

BuA 10078 

BuA10071 

BuA 26617 

BuA 26476 

BuA 26577 

BuA 26621 

BuA 26593 

BuA 26711 

BuA10148 
.BuA 09934 

BuA 09925 

BuA 09935 
BuA 10210 

BuA 26462 

BuA 26740 
BuA26516 

BuA 09891 

BuA 26618 

BuA10290 

BuA 09939 
BuA10024 
BuA 26575 

BuA 05597 

BuA 26526 

88-9365 

88-11107 

88-10703 

88-10908 

88-11011 
88-10315 
88-11029 

88-10225 

88-9091 

88-10181 
88-11231 
88-11212 

88-9589 

(88-10164) 

88-10897 
88-10267 

88-10322 

88-9800 

88-9796 

88-9772 

88-9765 

88-10911 

88-10403 

88-10741 

88-10015 

88-10887 

"88-26711' 

88-10117 
88-9548 

88-9440 

88-9450 
88-10189 

88-10389 

88-11224 
88-22303 

88-9406 

88-10912 

88-10295 

88-9454 
88-9583 
88-10739 

88-9104 

88-10690 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 
CAA, Washington, DC 
CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 
CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 
CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

Correct c/n 88-9335. Assigned Region 1. To USAAF 
3/6/48. Became 48-1306 
Assigned Region 2. To US Navy 20/5/48 
Returned to BuA 26693 
Assigned Region 3, Chicago. Surveyed 5/6/47 and 
used for spares ? Became 48-1342 
Assigned Region 7. To USAAF 14/6/48 
Became 48-1351 
To N5336N (N5336 ?) 
Became 48-1336 
Assigned Region 4. To USAAF 21/6/48 
Became 48-1359 
Assigned Region 4. Surveyed 10/1/47 but also cited 
as going to USAAF 20/5/48 Became 48-1329 
Assigned Region 6. To US Navy 14/5/48 
Returned to BuA 05584 
Assigned Region 2. Surveyed 26/12/46 
Assigned Region 4. Surveyed 25/1/51 
Assigned Washington, DC then CAA Aero Center, 
Ok City. Surveyed 17/1/47 but also cited as to 
USAAF 20/5/48 Became 48-1365 
Assigned Region 2. To US Navy 26/5/48 
Returned to BuA 10030 
Reassembled from parts of NC-302 (q.v.). Assigned 
Region 4. To USAAF 21/6/48 Became 48-1324 
Assigned Region 6. Cane. 18/8/48 
Assigned Standardization Center, Ok City. Surveyed 
17/1/47 Became 48-1332 
To CAA, Mexico City 6/6/46. To Ok City and 
cannibalized 22/4/47'. However, another document 
says to USAAF 20/5/48 Became 48-1334 
Assigned Region 6. To US Navy 14/5/48 
Returned to BuA 10096 
Assigned Region 2. To US Navy 20/5/48 
Returned to BuA 10092. Later N47040 
Assigned Region 6. To US Navy 14/5/48 
Returned to BuA 10078 
Assigned Region 5. To USAAF 19/5/48 
Became 48-1320 
Assigned Region 4. To USAAF 9/6/48 
Became 48-1352 
Assigned Region 3. To US Navy 3/6/48 
Returned to BuA 26476 
Assigned Region 1. To USAAF 17/6/48 
Became 48-1347 
Correct c/n 88-10915 
Assigned Region 5. Surveyed 29/1/51 
Assigned Region 1. To USAAF 3/6/48 
Became 48-1348 
Assigned Region 2. To US Navy 20/5/48 
Identity still unclear 
Returned to BuA 10148. To N6411D 
Assigned Region 3. To US Navy 2/6/48 
Identity uncertain: either BuA 09934 / 88-9449 or 
BuA 09989 / 88-9548 ? 
Assigned Safety Bureau. To US Navy 3/8/48 
Returned to BuA 09925 
Returned to BuA 09935. To N2838D, N101X 
Assigned Region 4. To USAAF 16/6/48 
Became 48-1328 
Assigned Region 4. To U.S. Navy 22/6/48 
However, to USAAF and became 48-1338 
Assigned Region 3. To US Navy 2/6/48 (?) 
Correct c/n 88-10680. Assigned Region 1. To 
USAAF 3/6/48 Became 48-1341 
Assigned Region 5. To USAAF 19/5/48 
Became 48- ? 
Assigned Region 7. To USAAF 14/6/48 
Became 48-1353 
Assigned Region 3. To US Navy 8/6/48 
Returned to BuA 10290 
Became 48-1312 

Assigned Region 7. To USAF 14/6/48 
Became 48-1346 
Assigned Region 2. To US Navy 20/5/48 
Returned to BuA 05597 
Assigned Region 3. To US Navy 1/6/48 
Returned to BuA 26526 To be continued. . . 
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Complete Civil Registers 
EAST 
GERMANY 
DM- / DDR-
1955-91 

13 

BY PETER GERHARDT 

PART TWENTY-ONE 

DM-WFE(1) YakovlevYak-18U (2404) 
Built .56, regd to GST 14.7.59, regn eld 1.7.70. 

DM-WFE (2) Moravan Zlin Z-43 (0042) 
Certified at Schonhagen 10.9.74, regd to GST 11.9.74, to DDR-WFE 
27.10.82, to BTS as D-EWFE 10.6.91, op by FC Schonhagen, operator 
transferred to FSK Cottbus at Neuhausen 7.92, released 9.94, to MFC 
"Pilots Only", Jahnsdorf 11.95; current. 

DM-WFF(1) YakovlevYak-1811 (2409) 

Built .56, regd to GST 16.7.59, regn eld 13.11.69. 

DM-WFF (2) Moravan Zlin Z-43 Not taken up. 

DM-WFG(1) Yakovlev Yak-18U (2624) 
Built .57, regd to GST 14.7.59, regn eld 1 .7.70. 
DM-WFG (2) Moravan Zlin Z-43 (0043) 
Certified at Schonefeld 10.9.74, regd to GST 11.9.74, to DDR-WFG 
10.3.82, to BTS as D-EWFG 18.6.91, operated by LSV; released 8.94; 
current. 

DM-WFH(1) Yakovlev Yak-18U (2401) 
Built .56, regd to GST 15.7.59, regn eld 30.9.71, broken up. 

DM-WFH (2) Moravan Zlin Z-43 (0044) 
Certified at Schonefeld 10.9.74, regd to GST 11.9.74, to DDR-WFH 
10.3.82, to BTS as D-EWFH 14.5.91, operated by MFC Magdeburg, 
however based at Schonhagen 91-93, released 4.94; current. 

DM-WFI(1) Yakovlev Yak-18U (2329) 
Built .56, regd to GST 11.7.59, regn eld 16.2.72. 

DM-WFI (2) Moravan Zlin Z-43 (0074) 
Regd to GST 14.7.76, to DDR-WFI 30.11.81, CofA expired 1.5.90, 
D-EWFI reserved for LSV Neuhausen, 19.12.90, however remained at 
Schonhagen, 14.9.91 reallocated to FSK Cottbus at Neuhausen, permit 
issued as such 16.1.92 as D-EWFI, permit expired 16.4.92, released to 
Deutscher Prazisionsflug-Forderverein .94, to LSV Gera 18.4.95, to 
LSV Greiz 22.8.95, regd to LSV Greiz-Obergroch-Litz 5.96; current. 

DM-WFJ Yakovlev Yak-18U (2402) 
Built .56, regd to GST 14.7.59, regn eld 16.8.71. 

DM-WFK Yakovlev Yak-18U (2625) 
Built .57, regd to GST 11.7.59, regn eld 14.7.69. 

DM-WFL Yakovlev Yak-18U (0503) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 15.4.76, written off. 

DM-WFM Yakovlev Yak-18A (0506) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 1.12.72. 

DM-WFN Yakovlev Yak-18A (0510) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 21.3.75. 

DWI-WFO Yakovlev Yak-18A (0430) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 1.2.77, written off. 

DM-WFP Yakovlev Yak-18A (0514) 
Built .58, regd to GST'6.2.60, regn eld 1.2.77, written off. 

DM-WFQ(1) Yakovlev Yak-18A (0517) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 6.7.60, written off. 

DM-WFQ(2) Yakovlev Yak-18A (1907) 
Built .58, regd to GST 18.7.68, regn eld 25.9.72. 

Above: Yak-18U DM-WFK of GST at Leipzig-Mockau on 9.8.59. 
(Peter Gerhard) 
Below: Moravan Zlin Z-43 DDR-WFI protected from the elements at 
Schonhagen on 16.7.91. (Wim Zwakhals) 

QDR^WFI 

DM-WFR Yakovlev Yak-18A (0518) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 26.2.74. 

DM-WFS Yakovlev Yak-18A (0522) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 21.3.75. 

DM-WFT Yakovlev Yak-18A (0523) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 1.12.72. 

DM-WFU Yakovlev Yak-18A (0528) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 9.8.78, broken up. 

DM-WFV Yakovlev Yak-18A (0530) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 21.3.75, broken up. 

DM-WFW Yakovlev Yak-18A (0602) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WFX Yakovlev Yak-18A (0608) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 25.9.72. 

DM-WFY Yakovlev Yak-18A (0611) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 1.12.77, written off. 

DM-WFZ Yakovlev Yak-18A (0614) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 15.4.76, written off. 

DM-WGA Yakovlev Yak-18A (0612) 
Built .58, regd to GST 6.2.60, regn eld 24.5.76, broken up. 

DM-WGB Yakovlev Yak-18A (0512) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WGC Yakovlev Yak-18A (0519) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 13.1.78, broken up. 

DM-WGD Yakovlev Yak-18A (0524) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 15.4.76, written off. 

DM-WGE Yakovlev Yak-18A (0526) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 27.2.73, broken up. 

DM-WGF Yakovlev Yak-18A (0604) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WGG Yakovlev Yak-18A (0515) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 27.6.75. 
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Left: Amongst a very mixed 
selection of aircraft, PZL-104 
Wilga DDR-WHD was still 
active in its East German 
marks at Schonhagen on 
16.7.91. (Wim Zwakhals) 

DM-WGH Yakovlev Yak-18A (0525) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 24.8.78, broken up. 

DM-WGI Yakovlev Yak-18A (0527) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 21.1.80. Although broken up, 
fuselage less engine/wings/prop went to FK Chemnitz .91, since under 
restoration at Jahnsdorf, D-EJGF reserved 2.6.92. 
NOTE: It is known that this a/c originally served with LSK, so that it is 
likely that all the Yakovlev Yak-18 aircraft came from the military. 

DM-WGJ (1) Yakovlev Yak-18A (0511) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 27.2.73, broken up. 

DM-WGJ (2) Yakovlev Yak-18A (1902) 
Built 59, regd to GST 15.1.74, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WGK(1) Yakovlev Yak-18A (0520) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 27.2.73, broken up. 

DM-WGK(2) Yakovlev Yak-18A (1913) 
Built .59, regd to GST 28.12.73, regn eld 1.2.77, written off. 

DM-WGL(1) Yakovlev Yak-18A (0505) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 27.2.73, broken up. 

DM-WGL(2) Yakovlev Yak-18A (0613) 
Built .58, regd to GST 28.12.73, regn eld 1.12.77, written off. 

DM-WGM Yakovlev Yak-18A (0601) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 27.6.75, broken up. 

DM-WGN Yakovlev Yak-18A (0502) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 31.5.73, written off. 

DM-WGO Yakovlev Yak-18A (0501) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 15.4.76, written off. 

DM-WGP Yakovlev Yak-18A (0513) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.8.64, regn eld 21.3.75, broken up. 

DM-WGQ Yakovlev Yak-18A (1909) 
Built .58, regd to GST 7.11.64, regn eld 24.8.78, broken up. 

DM-WGR Yakovlev Yak-18A (0507) 
Built .58, regd to GST 27.8.64, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WGS Yakovlev Yak-18A (0606) 
Built .58, regd to GST 27.8.64, regn eld 1.2.77, written off. 

DM-WGT Yakovlev Yak-18A (0529) 
Built .58, regd to GST 27.8.64, regn eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WGU Yakovlev Yak-18A (0610) 
Built .58, regd to GST 27.8.64, regn eld 1.2.77, written off. 

DM-WGV Yakovlev Yak-18A (0609) 
Built .58, regd to GST 27.8.64, regn eld 27.2.73, broken up. 

DM-WGW Yakovlev Yak-18A (0516) 
Built .58, regd to GST 7.11.64, regn eld 21.1.80. 

DM-WGX Yakovlev Yak-18A (0521) 
Built .58, regd to GST 7.11.64, regn eld 24.5.76, broken up. 

DM-WGY Yakovlev Yak-18A (0616) 
Built .58, regd to GST 7.11.64, regn eld 1.2.77, broken up. 

DM-WGZ Yakovlev Yak-18A (1904) 
Built .59, regd to GST 7.11.64, regn eld 1.7.77, written off. 

DM-WHA(1) Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151124) 
Built .58, regd to GST 3.2.60, regn eld 29.1.74, written off. 

DM-WHA(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (74213) 
Built .74, certified at Warsaw 30.1.75, regd to GST 12.2.75, to DDR-

WHA 10.12.81, to BTS as D-EWHA 30.5.91, operated by FK 
Brandenburg, released 4.94; current. 

DM-WHB(1) Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151216) 
Built .59, regd to GST 3.2.60, regn eld 16.2.72. 

DM-WHB(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (74214) 
Regd to GST 18.4.75, to DDR-WHB 13.10.82, written off 26.8.89, never 
cancelled, wreck stored at Gera. 

DM-WHC(1) Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151219) 
Built .59, regd to GST 3.2.60, regn eld 25.7.72. 

DM-WHC(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (74215) 
Certified at Warsaw 9.4.75, regd to GST 18.4.75, to DDR-WHC 
10.12.81, to BTS as D-EHWC 4.4.91, operated by LSV Ostharz at 
Aschersleben, released 6.94; current. 

DM-WHD(1) Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151220) 
Built .59, regd to GST 3.2.60, regn eld 1.12.72. 

DM-WHD(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (74216) 
Certified at Warsaw 9.4.75, regd to GST 18.4.75, to DDR-WHD 7.7.82, 
to BTS as D-EWHD 7.10.91, operated by FSV "Otto Lilienthal" at Stolln-
Rhinow, released 5.94; current. 

DM-WHE(1) Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151221) 
Built .59, regd to GST 3.2.60, regn eld 30.12.65, written off. 

DM-WHE(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86226) 
Certified at Warsaw 26.5.76, regd to GST 16.6.76, to DDR-WHE 
24.5.82, to BTS as D-EWHE 25.7.91, operated by AC Schwarzheide, 
released 6.94; current. 

DM-WHF(1) Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151122) 
Built .59, regd to GST 25.3.60, regn eld 6.12.71. 

DM-WHF(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86227) 
Certified at Warsaw 28.5.76, regd to GST 16.6.76, to DDR-WHF 
21.12.82, to BTS as D-EWHF 12.6.91, operated by FC Gardelegen, 
released 4.94; current. 

DM-WHG(1) Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151105) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.3.60, regn eld 31.5.73. 

DM-WHG (2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86228) 
Certified at Warsaw 28.5.76, regd 16.6.76, to DDR-WHG 21.12.82, 
overhauled at Krosno 25.9.85, to BTS as D-EWHG 12.6.91, operated by 
FK Roitzschjora, transferred to LSC Leipzig at Roizschjora in .92, 
released 11.94; regn cancelled 4.99. 

DM-WHH Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151106) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.3.60, written off Anklam 30.5.68, regn eld on 
same day. 

DM-WHI(1) Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151118) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.3.60, regn eld 10.9.70. 

DM-WHI(2) WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86229) 
Regd to GST 16.6.76, to DDR-WHI 21.12.82, provisionally regd to BTS 
as D-EWHI 5.2.91, operated by FK "Hugo Junkers" at Dessau, fully regd 
6.91, transferred to MFV Ballenstedt 18.4.93, and then to FC 
Schbnebeck at Magdeburg 12.93, released 4.94; current. 

DM-WHJ Aero L-60 Brigadyr (151117) 
Built .58, regd to GST 25.3.60, written off Mockau 8.5.66, regn eld on 
same day. 

DM-WHK WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86230) 
Certified at Warsaw 28.5.76, regd to GST 30.6.76, to DDR-WHK 
21.12.82, overhauled at Warsaw 2.8.88, to BTS as D-EWHK 17.6.91, 
operated by FSC Suhl, CofA expired 10.92, permit issued 29.10.93 for 
ferry from Suhl to Bayreuth for overhaul, transferred to FC llmenau later, 
released 11.94, based Pennewitz; current. 

To be continued.... 
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HEAD-O N VIEW No.5 
The Wicko 
Prototype 

JACK MEADEN 

Above: The prototype head-on. from the previous issue HOV No.5. shows the radiator under the clean nose cowling, splayed cantilever undercar-
riage legs with wheel spats and 2 parallel-strut wing bracing. (Aeroplane via Jack Meadon) 

THE WIKNER MONOPLANES 
Part 2. 
Here, the two series of articles coincide to cover 
the same topic. 

Geoffrey Wikner left Australia for England in May 
1934 and arrived holding an Australian commercial 
pilot's licence and ground engineer's licences in all 
4 categories. Unfortunately the Air Ministry would 
not validate them and he had to take the examina-
tions for the British licences. He did not have the 
funds necessary to take the British commercial 
pilot's B licence and took an A private pilot's licence 
which he considered adequate for his needs. 

While studying for the engineer's licences he had to 
work for a living and it happened that he had arrived 
at the time when a number of aircraft firms were 
busily engaged in making preparations for the 1934 
England - Australia Air Race which was to take 
place in October. He obtained work on the assem-
bly and preparation of two American aircraft which 
were to take part, the first of these being ex Fleet Air 
Arm pilot Lt Cdr Glen Kidston's Cape record-break-
ing Lockheed Vega G-ABGK (Kidston had the reg-
istration changed from G-ABFE to incorporate his 
initials GK) which had been purchased by H C 
(Jimmy) Woods for the race. But that's another 
story, and so was the second aircraft on which he 
worked, another record breaker the Bellanca 28-70 
EI-AAZ 'Irish Swoop' which was being prepared by 
Rollasons for pilots J C Fitzmaurice and E W Bonar. 

After this he worked for the British Klemm company 
for a while before moving on to Imperial Airways 
where he designed the first reclining passenger 
seats, which were fitted to the Handley Page HP 42 
airliners. t 

He then became Engineer in Charge of the 
Experimental Workshop at Woodley and worked 
with F G Miles on cockpit layouts for such as the 
Hawcon and Nighthawk, but said that his most 

Above: In Britain. Geoffrey Wikner worked on the assembly of Lockheed Vega G-ABGK 
c/n 155 as an entry for the 1934 England - Australia air race, seen here at Hanworth 
wearing its race no.36. It crashed at Aleppo but was rebuilt and became VH-UVK / 
A42-1 in Australia, (via JM) 
Below: Wikner also worked on race entry no. 29 which was Bellanca 28-70 EI-AAZ c/n 902 
"Irish Swoop". It is seen here at Mildenhall but it did not take part in the race because 
official load testing for the brand new aircraft had not been completed in time. The same 
aircraft, re-registered NR190M and flown by Jim Mollison, later broke the Trans-Atlantic 
record after which it became G-AEPC. The Bellanca was eventually destroyed during the 
Spanish Civil War. (via JM) 
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After designing the Marendaz Special, Wikner 
left and formed Foster Wikner Aircraft. He pro-
duced the prototype Wicko, seen here (Below) 
during manufacture without the top cowling 
to show the converted Ford V8 engine. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 

Left: Not yet painted, the prototype with top 
cowl fitted but radiator not yet installed. Door 
is right side only. The wing leading edge is ply 
covered back to the front spar, the rest will be 
fabric covered. (Aeroplane via JM) 

Below, lower: Close-up of the nose ofG-AENU 
with Wikner running the engine shows up the 
projections, carburetter intake on top, six short 
stub exhausts and water-cooling radiator 
below, (via JM) 

interesting Miles job was the Pusher Project. This was 
shelved due to limited funds, but one of the features he 
incorporated was a 'swingover' control column which was 
later used on the Nighthawk and Peregrine. 

Tommy Rose, Miles Chief Test Pilot, then put him in touch 
with Marendaz for whom he designed the braced-wing 
2-seat Special monoplane (see Archive Winter 2001 page 
143 and Spring 2002 page 30) before, in his own words, he 
'parted company with the project which was subsequently 
redesigned'. 

After leaving Marendaz he started work on the design of an 
aircraft of his own and became associated with C G Durman 
and D W Bishop, with them commencing its construction in 
a corner of Lusty's Works at Colin Street, Bromley-by-Bow, 
London E3. 

A partnership was formed with furniture maker, James F Lusty, V 
Foster and G N Wikner to form the Foster Wikner Aircraft Co and 
build Wikner's design as the Wicko FW1. Wikner had converted a 
Ford V8 motor car engine with a Pobjoy reduction gear to drive a 
tractor propeller and with this power unit the Wicko was intended 
to sell at £425, approximately half the cost of contemporary light-
planes. The prototype Wicko was completed in July 1936 and 
taken by road to Stapleford Tawney airfield where Wikner flew it on 
its first flight on 21st September. 

The V8 engine with its Gallay radiator tucked away under the cabin 
provided a sharp nose cowling which gave the whole aircraft a 
clean-lined appearance. However for an output of 85 hp the engine 
with radiator weighed 450 lb and the result was a long take-off run 
and a disappointing rate of climb of only 470 ft/min. The maximum 
speed was 115 mph, cruising speed 98 mph and stalling speed 60 
mph. 

Left: Geoffrey Wikner 
with the prototype 
Wicko, now fully 
painted as G-AENU, 
showing the clean 
lines permitted by 
the V8 engine. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 
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Above: Frontal close-up of G-AENU with engine running shows the pilot's lack of 
forward view for taxying. (via JM) 

Left: 3-view drawing of the prototype Wicko FW1 with V8 engine (Jack Meaden) 

Below: Geoffrey Wikner with prototype Wicko G-AENU, now fitted with a 90 hp 
Cirrus Minor engine, a mass balance on the rudder and a fixed step on the entry 
door side. (Aeroplane via JM) 

In the event, the low performance was of no consequence, as a 
C of A could not be obtained with the V8 engine which had only 
single ignition and it was taken out of the prototype. It was not a 
complete loss, as it had provided much publicity. 

The Wicko was registered G-AENU on 18.9.36 and when it re-
appeared it was fitted with a 90 hp Cirrus Minor 4-cyl inverted in-
line engine and re-designated FW2. At this stage no other changes 
were made to the aircraft. 

The more powerful Cirrus Minor at 127 lb was only half the weight 
of the V8 and performance was noticeably improved. Maximum 
speed was 120 mph, cruising speed 103 mph and initial rate of 
climb 600 ft/min. 'Landing speed' was said to be 45 mph but 
although the stall was described as little more than a controlled 
sink this sounds very like a salesman's figure. The lighter Cirrus 
resulted in a reduction of empty weight to 938 lb, the permitted all-
up weight becoming t,500 lb. 

This was all well received and Wikner continued to be encouraged 
in a future for his design. It was aimed at the economical 2-seater 
market, met in America by the Pipers and Taylorcrafts and later to 
be beaten on weight by the 850 lb empty weight British Taylorcraft 

Plus D with the same 90 hp Cirrus but with a welded steel tube 
fuselage. 

Wikner was aware of the need for more power as will be seen, but 
his airframe, built for the V8, was already suitable for a heavier 
engine and no doubt for higher performance. It was based on his 
previous experience with wood structures and parallel-chord 
braced wings of Clark YH aerofoil section, all of which he believed 
appropriate for his intended market. 

The high wing had 2 widely spaced solid spruce spars with ply-
wood girder ribs and was fabric covered except for plywood lead-
ing edges. It was braced underneath on each side by two parallel 
faired tubular steel struts extending between the spars and the bot-
tom longerons. Cockpit access to the two side-by-side seats was 
by a door on the right side requiring entry between the wing struts. 

The spatted wheel undercarriage was cantilever with two faired-in 
vee legs and telescopic oil-damped shock absorbers. These pro-
jected into the cabin but were shortened on later models. The tail 
surfaces were all cantilever plywood-covered wood structures, the 
fin having a curved leading edge fillet to help in promoting a 
straight slipstream over the control surfaces. 
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Left, top: G-AENU in its FW2 form 
was the only Wicko with a Cirrus 
Minor engine. This flyover shows the 
parallel-chord wing without flaps and 
the two-strut underwing bracing. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 

Centre: Geoffrey Wikner with his wife 
Trudy in the cockpit of G-AENU. The 
prototype's overhead panels gave 
poor roof lighting, a feature that was 
improved on production aircraft, 
(via JM) 

Bottom: The prototype Wicko FW2 
G-AENU with Cirrus Minor making a 
fly-past, the long spats and smart 
paint scheme giving it quite a 'fast 
plane' look from this angle. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 

The FW2 was quite a good looking aeroplane, but it was still 
only a no-frills prototype. It had no brakes, so directional con-
trol on the ground was entirely by throttle and rudder, making 
use of the drag of the tail skid on the grass surfaces of the air-
fields of the time. It had no flaps, although this was not unusu-
al and sideslipping was still the regular method of losing 
excess height for light aircraft. It had no elevator trimmer, 
making it tiring to fly for long periods as it could not be flown 
'hands off. 

Probably worst of all, view from the cockpit was poor due to 
the shallow windscreen, lack of adequate rear-view windows, 
also poor roof lighting, so it was apparent that little considera-
tion had been given to pilot view during design. 

If this seems strange from its designer, by now an experi-
enced pilot, it should be recognised that he had grown up in 
the days when it was normal to have the pilot's cockpit in the 
rear fuselage, with his forward view obstructed by a long front 
fuselage and engine and a set of biplane wings with their 
struts and wires. 

Taken for granted was the then normal tail-down attitude on 
the ground with the engine obstructing the view directly 
forward. This made it necessary for the pilot to 'weave' the 
aircraft during taxying in order to see ahead either side of 
the nose and made the forward view through the sides of 

the windscreen most important. 
Some improvement was made to 
the Wicko by alterations to the 
struts at the front quarters of 
the windscreen, but pilot view 
would remain a poor feature. 

With only 90 hp, the FW2 prototype 
G-AENU was not considered 
suitable for wartime use and it 
was put into storage. Postwar it 
regained its C of A and reappeared 
at Birmingham/Elmdon. In its 
postwar form it acquired a long 
underside exhaust similar to that 
on the GM1, but it was otherwise 
unchanged. It was finally withdrawn 
from use at Plymouth in 1952. 

To be Continued. . . 
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Complete Civil Registers : 3 
New Zealand 

BY JANICGEELEN, 
RAYMOND DEERNESS 
& ROBERT KERR 

PART SEVENTY-SEVEN 

Right: Taylor Monoplane ZK-DQG, liberally 
bedecked with a variety of Aero Club stickers, 
receiving a bit of TLC atArdmore in February 2000. 
(Ian Burnett) 

ZK-DPZ Cessna 172M Skyhawk 17261372 26.10.73 
Ex N20535. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To W.T. 
Rainbow, Auckland 3.12.73; to Kurow Hotel Ltd, Kurow 
22.8.75; to A.J.Padgett, Dunedin 22.9.77; to Dalhoff & King 
Aviation Ltd, Auckland 22.2.78; to J.K. & D.H.Kenyon, Huntly 
20.3.78; to J.A.Cran, Auckland 2.4.81. Regn eld 30.6.89 on 
sale to Australia, regd VH-JCS 23.8.89. 

ZK-DQA Rockwell S2R Thrush Commander 1799R 4.1.74 
Ex N5699X. Aerial Sowing Ltd, Amberley. To Rowley Avn 
Ltd, Amberley 14.8.78. Regn eld 9.8.83 on sale to Australia, 
regd VH-LGG 31.8.83. 

ZK-DQB Rockwell S2R Thrush Commander 1817R 4.1.74 
Ex N5617X. Aerial Sowing Ltd, Amberley. To Rowley Avn 
Ltd, Amberley 14.8.78. Regn eld 15.6.82 on sale to Australia, 
regd VH-SSN 19.11.82 and w/o 31.1.92. 

ZK-DQC Rockwell S2R Thrush Commander 1810R 17.7.74 
Ex N5610X, N17531. Aerial Sowing Ltd, Amberley. To 
Central Avn Co Ltd, Dunedin 16.8.78. Regn eld 8.2.85 on 
sale to Australia, regd VH-DQW 24.3.1987; re-regd VH-SSN 
(see ZK-DQB above) 2.11.92. 

ZK-DQD Rockwell S2R Thrush Commander 1811R 19.3.74 
Ex N5611X, N17532. Aerial Sowing Ltd, Amberley. To 
Central Avn Co Ltd, Dunedin 17.5.74. Regn eld 4.1.85 on 
sale to Australia, regd VH-DQN 17.1.85; w/o 5.9.90. 

ZK-DQE Fletcher FU24-950M JAL-8 31.10.73 
James Aviation Ltd, Hamilton (Built from parts). F/f 8.4.74. 
To James Avn (Overseas) Ltd, Honiara, Solomon Islands 
28.4.80, having dep NZ by air 14.6.80. Re-regd H4-AAY to 
same owners 7.80 although NZ regn not cancelled. Retnd 
NZ by air 3.7.82. Regn eld 11.82. Re-regd ZK-DQE to James 
Avn Ltd, Hamilton 13.7.83. Last flight 13.10.87, wfu. Regn 
cancelled 30.9.88. 

ZK-DQF Cessna 207 Skywagon 20700053 25.10.73 
Ex N91066. Dennis Thompson International Ltd, Auckland. 
To Rotorua Aero Club, Rotorua 3.12.73; to Mount Fyffe 
Holdings Ltd, Kaikoura 2.3.89; to Fiordland Experience 
Group Ltd, Te Anau 23.5.89. Destroyed Milford Sound, 
Southland 30.12.89 when crashed following mid-air collision 
with Cessna 207 ZK-DAX. Fell into the Sound killing the pilot 
and six passengers on board. Regn eld 20.3.90. 

ZK-DQG Taylor JT1 Monoplane AACA/150 24.4.75 
E C Craigie, Auckland. To B H McAnulty, Manukau City, 
Auckland 27.5.98. Current. 

ZK-DQH Rockwell S2R Thrush Commander 1833R 30.4.74 
Ex N5633X, N17533. Aerial Sowing Ltd, Amberley. To Aerial 
Work (Marlborough) Ltd, Blenheim 13.6.74; to Aerial Work 
Ltd, Blenheim 2.6.78. Regn eld 26.9.79 on sale to Australia, 
regd VH-DQA 8.1.79. 

ZK-DQI Rockwell S2R Thrush Commander 1878R .74 
Ex N5678X. Aerial Sowing Ltd, Amberley. NTU, regd in 
Australia as VH-DQI 16.8.74 until 19.7.76. Regd ZK-DQI to 
Aerial Sowing Ltd, Amberley 20.8.76; to Rowley Avn Ltd, 
Amberley 14.8.78. Regn eld 25.7.85; regd VH-LGV 23.12.85. 

ZK-DQJ Rockwell S2R Thrush Commander 1974R 8.10.75 
Aerial Sowing Ltd, Amberley. To Rowley Avn Ltd, Amberley 
14.8.78. Regn eld 11.1.84 on sale to Australia, regd as 
VH-DQI 13.1.84. 

ZK-DQK Rockwell S2R Thrush Commander 1905R 
Ex N17534. Aerial Sowing Ltd, Amberley. 
Australia as VH-TXZ 14.7.76. 

NTU, 
.74 

regd in 

ZK-DQL Lake LA4-200 Buccaneer 591 .74 
(1) Ex N65659. Lake Aircraft (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU. Regd 

ZK-DQM instead, 5.6.74. 

ZK-DQL 
(2) 

Lake LA4-200 Buccaneer 581 23.5.74 
Ex N65642. Omaha Ocean Beach Resort Ltd, Auckland. 
Damaged, Lake Taupo 17.8.74 when overturned after a wing 
tip float dislodged during take off. Regn eld 21.11.74. Restd 
as ZK-DQL 15.12.75 to Aircraft (NZ) Ltd, Palmerston North; 
to G G Berryman, Christchurch 18.10.83; to Geo Berryman 
Ltd, Christchurch 13.12.85; to Leda Avn Corp, Invercargill 
25.11.92. Destroyed Lake Wakatipu, Queenstown 7.1.01 
when it flipped over on landing while practising circuits on 
the Lake. Regn eld 4.9.01 

ZK-DQL 
(3) 

ZK-DQM 

Barber Snark HA/2 MAANZ/460 
Ex ZK-FYE. G D McMillan, Invercargill. Current. 

16.11.01 

Lake LA4-200 Buccaneer 591 5.6.74 
Ex N65659, (ZK-DQL). Lake Aircraft (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To 
Omaha Ocean Beach Resort Ltd, Auckland 2.4.76; to B R 
Woodward, Auckland 15.5.79; to Sea Bee Air Ltd, Auckland 
18.11.80; to B D Armstrong, Auckland 13.7.83; to P C 
Fenwicke, E W & D C Bond, Wellington 16.6.86; to First 
Pacific Airlines Ltd, Port Vila, Vanuatu 22.7.99. Regn eld 
7.9.99, to Vanuatu register YJ- ? 

ZK-DQN Lake LA4-200 Buccaneer Unknown 
Lake Aircraft (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU. 

.74 
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Left: ZK-DQB was one of a batch of eight 
Rockwell S-2R Thrush Commanders 
imported in 1974 by Aerial Sowing Ltd of 
Amberley near Christchurch, all of which 
eventually found their way to the 
Australian register. Apart from one exam-
ple with Aerial Work, the only NZ opera-
tors of the type were Rowley Aviation and 
Central Aviation. (R W Kerr) 
Below: PA-32-260 Cherokee Six ZK-DQY 
seen at Ardmore 26.3.95, six months 
before it was written off in a forced landing 
at Rotorua. (Ian Burnett) 

ZK-DQO Lake LA4-200 Buccaneer Unknown 
Lake Aircraft (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU. 

ZK-DQP AESL Airtourer T3A 27R 3.10.73 
Ex ZK-CFJ, Victa Airtourer 100 rebuilt. Auckland Aero Club, 
Auckland. Destroyed Great Barrier Island when ground-
looped after a wingtip struck scrub while taking off 15.1.77. 
Regn cancelled 20.4.77. 

ZK-DQQ Beech B55-95 Baron TC-966 28.11.73 
Ex N2030W. Dennis Thompson International Ltd, Auckland. 
To Hikurangi Fisheries Ltd, Hikurangi 25.1.74; to South West 
Helicopters Ltd, Taupo 24.9.74; to Dennis Thompson 
International Ltd, Auckland 3.5.79; to M Poulsen, Rotorua 
9.6.83; to J E W Shivas, Ashburton 12.4.85. Flown to 
Australia 2.90 and regn eld 22.2.90. Parked at Archerfield, 
Qld, then Redcliffe, Qld. Regn VH-ARI .99 but NTU; regd 
VH-ARF 1.12.99. 

ZK-DQR Registration not yet allotted. 

ZK-DQS Piper PA-39 Twin Comanche C/R 39-78 16.10.73 
Ex N8919Y, N6R. Dennis Thompson International Ltd, 
Auckland. To R L Scrivener Construction Co Ltd, Tauranga 
3.12.73; to W W Hallwright, Auckland 16.7.75; to Ashburton 
Aviation Services Ltd, Ashburton 24.1.84; to J Shivas, 
Ashburton 8.2.84; to C A Ching, Christchurch 13.7.98; to B L 
& R Drake, Fernside, Rangiora 29.11.89. Regn eld 19.11.91 
on sale as VH-TPS, regd 6.1.92. 

ZK-DQT NZ Aerospace Airtrainer CT/4A CT/4A-003 16.10.73 
NZ Aerospace Industries Ltd, Hamilton. Regn eld 10.1.74 
and delivered to Royal Thai Air Force, Thailand as 1-16. 

ZK-DQU 

ZK-DQV 

Fairchild FH227D Friendship Unknown 
South Seas Airways Ltd, Wellington. NTU. 

.73 

Piper PA-28R-200 Cherokee Arrow II 
28R-7435001 11.2.74 

Ex N15344. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To H W Smith 
(West Coast) Ltd, Christchurch 24.9.74; to J S Lee, Dunedin 
24.7.75; to T F & T D Dick, Christchurch 16.7.79; to Russell 
Taylor Motors, Christchurch 24.6.85; to R G & A M Sumpter, 
Whangarei 15.4.93; to The Sumpter Trust, c/o A M Sumpter, 
Whangarei 20.3.02. Current. 

ZK-DQW Piper PA-32-260 Cherokee Six 32-7400023 11.2.74 
Ex N56537. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Waikato Aero 
Club, Hamilton 16.4.74. Destroyed Ohaupo, Waikato 
22.3.75, burnt out following forced-landing due to engine fail-
ure. Registration cancelled 7.4.75. 

ZK-DQX Piper PA-28-180 Cherokee Archer 
28-7405129 27.8.74 

Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To R N Walker, Christchurch 
5.11.74; to Porter Doe Motors Ltd, Feilding 5.10.78; to K M 
L Porter, Pauanui Beach 27.2.90; to L W Johns, Whangarei 
12.9.94. Current. 

ZK-DQY Piper PA-32-260 Cherokee Six 32-7400038 23.5.74 
Ex N41974. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To C J Haywood, 

New Plymouth 28.6.74; to D A Thompson, Auckland 
18.12.84; to Whiteleigh Holdings Ltd, Wanganui 12.2.85; to 
Hawera Aero Club Inc, Hawera 17.1.86. Crashed at Hawera 
Airfield 27.7.90 after colliding with a fence while landing. 
Regn eld 17.12.90. Restored to G C & L A Misson, 
Cambridge 24.9.91; to Cardinal Avn, Auckland 18.2.93; to G 
C Misson, Cambridge 6.12.94. Destroyed Rotorua while 
force landing in a paddock due to engine failure 16.9.95. 
Regn cancelled 1.5.97. 

ZK-DQZ Piper PA-28-140 Cherokee Cruiser 
28-7425335 27.9.74 

Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Eagle Aviation Ltd, 
Hamilton 22.11.74; to U-Fly Services Ltd, Auckland 27.5.80; 
to L T Hewlett, Auckland 24.2.81; to P Harrington, Auckland 
3.10.86; to Phil Harrington (Agencies) Ltd, Auckland 26.5.94; 
to Flight Safety (NZ) Ltd, Ardmore 29.10.96; to Phil 
Harrington Agencies Ltd, Auckland 26.1.00; to Canterbury 
Aero Club Inc, Christchurch 12.4.00. Current. 

ZK-DRA Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263333 .74 
(1) Ex N5095R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland.NTU, 

remained in USA as N5095R. 

ZK-DRA Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263403 5.11.74 
(2) Ex N5186R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Lakeland 

Avn Ltd, Taupo 19.12.74. Damaged Awakeri, Eastern Bay of 
Plenty when collided with high tension wires while on low 
level survey work 1.7.76. Regn eld 19.10.76. Restored to 
Dalhoff & King Aviation Ltd, Dunedin 15.2.78; to L A 
Moriarty, Auckland 19.5.78; to G I John, Stratford 8.7.80. 
Destroyed Pio Pio, Waitomo 7.11.80, hit fence attempting to 
go-around while landing. Regn cancelled 2.9.82. 

ZK-DRB Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263359 .74 
(1) Ex N5142R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU, 

remained in USA as N5142R. 

ZK-DRB Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17262986 9.7.74 
(2) Ex N13740. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To North 

Shore Aero Club, Dairy Flat 30.8.74; to R Maxwell & E 
Pemberton, Auckland 26.10.84; to L W & A C Sutherland, 
Levin 8.5.89; to B G McLellan, New Plymouth 21.6.89; to T 
G & G H Royan Syndicate, Auckland 28.6.90. Regn eld on 
sale to Fiji 16.4.92 and re-regd DQ-FTC. 

ZK-DRB/3 Cessna 182R Skylane 
(3) Ex N5459N, VH-MDQ. 

Current. 
D R 

18267730 
Black, Mosgiel, 

25.1.95 
Dunedin. 

To be continued. 
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THE POST-WAR DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIL AVIATION IN THAILAND 

THAI AIRWAYS AND 
PREDECESSORS Stephen Darke 

1 - The Formative Years (1947-1959) 

Thailand is at the heart of South East Asia, bordered by Malaysia, 
Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar (Burma), with a land area twice that of 
the United Kingdom (just over 500,000sq.km.) but with a similar popu-
lation (just over 60 million). Uniquely in the region it has been in control 
of its own destiny throughout the 'colonial' period, and successfully 
resisted direct western intervention. The long-established Thai monar-
chy had absolute power until a bloodless coup in 1932 resulted in a 
change to a constitutional monarchy and parliamentary government. 
The current king's elder brother, Ananda, became King Rama VIM in 
March 1935 following the abdication of King Prachadhipok (Rama VII), 
but lived in exile until returning post-war, only to be assassinated (quote 
"accidentally shot through the centre of the forehead") on 9th June 
1946. He was immediately succeeded by his Boston-born 18 year old 
brother, the current King Bumibhol (Rama XI). 

The country was directly ruled by the military following a bloodless coup 
on 8th November 1947 until 1973, the occasional staging of coups 
becoming a fact of life until very recently. Indeed one such unsuccess-
ful coup staged by officers of the Thai Navy in June 1951 led to that ser-
vice losing its air arm for more than 10 years, the aircraft then on 
charge (Fireflies, Helldivers, Tiger Moths, Magisters etc) being trans-
ferred to Air Force use. It was not until the student riots of October 1973 
that serious moves towards a democratic, constitutional government 
were made. However, it took a further 20 years of political turmoil, and 
a series of military and civilian governments, until 1995 finally saw the 
inauguration of a stable democratically elected government. Civil avia-
tion, along with many other aspects of Thai life, has always been heav-
ily flavoured with military influence. 

Civil aviation in Thailand was really born pre-war with the formation in 
1930 of The Aerial Transport Company of Siam (ATCS) to fly mail and 
passengers domestically, initially with a fleet of four DH Puss Moths 
(HS-PAA to PAD) delivered from July 1931. One was written off in 
1933, but the survivors soldiered on until an order was placed for six 
Fairchild 24J s (believed to be c/ns 3411 to 3416) in 1938, to enter ser-
vice the next year. Services continued well into 1941 to the extent that 
a Fairchild 24W (believed to be c/n 154) was added to the fleet in that 
year. The conflict between Thailand and France on the borders with 
Indochina from November 1940 until May 1941, followed by Thailand's 
enforced alliance with Japan from mid-December 1941, curtailed the 
company's operations, and before the end of the war services had 
ceased due to a lack of aircraft. 

In the immediate post-war period the Thai Air Force had, in the 
absence of a civilian alternative, operated its own airmail and transport 
routes. C-47 s were used from Bangkok south to Songkhla (previously 
known as Singora) and, from 5th December 1946, north to Chiang Mai. 
By the end of 1946 the Air Force is reported to have operated eight C-
47 s, adding a further two during 1947. 1946 deliveries are believed to 
have included:-

42-23680 
42-24009 
42-24354 
42-92358 
42-92750 
42-92969 
42-93045 
42-93615 
42-93629 
42-93777 

FD890 
FD950 
FL541 
FZ595 
KG473 
KG506 
KG509 
KG679 
KG695 
KG725 

c/n 9542 
c/n 9871 
c/n 10216 
c/n 12150 
c/n 12585 
c/n 12829 
c/n 12913 
c/n 13546 
c/n 13562 
c/n 13726 

To HS-SAF 
To HS-SAC 
To HS-SAB 

To HS-SAA 

A number of these may not have been airworthy as the 7th and 8th Thai 
AF C-47s are, from their Thai serials, confirmed as 1947 deliveries :-

Above: Siamese Airways domestic routes August 1947. (Thai Airways 
International) 

43-15106 c/n 19572* 7th U.ato-onl/«fo 
44-76517 KN422 c/n 32849 8th U.6)to-o<rf/efo 

*There is some doubt about this c/n for '106' 

These latter two still exist. '76517' is currently on display in the Thai Air 
Force Museum, whilst '106' was the first of six Basler 67 conversions 
for the Air Force in February 1998, and has now been in their service 
in piston and turbo form for 56 years. 

The Chiang Mai service was extended to Mae Hong Son from 20th 
February 1947 initially using the single-passenger Stinson L-5 and pos-
sibly also a Fairchild 24W. The services were operated on a commer-
cial basis, with the fare from Bangkok to Chiang Mai being 400 Baht 
(about £7 then), and 250 Baht onwards to Mae Hong Son. From late 
1946 however, the Thai government was concerned to develop civil air 
services for domestic routes, resulting in the Ministry of 
Communications proposing the formation of a limited company to begin 
such services. 

To implement this the Civil Aviation Board, an advisory committee of 
the Ministry under the chairmanship of Saprang Debhosdin, estab-
lished a new company, to be Siamese Airways Company Ltd, in 
January 1947 with 20 million Baht capital (about £335,000 then), to 
take over the assets, such as they were, of the Aerial Transport 
Company. From 1st March 1947 the new company operated from 
offices at Airways House, Hongkong Bank Lane, Bangkok, and took 
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Left: Surviving Siamese 
Airways Douglas C-47A 
only served with the air-
line for three years until 
August 1951, yet the 
fuselage was still extant 
at Hua Hin when photo-
graphed in March 1995. 
(Stephen Darke) 
Below: The Siamese 
Airways logo. 

over the mail, passenger and other air services which had been oper-
ated since the war by the Air Force. To reinforce the continuing links 
with the Thai Air Force, Major General Chai Pratipasen became 
General Manager. 

To overcome a lack of aircraft on the airline's formation, the Air Force 
initially transferred six Stinson L-5 s, two Rearwin Deluxe 9000L s (HS-
SDA & SDB), and four Douglas C-47 s (HS-SAA to SAD) to Siamese 
Airways. The Stinsons were presumably from the batch of 38 received 
by the Thai Air Force from about 1947, but the two Rearwins had orig-
inally been delivered to the Air Force for communications use in 
October 1938. The airline also obtained two Beech C-45 s, and the ex-
ATCS Fairchild 24W c/n 154 (which became HS-SEA). The L-5 s and 
the C-45 s were probably registered in the HS-SBx and HS-SCx series, 
but this is not confirmed and no photos have been traced of them. The 
origin of the C-45 s is also mysterious; they are most likely to have been 
ex-RAF ACSEA aircraft, but no reference to transfers to Thailand this 
early has been found in UK or US records. One does not seem to have 
had a long life with the airline as by January 1948 only one was report-
ed to be current, although this is believed to have continued in use until 
at least mid-1950. With this mixed fleet the new airline began building 
a domestic route network. 

The new airline had an identity crisis for the first few weeks of its life, 
continuing to be referred to as the Aerial Transport Company, and also 
as the Civil Aviation Company, until the first advertisement in the name 
Siamese Airways appeared on 16th April 1947. It must be appreciated 
that although the name of the country had officially changed from Siam 
to Thailand in 1939, the earlier name was still in common use at this 
time. By 1st April however the airline was operating weekly services 
with a Thursday departure from Bangkok south to Phuket via Nakhon 
Si Thammarat and Songkhla, and north every Tuesday to Chiang Mai 
via Phitsanulok and Lampang, C-47s being used for these main legs. 
Frequencies were increased over the following months, for example to 
twice a week on the Phuket route in July and, by early August 1947, an 
extensive domestic network covering all the main cities was in place, as 
can be seen on the route map on the previous page. The airline made 
a profit of some 500,000 Baht (about £8,400) over its first four months 
of operation to 30th June, and by the end of 1947, after 10 months of 
operation, had flown 390,000km, carrying on average 500 passengers 
per month, plus freight and mail. Fourteen ex Thai Air Force pilots were 
on the books. 

Siamese Airways' international links began when they became agents 
for Air France's fortnightly Paris to Saigon via Bangkok service, and 
indeed the first overseas flight the airline operated was a route-proving 
flight to Saigon in late September 1947, using a C-47 named 
'Chaiyanuphab', after a royal warrior elephant. This quickly turned into 

a weekly joint service with Air France, Siamese Airways operating a 
C-47 from Bangkok to Saigon with a fuel stop at Phnom Penh fort-
nightly from 16th January 1948 to alternate with Air France's service. 
The C-47 flight departed Don Muang airport at 0700 every Friday and 
generally returned next day, although a same day return was planned. 

Scheduled international services had actually started at the end of 1947 
when the Songkhla service was extended twice-weekly south to 
Penang, Malaya from 22nd December. This followed a route-proving 
flight, again in C-47 'Chaiyanuphab', which left Bangkok under the com-
mand of Captain Sawai Kachwatana on 2nd October 1947 for Songkhla 
and Penang, returning two days later. Following agreements with 
Malayan Airways, this link was extended weekly to Singapore from 21st 
January 1948, departing Don Muang every Wednesday at 0615, with a 
single fare of 1,300 Baht outbound or 185 Straits $ from Singapore 
(some £26 each way). 

Hong Kong was added every Monday and Friday to the scheduled net-
work from 26th April 1948, requiring the acquisition of a further two 
C-47s, HS-SAE and HS-SAF. A route-proving flight was also carried 
out to Rangoon in early January 1948, with plans to start a weekly 
schedule from 4th February 1948. Although charters to Rangoon (and 
onwards to Calcutta) were frequently flown during 1948, ongoing dis-
cussions with the Burmese government, the very unstable political sit-
uation in that country, and an application from Pacific Overseas Airlines 
(Siam) to also fly the route, delayed this Siamese Airways' scheduled 
service until exactly a year later, from 4th February 1949, when a week-
ly service to Calcutta via Rangoon began. Even then, Rangoon was 
often overflown because of the proximity of rebel forces to Rangoon, 
the flight continuing for six hours non-stop to Calcutta. The Pacific 
Overseas Airlines (Siam) application for the Rangoon route effectively 
lapsed when Siamese Airways increased their stake in that airline to 
95% early in 1949. 

Further routes to Shanghai and Manila were also under consideration. 
China and Thailand had agreed reciprocal rights for a weekly Shanghai 
service on 24th October 1947 and no doubt route-proving took place, 
but no scheduled Siamese Airways service resulted. The Manila route 
was delayed because of the lack of a new reciprocal agreement with 
the Philippines government following the withdrawal of the previous 
agreement in May 1947. 

Siamese Airways i 

Bangkok to Penang 

Bangkok to Saigon i 

Bangkok to Singapore 

Bangkok to Hong Kong 

Bangkok to Calcutta 

nternational routes:-
Started 

22nd December 1947 

16th January 1948 

21st January 1948 

26th April 1948 

4th February 1949 

Frequencv 

Twice weekly 

Fortnightly 

Weekly 

Twice weekly 

Weekly 

Via 

Songkhla (& Phuket from 16th 

Phnom Penh 

Songkhla & Penang 

Direct 

Rangoon 

January 1948) 

Departure 

Monday & Friday 

Friday 

Wednesday 

Monday & Friday 

Friday 
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Right: One of the 
Bonanzas acquired by 
Siamese Airways in 1947. 
HS-SFB became part of 
the Thai Airways fleet in 
November 1951. 
(A J Jackson collection) 
Below: The Stinson 
105/L-5 was built in large 
numbers, the WW2 mili-
tary version, many of 
which served in SE Asia, 
often being converted for 
civil use post-war. Six 
examples on the Thai 
register have yet to be 
identified, (via JM) 

The fleet was extended with the US $70,000 order in late 1947 for five 
Beech 35 Bonanzas (HS-SFA to SFE) for delivery early the next year. 
These allowed southern domestic routes to be extended from Surat 
Thani through Nakhon Si Thammarat to Phuket, and from Songkhla 
through Pattani to Narathiwat; in the north Chiang Mai was connected 
to Chiang Rai. Unfortunately a Bonanza was the first Siamese Airways 
aircraft to be lost in an accident when one came down near Ayudhya in 
a violent storm en route from Tak to Bangkok in August 1948. The pilot, 
Flight Commander Phichet Chavankasame, and a lawyer, Thanom 
Suwanaphim, were killed, whilst a third passenger was injured. It is 
believed that the aircraft involved was HS-SFE, and that it was quickly 
replaced by one of a batch of three Bonanzas ordered by the Thai mil-
itary (conventionally believed to have been the Air Force, but recent 
evidence suggests that they may have been purchased by the Thai 
Navy), c/n D-1483, which is currently in the Thai Air Force Museum. 
The arrival of the Bonanzas also allowed the Rearwins, and possibly 
one of the Stinson L-5s, to be retired. 

A Fairchild 24 of Siamese Airways was also damaged on 14th 
December 1948 when it force-landed during a test flight following over-
haul by the Thai Air Force. The wings, propeller, engine cowling and 
fuel tank were damaged, but the four occupants escaped with minor 
injuries, and it is likely to have been repaired. Some mystery surrounds 
the Fairchilds used by Siamese Airways as the aircraft involved in the 
above incident was reported to be one of two which had been bought 
from the Air Force, and which were being overhauled at Don Muang 
presumably prior to delivery. It is possible that neither was HS-SEA, 
and may well have been two of the Thai Air Force's other Fairchild 
24Ws (c/ns 104, 142 to 146, 153, 155 to 157). 

To serve the smaller and more remote domestic destinations six UC-
64A Norsemen (HS-SGA to SGF) were bought, which finally allowed 
the remaining five Stinson L-5s and single Beech C-45 be retired dur-
ing 1950. These Norsemen had originally been bought in 1946, but do 
not seem to have been registered or entered service until at least 1949, 
possibly early 1950. 

The rest of 1949, and through to their merger with Pacific Overseas 
Airlines (Siam) in November 1951 to form Thai Airways, was a time of 
consolidation for Siamese Airways. No new international routes were 
started, although Hua Hin was added to the domestic network during 
the summer months from 15th April 1949, and frequency to Chiang Mai 
was increased to three times a week from 14th January 1950 with stops 
at Nakhon Sawan and Lampang. The airline also focused more on their 
other business interests in road transport and hotels etc. In their sec-
ond year of operation, to the end of February 1949, Siamese Airways 

flew 13,690 passengers over 1,033,380 km, awarding one passenger, 
Phiphat Vanichwongs, a gold medal in February 1949 for having flown 
27,020km with them over the previous two years. 

Success also led to the Hongkong Bank Lane offices being outgrown, 
resulting in a move to new offices at 6 Lan Luang Road, Bangkok at the 
beginning of March 1950. Passenger numbers continued to increase, 
with 31,958 in their third year. 

Siamese Airways fleet (in order of acquisition): 

HS-SAA Douglas C-47A; c/n 13726; ex 42-93777, KG725; trans-
ferred from Thai AF 1947; inherited by Thai Airways Co 
Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SAB Douglas C-47A; c/n 12829; ex 42-92969, KG506; trans-
ferred from Thai AF 1947; inherited by Thai Airways Co 
Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SAC Douglas C-47A; c/n 12585; ex 42-92750, KG473; trans-
ferred from Thai AF 1947; inherited by Thai Airways Co 
Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SAD Douglas C-47A; c/n unknown; transferred from Thai AF 
1947; fate not known 

HS- Beech C-45; c/n unknown; possibly HS-SBA or HS-
SCA; acquired 1947; probably wfu 1948 

HS- Beech C-45; c/n unknown; possibly HS-SBB or HS-
SCB; acquired 1947; probably wfu 1950 

HS- Stinson L-5; c/n unknown; possibly HS-SBA or HS-
SCA; transferred from Thai AF 1947; probably wfu 1948 

HS- Stinson L-5; c/n unknown; possibly HS-SBB or HS-
SCB; transferred from Thai AF 1947; probably wfu 1950 

HS- Stinson L-5; c/n unknown; possibly HS-SBC or HS-
SCC; transferred from Thai AF 1947; probably wfu 1950 

HS- Stinson L-5; c/n unknown; possibly HS-SBD or HS-
SCD; transferred from Thai AF 1947; probably wfu 1950 

HS- Stinson L-5; c/n unknown; possibly HS-SBE or HS-
SCE; transferred from Thai AF 1947; probably wfu 1950 

HS- Stinson L-5; c/n unknown; possibly HS-SBF or HS-
SCF; transferred from Thai AF 1947; probably wfu 1950 

HS-SDA Rearwin De-Luxe 9000L; c/n 615D; ex Thai AF B.S2-1 
?; exported to Thailand 7.10.38 (for Thai AF); trans-
ferred from Thai AF 1947; wfu 1948 

HS-SDB Rearwin De-Luxe 9000L; c/n 616D;ex Thai AF B.S2-2 
?; exported to Thailand 7.10.38 (for Thai AF); trans-
ferred from Thai AF 1947; wfu 1948 

HS-SEA Fairchild 24W40; c/n 154; exported to Thailand 4.10.40; 
believed to Aerial Transport Co. of Siam Ltd; believed to 
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Siamese Airways Co Ltd 1947; inherited by Thai 
Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SAE Douglas C-47A; c/n unknown; acquired 1948; ditched 
on approach to Kai Tak, off Cape d'Aquilar, 9.4.51 

HS-SAF Douglas C-47A; c/n 12150; ex 42-92358, FZ595; 
acquired 1948; w/o 20.8.51 at Bah Fai Airfield, Hua Hin; 
fuselage extant in military camp at Hua Hin town 1996 

HS-SFA Beech Bonanza 35; c/n D-886; exported to Thailand 
1.9.47; w/o 27.10.50 at Maesan 

HS-SFB Beech Bonanza 35; c/n D-891; exported to Thailand 
1.9.47; inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SFC Beech Bonanza 35; c/n D-951; exported to Thailand 
1.9.47; inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SFD Beech Bonanza 35; c/n D-966; exported to Thailand 
1.10.47; inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SFE(1) Beech Bonanza 35; c/n D-1016; exported to Thailand 
1.10.47; w/o 9.8.48 near Ayudhya 

HS-SFE(2) Beech Bonanza 35; c/n D-1483; ex NC3997N; exported 
to Thailand 26.4.48 (for RTAF); to Siamese Airways 
1948 as replacement for c/n D-1016; inherited by Thai 
Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SGA UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n 695; ex 44-70430; bt from 
USAAF 4.46; inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SGB UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n unknown; bt 1946; inherited 
by Thai Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SGC UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n 721; ex 44-70456; bt from 
USAAF 4.46; inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SGD UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n 583; ex 44-70318; bt 1946; 
inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SGE UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n 598; ex 44-70333; bt from 
USAAF 3.46; inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51 

HS-SGF UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n 698; ex 44-70433, VT-AYP; bt 
1946; w/o early 1951 in Tak province 

To complement the 'domestic and regional services of Siamese 
Airways, two other operators were formed to serve longer regional and 
international routes. 

Discussions started in March 1946 between the Thai government and 
the Pacific Airline Corporation, an American company based in Ontario, 

Above: A POAS 
C-54 taking off 
from Kai Tak in 
1951. 
(via Paul Howard) 

Right: POAS 
advert for trans-
Pacific route. July 
1947. 
(Bangkok Post) 

P.O.A.S. 
THE SIAMESE INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE 

OWNED AND OPERATED BY SIAMESE 
uilh 

AMERICAN PILOTS AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

NO W! Luxury Service To 
H O N G K O N G — M A N I L A 

In Deluxe Airliners 
A Reclining Chair For Every Passenger 

Sound Proofed Interior 
Superb Service 

See Your Postoffice For New low Mail Rates 
To Hongkong & Manila 

FOUR ENGINE SKYMASTERS 
DIRECT FROM BANGKOK TO 

M A N I L A 
H O N O L U L U 

U N I T E D S T A T E S 

PASSENGERS. MAIL, CARGO. 

SAFETY, COMFORT, SPEED 
PACIFIC OVERSEAS AIRLINES {SIAM; LTD. 

NfKW OFFICES 
39 SURAWONC. ROAD 

1ELEIHONE 3038J 

California which operated a trans-Pacific route under sub-contract to 
United Air Lines. This led to the establishment by early 1947 of Pacific 
Overseas Airlines (Siam) Company Ltd (POAS), with joint ownership by 
the Pacific Airline Corporation (44%), the Thai government (26%; 
believed to be held by Siamese Airways), and other Thai shareholders 
(30%). An air agreement was signed between Thailand and the USA in 
late February 1947, leading to POAS advertisements for a Bangkok to 
Los Angeles service beginning to appear in the Thai press in early 
March. The US parent transferred one of its Douglas C-54s, which was 
initially registered HS-PC204 (later HS-POA), to the Thai company for 
this service. 

The trans-Pacific service was at the extreme edge of the capabilities of 
the C-54, and initially appears to have operated on an ad hoc basis. 
The POAS C-54 brought a Thai military mission back from the US in the 
first half of April 1947, and it is believed that other charter and route-
proving flights were made prior to the inauguration of the first scheduled 
direct service from Thailand to the US on 26th May 1947. The POAS 
President, Luang Rop Rookich (also believed to have been the MD of 
Bangkok Bank), blessed the C-54 during a Buddhist ceremony at Don 
Muang airport attended by several hundred people, including the 
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, prior to its departure for San 
Francisco via Hong Kong, Guam and probably Honolulu. The US ser-
vice seems to have continued two or three times a month thereafter, 
with the routing being via Shanghai instead of Hong Kong from August 
1947. A second (see note in fleet list later) C-54, HS-POE, was bought 
from Philippine Airlines in mid 1950. 

In the first half of May 1947 POAS' local manager, John Baldwin, had 
carried out a survey and route-proving flight to Shanghai, with a view to 
starting a service there, later to be extended to Tokyo. The lack of a 
bilateral air agreement between Thailand and China prevented an early 
start to this service, and indeed all services between Thailand and 
China were suspended in late May pending such an agreement, but by 
August the trans-Pacific route was operating via Shanghai. 

POAS also operated two regional routes with their fleet of three C-47s 
(HS-PC101 to 103). A twice-weekly service to Hong Kong was started, 
probably from early April 1947, followed by a weekly Bangkok to 
Singapore service. POAS also operated a charter flight to Calcutta 
around 18th May. 

To be continued.... 
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Casualty Compendium PART EIGHTY-SIX 

Above: The Tarom llyushin 11-18 YR-IMB at Paphos. Cyprus in September 1962 after being raised on its undercarriage and prepared to be flown out 
following the emergency landing there on 24.2.62. (Noel Collier) 

Identities of the anonymous accidents featured last time are as follows. 
24.2.62 Romanian llyushin 11-18 YR-IMB c/n 181003702 of Tarom en route Bucharest to Nicosia and Tel Aviv had three engines fail within ten 

minutes due to icing of fuel filters apparently resulting from water contamination of the fuel. As the pilot Capt Georgehiescu prepared to 
make an emergency landing the fourth engine also stopped but the airliner was belly-landed safely on a disused airfield at Yeroskypos 
near Paphos, Cyprus without injury to the seven other crew and 79 passengers. As shown above, the airliner was later raised onto its 
undercarriage, repaired and flown out, only to be written off in another accident on 10.10.64. 

25.2.62 Fairchild F-27 YV-C-EVH c/n 0012 of AVENSA, Venezuela took off from Porlamar, Margarita Island, for Cumana but ten minutes later 
crashed on San Juan mountain with no survivors from Capt Luis Alberto Padron, 2 crew and 20 passengers. Local newspaper records 
this as an accident on approach to Porlamar from Cumana. 

1.3.62 American Airlines Boeing 707-123B 'Astrojet' N7506Ac/n 17633 crashed into Jamaica Bay, Long Island after take-off from Idlewild Airport 
for Los Angeles. After commencing a noise reduction left turn, a rudder control malfunction caused an increase in bank until the aircraft 
rolled over at about 1600 feet and dived into the ground. Capt James T S Heist, 7 crew and 87 passengers lost their lives, including 17 
passengers transferred from a cancelled United Airlines flight. 

4.3.62 Caledonian Airways Douglas DC-7C G-ARUD c/n 45160, leased from Sabena and chartered to Trans African Aircoach crashed at 1825 
local time after take-off from Douala for Lagos, en route from Mozambique to Luxembourg. The hot and humid conditions and the heavy 
loading of the aircraft may have contributed to the failure to gain height, as may a jammed elevator spring-tab mechanism, but the DC-7C 
hit trees 72 ft high and 2,300 yards from the end of the runway, crashed into a tidal swamp and exploded. Capt A H J Williams, 9 crew 
including a check pilot and 101 passengers were killed, the worst single aircraft accident at that time. 

6.3.62 South African Airways Douglas DC-3 ZS-DJC c/n 16189/32937 was on the Grahamstown to Queenstown leg of a service from Capetown 
to Collondale. Capt A J McLeod elected to fly VFR below low cloud due to a lack of IFR facilities on this sector, but rising ground and 
reduced ceiling resulted in impact with trees and the hillside in the Katberg Pass area north of Seymour, eastern Cape Province. The pilot 
and one crew member were killed, first officer seriously injured and one crew plus the only three passengers were unhurt. 

8.3.62 Societa Aerea-Mediterranea Douglas DC-6B l-DIMO c/n 44254, leased from Alitalia, crashed on Monte Velino, near Avezzano 75 miles 
east of Rome on a return cargo flight from Khartoum. Capt Salvatore di Gaetano and his four crew were killed. The aircraft involved was 
originally reported as l-DIMA and this is not corrected in some sources. 

8.3.62 Fairchild F-27 TC-KOP c/n 0083 of THY en route from Ankara to Adana with 8 passengers and 3 crew crashed near Pozanti after failing 
to land at Adana. It appeared that the pilot was intent on avoiding an area of storm cloud and in doing so failed to monitor his exact posi-
tion and altitude. The aircraft crashed at 6,800 ft on Mt Meditiz some 47 miles from its intended position at 1543 GMT and therer were no 
survivors. 

9.3.62 Converted North American B-25J-25 Mitchell N86411, c/n 108-34414 ex 44-30089 of Lloyd Beck Masonry Company, Seattle, crashed 
Maison Blanche, Algiers c.1800 hrs en route Lisbon - Tunis with four on board. Passengers Lloyd E Beck and William J Walsh, crew 
Edward C Miller and Harold Carter killed. 

15.3.62 United Arab Airlines Vickers Viscount 739 SU-AID c/n 86 was operating the scheduled Amman - Cairo service but was diverted from Cairo 
due to a dust storm, first to Luxor and then to Wadi Haifa. The aircraft ran out of fuel on approach to Wadi Haifa and crash landed about 
three miles west of the airport at 0215 on 16.3.62 without serious injuries to the six crew and ten passengers. 

15.3.62 Flying Tiger Line Lockheed 1049H Super Constellation N6921C c/n 4817 operating a MATS flight from Agana Naval Air Station, Guam to 
Clark Air Force Base, Manila with 96 passengers and 11 crew on board. Capt Gregory P Thomas last reported their position at 1422 GMT 
as 13°14'N 140°00'E but at 1530 GMT the crew of a ship witnessed an apparent mid-air explosion in a position that would coincide with 
the aircraft's progress westwards. No evidence was ever found to determine the aircraft's fate. Capt Thomas featured in these columns 
earlier as the pilot of DC-6A N34953 which force-landed in Jamaica Bay, NY on 21.7.57 (page 98/87). Flying Tiger Line were unfortunate 
in also losing L.1049H N6911C landing at Adak, Alaska on 15.3.62. 

27.3.62 Cubana llyushin 11-14 CU-T-819, c/n unknown, crashed into the sea a mile off Santiago de Cuba when attempting to return due to engine 
trouble on an internal flight from Santiago to Havana. Capt Tito Salgarella, two crew, a guard and 18 passengers were killed. 

6.4.62 Trans Mediterranean Airways Avro York OD-ACN, ex MW107, on charter from New Delhi to Kabul crashed on landing at Lahore Airport 
when the starboard undercarriage collapsed. The crew were uninjured but the York was extensively damaged and written off. 

11.4.62 East African Airways Canadair C-4 Argonaut VP-KNY c/n 161 ex G-ALHO was carrying out training flights at Nairobi/Embakasi Airport 
with three crew on board, Capt D R Bird, Capt G L Atchison and Capt T Dornan. On a simulated three-engine approach an attempt was 
made to unfeather the feathered engine but one of the others was accidentally feathered instead. The aircraft sank onto the runway and 
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Left: The Turk Hava Yollari Fairchild F-27 TC-KOP c/n 83 
which flew into Mount Meditiz when the pilot lost position 
while avoiding bad weather during his approach to Incirlik 
Airport on 8.3.62. (John Havers collection) 

Below: Avro York OD-ACN, ex MW107. of Trans 
Mediterranean Airways which suffered an undercarriage 
collapse on landing at Lahore Airport, Pakistan on 6.4.62. 
Damage was sufficient for the freighter to be declared a 
write-off. (John Havers collection) 

the propeller tips actually touched but the 
pilot managed to maintain height although it 
was not possible to climb away. The aircraft 
therefore flew onto the ground with the 
wheels up about a mile and a half beyond the 
runway at 0945 and caught fire. The three 
crew escaped but the Argonaut was 
destroyed. 

12.4.62 Racing driver Ron Flockhart was the new 
owner of an ex-RAAF Commonwealth 
CAC.18 Mk.21 (P-51) Mustang c/n 1438 
which he was intending to fly back to 
England in record time. Formerly A68-113 
and (VH-JWB), VH-UWB, the red and black 
Mustang had only been painted as G-ARUK 
a matter of hours before the accident. He left 
Moorabbin Airport in low cloud to fly to Bankstown but reported compass trouble and, lacking IFR experience, is thought to have become 
disorientated, probably emerging from the cloud in a spin with insufficient altitude to recover. G-ARUK crashed at 1033 EST near Kallista, 
Victoria, in the Dandenong Ranges and was destroyed, killing the pilot. 

6.5.62 East Anglian Flying Services Douglas DC-3 G-AGZB c/n 12180 was operating as Channel Airways on the scheduled Jersey - Portsmouth 
service in low cloud and drizzle. In approximately mid-Channel Capt P M Diesbach notified London FIR that he was descending to 1,000 
ft and soon afterwards the aircraft was seen flying low over Ventnor towards the cloud-covered 780 ft St Boniface Down onto which it 
crashed and burnt out. The two pilots and eight of the passengers including three babies were killed in the impact, the stewardess and 
one of the remaining seven passengers died later. This DC-3 also featured in Archive as the accident to the last scheduled BEA service 
out of Birmingham 31.10.60 (p.2002/102) . 

Our thanks are due to the following for the above contributions: Noel Collier, Barry Collman (and the Airclaims Library and CAA World Airline 
Accident Summary extracts), John Havers, Fred Kirby, Peter Marson, Bernard Martin, Jack Meaden, John Pothecary, Peter Ouade and Vic Smith. 

Readers are invited to identify the following new and varied batch of casualties which continue from those above: 
26.4.62 Flying boat of Trans-Australia Airlines sank after landing at Daru Water Aerodrome, Papua. Substantial damage but no serious injuries. 
8.5.62 Pan American World Airways jetliner lost starboard undercarriage on landing at Manila Airport, one engine caught fire. 
9.5.62 Aircraft of Cruzeiro do Sul hit tree on approach at night and crashed short of airport at Vitoria, Brazil with 24 fatalities. 
12.5.62 Eastern Provincial Airways amphibian chartered by Royal Greenland Trading Company crashed when landing near Godthab, Greenland. 
15.5.62 United Arab Airlines cargo aircraft exploded shortly after take-off fron Cairo for Beirut, three crew on board. 
21.5.62 Honduran-registered freighter had port engine fail on take-off from San Pedro Sula and crashed onto houses killing three residents. 
22.5.62 Continental Air Lines aircraft en route Chicago - Los Angeles disintegrated in mid-air and fell near Centreville, Iowa. No survivors. 
23.5.62 Airliner of Airlines (Jersey) Ltd damaged in emergency landing at Radlett when undercarriage remained partially retracted. 
24.5.62 Cargo aircraft of Darbhanga Aviation on charter from Bagdogra to Calcutta crashed near Tandala, East Pakistan. 
29.5.62 Twin engined aircraft of Ferranti Ltd crashed near Turnhouse Airport, Edinburgh when simulating engine failure on take-off. 
3.6.62 Air France aircraft on charter flight to Atlanta, USA crashed on take-off at Orly Airport, Paris killing all 122 passengers and most of crew. 
22.6.62 In a bad month for Air France, another of their aircraft crashed on approach on the island of Guadeloupe in a storm with 112 on board. 
6.7.62 Aircraft of Maryland Flying Service with three crew on board, crashed 20 miles from Monrovia, Liberia en route for Bassa. 
7.7.62 Alitalia airliner with 94 on board en route Sydney to Rome, missing after failed to arrive at Bombay-Santa Cruz early this morning. 
8.7.62 Turboprop of Continental Air Lines caught fire and crash-landed after take-off from Amarillo, Texas. All thirteen occupants escaped. 
9.7.62 Trans Mediterranean cargo aircraft en route Frankfurt - Beirut caught fire and crashed in sea near Brindisi after refuelling there. 
18.7.62 Trans Canada Air Lines aircraft crash landed on foam at Gander after nosewheel failed to lock down, no injuries to 39 on board. 
20.7.62 United Arab Airlines aircraft crashed in forest 62 miles NE of Bangkok Airport on flight from Tokyo to Cairo with 26 on board. 
22.7.62 Canadian Pacific Air Lines aircraft crashed on approach at Honolulu International after engine failed on take-off for Sydney earlier. 
24.7.62 Jersey Airlines aircraft struck mast of fishing vessel damaging undercarriage and crashed in subsequent landing at Dinard Airport. 
27.7.62 Sabena aircraft operated by Air Congo ran off runway into ditch while taking off at Usumbura for Stanleyville with 25 on board. 
1.8.62 Aircraft of Royal Air Nepal missing on scheduled flight from Katmandu to New Delhi, later found in Dhorpatan region of west Nepal. 
5.8.62 Iranian National Airlines aircraft damaged in night landing on runway under construction at Abadan, grounded after inspection on return to 

Teheran next day. 
6.8.62 American Airlines aircraft blown off runway in severe storm when landing at McGhee-Tyson Airport, Knoxville. Wing torn off, caught fire. 
14.8.62 Lufthansa airliner had nosewheel failure and made emergency landing at London-Heathrow. Stewardess injured when chute collapsed. 
20.8.62 Panair do Brasil airliner with 105 on board overshot runway at Galeao, Rio and crashed into Guanabara Bay. 

t To be continued. . . 

Finally, Fred Kirby has corrected some of the details of the crash of Dragon Rapide G-AHPT on p.2000/65 and photo p.2000/66. The accident was 
on the uncompleted M10 near Leverstock Green, the trees in the right background are Madams Wood and the aircraft touched down about there, 
those in the foreground are Longford Spring. The wreckage finished up on the embanked section where the M10 crosses over what is now the A4147, 
ex A414. G-AHPT had been bare-hull chartered from Don Everall by Plascom Ltd/Tarmac Ltd as Plascom's own G-APJW had been damaged near 
Perth on 3.6.59. It had 4706 hrs 45 min on the clock at the time of the accident. 
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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 7. 
Can you identify this aircraft? Clue: A prototype, it underwent a number of changes affecting the 
features you see here. Its story starts in the next edition. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

In this issue 
Welcome to Archive's end-of-year bumper 
48-page Christmas issue. Well, if you look 
hard enough you will find a couple of pictures 
with snow on the ground.... 

Two new series start this time and in each 
case we welcome new contributors. The 
Whole Truth series now moves on to study the 
Airspeed Ambassador - not a lengthy topic 
you might think, after all only 23 were built, but 
this was Britain's first postwar airliner specifi-
cally designed as such. Its only fault was that 
wartime advances in turbo engine technology 
caught it up during its development period. 
The historical background is well covered by 
Jack Meaden's "Ambassador for Postwar 
Europe", while the individual aircraft histories 
(covering the two prototypes in this issue) 
have been compiled by UK Transport Aircraft 
specialist Derek King. Those readers who also 
use Air-Britain's information exchange website 
AB-IX will recognise Derek's apparently 
indefatigable appetite for teasing out important 
detail - and this may almost be the first Archive 
article to be compiled on-line! 

The second new series is Sikorsky American 
Fixed Wing Aircraft, compiled by Martin 
Best. Perhaps better known for his helicopter 
interests, Martin has branched out into 
researching non-rotary types, and airlines, 
recently and has also made use of a wide 
network of internet contacts. This we believe 
will be the first time that all the fixed-wing 
Sikorskys have been brought together in one 
place and, while most of the early types 
were singletons, the later models will feature 
extensive production listings. 

Dan Hagedorn's Post-War Surplus AT-6s 
moves into its second part and we must thank 
Dan for providing more detail to expand the 
listing and also T-6 type specialist Benno 
Goethals for his additional input and photos. 
Another part two is Steve Darke's Thai 
Airways and Predecessors which moves 
through POAS and TAAS to Thai Airways Co 
and brings the story up to 1959. 

Thanks to Toshio Fujita we have another 
listing of new' Pre-War Japanese Register 

entries, including this time a number of 
previously unreported airliners of both local and 
US origin. While the New Zealand and the 
East German civil registers continue to 
progress, Jack Meaden's Wikner Monoplanes 
describes the UK production models, to be 
concluded next time with full individual 
histories, and his Head-On View series covers 
the Scheller Monoplane: hands up those who 
had previous knowledge of this type!! 

Finally, thanks to all the contributors to 
Casualty Compendium and Feedback. 
We still have plenty of Feedback material to 
come, provided by our assiduous researchers. 
Remember that Archive may not be the 
last word on a subject - though it aims to be 
pretty nearly so - and if you have additional 
information then please share it here! 

We intend to run a minimum of 40 pages per 
issue next year, more when time and material 
allows. So, Merry Christmas and see you 
again next year - but only if you remember to 
renew your subscription! 

Index updated 
There is a regular turnover of requests for the 
Archive subject index and we are pleased to 
add that by the time you read this it will have 
been further updated to include this issue's 
topics. If you want a print-out, which runs to 
8 sides of A4, please send a large envelope 
stamped with 33p (2nd class) or 41 p 
(1st class), or from overseas send two IRCs. 
The index is also available free by e-mail from 
the address at the top of this page. 

Photos wanted 
We have so far been unable to obtain a photo 
of Ambassador CN-MAK (ex G-ALZP) - can 
anyone help please? Any T-6s with NC5xxxx 
or NC6xxxx registrations may also be useful, 
as would Thai C-54 HS-POS (see article). 
Please contact the editor if you can help. I am 
also looking for photos of UK-registered 
aircraft bearing names, preferably pre-1970 
whether light types or airliners. The name 
should be clearly visible of course and at first 
only a list is required as an aid to selection. 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE AIRSPEED AS.57 AMBASSADOR 

BY DEREK KING 
PART ONE 

Above: The unpainted prototype Ambassador G-AGUA making its first take-off in the hands of 
Chief Test Pilot George Errington at Christchurch on 10.7.47. The trim tab broke away on the 
centre rudder which as a result was then converted to a central fixed fin. (via Jack Meaden) 

The Ambassador was a great step forward for the postwar British aviation industry, unfortunately rapidly overtaken by the turboprops 
and jets which closely followed. Before listing the detailed individual aircraft histories, compiled by Derek King, we take a look at the 
type's development as described by Jack Meaden 

Ambassador for Postwar Europe by Jack Meaden 
With the end of the Second World War, Europe was facing the task of 
rebuilding its commerce in peacetime. Aviation was an important part of 
reconstruction, and with 5 years of building fighters and bombers behind 
it, Britain was restarting its civil aircraft industry from scratch. 

This had already been considered by the Brabazon Committee of 
December 1942 in producing a list of the new aircraft designs that would 
be needed for peacetime operation, including a twin-engine passenger 
machine for European routes. From 1946 British European Airways was 
using what was really only a passenger development of a bomber, 
the Viking, as the first new aircraft of its peacetime civil fleet, but was 
looking forward to a high-performance twin designed from scratch. 

The Ambassador, a particularly appropriate name, was chosen by 
Airspeed for the aircraft designed at the new Christchurch factory under 
Chief Designer A E Hagg. As Chief Designer at de Havilland he had 
been responsible for the Comet racer of 1934 and the beautiful 
Albatross airliner of 1937, so it was no surprise that the Ambassador 
proved to be a good looking, cleanly streamlined design. This was so in 
spite of its size, its 115 ft span being 13 ft greater than the 4-engine Avro 
York serving BOAC, with its functional square-section fuselage able to 
carry from 21 to 32 passengers according to seating by independent 
operators. The new Ambassador could carry 24 to 65 passengers 
according to range requirements. 

However, it differed from Arthur Hagg's pre-war designs and from the 
Airspeed Oxford produced during the war years, all of which were built 
in wood, by being all metal in construction. Co-operation by de 
Havillands, who soon after took Airspeed over, would in most respects 
also have found this to be new ground, as although they had built the 
metal Flamingo twin pre-war, there was little similarity and their wartime 
production had centred on the all-wood Mosquito. 

The two prototype Ambassadors were ordered by the Ministry of Aircraft 
Production (MAP) and vvere allocated the service serials RT665 and 
RT668, but these were never carried on the aircraft which wore their 
civil registrations G-AGUA and G-AKRD when first flown in natural 
metal finish except for trim and anti-glare paint on the nose. 

The two 2,600 hp Bristol Centaurus 18-cyl supercharged sleeve-valve 

2-row radial engines were a development of the wartime Centaurus XI, 
the single-engine performance of which had been thoroughly tested by 
Airspeed's Chief Test Pilot George Errington on Warwick GR II HG343 
on loan from the RAF's Centaurus Flight. 

The engine installations were each done as a power pack, a complete 
assembly of everything forward of the firewall except the propeller. 
Although Bristol already supplied the Centaurus as a power pack, 
the special requirements of the installation on the Ambassador decided 
Airspeed to design it themselves, with co-operation from Bristol as 
suppliers of the engine. 

The Ambassador easily met the postwar requirement to ensure that 
there was sufficient power to continue the climb in the event of an 
engine failure during a take-off at full load, when initial rate of climb on 
one engine was 420 ft/min. 

George Errington demonstrated the Ambassador's single-engine 
capabilities during the 1948 SBAC show at Farnborough by stopping 
the port engine and feathering the propeller while still on the ground, 
then taking off, flying a circuit, making an approach and landing, all on 
the operating starboard engine, finally starting up the port engine and 
taxying in on both. 

One of the features which made this a straightforward exercise was the 
twin-wheeled tricycle undercarriage with nosewheel, steerable by tiller, 
or toe-brakes operated by the rudder pedals. 

The DH 4-blade feathering propellers were reversible to reduce the 
landing run. In 1955 at Dusseldorf, G-AMAB had to be written off after 
a forced landing brought about by one of the propellers going into an 
uncommanded reverse during an overshoot. There were no fatalities 
but the cause could not be found and the reversing system was discon-
nected on all the aircraft without affecting normal operational capability. 

Ambassador skins were of Alclad, light alloy with a protective surface 
layer, and riveting was carried out by a special process in which the rivet 
heads were finished flush with the outer surface, giving a very clean 
finish. The high aspect ratio wings were ail-but laminar flow, and after 
the prototype slotted flaps were fitted. 
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Above: Prototype G-AGUA on an 
early flight still has its wartime 
style D/F loop in its streamlined 
egg-shaped fairing above the 
cabin. Geared trim tabs are now 
fitted on the outer rudders and 
spinners have been installed. 
(Airspeed via JM) 
Left: In October 1949. G-AGUA 
running up both of its close-
cowled Centaurus engines. The 
Vickers Warwick with which 
George Errington carried out the 
Centaurus single-engine testing 
is seen in the background. 
(Airspeed via JM) 
Below: In the air off the 
Christchurch coast. G-AGUA 
shows its high aspect ratio almost 
laminar-flow wing, cleanly curved 
fuselage lines and its two 
Centaurus 130 engines with big 
spinners, (via JM) 

Left: A further view of proto-
type G-AGUA (RT665) with 
centre rudder fixed after the 
first flight and with spinners 
fitted. It is seen with the port 
engine stopped and pro-
peller feathered, flying over 
Freshwater Bay on the Isle 
of Wight coast with the 
Solent in the background. 
(Airspeed G830 via JM) 
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Right: Airspeed 
designed the power 
pack for the installation 
of the Centaurus 661 
on the production 
Ambassador and it is 
seen here on prototype 
G-AGUA which now 
also has the production 
undercarriage. 
(Airspeed via JM) 

Below: Three-view 
silhouettes continued 
to be produced in 
peacetime for the Inter-
Services Recognition 
Journal, such as this 
one of Airspeed's new 
Ambassador, (via JM) 

With greater application of facilities for bad-weather operation, the 
problem of airframe icing became even more important. Rather than 
de-icing, which assumes a build-up of ice before it can be cleared, the 
Ambassador used thermal ant-icing with heating inside the leading 
edges of wing, tailplane and fins to prevent icing from taking hold, while 
the propeller had de-icers on the leading edge roots. 

Although flight tests up to the maximum weight 
of 52,000 lb (23,587kg) had been carried out 
successfully, rig tests on the wing at RAE 
Farnborough in June 1949 produced failures before 
this figure was reached. Modifications put this right 
for production aircraft, but as the two prototypes 
had the original wing their approval was restricted 
to 45,000 lb (20,412 kg) maximum all-up weight. 

In spite of its high performance which included a 
255 mph weak-mixture economical cruise, the 
Ambassador was not a difficult aeroplane to fly. Under 
the supervision of Airspeed test pilot Ron Clear, 
The Aeroplane's R G Worcester flew and reported 
on the second prototype G-AKRD in Oct 1949. His 
detailed description made it quite obvious that it 
was not necessary to be a superman to fly the 
Ambassador, even in the case of an engine failure on 
take-off, an event that had killed many wartime pilots. 
He wrote, 'If the climbing speed is reduced to 
100 knots, full power is used and one engine cut, stick 
free, the aircraft slews off gently, and one can count 
up to 25 before any correction is needed on the bank 
which is by then about 60 degrees'. Later he said, 
'A good test is to do a take-off, circuit, overshoot and 
landing with one hand without retrimming. I did this 
without the slightest difficulty and my hand wasn't 
tired'. He summed up by saying, 'Any pilot can get the 
hang of the Ambassador after a couple of practices'. 

How safe this good behaviour made the Ambassador 
is apparent with its record of not far short of 
2 decades of operation by 21 production aircraft and 2 
prototypes, all achieved with only 2 accidents resulting 
in fatalities. 

Figures published by BEA showed that 205 million 
passengers had been carried on 90,000 flights over 

1,000,000,000 (one thousand million) miles by Ambassadors. After 
this they were taken over by the independents to continue operating 
for another 10 years. As a flying test bed, a function for which 
the Ambassador was particularly suitable, they did vital work on the 
development of 4 British turboprop engines. [JM] 
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Above: G-AGUA on test in 1951 demonstrates single-engine flying with the port Centaurus stopped and propeller feathered. By this time the 
propellers had been changed to the reversible type, (via JM) 

PRODUCTION 

As explained above, this graceful, elegant aircraft began life as 
a design study in the midst of World War II, in response to the 
recommendations of the Brabazon Committee and was to be the first 
of the much vaunted "DC.3 Replacement" types. The AS.57 was 
planned to undertake short to medium stage operations of around 
1,000 miles, cruising at 200 mph and carrying 30 or so passengers. 
Gradually, however the design grew in size and capacity. Airspeed 
were renowned for being at the cutting edge where innovations 
were concerned, and the designer was convinced that the airlines 
underestimated the capacity required for post-war airliners. British 
Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC) were certain that a 40 seater 
was too large for their European routes, but Airspeed persisted with 
their ideas and were, eventually, justified in doing so. 

However, time and new technology were to overtake the AS.57 and 
with the revolutionary new turbine engines being introduced after the 
war, production of the type was restricted to just 23 aircraft. Two of 
these were prototypes so only 21 Ambassadors, as they became 
known, actually entered airline service. In December 1947 British 
European Airways ordered 20 of them at a cost of £2.56 million and this 
proved to be the only order received for the Ambassador, although 
Central African Airways and more particularly Australian National 
Airways were said to have been ready to order when, after several 
delays in development and delivery, the decision was taken to cease 
production. With BEA the aircraft was to be known as "The Elizabethan" 
class. Two prototypes were ordered in September 1945 and 
construction got under way at Christchurch. By this time, in 1948, 
the Airspeed Company had become part of the de Havilland empire 
and so the Ambassador proved to be the last aircraft to bear the 
illustrious name of Airspeed, another famous British aircraft 
manufacturer vanishing into history. The Christchurch factory was 
to continue as part of de Havilland for some years yet, but has since 
closed and is now a hopsing estate. 

Before commencing the histories of the individual aircraft may I thank 
certain people for their much valued assistance in the compilation of 
this history. First of all John Pothecary who provided details of the 
Christchurch Control Tower log-books, from which I was able to glean 

the records of the first flights of the Ambassadors, information which 
has not appeared anywhere else prior to this article. Also Malcolm 
Fillmore for CofA dates and numbers; Christopher O'Neill and John 
Hopton for details of the three Butler Air Transport Aircraft; Phil Butler 
for details of Ministry records for the prototypes; various Air-Britain 
publications for registration and movement details and last but by 
no means least members of AB-IX for their contributions. [DK] 

THE PROTOTYPES 

C/n 61 SERIES 1 PROTOTYPE 
RAF serial RT665 allocated by Ministry of Aircraft Production (MAP) to 
Specification C.25/43 Contract Aircraft 3588 but serial not used. This 
was the first, unpressurised, prototype with two Bristol Centaurus 130. 
Regd 27.9.45 as G-AGUA to the MAP (CoR 9730/1). The aircraft made 
its first flight at Christchurch on 10.7.47 piloted by George Errington 
with Mr J Pears as observer/engineer. Mr Errington had commenced 
taxi trials at 16.35 and made a few 'hops' as they progressed. The 
Ambassador returned to the dispersal area at 17.07 for last minute 
checks and then took off on its first flight at 18.28. As it lifted off the 
centre rudder spring tab detached and blew off. A partial electrical fail-
ure also occurred. With crash crews standing by at Holmsley South, the 
aircraft landed safely at Christchurch at 19.15 after a 47 minute flight. 
The aircraft then underwent resonance tests and a number of 
modifications were made. These included locking the centre rudder 
and deletion of the spring tab, this being replaced by geared tabs on 
the outer rudders. The propellor reversal system was also fitted at this 
time, along with spinners and some external restyling. On 22.8.47 
further taxi trials were undertaken, commencing at 12.45, followed by a 
further test flight at 19.56 lasting until 20.27. George Errington was 
again at the controls with one other person as observer. 
The aircraft was thus able to appear at the SBAC Show at Radlett on 
9th September, with authority being granted by MAP on 8.9.47 under 
loan agreement 6/Acft/1633/CB.8(b). 
G-AGUA was damaged in the course of a test flight on 22.11.47 when, 
during high-speed cruising trials the retaining bolts on the port main 
undercarriage jack supporting tripod failed. This allowed the leg to drop 
down and lock into the lowered position, fortunately without causing 
further structural damage at this high speed. Hydraulic lines were 
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Above: Second prototype G-AKRD. the first Ambassador with pressurised cabin and Centaurus 630 in 1948. It carried the old type D/F 'egg' but it 
and the first prototype (for a short time) were the only ones to do so. (Airspeed via JM) 

broken and all fluid drained away, preventing the lowering of the other 
undercarriage legs or the flaps. Thus the aircraft was forced to land on 
this single undercarriage leg, and this was accomplished with minor 
damage to the fuselage underside and bending the starboard propellor. 
The wings and nacelles escaped damage. The aircraft was repaired 
and serviceable again within 18 days. 
It was delivered 22.2.49 to the A&AEE Boscombe Down for flight trials. 
Officially transferred 5.3.49 to the RAF as RT665 (ntu) and damaged 
10.3.49 in collision with stationary Tiger Moths DE249 and T5895 due 
to brake failure when taxying too fast at Boscombe Down. Returned 
11.3.49 to Airspeed, Christchurch. CofA No.10593 was issued on 
5.5.49 to MAP. Regd on 12.5.49 as G-AGUA to Minister of Supply. 
Carried out Bristol Centaurus 661 engine trials with this engine installed 
in the port nacelle to investigate the new four-petal cowling system 
designed to alleviate over-cooling and excessive drag problems 
around the nacelles. Also fitted with production type undercarriage and 
undertook trials of the thermal de-icing systems. On 30.5.49 was 
accepted off contract Acft/3588/ CB.10(a) for development flying. 
On 14.9.51 permission granted to be Struck Off Charge, registration 
was cancelled as WFU 12.12.51 and dismantled at Christchurch. 
The rear fuselage went to the Bristol Aeroplane Co. for fire tests. The 
remainder to de Havilland (Airspeed Divn) for spares recovery under 

contract 6/Acft/7255/CB.24(b). On 25.5.55 the fuselage was collected 
by Hants & Sussex Aviation for scrapping. 

C/n 62 SERIES 1 SECOND PROTOTYPE 
Serial RT668 allocated by MAP but NTU. Regd 9.2.49 to the Minister 
of Supply as G-AKRD (CoR 12140/1) and first flown 26.8.48 by George 
Errington, taking off at 16.10 for a flight lasting 69 minutes, landing at 
17.19. A second flight, made on 30.8.48 for further trials, lasted one 
hour 32 minutes. Bristol Centaurus 630 engines. Loaned 7.9.48 to 
Airspeed under loan agreement L/A 6/Acft/2834 for appearance at 
SBAC Display where it took off, flew and landed entirely on the 
starboard engine with the port feathered. Transfer to RAF noted 5.3.49 
but later rescinded. Damaged 13.3.49 when propellor struck runway 
and the fuselage was also damaged. Accepted off contract 30.5.49 for 
development work. A Special Category CofA was issued on 4.8.49 
(No.10694/A2660) and the aircraft was named "Golden Lion". The MoS 
instructed 5.8.49 that the registration (to MoS?) be deleted but no 
alternative was substituted until 3.58. Loan to Airspeed 25.8.49 (L/A 
6/Acft/4373) for demonstration at Northolt. Further loan 6 to 11.9.49 
(L/A 6/Acft/4283) for appearance at SBAC Display. Further loan on 
30.12.49 for demonstration to Aer Lingus, this took place on 22.1.50. 
G-AKRD was damaged on 13.3.50 during a simulated take off engine 

Right: G-AKRD seen on 
single engine trials. The 
propeller had an automatic 
drag-limiting system, torque 
falling to 30% of take-off 
power resulting in a 'super 
coarse' pitch which reduced 
drag and allowed feathering 
in 5 seconds, (via JM) 
In both photographs on this 
page G-AKRD is wearing 
the early BEA winged logo 
on the nose. 
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Left: The 16 ft 6 in. diameter 4-blade de Havilland 
propeller with hollow steel blades for the Proteus 
engine being tested on the Centaurus engined 
Ambassador G-AKRD. (de Havilland via JM) 

Below: Second prototype G-AKRD (RT668) 
painted as the BEA 'Elizabethan' class with the 
airline titles below the windows and the three 
crowns shield on the nose. Later named 'Golden 
Lion', it did not in fact fly BEA services but went on 
to become a flying testbed for Proteus, Tyne and 
Dart propjets. (Aeroplane via JM) 

Bottom: As Proteus testbed, G-AKRD from above 
shows the long Proteus nacelles and jetpipes and 
the outboard fins and rudders in line with the 
propeller slipstream. Part of the initials 'BEA' are 
still visible on top of the port wing in this view. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 

failure demonstration at Bournemouth 
(Hum), when it sank back on to the 
rising (uphill) runway, causing damage to 
the fuselage undersides and the port 
propellor. Temporary repairs made and 
the aircraft flown back to Christchurch for 
full repairs. These were completed and a 
test flight undertaken on 19.5.50. Loan 
to Airspeed from 4 to 11.9.50 (L/A 
6/Acft/5742/CB.9(a) for SBAC Display. 
Allocated 14.8.51 to de Havilland 
Propellors, for trials with hollow bladed 
propellors. Flown Christchurch to Hatfield 
on 20.9.51 and damaged 2.10.51 at 
Hatfield. Further damaged at Hatfield 
16.4.52 when hydraulic accumulator burst 
due to over-pressurisation. 
The aircraft was delivered 15.8.52 to 
the Bristol Engine Co. Ltd. Filton for 
Proteus 3/705 trials. On 5.8.54 authority 
was given for Mr. Masefield to fly in the 
aircraft as a passenger. On 4/5.10.54 
authority given to fly Woodford-Filton-
Chilbolton, to ferry NATO Lightweight 
Fighter Committee. Delivered 30.12.55 to 
Rolls-Royce Ltd., Hucknall, under loan 
agreement L/A 6/Acft/12917/CB.9(a) and 
from 13.2.56 allocated for RB.109 (3D 
Tyne) development. Rolls-Royce accepted 
terms of agreement on 20.2.56 and 
purchased the aircraft on 27.3.58. Change, 
but not new owner, recorded on this date. 
To Rolls-Royce Ltd and modified for Tyne 
engine trials. Allocated identity G-37-3 
under 'B conditions' 24.8.58 to Rolls-
Royce Ltd and appeared as such at SBAC 
Farnborough 9.58. Fitted with Dart 
Engines in 8.61. Re-regd G-AKRD 
20.5.66 (CoR R2660/2) to Rolls-Royce Ltd 
(Dart engine trials) and was known as the 
"Ambassador P2 Special". Withdrawn 
from use and scrapped in 10.69 at 
Hucknall, regn eld 4.11.69 as destroyed. 
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Above: G-AKRD being flown as 
a testbed for the Proteus 705 
turboprop engines for the Britannia. 
The jetpipes were carried over the 
wing clear of the existing structure 
which was not affected. 
(Aeroplane via JM) 
Right: For de-icing tests of the 
Proteus the spray rig is seen 
attached to the forward fuselage of 
G-AKRD. An unexpected problem 
was ice impact damage to the 
hollow steel propeller blades. 
(Aircraft Production via JM) 
Below: Now with Rolls-Royce Tyne 
turboprops and marked G-37-3, 
the second prototype awaits its 
turn on a wet Farnborough runway 
at the SBAC show, 9.58. 
(Jim Halley, ABCSL: jjh0284a) 
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Above: G-AKRD was obtained by Rolls-Royce and used as a testbed for their Tyne turboprop with a similar installation to the Proteus. Flown as 
G-37-3, Capt Gillman credited it with a fighter-like climb rate of 4,000 ft/min. (Aeroplane via JM) 

Above: Tyne Ambassador G-37-3 taxying provides a good view of the 3-fin tail unit with combined aerodynamic and mass balance ahead of the 
rudder hinge and trim tab on the rudder trailing edge of the outboard units. (Aeroplane via JM) 
Below: G-37-3/G-AKRD late in its career as a testbed for the Rolls-Royce Dart RDalO (port nacelle) and RDa8 (starboard nacelle) in which role it 
did not suffer the airframe limiting speeds of the hard-worked Dart Dakota G-37-2. (Rolls-Royce via JM) 
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The Japanese Civil 
Register 1919-45 BY TOSHIO FUJITA 

Right: A rather dark view 
of Maeda Type 5 single-
seat soaring sailplane 
J-BFYH named "Tamaya 
go" after its sponsor. 
The 12.24 metre span 
wing is a Gottingen 580 
section with large 
ailerons and two parallel 
bracing struts. Length 
is 6.32 metres, wing 
area 16.4 sq metres, 
aspect ratio 9.2:1, empty 
weight 130 kg and 
loaded weight 210 kg. 
In size and performance 
it was another type not 
unlike the contemporary 
Grunau Baby, 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

PART TWENTY-SEVEN 

2. The Second System (1927-1945 ) 

2-E. Additions to J-B### series (see p96/37 +) - (continued) 

J-BFYF Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1179, 
T.Atokawa. CofA 9.35. 

J-BFYG Henri Mignet Pou du Ciel (AVA 25hp). C/n French 32, one 
of two examples imported by Nihon Aeroplane Co. Ltd. as 
samples for licence producion of Pou du Ciel in Japan. 
R.Kato, CofA 4.36. 

J-BFYH Maeda Type 5 soarer.C/n Maeda 9. K.Maeda. "Tamaya go" 
(the trade name of sponsor). CofA 2.36. Owner changed 
to I.Yoshioka, 9.36. 

J-BFYL Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 553. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 
12.33. 

J-BGAB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 112. 
K.Kitayama. CofA 4.32. Owner changed to K.Adachi 
6.33, and then to R.Segawa 10.33 but returned to 
K.Adachi 12.33. 

J-BGAD Mitsubishi R-1.2 two-seat open-cockpit biplane trainer (as 
J-BEBD). C/n 49. Japan Lightplane Club. CofA 4.32. Named 
"Primary school student Giyu (Volunteer) No.2", 10.34. Regn 
cancelled 6.35 as aircraft dismantled. 

J-BGAF Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1177. 
E.Ono. CofA 8.35. 

J-BGAH Sato Type 2 Glider. C/n Yokoyama 1. N.Yokoyama, CofA 2.36. 

J-BGAL Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1174. 
K.Noda. CofA 11.34. Regn cancelled as aircraft dismantled. 

J-BGDB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). 
C/n Mitsubishi 601. K.linuma (Asia Aeronautical School). 
CofA 6.37. 

J-BGDE Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1263. 
K.linuma (Asia Aeronautical School). CofA 3.37. 

J-BGDF Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). 
C/n Mitsubishi 15. K.linuma (Asia Aeronautical School). 
CofA 5.37. 

J-BGDG Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 
1152. K.linuma (Asia Aeronautical School). CofA 6.37. 

J-BGEB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 534. T.Aiba (Nippon Flying School). CofA 4.32. 

J-BGED Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 690. 
J.Uchida. CofA 7.34. 

J-BGEF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 2297. 
T.Endo. CofA 9.35. 

J-BGEH Yokosho Navy Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH) 
C/n Kawanishi 25. S.Emi. CofA 2.36. 

J-BGIB Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 754. 
F.Tanaka. CofA 4.32. Regn cancelled 6.36. 

J-BGID Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). 
C/n Mitsubishi 557. S.Go. CofA 10.32. Regn cancelled due 
to aircraft being dismatled 5.37. 

J-BGIF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 751. CofA 
9.35. Regn cancelled as aircraft destroyed 2.36. 

J-BGIH Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 
1151. C.Nishida (Osaka Aeroplane Research Studio). 
CofA 2.36. 

J-BGIL Salmson 2A2/Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 633. F.Mihara 
(Nagoya Flying School). CofA 2.34. Aircraft modified to have 
enclosed rear seat. 

J-BGOA Kawanishi H6K2-L 4-engined flying boat. (4 x 1000 hp 
Mitsubishi Kinsei 43 14-cyl 2-row radials) Civil version of 
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Navy Type 97 Flying Boat (Mavis). C/n 54. Granted private 
radio station licence 3.41. DNKKK "Isonami" (Beach Wave). 
Lost after aircraft took off at Saigon 12.44. 

J-BGOB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 91. 
Y.Fukai. CofA 11.8.32. Owner changed to Ohno 23.8.32. 
Regn cancelled as aircraft destroyed 5.33. 

J-BGOC Fokker F.VIIb/3m (3 x 220 hp Wright R-975 9-cyl radials). 
C/n 5121? ex-J-BBDO. [Previously recorded as to J-BBOC] 
NKYKK "Hato" (Dove). Granted private radio station licence 
8.34. To DNKKK. Radio station licence cancelled 6.39. 

J-BGOD Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 363. 
Japan Lightplane Club. CofA 8.34. Crashed near Haneda 
Airport 8.35. Regn cancelled 6.36 as aircraft dismantled. 

Left: In the register 
additions below sev-
eral examples of the 
Kawanishi H6K2-L 
flying boat converted 
for civil use may be 
found. In Japanese 
Naval service this 
was the Type 97 
Transport Flying Boat 
, known by the Allied 
code-name Mavis. 
This photo, released 
by the Japanese 
Navy, shows the mili-
tary version, although 
the nose area has 
been modified by the 
wartime censor. 
(Toshio Fujita 
collection) 

J-BGOQ Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). C/n 108. DNKKK 
"Norikura". Granted private radio station licence 1.41. 

J-BGOS Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). C/n 110. DNKKK "Mitake". 
Granted private radio station licence 3.41. 

J-BGOT Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Tateyama". 
Granted private radio station licence 3.41. Crashed into 
a mountain in Formosa, 29.10.42. Radio station licence 
cancelled 30.10.42. 

J-BGOU Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK 
Granted private radio station licence 3.41. 

'Hakusan". 

J-BGOV Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Gassan". 
Granted private radio station licence 4.41. 

J-BGOE Kawanishi H6K2-L flying boat (as J-BGOA). C/n 56. DNKKK 
"Makigumo" (Roll Cloud). Granted private radio station 
licence 8.41. Flown to Formosa after the war wearing green 
cross. Fate unknown. 

J-BGOF Itoh Universal Type Primary Glider. C/n 11. G.Kobayashi. 
CofA 9.35. Regn cancelled 5.37 as aircraft dismatled. 

J-BGOG Kawanishi H6K2-L flying boat (as J-BGOA). C/n 57. DNKKK 
"Shinonome" (Daybreak). 

J-BGOW Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Hakuba". 
Granted private radio station licence 5.41. Passed Civil 
Aviation Bureau test 4.41. 

J-BGOX Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Tsurugidake". 
Granted private radio station licence 7.41. 

J-BGOY Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Yaridake". 
Granted private radio station licence 8.41. Passed Civil 
Aviation Bureau test 7.41. 

J-BGOH Kawanishi H6K2-L flying boat (as J-BGOA). C/n 58. DNKKK 
"Asanag" (Morning calm sea). Lost off New Giunea 4.44, 
it was presumed to have been shot down. 

J-BGOZ Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Haguro". 
Granted private radio station licence 8.41. Passed Civil 
Aviation Bureau test 7.41. 

J-BGOI Kawanishi H6K2-L flying boat (as J-BGOA). C/n 59. DNKKK 
"Yunagi" (Evening calm). 

J-BGOJ Kawanishi H6K2-L flying boat (as J-BGOA). C/n 60. DNKKK 
"Ohshioi" (Spring tide). 

J-BGOK Kawanishi H6K2-L flying boat (as J-BGOA). C/n unkn. 
DNKKK "Akatsuki" (Dawn). 

J-BGOL Kawanishi H6K2-L flying boat (as J-BGOA). C/n 61. DNKKK 
"Ariake" (Wan morning). 

J-BGON Mitsubishi MC-20-1 twin-engined 11-passenger low-wing 
cabin monoplane (2 x 890 hp Nakajima Ha-5 14-cyl 2-row 
radials, modifed). C/n 104. DNKKK "Myuko". Crashed off 
Chiba prefecture 20.12.40 during test flight for Civil Aviation 
Bureau, all aboard died, cause not determined. (Correct 
designation of engine was not allowed to be published, 
so this engine is listed as modified Ha-5 of 760hp.) 

J-BGUB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 117. 
F.Tanaka. CofA 4.32. Change of owner to T.Sasaki, 
1.33. 

J-BGUD Itoh Universal Type Primary Glider. C/n 2. S.lhara. CofA 
11.34. 

J-BGUF Itoh Universal Type Primary Glider. C/n 12. H.Shiina. CofA 
9.35. 

J-BGUH Yokosho Navy Type 13 land-based trainer (as J-BBDH). 
C/n Hiro Navy Arsenal 31. Osaka Mainichi newspaper 
"Daimai No.28". CofA 3.36. Crashed during glider towing 
8.36. Regn cancelled 9.36 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BGUL Mitsubishi R-2.2 / Navy Type 10.2 two-seat biplane trainer 
(as J-BEID). C/n Hiro Arsenal 41. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying 
School). CofA 6.34. Owner changed to A.Narabayashi 9.34. 
Regn cancelled 9.35 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BGOO Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Zaoh" 
private radio station licence 1.41. 

Granted J-BGYB Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 341. 
K.ln. CofA 6.32. Regn cancelled 9.32 as aircraft dismatled. 

J-BGOP Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK 
Granted private radio station licence 1.41. 

"Hodaka". J-BGYD Itoh Universal Type Primary Glider. C/n 3. S.Fujiwara. CofA 
12.34. Regn cancelled 2.36 as aircraft destroyed. 
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J-BGYF Salmson 2A2 / Army ( as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 806. 
Y.Fukai (Asia Aeronautical School). CofA 1.36. 
Owner changed to S.Shin 2.36. 

J-BGYL Yokosho Navy Type 13 land-based trainer (as 
J-BBDH). C/n Nakajima 20. S.Sanshi. CofA 4.34. 
Regn cancelled 2.36 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BHAB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 
26. F.Tanaka. CofA 8.32. Owner changed to 
K.Tsuruoka 6.33. Regn. cancelled 4.37 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

J-BHAD Itoh Universal Type Primary Glider. C/n 4. CofA 
12.34. Regn cancelled 6.35 as aircraft destroyed. 

J~ f iGo0.: -

J-BHAF Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 519. 
N.Endo. CofA 4.36. 

J-BHDA Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 
'Hanriot 28'). C/n Mitsubishi 594. F.Mihara 
(Nagoya Flying School). CofA 10.36. 

J-BHDB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 
'Hanriot 28'). C/n Mitsubishi 583. F.Mihara 
(Nagoya Flying School). CofA 1.37. 

J-BHDC Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 769. 
F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 4.37. 
Owner changed to Nihon Student Air League. 

J-BHDD Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 
'Hanriot 28'). C/n Mitsubishi 622. F.Mihara 
(Nagoya Flying School). CofA 5.37. 

J-BHDE Kirigamine Type Taka model glider. C/n Nagoya 5. 
F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 
5.37. 

J-BHDF Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 
'Hanriot 28'). C/n Mitsubishi 29. F.Mihara (Nagoya 
Flying School) . CofA 6.37. Owner changed to 
Nihon Student Air League later. 

J-BHDP Tachikawa Army Type 95-3 two-seat primary trainer (as 
J-BBGP, 150hp Hitachi Ha-12 air-cooled radial). F.Mihara 
(Nagoya Flying School). 

J-BHDQ Tachikawa Army Type 95-3 two-seat primary trainer (as 
J-BBGP, 150hp Hitachi Ha-12 air-cooled radial). F.Mihara 
(Nagoya Flying School). 

J-BHEB Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 364. 
T.Kin. CofA 11.32. Regn cancelled 5.33 due to transfer to 
Korea and became J-CAED, later J-CAEK. 

J-BHED Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki (as J-BBDB). C/n Kawasaki 1166. 
Nihon Aerial Work Limited Partnership. CofA 10.34. 

J-BHEF Itoh Universal Type Primary Glider. C/n 13. T. Shino. CofA 
12.35. 

J-BHEL Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 574. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA 6.34. 

J-BHIB Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 544. B.Matsunaga (Nihon Student Air League). 
CofA 1.33. Regn cancelled 9.34 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-BHID Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). C/n 
Mitsubishi 579. Japan Lightplane Club. CofA 11.34. Regn 
cancelled 6.35 as aircraft dismantled. 

J-BHIF R.F.DagnaU Dagling Secondary Glider (modified). C/n 
Kirigamine 25. H.Uemura. CofA 12.35. 

J-BHIL Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Tokorozawa 392. 
Z.lnoue. CofA 5.34. Regn cancelled 12.34 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

Above: Mitsubishi MC-20 civil transport J-BGOO "Zaoh" of DNKKK - Dai Nippon 
Koku KK - Greater Japan Airways Co Ltd. 
Below: Close-up view of the nose of an unidentified MC-20 with the Nakajima 
Ha-5 14-cyl 2-row radial engines prominent. In the background is a Lockheed 14, 
probably also a DNKKK machine, (via Toshio Fujita) 

J-BHOA Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Maya". Aircraft 
telegraph transmission station licenced 8.41. 

J-BHOB Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Kamui". Aircraft 
telegraph transmission station licenced 9.41; station 
abolished 8.42. 

J-BHOC Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Shoukai". Aircraft 
telegraph transmission station licenced 11.41. 

J-BHOD Nieuport 29-C-1 / Army single seat biplane fighterType Ko 4 
(1) (as J-BBPN) (300-320 hp Mitsubishi-Hispano Suiza 8-cyl 

water cooled vee). C/n Tokyo Artillery Arsenal 584. Japan 
Lightplane Club. CofA 12.34. Regn cancelled 5.37 due to 
aircraft being dismantled. 

J-BHOD Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Iwaki". Aircraft 
(2) telegraph transmission station licenced 10.41; abolished 8.42. 

J-BHOE Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). 
Aviation Bureau test 1.42. 

DNKKK. Passed Civil 

J-BHOF Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). 
(1) C/n Mitsubishi 614. M.Aoki. CofA 4.36. 

J-BHOF Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK. Passed Civil 
(2) Aviation Bureau test 1.42. 

J-BHOG Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK. Passed Civil 
Aviation Bureau test 1.42. 

J-BHOH Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK. Passed Civil 
Aviation Bureau test 1.42. 

J-BHOI Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Iho". 
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Left: Classic view of an 
unidentified Mitsubishi MC-
20-1 flying near Mount Fuji. 
(Toshio Fujita collection) 

J-BHOJ Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Kinpou". Passed 
Civil Aviation Bureau test 1.42. 

J-BHOK Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Nantai". Passed 
Civil Aviation Bureau test 1.42. 

J-BHOL Yokosho Navy Type 13 land-based trainer (as J-BBDH). 
(1) C/n Nakajima 17. K.Nonaka (Kouch Shimbun Newspaper). 

CofA 7.34. 

J-BHOL Mitsubishi MC-20-1 (as J-BGON). DNKKK "Washidake". 
(2) Passed Civil Aviation Bureau test 4.42. 

J-BHOS Douglas DC-3 / Nakajima (2 x 1000hp Mitsubishi Kinsei). 
DNKKK "Kusunoki" (Camphor tree). Granted private radio 
station licence 1.41. 

J-BHOT Douglas DC-3 / Nakajima (as J-BHOS). DNKKK "Hinoki" 
(Japanese cypress). Aircraft telegraph transmission station 
licenced 3.41. 

J-BHOU Douglas DC-3 / Nakajima (as J-BHOS). DNKKK "Kashi" 
(Oak). Aircraft telegraph transmission station licenced 4.41. 

J-BHOV Douglas DC-3 / Nakajima (as J-BHOS). DNKKK "Nara" 
(Japanese oak). Aircraft telegraph transmission station 
licenced 4.41. 

J-BHOX Douglas DC-3 / Nakajima (as J-BHOS). DNKKK "Kaba" 
(Birch). Aircraft telegraph transmission station licenced 5.41. 

J-BHOY Douglas DC-3 / Nakajima (as J-BHOS). DNKKK "Tsuga" 
(Hemlock-spruce). Aircraft telegraph transmission station 
licenced 6.41. 

J-BHOZ Douglas DC-3 / Nakajima (as J-BHOS). DNKKK "Momi" 
(Fir). Aircraft telegraph transmission station licenced 6.41. 

J-BHUB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 53. T.Aiba 
(Nippon Flying School). CofA 11.32. Regn cancelled 5.34 
due to aircraft having been damaged. 

J-BHUD Salmson 2A2 / Army (as J-BBDB). C/n Atsuta 733. 
S.Hanagata. CofA 2.35. Owner changed to J.Oguri 1.37. 

J-BHUL Hanriot HD-14 / Mitsubishi Ki 1 (as J-BBAD 'Hanriot 28'). 
C/n Mitsubishi 9. K.Noda. CofA 7.34. 

J-BHYB Avro 504K / Nakajima (as J-BBIF). C/n Nakajima 19. 
(1) K.Kitayama. CofA 2.33. Owner changed to K.linuma 

(Asia Aeronautical School) 12.33. Regn cancelled 12.34 due 
to damage from storm and flood. 

J-BHYB Nakajima Navy Type 15-2 two-seat sesquiplane seaplane 
(2) trainer E2N2 (300hp Mitsubishi Type Hi 8-cyl water-cooled 

vee). Miyajima Aeronautical Research Studio. 

J-BHYD Nakajima Navy Type 15-2 (as J-BHYB). C/n Nakajima 41. 
S.Emi. CofA 4.35. 

J-BHYL Yokosho Navy Type 13 seaplane trainer (as J-BBDH). 
C/n Hiro Arsenal 26. K.Ando (Ando Aeroplane Research 

Studio). CofA 10.34. 
To be continued.... 

Right: A pair of Douglas DC-3s parked at Fukuoka 
Airport. The example in the background is J-BDOI 
"Sakura" (Cherry) the first DC-3 for DNKKK, and was 
Douglas built, it was first flown at Haneda airport 
1.10.38. A batch of nine Nakajima built examples were 
registered J-BHOR to J-BHOZ - see above, 'OR and 
'OW having been listed in an earlier issue on p.98/33. 
(via Toshio Fujita) 
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SIKORSKY AMERICAN 
FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT BY MARTIN BEST 

Part 1: Sikorsky S-29-A to S-35 

Introduction 
The name "Sikorsky" is usually associated now with medium and 
large helicopters but behind this company name is the career of 
Igor Sikorsky, a talented aeronautical engineer who pioneered 
the development of land-based aircraft, amphibious aircraft, 
seaplanes, flying boats and helicopters in two countries during a 
long and distinguished life. 

This series of articles will focus on the American fixed-wing aircraft, 
which covered the period from 1923 to 1942. Before WWII there 
were relatively few airfields where transport aircraft could operate, 
so amphibious aircraft were developed that could operate from 
either land or water, making flights to less developed parts of the 
world possible without the need for investment in expensive airport 
facilities. After WWII, these constraints no longer applied to the 
same degree and the development of specialised flying boats was 
no longer justified. Igor Sikorsky then returned to his prior interest 
in helicopter engineering and, with others, created a new industry 
to replace the one that was no longer viable. 

The story of Igor Sikorsky's career in Russia can be read in 
"The aviation career of Igor Sikorsky", by Cochrane, Hardesty & 
Lee [1], which also covers his career in America. The story of his 
development of the helicopter can be read in "'Helicopter': 
pioneering with Igor Sikorsky", by William E Hunt [2], which also 
covers his earlier careers. A shorter description of the whole story 
is given in "Images of America: Sikorsky", by John W R Taylor [3]. 
None of these books covers together all the aircraft types that 
will be described in this series of articles. 

The following articles make use of information acquired from the 
available sources, but there are many gaps and inconsistencies in 
this knowledge that we hope may be filled or resolved by readers' 
contributions to the Feedback section of this journal. 

Igor I Sikorsky 

Above: Igor Sikorsky was a world-famous Russian aircraft designer 
before he came to the USA in 1919, having created a number of 
machines including in 1913 the world's first 4-engine aircraft. This 
was developed into the 102 ft span 'llya Mourometz' (above) of 1914, 
the world's first 4-engine bomber in service, (via Jack Meaden) 
Below: Igor Sikorsky, aged 41. flying his S-38 amphibian in 1931. The 
success of this aircraft established the Sikorsky company as a leading 
aircraft manufacturer. (Sikorsky via JM) 

Igor I Sikorsky was born in Kiev, Russia on May 25th 1889. 
His involvement in aircraft designs in 1910 resulted in flying his own 
designs as pilot and obtaining his FAI pilot's licence in 1911. His 
aircraft design work continued throughout the First World War period 

and he produced single engine machines from the S-1 to the S-16 
fighter. His S-18 and S-19 were twin-engined aircraft as was the S-21 
in its first form. On 13 May 1913 Sikorsky piloted his first 4-engine 
design, a development of the S-21 Le Grand. This led to the S-22 llya 
Mourometz 4-engine bomber of 1914. 

After the 1917 Bolshevik revolution, Sikorsky was advised to leave his 
Russian homeland. In March 1918 he travelled to London and then to 
Paris, where he was involved briefly in a twin-engine bomber project. 
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Left: Sikorsky also designed 
single engine fighters, one 
example being the 1916 S-16 
with 80 hp Gnome, seen here on 
skis. As a single seater it was 
armed with two machine guns, 
one fixed to fire forward, (via JM) 

Just before his 30th birthday in 1919, he left for the USA and started a 
new life. After a little while occupied in finding his feet, in 1923 he 
persuaded friends, many of them Russian immigrants like himself, to 
contribute financially in a new company, the Sikorsky Aero Engineering 
Corporation. 

Many of the company workers were also Russian and a very loyal 
band, which was just as well since when all the initial capital had been 
spent on building the first aircraft (the S-29-A) they were sometimes 
weeks behind with their pay. 

For the next few years most of the aircraft built were 'one-offs', but 
development of the S-34 and S-36 amphibians led to the S-38 in 1928. 
Company expansion took place as a result of production of the S-38 

and in 1929 Sikorsky became part of the United Aircraft Corporation 
and its future was assured. 

Also part of United was Pratt & Whitney, the engine manufacturers, and 
Hamilton Standard, the propeller company. Consequently most 
Sikorsky aircraft were fitted as standard with Pratt & Whitney engines 
and Hamilton Standard propellers. 

In 1939 Sikorsky joined with Vought, another division of United, to 
produce the last Sikorsky fixed-wing aircraft, the VS-44 intercontinental 
flying boat. Igor Sikorsky's production of fixed-wing aircraft in the USA 
covered the period from 1923 to 1967. It provides a long and fascinat-
ing story, which still continues with preserved examples. 

(with thanks to Jack Meaden) 

Sikorsky American Fixed Wing Aeroplanes - Table of Types 
No. engine(s) No. built Year 

2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 

2 
1 
4 
2 

Model 
S-29-A 
S-30 
S-31 
S-32 
S-33, A 
S-34 
S-35 
S-36 
S-37-1, -2, -B 
S-38A, B, C 

S-39A, B, C 
S-40 
S-41 
N/a 

Type Military Designation(s) 
Landplane - sesquiplane 
N/a 
Landplane - sesquiplane 
Land/seaplane - sesquiplane 
Landplane - sesquiplane 
Amphibian - sesquiplane 
Landplane - sesquiplane 
Amphibian - sesquiplane 
Land/seaplane - sesquiplane 
Amphibian - sesquiplane 

Amphibian - monoplane 
Amphibian - monoplane 
Amphibian - monoplane 
Biplane flyinq boat, 

XPS-1 

C-6, C-6A, XPS-2, 
PS-3, RS-3, RS-4 

Y1C-28 

RS-1, RS-5 

Seats 
14 
10 
4 
5 
1 
7 
4 
8 

20 

10 
5 

44 
18 

N/a 

S-42, A, B 
S-43, A, B, H, 
S-44 
VS-44A 
S-45 

W 

tandem pusher/tractor in 
inter-wing nacelle 
(See S-29-A to S-35 list) 
Amphibious flying boat. 
Scout-observation a/c for 
carrier duty 
(See S-29-A to S-35 list) 
Flying boat - monoplane 
Amphibian - monoplane 
Flying boat - monoplane 
Flying boat - monoplane 

XP2S-1 

XSS-1, XSS-2 

JRS-1, OA-8, OA-11 
XPBS-1 
XJRS-2 

Proposed 6-engine flying boat. 

37 
16 

35 
6 

4 
2 
4 
4 

1 
Not built 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
6 
2 

111 
21 
3 
7 

1924 
1925 
1925 
1926 
1926/1927 
1926 
1926 
1927 
1927 

1928 
1930 
1931 
1931 

1 

10 
53 
1 
3 
Not built 

1932 

1933 

1934 
1935 
1937 
1942 

Sources: Refs. [1], [5] & [6] 
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Above: Sikorsky started his 
American designs in 1923 with 
the S-29A, a twin-engine biplane 
which clearly owed much to his 
Russian multi-engine biplanes. 
It first flew in May 1924. (via JM) 
Right: The S-29A was damaged 
on its first flight in a forced landing 
and when repaired its 200 hp 
Hispano Suizas were replaced 
by two Liberty engines of 400 hp. 
It is seen disguised as the 'Gotha' 
bomber for the film 'Hell's 
Angels'. [See Archive p2000/19] 
(via JM) 

Sikorsky S-29-A 
Twin-engined landplane sesquiplane (14 passengers) 

Manufacturer: Sikorsky Aero Engineering Corporation 
Number built: 1 
Registration: N-2756 
2 x Hispano Suiza engines, 300 hp 
First flight: 4th May 1924 
re-engined with 2 x Liberty engines, 400 hp 
First flight: 25th September 1924 

In New York, Igor Sikorsky taught mathematics to Russian immigrants 
at a private college and lectured on astronomy and aviation. In his free 
time he conceived what he regarded as the ideal air transport that 
America would need one day. On 5th March 1923 he formed the 
Sikorsky Aero Engineering Corporation to build it. An initial capital of a 
few thousand dollars, gathered in small subscriptions, was boosted by 
$5,000 from Sergei Rachmaninoff, the famous composer and pianist. 
The men who volunteered to build the aircraft were mostly Russian. 
They worked at first in the open on a farm, until a hangar could be 
rented at Roosevelt Field, New York. At one stage, they worked for 
20 weeks without pay. 

The aircraft that took shape was the 14-passenger S-29-A - the 'A' 
standing for America. Unlike earlier Sikorsky designs, its structure was 
of metal rather than wood. Angle iron for some members came from 
discarded beds and the tyres were from surplus supplies. The two 
engines were war-surplus 300 hp Hispano-Suizas. When the aircraft 
was ready for its first flight on 4th May 1924, eight of the workers 
climbed on board with Sikorsky. This load proved too much for the old 
engines and the underpowered aircraft force-landed on a nearby golf 
course after a brief flight. Fortunately there were no injuries. 

Sikorsky raised another $2,500 to rebuild the aircraft, now using two 
400 hp Liberty engines. It flew again on 25th September 1924. This 
time Sikorsky took only three men on the successful flight. By the end 
of 1924, the S-29-A had carried over 420 passengers during the 
course of 45 flights in a total flight time of 15 hours and 37 minutes. 
Demonstration flights continued throughout 1925. Sikorsky himself 
piloted the S-29-A more than 200 times. It raised enough money from 
charter flying to keep the company afloat. 

The corporation was re-organised on 4th July 1925 as the Sikorsky 

Manufacturing Corporation, and a series of smaller aircraft were 
subsequently designed, built and sold. In late 1926 it was decided 
to move to more modern quarters at College Point, Long Island, as it 
had water frontage on the Sound. 

In 1926 the S-29-A was leased-purchased by the racing pilot, 
Capt. Roscoe Turner, for $11,000. He used it as a flying cigar store, 
complete with display cases and a cash register, earning an average of 
$200 a day hawking his wares from state to state. Another deal 
involved flying sales personnel of a St Louis clothing manufacturer from 
city to city, with the company name emblazoned on the fuselage sides. 

The S-29-A was re-sold to Howard Hughes in 1928 for use in the movie 
Hell's Angels. The aircraft was modified to resemble a German Gotha 
bomber and was destroyed in a spectacular crash in 1930 [4]. Although 
the pilot had parachuted to safety, the man releasing the smoke trail 
from the rear fuselage did not know that the S-29-A was out of control 
and he died when it slammed into the ground. 

S-29A Specification 
Engines: 
Propeller: 
Length: 
Height: 
Wingspan (upper): 
Wingspan (lower): 
Wing chord (upper): 
Wing chord (lower): 
Aspect ratio (upper): 
Aspect ratio (lower): 
Wing area (upper): 
Wing area (lower): 
Stabilizer area: 
Elevator area: 
Rudder area: 
Fin area: 
Weight empty: 
Gross weight: 
Minimum speed: 
Maximum speed: 
Service ceiling: 
Rate of climb: 

2 x Liberty @ 400 BHP 
10 ft 4 in, 2 blades 
49 ft 10 in 
13 ft 6 in 
69 ft 
62 ft 6 in 
10 ft 3 in 
5 ft 10 in 
6.97 
12.8 
682 sq ft 
305 sq ft 
58sqft 
38 sq ft 
38 sq ft 
none 
7775 lb 
12,000 1b 
56 mph (49 kt) 
115mph(100kt) 
12,300 ft 
5,000 ft/8.8 min 
10,000 ft/23 min 

3.15 m, 2 blades 
15.19 m 
4.11 m 
21.03 m 
19.05 m 
3.12 m 
1.78 m 

63.36 sq m 
28.33 sq m 
5.39 sq m 
3.53 sq m 
3.53 sq m 

3527 kg 
5443 kg 
90 km/hr 
185km/hr 
3749 m 
1524 m/8.8 min 
3048 m/23 min. 
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Left: The S-30 twin 
engine transport was 
not built, but for wing 
development Sikorsky 
fitted experimental 'high 
lift' wings for flight trials 
as parasols on the fuse-
lages of three examples 
of the OX-5 engined 
Curtiss JN-4 'Jenny' . 
They were (N)3020 
seen here, (N)C2044 
and one other, (via JM) 

Sikorsky S-30 
Light transport or mail airplane design (1925). 

Engines: 
Load: 
Speed: 
Range: 

2 x Wright J-4, 200 hp 
1800 1b 
100 kt 
500 or 600 miles 

Not built. (Did not make it past the blueprint stage.) 

Sikorsky S-31 
Landplane, sesquiplane (for aerial photography) 

Manufacturer: Sikorsky Manufacturing Corporation 
Number built: 1, for Fairchild Flying Corporation 

(no registration or name) 
First flight: September 1925 
The S-31 had a 2-place open cockpit and a central cabin 
configured for photographic work. 

area 

Fairchild engaged the services of Igor Sikorsky to build an aeroplane to 
his specifications. Accepting the contract, Sikorsky produced the S-31 
for the agreed price of $9,100. After being test flown by Dick Depew, 
chief pilot for the US-based Fairchild Aerial Surveys, the S-31 was 
flown in two separate races in the New York Air Races in October 1925 
and was places seventh and ninth respectively. It was then crated and 
transported to Brazil by steamship. A rear gun on a ring mount was 

added later. The airplane was flown in South America by the Fairchild 
Flying Corporation for aerial photographic work over the jungles and 
mountainous terrain. 

S-31 Specification 

Engine: 1 x Wright Whirlwind J-4, 200 BHP @ 
Propeller: 
Length: 
Height: 
Wingspan (upper): 
Wingspan (lower): 
Wing chord (upper): 
Wing chord (lower): 
Aspect ratio (upper): 
Aspect ratio (lower): 
Wing area (upper): 
Wing area (lower): 
Stabilizer area: 
Elevator area: 
Rudder area: 
Fin area: 
Weight empty: 
Gross weight: 
Minimum speed: 
Cruising speed: 
Maximum speed: 
Service ceiling: 
Rate of climb: 
Endurance: 

8 ft, 2 blades 
26 ft 
10 ft 4 in 
45 ft 
32 ft 
6ft 
3 ft 4 in 
7.9 
11.25 
260 sq ft 
96 sqft 
34 sqft 
34 sq ft 
7 sq ft 
3 sqft 
1700 1b 
2900 lb 
35 mph (30 kt) 
110mph(96kt) 
124 mph (108 kt) 
15,000 ft 
15,000 ft/45 min 
6 hours 

1600 rpm 
2.44 m, 2 blades 
7.92 m 
3.15 m 
13.72 m 
9.75 m 
1.83 m 
1.01 m 

24.15 sq m 
8.92 sq m 
3.16 sq m 
3.16 sq m 
0.65 sq m 
0.28 sq m 
771 kg 
1315 kg 
56.3 km/hr 
177km/hr 
200 km/hr 
4572 m 
4572 m/45 min. 

Left: The Sikorsky S-31 
was a two-seat sesqui-
plane with a 200 hp 
Wright J4. It was built for 
Fairchild for aerial 
photography but was 
also demonstrated with a 
gun mounting in the rear 
cockpit for a twin .303 in. 
Lewis. The initials L.I. 
N. Y. on the rudder stood 
for the Sikorsky factory 
at Long Island, New 
York. (Sikorsky via JM) 
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Right: Another sesqui-
plane, the 1925 S-32 
A5947 had three open 
cockpits and a 400 
hp Liberty engine. 
As a transport or mail-
plane, it was flown 
mainly as a floatplane 
version. The sesqui-
plane concept, a mix 
of biplane and mono-
plane features, was 
to remain popular 
with Sikorsky up to 
the 1931 model S-40. 
(Sikorsky via JM) 

Sikorsky S-32 
5-place observation land/sea-plane equipped with pontoons, 
sesquiplane 

Manufacturer: 
Number built: 
First flight: 

Sikorsky Manufacturing Corporation 
1, for Andean National Corporation, Ancol 
1926 

The S-32 carried the pilot in the rear cockpit and two pairs of passen-
gers in the forward cockpits. It was flown mainly on floats. In one year 
the Ancol flew a total of 42,000 miles up and down the Magdalena River 
in Colombia, ferrying supplies, payroll, and personnel. Although the 
S-32 had a good performance record, the damp climate in South 
America badly affected the fabric-covered wings and the wooden 
pontoons, and it proved to be short-lived as a transport. The Andean 
National Corporation was a subsidiary of Standard Oil Company. 

S-32 Specification 
Engine: 
Propeller: 
Length: 
Height: 
Wingspan (upper): 
Wingspan (lower): 
Wing chord (upper): 
Wing chord (lower): 
Aspect ratio (upper): 
Aspect ratio (lower): 
Wing area (upper): 
Wing area (lower): 
Stabilizer area: 
Elevator area: 

1 x Liberty, 400 BHP @ 1600 rpm 
10 ft, 2 blades 
36 ft 
15ft 
58 ft 4 in 
38 ft 
8 ft 4 in 
4 ft 2 in 
7.4 
9.78 
480 sq ft 
125sqft 
46sqft 
14sqft 

3.05 m, 2 blades 
10.97 m 
4.57 m 
17.78 m 
11.58 m 
2.54 m 
1.27 m 

44.59 sq m 
11.61 sq m 
4.27 sq m 
1.3 sq m 

Rudder area: 
Fin area: 
Weight empty: 
Gross weight: 
Minimum speed: 
Maximum speed: 
Service ceiling: 
Rate of climb: 
Endurance: 

20sqft 
none 
3300 lb 
5400 lb 
40 mph (35 kt) 
133mph(116kt) 
16,000 ft 
16,000 ft/52 min 
4 hours 

1.86 sq m 

1497 kg 
2449 kg 
64.4 km/hr 
214 km/hr 
4877 m 
4877 m/52 min 

Sikorsky S-33, S-33A Messenger 
Single engine, wooden landplane, sesquiplane 

Manufacturer: 
Number built: 
First flight: 

Sikorsky Manufacturing Corporation 
2 (no registrations or names known) 
(S-33) 1926, (S-33A) 1927 

Two S-33 Messengers were built, the first in 1926 as a racing aircraft 
with a 70 hp Wright Gale air-cooled engine, the second in 1927 as a 
two-seat utility aircraft with a 60 hp Lawrance engine. The racer was 
flown by Alexander P Krapish in the Glenn H Curtiss Trophy Race, but 
the Lawrance L-4 engine developed trouble, forcing Krapish out of the 
race. 

S-33 Specification 
Engine: (S-33) 1 x Anzani, 70 BHP @ 1400 rpm or 

(S-33A) 1 Lawrance L-4, 60 BHP @ 1800 rpm 
Propeller: 6 ft 4 in, 2 blades 1.93 m, 2 blades 
Length: 19 ft 5.79 m 
Height: 7 ft 4 in 2.24 m 
Wingspan (upper): 32 ft 9.75 m 

Right: The S-33 sesqui-
plane was produced as 
two 60 hp examples, a 
single-seater seen here 
at the 1925 National Air 
Races, and a two-seater. 
The 60 hp L-4 three-cyl 
radial engine was pro-
duced by Charles L 
Lawrance who also 
designed the nine-cyl 
radial that became the 
Wright Whirlwind, 
(via JM) 
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Left: The S-34 five-seat 
sesquiplane was the first 
Sikorsky with a flying 
boat hull and it led to 
the S-36 amphibian 
(Sikorsky spelt it 
'amphibion'). It had a 
boom-mounted twin-rud-
der tail unit and two 
uncowled 200 hp Wright 
J-4 9-cyl radial engines 
high on the leading edge 
with overwing nacelles, 
one being run up here. 
On trials, an engine fail-
ure resulted in a crash 
landing and it sank, pilot 
Collier, mechanic Olsen 
and Sikorsky unhurt. 
(Sikorsky via JM) 

Wingspan (lower): 
Wing chord (upper): 
Wing chord (lower): 
Aspect ratio (upper): 
Aspect ratio (lower): 
Wing area (upper): 
Wing area (lower): 
Stabilizer area: 
Elevator area: 
Rudder area: 
Fin area: 
Weight empty: 
Gross weight: 
Minimum speed: 
Cruising speed: 
Maximum speed: 
Service ceiling: 
Rate of climb: 
Endurance: 

Sikorsky S-34 

20 ft 
4ft 
2 ft 6 in 
7.75 
9.78 
120 sq ft 
43 sq ft 
9 sq ft 
5sqf t 
3.5 sq ft 
1.5 sq ft 
800 lb 
1200 lb 
35 mph (30 kt) 
110mph(96kt) 
115 mph (100 kt) 
15,000 ft 
15,000 ft/58 min 
2.5 hr 

6.1 m 
1.22 m 
0.76 m 

11.15 sq m 
4 sq m 
0.84 sq m 
0.46 sq m 
0.33 sq m 
0.14 sq m 
363 kg 
544 kg 
56.3 km/hr 
177 km/hr 
185 km/hr 
4572 m 
4572 m/58 min 

Twin-engined, six seat amphibian, sesquiplane 

Manufacturer: 
Number built: 
Registration: 
First flight: 

Sikorsky Manufacturing Corporation 
1 
NX-883 
1926 [3] or 1927 [4] 

The fuselage of this amphibian looked more like a boat hull. During a 
test flight over Long Island Sound in November 1927, one engine failed 
and the S-34 crashed and sank. All aboard, including Igor Sikorsky, 
escaped injury and were rescued but the S-34 was lost. The S-34 was 
the forerunner of the most successful S-38 amphibian. 

S-34 Specification 

2.44 m, 2 blades 
10.36 m 
3.23 m 
17.07 m 
3.66 m 
2.13 m 
1.32 m 

Engines: 
Propeller: 
Length: 
Height: 
Wingspan (upper): 
Wingspan (lower): 
Wing chord (upper): 
Wing chord (lower): 
Aspect ratio (upper): 
Aspect ratio (lower): 
Wing area (upper): 
Wing area (lower): 
Stabilizer area: 

2 x Wright J-' 
8 ft, 2 blades 
34 ft 
10 ft 7 in 
56 ft 
12ft 
7ft 

. 4 ft 4 in 
' 7.92 

3.00 
396 sq ft 
48sqft 
34 sq ft 

18 sq ft 
29sqft 
none 
2900 lb 
4500 lb 
45 mph (39 kt) 
125 mph (109 kt) 
15,000 ft 
15,000 ft/45 min 
3hr 
360 miles 

1.67 sq m 
2.69 sq m 

1315 kg 
2041 kg 
72.4 km/hr 
201 km/hr 
4572 m 
4572 m/45 min 

579 km 

36.79 sq m 
4.46 sq m 
3.16 sq m 

Elevator area: 
Rudder area: 
Fin area: 
Weight empty: 
Gross weight: 
Minimum speed: 
Maximum speed: 
Service ceiling: 
Rate of climb: 
Endurance: 
Range: 

Sikorsky S-35 
16-passenger, twin-engined landplane sesquiplane transport design 
modified to 3-engine configuration 

Manufacturer: Sikorsky Manufacturing Corporation 
Number built: 1, for Rene Fonk 

(no registration or name known) 
First flight: 23rd August 1926 
Crashed on take-off 21st September 1926, Roosevelt Field, Long 
Island, destroyed by fire (2 of 4 crew killed) 

During 1926 there was a competition to see who could fly the first non-
stop flight across the Atlantic Ocean, from New York to Paris, to win the 
$25,000 prize offered by Raymond Orteig, a wealthy New York hotel 
owner. The S-35 design appealed to Rene Fonck, a French fighter ace 
of WWI, who was seeking a multi-engine aeroplane to make the record 
attempt. Fonck convinced Sikorsky to redesign the S-35 to attempt this 
record flight by making substantial modifications, including the addition 
of a third engine for added power and safety. Fonck chose three 425 
hp Gnome-Rhone Jupiter engines. 

Brief performance tests of the S-35 proved that the aircraft could climb 
with two engines and even maintain flight on one engine. Pilot Frank 
LaVista, of the Department of Commerce, reported that the aircraft 
handled very well at a weight of 20,031 lb, could climb on two engines, 
and lost only 50 ft of height while flying at 82 mph for 35 seconds on 
one engine. 

The S-35 was designed as a twin-engined transport with a range of 
about 1,000 miles. The upper wings, originally designed to be 76 ft 
long, were extended to 101 ft, while the lower wings were extended to 
76 ft. Sikorsky continued his use of duralumin frame construction, 
with internal wire bracing and an exterior fabric covering. As with the 
S-29-A, steel bolts and rivets were used to hold the aircraft together; 
no welding was used. The S-35 had three self-compensating rudders, 
allowing the plane to fly with any two of the three engines operating. 
Extra fuel tanks were added along with an auxiliary landing gear 
that would support the heavily loaded aircraft on its take-off and then be 
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Right: The S-35 was 
a sesquiplane pow-
ered by three 425 hp 
French-built Jupiter 
9-cyl radials. and was 
designed for a take-
off weight of 24,300 
lb. It bore NEW 
YORK - PARIS titles 
and flags on the fuse-
lage for the Atlantic 
crossing attempt by 
WWI fighter ace 
Rene Fonck. 
(Sikorsky via JM) 

jettisoned. The enclosed cockpit, equipped with dual controls, was in 
front of the large cabin, which contained extra fuel tanks. 

Modifications to the S-35 at Roosevelt Field were time-consuming. 
When the aircraft was completed in August, Sikorsky planned a long 
series of test flights to ensure that all systems would perform properly 
and to obtain the desired flight performance parameters, By 14th 
September, the S-35 had made 23 flights covering a total of about 
2,500 miles in 23 hours and 50 minutes. None of these flights had been 
made at the estimated fully loaded weight of 24,200 lb. Sikorsky would 
have preferred to delay the flight until the spring of 1927, but the 
promoters rejected his proposal and terminated the test programme. 

Plans to launch the flight on 16th September were abandoned as a 
result of a fuel leak. By the night of 20th September, the weather 
had cleared again and the extended forecast predicted a window of 
opportunity for the next day, 21st September 1926. Following a night 
of fuelling, using fifty barrels of gasoline, the aircraft was weighed 
and found to be nearly 4,000 lb heavier than expected. At daybreak, 
the wind shifted to become a tailwind blowing down the length of the 
runway, which had been extended across several small roads. 

Fonck insisted on having a radio operator, Charles Clavier, and 
veteran Sikorsky mechanic, Jacob Islamoff, in addition to his co-pilot, 
Lt Lawrence Curtin of the US Navy. Watched by a huge crowd, part 
of the auxiliary landing gear broke away as the aircraft gathered speed. 
It plunged down a steep slope beyond the runway and burst into 
flames. Only the two pilots escaped. The S-35, which had cost 
$100,000 to build, was not insured. 

S-35 Specification 

Wing chord (upper): 
Wing chord (lower): 
Aspect ratio (upper): 
Aspect ratio (lower): 
Wing area (upper): 
Wing area (lower): 
Stabilizer area: 
Elevator area: 
Rudder area: 
Fin area: 
Weight empty: 
Gross weight: 
Minimum speed: 
Maximum speed: 
Service ceiling: 
Rate of climb: 
Endurance: 

8 ft 4 in 
4 ft 4 in 
12.83 
19.2 
794 sq ft 
301 sq ft 
55sqft 
37sqft 
49 sq ft 
none 
9700 lb 
20,000 lb 
65 mph (56 kt) 
145 mph (126 kt) 
16,800 ft 
16,800 ft/70 min 
7hr 

-* . . ;• . . . - • > -

2.54 m 
1.32 m 

73.76 sq m 
27.96 sq m 
5.11 sq m 
3.44 sq m 
4.55 sq m 

4400 kg 
9072 kg 
105km/hr 
233 km/hr 
5121 m 
5121 m/70 min 

To be continued 

Engines: 3 x Gnome-Rhone Jupiter 9A, 
Propeller: 10 ft 6 in, 
Length: 44 ft 
Height: 16 ft 
Wing span (upper): 101 ft 
Wing span (lower): 76 ft 

Riaht: The S-35. 101ft 

425 BHP 
2 blades 

@ 1600 rpm 
3.2 m, 2 blades 
13.41 m 
4.88 m 
30.78 m 
23.16 m 

Notes 
1. 'Sesquiplane' - a biplane with one wing, most often the lower one, 
markedly smaller than the other wing. In some cases the smaller wing 
is only half the area of the larger wing. 
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span, 3 engines, 3 
rudders (no fins), 
overloaded at 28,860 
lb, on 21.9.26 take-off 
was started but lift-off 
never took place. It 
crashed at the end of 
the runway, killing the 
radioman and the 
mechanic. Fonck and 
co-pilot Curtin sur-
vived. 
(Sikorsky via JM) 
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THE WIKNER MONOPLANES 
Part 3: The Production Wickos BY JACK MEADEN 

The Cirrus engine had proved the acceptability of the 
Wicko airframe, but it was clear that with 90 hp it 
was underpowered and a more powerful engine was 
necessary for production aircraft. 

Living at Eastieigh and having followed the publicity on 
the Wicko, I was interested to hear that production was 
to start in quarters at Eastieigh aerodrome (then still 
commonly referred to as Atlantic Park from its use as 
the terminus for emigrants to the USA) and in due 
course Wickos could be seen on local test flights. 

The first production aircraft to appear was c/n 2 
registered G-AEZZ. It was the sole FW3 with 150 hp 
Cirrus Major, this engine being chosen for entry in 
the 1,442 mile Kings Cup air race to be held on 10th 
September 1937. With race number 29, the Wicko 
was flown by Fit Lt H R A Edwards. The start was from 
Hatfield, but it got no farther than north of Skegness 
where it was force-landed with engine trouble. The 
winner was Charles Gardner in Percival Mew Gull 
G-AEKL at 233.7 mph. 

After the race the Cirrus Major with its propeller, 
sharply pointed spinner and stub exhausts was 
removed and replaced by a 130 hp Gipsy Major with 
long underside exhaust, this converting it into a GM1 which became 
the standard production model. 

G-AEZZ went to the A&AEE in the following month, but with no 
elevator trim system it was strongly criticised as being tiring to fly. 
No time was lost in putting this right, and with trimmer, wheel brakes 
and the reliable Gipsy Major engine it returned in February 1938 and 
was approved for C of A in the normal category with only minor 
changes. In July G-AFKK was used to obtain aerobatic approval. 

On production aircraft the 5 ft chord wing had the 31 ft 6 in. span 
increased by 3 ft to 34 ft 6 in. and the wing covering was changed from 
fabric to plywood. The wing area increased from 135 sq ft to 153 sq ft, 
the empty weight becoming 1,255 lb and the loaded weight 2,000 lb. 
Length was 23 ft 3 in., height 6 ft 7 in. 

The Bendix brakes were listed as optional, but it seems likely that they 
were fitted to all the production machines. An elevator trim was said to 
be fitted, presumably a trailing edge tab, but no details of this appear to 
have been published. 

A feature of the FW3 which became standard on the GM1 was a mass 
balance weight mounted on the end of a tube at the top of the rudder. 

Above: Production of the Wicko started at Eastieigh in this hangar. The first three 
airframes and nine workers can be seen, (via JM) 
Below: Wicko c/n 2 G-AEZZ, here in its first form as the only FW3 with 150 hp Cirrus Major 
engine. It carries race No.29 for the 1937 King's Cup. In front are. left to right, V Foster, 
pilot Fit LtHRA Edwards and Geoffrey Wikner. (Aeroplane via JM) 

The prototype in its FW2 form contributed one of its features to 
production aircraft, this being the fixed step on the right side for the 
passenger, no doubt added after a comment from Wikner's wife Trudy 
after flying in it. The 2-door production aircraft had steps on both sides. 

Another standard feature of the GM1 was the plain flap, described as 
'camber changing', which formed the wing trailing edge between the 
ailerons (sometimes wrongly shown on drawings and incorrectly stated 
to be split flaps, a type never fitted). 

Dual controls were installed as standard and both seats were 
adjustable fore-and-aft to provide for varying leg lengths on the rudder 
pedals. The area of the elevators was increased to overcome difficulty 
in getting the tail down at hold off. 

The Gipsy Major engine with its 2-blade fixed-pitch wood propeller 
made use of cowlings with similar form to the standard de Havilland 
type and initially the carburetter intake on the starboard side was of 
the usual type. Later some of the aircraft had only a small circular 
perforated inlet flush with the side which, as it did not face into the 
slipstream, was no doubt considered less liable to obstruction and 
blockage in dusty or dirty conditions. 
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Above: G-AEZZ modified with Gipsy 
Major as the first GM1 in 10.38. The 
carburetter intake for the Gipsy is 
seen on the right side cowling. The 
engine is being run at high speed, but 
surprisingly the pilot is not holding the 
stick back to raise the elevators so 
that the slipstream will stop the tail 
rising, (via JM) 
Right: This view of FW3 G-AEZZ from 
the rear shows the roof transparent 
area as first extended over the whole 
width of the cabin. A later trial took it 
across the wing roots but this was not 
adopted. (Aeroplane via JM) 

From the start, the Gipsy-powered GM1 had a long exhaust pipe 
underneath extending aft of the cabin to mid fuselage on c/n 2, slightly 
shorter on production aircraft. This made the cabin much quieter and 
also made the aircraft less noisy externally. 

Overall the improvements gave satisfactory results and production 
went ahead at Eastleigh, followed by engine runs and test flights. 
Wickos were seen only singly, and not often as there was only a small 
number, but they were very noticeable in their striking red and white 
paint scheme. Performance was given as Maximum Speed 140 mph, 
Cruising Speed 120 mph. 

As production progressed some further improvements were made, 
sometimes resulting in slight differences between individual aircraft. 
In the first GM1 the entire cabin roof surface was replaced by a 
rectangular transparency and on a later aircraft this was extended 
across the wing roots. C/n 8 G-AFKK was produced with separate main 
planes attached at the wing root with 2° of dihedral in place of the one-
piece wing without dihedral. The purpose of this was to make transport 

easier for export but as it happened the war prevented continued 
manufacture and c/n 3 ZK-AGN remained the only one to be exported. 

With the outbreak of war no new airframes were laid down. Wikner had 
hopes of restarting production with a communications and personnel 
transport 3-seater, able to carry 2 fully equipped servicemen in addition 
to the pilot. To allow this, the second set of flying controls was removed 
and an additional seat was installed behind the others requiring a 
re-arrangement of fuel tankage. Wikner converted an aircraft to this 
format, calling it 'the last one', but it is thought that it might in fact have 
been c/n 6, G-AFKS/HM574, which did not go to the RAF but remained 
in his care. He had the name of his 3-seater, 'Warferry', painted on it. 
Its photograph was widely published and the name 'Warferry' was thus 
adopted by association for the Wickos impressed for war service as 
communications aircraft. 

The war found c/ns 2 to 9 completed with 10 and 11 unfinished, c/n 11 
being completed using parts of c/n 10, a total of 9 aircraft of which c/n 
3 was in New Zealand as ZK-AGN and was in due course impressed 

Right: ZK-AGN c/n 3 
was the only export 
Wicko, seen here 
before being shipped 
to New Zealand. 
The large box filling 
the cabin contains 
the spares needed 
for regular operation, 
(via JM) 
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Above: G-AFKS c/n 6 was temporarily fitted with skis after a snowfall at Eastieigh but 
did not fly with them, (via JM) 
Below: Wicko Warferry ES947 c/n 7 ex G-AFKU during an engine run whilst on war 
service. Spats were removed in wartime for ease of servicing, (via JM) 

Above: G-AFAZ c/n 4 was the 
first British sale and went to the 
Bristol & Wessex Aeroplane Club 
based at Whitchurch. It is seen 
painted by the manufacturers in 
the club colours and with the 
standard Wicko logo on the 
doors, (via JM) 

Left: G-AFKK c/n 8 was the first 
example with the combined aero-
dynamic/mass balance on the 
rudder and the only one with the 
experimental 2-piece wing which 
enabled it to be towed by a car 
with the detached mainplanes 
carried alongside the fuselage, 
(via JM) 

by the RNZAF. It is apparent from the irregularity of 
service serials and dates that there was no general 
policy for impressment of the 8 aircraft in Britain and in 
most cases each aircraft was dealt with as a separate 
consideration when it came to official notice. 

Small changes were often made to individual aircraft 
during their war service for operational convenience. Most 
had their wheel spats removed as the undercarriage 
was a part of the Dl (Daily Inspection) which was 
more readily done without them, also on grass airfields in 
winter they could easily become blocked with mud and tufts 
of grass. The wartime spread of hard-surface runways on 
RAF airfields made directional control of tailskid aircraft 
while taxying more difficult, and for those without brakes 
ground handlers on the wing tips were necessary. G-AFKS/ 
HM574 retained by Wicko for communications had its tail 
skid replaced by a swiveiing tail wheel, but the others in use 
continued with their tail skids. 

The availability of HM574 meant that it could be modified 
by its makers, another change made was the incorpora-
tion of a combined aerodynamic and mass balance in the 
top of the rudder in place of the external mass balance 
originally fitted. Wikner himself joined the ATA as a ferry 
pilot, later becoming a Ferry Pool Commander, his wife 
Trudy taking over management of the company. 

No less than 5 of the 7 impressed Wickos were used at 
one time or another by the ATA for transporting pilots to 
and from aircraft deliveries (c/ns 2, 4, 5, 8 & 9) and c/ns 
5 and 7 were used by Cunliffe Owen at Eastieigh. No.24 
Squadron RAF used c/ns 7, 8 and 11 during 1942. 
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Above: G-AFJB c/n 5 and the newly-registered G-AGPE c/n 11 after their first postwar C of A overhaul at Eastleigh in 1946. (via JM) 
Below: G-AFJB and G-AGPE. repainted for Philippa Bennett's air taxi service and now with tailwheels, outside the still-camouflaged hangars at 
Eastleigh in 1946. (via JM) 

Communications aircraft were inevitably hard worked and as a result of continuous 
wear and tear were particularly liable to servicing problems which did not make them 
popular with their operators, whether service units or civil companies. On the arrival 
of American aircraft such as the Fairchild Argus and Stinson Reliant, with their new 
condition and better performance, little encouragement was needed for units to write off 
their British light aircraft such as the Wicko. 

Only one wartime Wicko had its career ended by an accident. This was c/n 7 ES947/ 
G-AFKU which flew into a barrage balloon cable on 26.11.42 and crashed into the sea 
near Cardiff. C/ns 2, 4 and 8 were all SOC in 1942, c/n 9 becoming 4962M in 1944. 

The two survivors, c/n 5 DR613 and c/n 11 HM497 were both purchased by Wikner and 
flown back to Eastleigh, where they were overhauled for new C of A and painted in civil 
markings, DR613 with its pre-war registration G-AFJB renewed and HM497, which had 
no previous civil usage, being given a new registration G-AGPE. 

In 1946 both were sold to Philippa Bennett who had been a Flight Captain with the ATA 
and had flown from 1941 to 1945, ferrying 1,200 aircraft from Spitfires to Mosquitos, 
including 130 Lancaster and Halifax four engine bombers. With the two Wickos Philippa 
started an air taxi and aircraft hire service at Eastleigh and once again civil Wickos 
could be seen in the circuit. 

On a flight to the west coast on 8.9.46, G-AFJB suffered a forced landing at the south 
end of Walney Island, Barrow-in-Furness. The only place to put down was on top of a 

Above: A snapshot of Flight Captain Philippa Bennett 
flying an ATA Anson in wartime, (via JM) 

Below: G-AFJB. repainted in pre-war markings, as race 
No. 39 in the Daily Express South Coast Air Race of 
16.9.50. Flown by Lettice Curtis, it came 30th in the race 
which was won by Proctor G-AHUZ. (via JM) 
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cliff, but unfortunately it overran and went over the 
cliff, ending upside down on the beach. Surprisingly 
little damage was caused and after salvage it was 
repaired and returned to service. 

Strangely enough, while G-AGPE, the newest and 
unused pre-war Wicko, was withdrawn from use 
7.48 and scrapped soon after, the 'accident case' 
G-AFJB went on for another 15 years and was then 
preserved as the last Wicko. 

Philippa Bennett was easily the most gorgeous pilot 
at Eastleigh and this led to the end of the air taxi 
business when she became Mrs PM Booth and 
exchanged flying for raising a family of two. 

After selling up his company Wikner purchased a 
war-surplus Halifax III bomber NR169, had it 
converted by Handley Page at Radlett to a 15-seat 
passenger aircraft, still in wartime camouflage, and 
registered it G-AGXA. It was the only civil registered 
Halifax III to fly and, with 15 other Australians going 
home as passengers, he took off from Hum 26.5.46. 

The flight took 71 flying hours and he arrived at 
Mascot, Sydney, 25 days later on 20.6.46. The 
aircraft then became VH-BDT for Air Carriers Pty 
17.6.47 but after making its first Air Carriers flight to 
Singapore it returned on three engines after one 
failed. The engine was not repaired and the aircraft 
was left standing idle until it was broken up in 1948. 

Wikner ran a caravan park and in his spare time built 
a Gipsy Major powered helicopter to FAA and ARB 
requirements. True to form, the DCA would not certify 
it and he converted it into a 50 knot swamp boat. 
It was his last project, he died on 23.6.90 aged 86. 

Geoffrey Neville Wikner will be best remembered for 
his Wicko cabin monoplanes, which played a small 
but important part in the early years of WW2. It was 
his only design to go into production and full details 
of each individual aircraft will be found in the final 
instalment of this article. 

To be concluded. . . 

Above: Three-view drawing of Wicko GM1 with 130 hp Gipsy Major engine (G-AFKK). 
(Jack Meaden) 
Below: G-AFJB, once more in wartime colours as DR613. as preserved at Berkswell near 
Coventry by Ken Wooley for many years. It has now moved on for restoration, (via JM) 
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Complete Civil Registers 
EAST 
GERMANY 
DM-/DDR-
1955-91 

13 

BY PETER GERHARDT 

PART TWENTY-TWO 

DM-WHL WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A 
(86231) 
Certified at Warsaw 26.5.76, regd to GST 16.6.76, to DDR-WHL 
10.12.81, repaired at Warsaw 7.12.82, overhauled at Warsaw 23.1.90, 
to BTS as D-EWHL 14.5.91, operated by MFC Magdeburg; released 
4.94, current. 

DM-WHM WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86232) 
Certified at Warsaw 16.6.76, regd to GST 30.6.76, to DDR-WHM 
16.6.82, ferried from Schonhagen to Warsaw for overhaul 30.11.82, 
certified there after OH 19.1.84, to BTS as D-EWHM 27.6.91, operated 
by AK Hoyerswerda at Nardt; released 5.94, current. 

DM-WHN WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86233) 
Certified at Warsaw 16.6.76, regd to GST 30.6.76, repaired at 
Magdeburg 12.5.78 after accident, to DDR-WHN 22.4.82, overhauled at 
Warsaw 6.11.89, to BTS as D-EWHN 25.4.91, operated by SeFK 
Magdeburg; released 4.94, current. 

DM-WHO Not allocated. 

DM-WHP WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86264) 
Certified at Warsaw 16.6.76, regd to GST 30.6.76, to DDR-WHP 
22.4.82, overhauled at Warsaw 6.11.89, to BTS as D-EWHP 28.6.91, 
operated by FC Oschersleben; released 12.94, current. 

DM-WHQ WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86265) 
Certified at Warsaw 16.6.76, regd to GST 30.6.76, to DDR-WHQ 
21.12.82, to BTS as D-EWHQ 4.4.91, operated by FC Schdnebeck at 
Magdeburg, released 4.94, regn eld 1.97. 

DM-WHR WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86266) 
Certified at Warsaw 16.6.76, regd to GST 30.6.76, to DDR-WHR 
30.6.82, overhauled at Warsaw 9.10.84, regd to BTS as D-EWHR 
5.6.91, operated by FK Roitzschjora, damaged at Roitzschjora 8.8.92, 
repaired 19.3.93; released 4.94, current. 

DM-WHS WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86267) 
Certified at Warsaw 16.6.76, regd to GST 30.6.76, to DDR-WHS 
30.6.82, overhauled at Warsaw 19.1.84, to BTS as D-EWHS 12.6.91, 
operated by AC Pima; released 4.94, current. 

DM-WHT WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86268) 
Regd to BTS 30.6.76, to DDR-WHT 30.6.82, to BTS as D-EWHT 
12.11.91, operated by LSV Greiz; released 9.94, current. 

DM-WHU WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (86269) 
Certified at Warsaw 16.6.76, regd to GST 16.6.76, to DDR-WHU 
21.5.82, to BTS as D-EEHU 13.5.91, operated by FSK Volkswerft 
Stralsundt; released 5.94, current. 

DM-WHV WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (96319) 
Certified at Warsaw 12.7.77, regd to GST 12.7.77, to DDR-WHV 
21.5.82, to BTS as D-EWHV 10.9.91, operated by AC Gustrow; 
released 5.94, current. 

DM-WHW WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (96320) 
Certified at Warsaw 12.7.77, regd to GST 25.7.77, to DDR-WHW 
31.8.82, overhauled at Warsaw 6.11.89, to BTS as D-EWHW 18.6.91, 
operated by LSV Neustadt-Glewe, then by Mecklenburger MFC at 
Neustadt-Glewe in 92; released 8.94, current. 

DM-WHX WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (96321) 
regd to GST 25.7.77, to DDR-WHX 8.2.82, damaged at Schonhagen 
13.3.91, prov. regd to BTS as D-EWHX 27.11.91 after having been 
repaired at Schonhagen 16.11.91, operated by Berliner Fallschirmsport 
at Schonhagen, fully regd 17.12.91, written off at Kreuzbruch 29.8.92, 
regn eld 10.2.93. 

Above: Wilga 35A DDR-WHX displaying a spectacularly bent 
starboard wing and undercarriage awaiting repair at Schonhagen 
on 16.7.91. (Wim Zwakhals) 

DM-WHY WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (96322) 
regd to GST 25.7.77, to DDR-WHY 15.4.82, to BTS as D-EWHY 
27.6.91, operated by DAeC/Landesluftsport-zentrum Brandenburg 
at Neuhausen, then by Deutscher Prazisionsflug-Fdrderverein at 
Neuhausen in .92; released to AK Hoyerswerda at Nardt 5.94; current. 

DM-WHZ WSK PZL-104 Wilga 35A (96323) 
Certified at Warsaw 12.7.77, regd to GST 25.7.77, to DDR-WHZ 
3.6.82, repaired at Neustadt-Glewe 13.11.86 after accident, to BTS as 
D-EWHZ 13.5.91, operated by FC Rostock at Purkshof; released 6.94, 
current. 

DM-WIA Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (353) 
Built 59, h/o 5.3.60; regd to GST 2.4.60, eld 23.2.84, rebt as DDR-WIA 
22.3.89, to BTS as D-EWIA 14.5.91, operated by LSV Gera; released 
9.94, current. 

DM-WIB Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (354) 
Built 59, h/o 5.3.60; regd to GST 26.4.60, eld 10.5.76, broken up. 

DM-WIC Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (355) 
Built 59, h/o 5.3.60; regd to GST 26.4.60, eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WID Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (356) 
Built 59, h/o 5.3.60; regd to GST 26.4.60, eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WIE Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (357) 
Built 59, h/o 5.3.60; regd to GST 26.4.60, eld 23.2.84, stored 
dismantled at Gera, sold by Gera airfield to D Blazevic 30.3.90 
(still stored 9.92); D-ESUN reserved 3.8.94, permit 9.12.94 for ferry 
to Otrokovice, overhauled, certified at Bayreuth 20.3.95, fully regd 
4.5.95; to P Adrian, Trier 7.95, current. 

DM-WIF Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (358) 
Built 59, h/o 5.3.60; regd to GST 26.4.60, eld 15.4.76, written off. 

DM-WIG Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (359) 
Built 59, h/o 5.3.60; regd to GST 26.4.60, eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WIH Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (360) 
Built 59, h/o 5.3.60; regd to GST 2.4.90, eld 21.1.80, wfu. 

DM-WII Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (361) 
Built 59, h/o 5.3.60; regd to GST 2.4.60, eld 17.10.77, broken up. 

DM-WIJ Moravan Z-226T Trener-6 (362) 
Built 59, h/o 5.3.60; regd to GST 26.4.60, eld 13.12.78, broken up. 

DM-WIK to WIZ Not allocated. 

DM-WJA WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G8641) 
Certified at Schonhagen 1.3.68, regd to GST 29.3.68, overhauled at 
Lodz 9.8.77, to DDR-WJA 2.2.82, D-FAJA reserved 18.2.91 but ntu, 
regd to BTS as D-FWJA 12.6.91, operated by LSC Leipzig at Mockau, 
base transferred to Roitzschjora in .91; released 11.94, current. 

DM-WJB WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G8642) 
Certified at Schonhagen 1.3.68, regd to GST 29.3.68, overhauled 
at Lodz 17.8.78, to DDR-WJB 17.2.82, to BTS as D-FOJB 16.4.91, 
operated by LSV Gera, transferred to Ostthuringischer 
Fallschirmsportclub at Gera in .92; released 9.94, current. 
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Left: Polish-built Antonov 
An 2T DDR-WJC with 
engine and cockpit covers in 
place at Schonhagen on 
16.7.91 where it was later to 
be operated by the Berlin 
Parachute Club. 
(Wim Zwakhals) 

Below, left: By 7.8.91 it had 
been joined by DDR-WJH 
with the first D of the registra-
tion apparently painted out 
prior to re-registration in the 
united register. 
(Stephen Simms) 

Below, right: DDR-WJK at 
Halle-Opin on 18.7.91 with 
a different approach to re-
registration! 
(Wim Zwakhals) 

DM-WJC WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G8650) 
Certified at Schonhagen 4.10.68, regd to GST 10.10.68, overhauled at 
Deblin 4.11.72, repaired at Ballenstedt 4.5.73, to DDR-WJC 2.2.82, to 
BTS as D-FWJC 3.2.92, operated by Berliner Fallschirmsportverband at 
Gransee; released 12.94, current. 

DM-WJD WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G9851) 
Certified at Schonhagen 5.3.69, regd to GST 18.3.69, overhauled 
at Deblin 29.3.73, to DDR-WJD 10.3.82, overhauled at Charkow 
17.8.83, D-FCJD reserved for Flug-und Fallschirmsport-Centrum 
Halle-Oppin 29.11.90, ntu, to BTS as D-FWJD 20.6.91, operated 
by Fallschirm-sportclub Halle; released to AC Polizeisportverein 1990, 
Dessau 1.95; current, though reported at Technik Museum Hugo 
Junkers, Dessau. 

DM-WJE WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G10869) 
Regd to GST 31.3.70, to DDR-WJE 10.3.82, damaged at Dresden 
27.10.87, repaired, D-FCJE reserved for Flug-und Fallschirmsport-
Centrum Halle-Oppin 29.11.90, ntu, to BTS as D-FWJE 16.7.91, 
operated by Fallschirmsportclub Halle, transferred to Ballenstedter 
AC at Ballenstedt 25.6.92; to AC Motorflug Ballenstadt; released 6.94, 
current. 

DM-WJF WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G10870) 
Built 69, certified at Zwickau 10.3.70, regd to GST 31.3.70, overhauled 
at Lodz 24.5.79, to DDR-WJF 24.8.82, to BTS as D-FJJF 10.4.91, 
operated by Fallschirmsportverein Ruwalders, Grossruckerswalde; 
released 5.94, current. 

DM-WJG WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G14232) 
Certified at Mielec 14.4.73, regd to GST 23.4.73, to DDR-WJF 10.3.82, 
overhauled at Charkow 25.8.82, D-FCJG reserved for Flug-und 
Fallschirmsport-Centrum Halle-Oppin 29.11.90, ntu, to BTS as D-FWJG 
20.6.91, operated by Fallschirmsportclub Halle; released? Current. 

DM-WJH WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G14233) 
Built 73, certified at Mielec 9.2.74, regd to GST 11.3.74, to DDR-WJH 
30.9.82, overhauled at Charkow 5.9.85, D-FIJH reserved for 
FC Schonhagen 11.4.91, ntu, to BTS as D-FWJH 10.6.91, operated 
by Flugbetriebs GmbH at Schonhagen, 9.8.93 damaged at Laage; 
repaired, released to Fallschirmsportclub Mecklenburg, Neustadt-Glewe 
7.94; eld as wfu and stored at Anklam 6.01. 

DM-WJI / WJJ Not allocated. 

DM-WJK WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G14234) 
Built 73, regd to GST 11.3.74, to DDR-WJK 26.5.82, D-FCJK reserved 
for Flug-und Fallschirmsport-Centrum Halle-Oppin 29.11.90, ntu, permit 
as D-FWJK issued to Luftsportverband Sachsen at Jahnsdorf 7.4.92; 
permit reissued to Fallschirmsportclub Halle 2.12.94, released and regd 
as such 11.9.95; current. 

DM-WJL WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G15704) 
Certified at Mielec 31.1.75, regd to GST 4.2.75, overhauled at Lodz 
8.6.77, to DDR-WJL 30.6.82, to BTS as D-FIJL 14.5.91, operated by 
Fallschirmsport-verein Magdeburg; released 4.94, current. 

DM-WJM WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G16638) 
Certified at Mielec 12.12.75, regd to GST 20.2.76, to DDR-WJM 
26.5.82, to BTS as D-FWJM 30.5.91, operated by Fallschirmsportclub 
Dresden and leased to FSV Gallin at Muhldorf; released 10.94, current. 

DM-WJN WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G16639) 
Regd to GST 20.2.76, to DDR-WJN 2.2.82, to BTS as D-FOJN 27.6.91, 
operated by Cottbuser Fallschirmsport-Club at Neuhausen; released 
4.95, current. 

DM-WJO WSK-PZL Antonov An 2T (1G17426) 
Certified at Mielec 18.5.77, regd to GST 27.5.77, to DDR-WJO 2.2.82, 
to BTS as D-FWJO 18.6.91, operated by Fallschirmsportclub 
Mecklenburg at Neustadt-Glewe, damaged at Laage 9.8.93; released 
7.94, damaged Brest-Litowsk, Belarus 27.10.95; current. 

DDR-WJP Antonov An 2T (19318) 
Built 58, ex LSK839 (in service 4.58, operated by TFG17 Dessau, 
to TS24 as photoplane 2.5.63, soc 29.6.90 with VS14 at Strausberg), 
regd to FC Strausberg 1.10.90, provisionally regd as D-FJKA 5.12.90, 
leased to J Steber at Hamburg for advertising flights, fully regd 1.92, 
to R Stuht 3.92, operated by Hanseflug GmbH at Uetersen on 
joyriding flights; current. 

DDR-WJQ to WJZ Not allocated. 

DM-WKA Moravan Z-326A Akrobat (555) 
H/o 31.5.60, regd to GST 4.7.60, eld 25.10.83, wfu, preserved in 
dismantled state at Neuhausen (9.92) Reserved 24.9.98 as D-EWTR 
and permit issued as such 5.99. Current. 

DM-WKB Moravan Z-326A Akrobat (596) 
Built 60, h/o 26.10.60, regd to GST 22.12.60, eld 13.12.78, to museum 
at Prague-Kbely. 

DM-WKC Moravan Z-326A Akrobat (597) 
Built 60, h/o 26.10.60, regd to GST 10.1.62, eld 13.11.69, written off. 

DM-WKD Moravan Z-326A Akrobat (598) 
Built 60, h/o 28.10.60, regd to GST 22.12.60, took part in World 
Aerobatic Championships at Bilbao 1964, eld 20.1.83. 

DM-WKE Moravan Z-326A Akrobat (599) 
Built 60, h/o 26.10.60, regd to GST 22.12.60, eld 1.12.72. 

To be continued... 
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HEAD-O N VIEW No.6 
The Scheller 
Monoplane 

JACK MEADEN 
In 1931 Bernard Scheller of Celle, near 
Hanover in Germany, built a light cantilever 
low-wing two-seat monoplane powered by a 
45 hp Statax 3-cyl radial engine. He developed 
this into a larger machine with the 84/96 hp 
Siemens Sh 11 7-cyl radial engine, which he 
called the Scheller IV. 

It had two open cockpits in tandem and was 
described as a machine for flying instruction, 
sport or touring. The overall length was 6.1 m 
(20 ft), the wingspan was 10.6 m (34 ft 9 in.) 
and the wing area was 13 sq m (140 sq ft). 

The fuselage was constructed of welded 
Mannesmann steel tube with fabric covering 
except for the plywood decking. The steel tube 
centre section was built into the fuselage, the 
divided undercarriage supported at its outer 
ends with Tee bracing struts on the insides 
attached to the fuselage. Shock absorption 
was by rubber cord suspension contained in 
sleeves in the main legs. Wheel track was 1.8 
m (5 ft 10.8 in.) and the wire-spoked wheels 
had high-pressure tyres. 

The main planes were of welded steel tube 
with fabric covering and could be folded back 
along the fuselage, the ailerons being 
automat-ically disconnected by the action of 
folding. In this form the aircraft could be towed 
tail first by a motor vehicle. On unfolding the 
wings, if they were not properly fastened with 
ailerons reconnected, an installed system 
would illuminate a red warning light on the 
dashboard (instrument panel) and the ignition 
would be disconnected, preventing the engine 
from being started. 

The cantilever fin and tail plane, and the aero-
dynamically balanced elevators and rudder, 
were also of welded steel tube with fabric cov-
ering and plywood fairings over the leading 
edges to maintain the aerodynamic shape. 

The fuel tanks were carried in the centre sec-
tion wing roots. No record was found of fuel 
contents, but the disposable load of 270 kg 
(595 1b) in addition to two occupants and oil 
would allow at least 30 Imp gal (216 lb) of fuel. 
With this, endurance would be around 4 hr and 
the range about 350 miles. An air-driven pump 

Above: Scheller's first monoplane had 
a thick section wing and cantilever 
undercarriage legs. The 3-cyl Statax 
engine by F J M Hansen of Kdln 
(Cologne) had been produced for I 
ow-powered light aircraft developed 
from gliders, (via Jack Meaden) 

Below: Seen under construction, the 
SIV-32b was Scheller's second aircraft, 
orthodox except for the pointed fairings 
behind the wheels. The rear cockpit 
instrument panel is seen with the ASI in 
the tunnel-type head fairing, (via JM) 
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Top: Pushed out complete, the 
SIV-32b in prototype form 
shows the wheel covers and 
fairings, looking like spats in side 
view. The front head fairing is 
as originally tapered, (via JM) 
Above: The prototype with 
mainplanes folded for towing 
by car, also shows the 
tapered front head fairing and 
pointed wheel fairings which 
were soon removed, (via JM) 
Left: The SIV-32b, wings 
folded, as first modified and 
painted. The front head fairing 
is now full section with a filler 
cap, probably for a gravity 
tank, and the wheel fairings 
have been discarded, (via JM) 

transferred fuel to a gravity tank in the fuselage, 
possibly that of which a filler cap can be seen in the 
fairing ahead of the front windscreen. 

Empty weight was 360 kg (794 lb), disposable load 
was 270 kg (595 lb) and loaded weight was 630 kg 
(1,389 lb). This gave a wing loading of 48.5 kg/m2 
(9094 Ib/ft2) and a power loading of 6057 kg/hp 
(14.5 Ib/hp). 

Performance was given as Maximum Speed 140 
km/hr (87 mph) and Landing Speed as 60 km/hr 
(37 mph). This suggests a Cruising Speed of 
between 120 and 130 km/hr (75-80 mph) and 
Stalling Speed may be taken as equivalent to the 
stated landing speed. 

Left: A second photo in the snow shows the wing 
folding from the front. The small propeller for the air-
driven fuel pump can be seen just below and ahead 
of the starboard wing root, (via JM) 
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Right: Repainted, the modified prototype shows 
hand-holds under the wing for use during wing 
folding. 
Below right: From the top as numbered: 
1. With tail up and supported on a drum, the 
sealing strips over the wing joints stand out as 
they have not yet been tightened up. 
2. Head-on view from the last issue shows the 
large wing span, uncowled 7-cyl radial engine 
and fixed undercarriage attached at the ends of 
the centre section and braced to the fuselage. 
3. From the rear the large span glider-like wing 
with very little dihedral is evident, also the 
angular elevators with balanced tips and vee 
cutout for rudder movement. (All, via JM) 

With only a few very minor changes the prototype was 
treated as the first production aircraft and was 
designated the Scheller SIV-32b. As first built, fairings 
were fitted behind the wheels and the wheel spokes 
were covered over, the result looking rather like spats, 
but these useless trimmings were soon removed. 

An unusual feature was the head-fairing system, which 
except for the cockpit openings, was continued for the 
whole length of the fuselage, the rear portion tapering 
off to almost zero where it joined the fin. The part of the 
fairing ahead of the front cockpit was also changed, 
initially tapering to zero at the front behind the engine 
and later becoming full humped section throughout and 
apparently containing the gravity tank. 

Scheller published a 3-view drawing of a projected 
version which showed an unrealistic engine cowling, 
faired undercarriage legs without the inside bracing, 
large spats and plain flaps, none of which were ever 
fitted. It was however useful in showing all major 
dimensions and dimensions of all the control surfaces. 

The similar layout and the fact that the same engine 
could be used may have suggested comparison with 
the Klemm L-25. In fact this had a wing area more than 
50% greater, but the published figures indicate little 
difference in performance. With its smaller wing area 
the Scheller should have been noticeably faster, so 
why was this not the case? 

A comparison of the open cockpits indicates a possible 
reason. The open portion of the Klemm cockpits is 
in the top surface of the fuselage only and sloping 
windscreens deflect the airflow over the openings. The 
result is aerodynamicaHy effective, as well as making 
the cockpits comfortable for the occupants. 

The Scheller has much deeper cockpit openings, 
which extend down the fuselage sides and instead of 
windscreens it has the strange head fairings before, 
between and after the cockpits. For the pilots' head to 
align with these their upper bodies would have to be out 
of the cockpits and the sections have no continuity. 

Right: The new paint 
scheme has the 
SIV-32b designa-
tion, Scheller S logo 
and location Celle 
moved from the front 
fuselage to the rud-
der. The arrow and 
swastika trim is quite 
striking and the inset 
step on the fuselage 
is emphasised by 
highlighting, (via JM) 

Above: A three-quarter front view shows the spoked wheels and high pressure tyres, 
5 ft 10.8 in. wheel track, vee strut bracing and sleeves on the main legs covering the 
rubber cord suspension, (via JM) 
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Above: Klemm L25-1a Q-AAXK showing the cockpit openings in the top of the fuselage only, with sloping 
windscreens to direct the airflow. (Jack Meaden) 

Above: This close-up, although taken from a low position, still shows 
well the large cockpit cutouts without windscreens and the strange 
3 section headrest system, (via JM) 
Left: Manufacturer's drawing of the projected version of the Scheller 
SIV. (via JM) 

This must have created considerable turbulence and aerodynamic 
drag, as well as making the cockpits uncomfortable for the occupants. 
Nothing was found about pilots' reactions to this, but it is unlikely to 
have increased the aircraft's popularity and must have reduced any 
chance it may have had of being adopted for production. 

The Scheller SIV-32b was never registered and had a short life of 
little more than 2 years. These were the first years of the German 

Third Reich, and before it crashed it 
was painted with its own version of 
the swastika on a white disc on the 
fuselage (it was not until 1st March 
1935 that the swastika appeared on a 
red tail band on German civil aircraft). 

A photo, undated but believed to be 
from early September 1933, shows 
the crashed SIV-32b. The rudder is 
missing which may well have caused 
the crash by allowing a ground loop 
to develop, this resulting in collapse 
of the starboard undercarriage and 
breakup of the wing. The propeller 
blades have broken off halfway 
along their length so the engine was 
running at high rpm at the time, also 
the impact was hard as the lower 
cylinders of the engine have dug 
themselves into the ground. How 
the crew fared is not known, but 
if strapped in they should have 
survived while the aircraft probably 
did not as no more seems to have 
been heard of it. 

Left: The crashed Scheller SIV-32b 
showing much of the detail previously 
described, but compare the cockpits 
with the Klemm L25 above, (via JM) 
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Complete Civil Registers : 3 
New Zealand 

BY JANIC GEELEN, 
RAYMOND DEERNESS 
& ROBERT KERR 

PART SEVENTY-EIGHT 

ZK-DRC Cessna 177B Cardinal II 
(1) Ex N34997. Rex Aviation 

remained in USA as N34997. 

17702147 .74 
(NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU, 

ZK-DRC Cessna 177B Cardinal II 17702143 28.2.75 
(2) Ex N34993. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Rex Flying 

School Ltd, Auckland 21.10.75; to Oxnams Timber & 
Hardware Ltd, Foxton 22.4.76. Damaged Pongaroa, 
Northern Wairarapa 4.7.76, struck fence while attempting 
go-around, regn eld 22.12.76. Restored 10.5.78 to R J 
Gavin, Rotorua; to A N Eccles & J F Crosbie, Otatara, 
18.1.79; to G K Anderson, Aparima, 8.9.89. Destroyed Fohn 
Saddle, Fiordland 21.10.95, en route Big Bay to Alexandra, 
stalled and crashed onto snow covered mountain killing 
all three occupants. Regn eld 22.11.95. 

ZK-DRD Cessna P206 Super Skylane P206-0135 15.3.74 
Ex N2635X, N11B, F-OCFB. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, 
Auckland. To Floatplane Air Service Ltd, Rotorua 11.9.74; to 
Dalhoff & King Avn Ltd, Auckland 7.8.78; to Palmerston 
North Air Investments, Palmerston North 2.5.79; to D A 
Jenkins & D H Kingsbeer, Feilding 5.3.80; to Dalhoff & King 
Avn Ltd, Auckland 21.5.80; to G F Dixon Engineering Ltd, 
Ohakune 15.10.81; to Island Air Safaris Ltd, Tauranga 
26.9.84; to Motiti Island Air Ltd, Tauranga 26.10.84; to Island 
Air Services, Mount Maunganui 28.2.90; to K K Pond, Te 
Puke 2.8.95; to P D Ensor, Mt Maunganui 4.9.95; to Motiti 
Residents Club, c/o P Ensor, Mt Maunganui 11.5.98; to P D 
Ensor, Mt Maunganui 7.10.98; to Star Aviation Ltd, Te Puke 
26.10.01. Current. 

ZK-DRE Cessna 177B Cardinal II 17702156 .74 
(1) Ex N35012. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU, 

remained in USA as N35012. 

ZK-DRE Cessna A150M Aerobat A1500532 8.11.74 
(2) Ex N8123V. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Rex Flying 

School Ltd, Auckland 23.6.75; to Dalhoff & King Flying 
School, Auckland 24.5.76; to Christies Home Appliance Ltd, 
Mangapai 19.8.81; to Stratford AC, Stratford 12.8.82; 
to L D Selby, Drury 23.9.91; to Mainland Air Services Ltd, 
Mosgiel 15.7.97; to Next Investments Ltd, Invercargill 
27.7.01. Current. 

ZK-DRF Cessna 177RG Cardinal RG 177RG0562 .74 
(1) Ex N2162Q. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU, 

remained in USA as N2162Q. 

ZK-DRF Cessna 177RG Cardinal RG 177RG0577 7.3.75 
(2) Ex N2177Q. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To I W & W 

Above: Cessna U206C Super Skywagon floatplane ZK-DRH had 
only been registered to new owners Waterwings for three days when 
photographed at Lake Te Anau on 12.11.99. (Dave Crook) 
Below: Cessna A150M Aerobat ZK-DRE seen bearing the name 
'Sparrow' on the fin fillet at Ardmore on 26.3.95. (Ian Burnett) 

Lysaght, Te Atatu 12.1.76; to R M Inglis, S B M Smith & P H 
Butchart, Motueka 20.4.79; to P H Butchart & Associated 
Avn (Motueka) Ltd, Motueka 5.6.79; to Dalhoff & King Avn 
Ltd, Auckland 14.8.80; to Motor Holdings (Avn) Ltd, 
Auckland 27.5.82; to R Palmer, Kati Kati 24.11.82; to R K 
Palmer & T R Donovan, Kati Kati 21.12.82. Regn eld 
21.11.88 on sale as VH-XBL, regd 21.12.88,cld 18.5.92. 

ZK-DRG Cessna 180J Skywagon 18052463 7.11.74 
Ex N52047. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Gordon 
Stewart Ltd, Cheviot 27.3.75; to J D & N F Small, Kurow 
26.6.81; to L W Denize, Te Kuiti 20.11.81; to J A & D 
Goddard, Rotorua 22.11.00. Current. 

ZK-DRH Cessna 180J Skywagon 18052462 .74 
(1) Ex N52046. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU, became 

VH-BBF instead, 2.4.75. 

ZK-DRH Cessna U206C Super Skywagon U206-1179 10.12.74 
(2) Ex N29227. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland; operated by 

Float-Air Picton Ltd, Picton. Damaged when nosed over and 
submerged when struck by a whirlwind while taxying, Picton 
Harbour 29.12.74. Regd to Float-Air Picton Ltd, 30.1.75; 
regn eld 10.6.75. Restored to Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Auckland 
26.8.75; to Geyserland Airways (1974) Ltd, Rotorua 12.1.76; 
to Wellington Districts AC Inc, Wellington 12.11.76; to 
Dalhoff & King Avn Ltd, Auckland 15.8.77; to Motor Holdings 
(Avn) Ltd, Auckland 27.5.82; to A T Smallfield, Auckland 
11.4.85; to Molesworth Scenic Air Ltd, Hanmer Springs 
25.2.93; to A T & S J Smallfield, Takanini 2.8.93; to Great 
Lakes Avn Ltd, Wanaka 20.6.94; to Waterwings Airways 
(Te Anau) Ltd, Queenstown 9.11.99. Current. 
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Above: Registered in New Zealand for less than three months, Cessna 
310Q ZK-DRK became F-OCXB, as seen at Noumea-Magenta on 
24.4.76. (Roger Caratini) 

ZK-DRI Cessna T210L Turbo Centurion II 21060472 4.12.74 
Ex N93980. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Auckland 
Air Charter Ltd, Auckland 24.11.75; to Jefferson Airplane Co 
Ltd, Wellington 2.6.76; to Dennis Thompson International 
Ltd, Auckland 8.9.78. Regn eld 7.1.82 on sale to Papua New 
Guinea as P2-GWM; cr .87 and rebt 3.90 as VH-NCG. 

ZK-DRJ Cessna 150L 15075455 .74 
(1) Ex N11487. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU, became 

VH-FYY instead, 12.3.74. 

ZK-DRJ Cessna A150M Aerobat A1500533 8.11.74 
(2) Ex N8124V. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Rex Flying 

School Ltd, Auckland 14.7.75; to Dalhoff & King Flying 
School Ltd, Auckland 24.5.76; to D J Dillon, Palmerston 
North 11.8.80; to R Belliss, Masterton 30.4.85; to G F Doran, 
Queenstown 21.7.87; to W K Allen, Tuatapere 8.3.90; to R M 
Paterson, Mosgiel 12.2.91; to Haybittle & Lyver Partnership, 
Auckland 19.2.91; to Parakai Flying School, Kaukapakapa 
2.7.93, name change to Parakai Avn Ltd, Auckland 2.95; to 
Alpine Avn Ltd, Ashburton 24.4.98. Current. 

ZK-DRK Cessna 310Q-II 310Q1075 30.5.74 
Ex N1222G. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. Regn eld 
12.8.74 on sale to New Caledonia as F-OCXB. 

ZK-DRL Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263242 8.8.74 
Ex N5001R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Rex Flying 
School Ltd, Auckland 17.9.74; to Dalhoff & King Flying 
School Ltd, Auckland 24.5.76; op by L M Harris & A E Bailey, 
Huntly .81. Destroyed Huntly, Waikato 30.4.81, collided 
with fence and brick wall, attempting overshoot during 
landing on an upward sloping airstrip. Ownership changed 
after aircraft destroyed, to L M Harris & A E Bailey, Huntly 
7.5.81. Regn eld 19.8.81. 

ZK-DRM Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263534 8.11.74 
Ex N5401R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To D W 
Cameron, Otorohanga 3.4.75; to D W Cameron & Others, 
2.9.76; to W A Annan & Others, Otorohanga 17.3.83; 
partners changed 8.4.83 and 22.4.86, then name change 
to Cabin Syndicate, Otorohanga .88. Current. 

ZK-DRN Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263491 21.1.75 
Ex N5277R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Rotorua 
Aero Club, Rotorua 13.6.75; to K J Spencer, Taupo 
12.12.88; to O C & A L Walker Syndicate, Whangaparaoa 
4.4.90; to R T & D E Hilder Syndicate, Whangaparaoa 
8.11.91; to A G Barr, Timaru 26.3.96. Current. 

ZK-DRO Cessna 340 340-0251 
(1) Ex N69429. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland, 

instead as ZK-DSD 29.4.74; later N123KK. 
NTU. 

.74 
regd 

ZK-DRO Cessna 337G Super Skymaster 33701583 .74 
(2) Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU, assembled by Reims 

Aviation as F337G with c/n 0068, regd OH-CGN, SE-GCV. 

ZK-DRO Cessna 337G Super Skymaster 33701585 .74 
(3) Ex N72439. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU, 

remained in USA as N72439. 

ZK-DRO Cessna 337G Super Skymaster 33701587 .74 
(4) Ex N72446. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU, 

remained in USA as N72446. 

ZK-DRO Cessna 337G Super Skymaster 33701590 3.5.74 
(5) Ex N72449. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Rex Flying 

School Ltd, Auckland 21.6.74; to Dalhoff & King Flying 
School Ltd, Auckland 24.5.76; to Wright Machinery Ltd, 
Auckland 21.7.76. Regn eld 27.8.76, sold as VH-SHT regd 
19.5.77, VH-SBZ 12.11.86. 

ZK-DRP Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263519 14.10.74 
Ex N5317R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To 
Geyserland Airways (1974) Ltd, Rotorua 3.2.75; to Pacific 
Aviation Ltd, Rotorua 8.6.84; to M F & D.M. Robbie, 
Eketahuna 6.8.84. Current. 

ZK-DRQ Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263507 14.10.74 
Ex N5293R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Auckland 
AC, Auckland 27.11.74; to J Harrison & R G Pawson, 
Auckland 20.2.78; to B P & L A Coakley, Cambridge 24.7.87; 
to Faigan & Thompson Syndicate, Hamilton 12.1.89; to 
Hubaray Holdings Ltd, Hamilton 23.9.91; to J S Barry, 
Hamilton 4.3.92; to N G Rowan, Hamilton 5.7.94; to DRQ 
Partnership, Hamilton 21.6.96. Current. 

ZK-DRS Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263282 24.10.74 
Ex N5041R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Lakeland 
Avn Ltd, Taupo 2.12.74; to J E Murray, Pahiatua 2.2.83; 
to M E Bryant & D M Eglinton, Pahiatua 20.7.83; to Hawk 
Enterprises Ltd, Feilding 1.8.85; to Air Charter Manawatu 
Ltd, Palmerston North 14.11.01. Current. 

ZK-DRT Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17263287 10.10.74 
Ex N5046R. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Bay of 
Islands AC, Kerikeri 1.11.74; to B A Bowden, Upper Hutt 
19.7.76; to Dennis Thompson International Ltd, Auckland 
7.2.77; to Mercury Bay AC Inc, Whitianga 27.6.77; to D K 
Horton, P A Beer, C C Simmons, B E Nicholls, Auckland 
8.4.81; to Ardmore Flying School Ltd, Auckland 14.11.83; 
returned to D K Horton, etc 12.12.83; to Davey/Holmes 
Syndicate, Papakura 9.7.93; to New Zealand Avn College 
(Ardmore) Ltd, Auckland 7.3.96; to G M Davey, Papakura 
9.1.97; to R L Hodgson, Wellington 29.5.01; to Total Assets 
Ltd, Wellington 20.6.01. Current. 

ZK-DRU Cessna 177B Cardinal II 17702109 24.10.74 
Ex N34944. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Waikato 
AC, Hamilton 3.3.75. Destroyed 22.6.76 Kaikohe, Northland 
when nose wheel leg collapsed on landing and aircraft 
overturned. Regn eld 14.2.77. Restored 17.11.78 to Waikato 
AC; to Dillon Flying School, Palmerston North 8.2.84; 
to D J Dillon, Palmerston North 1.3.84; to S R Farquhar, 
Palmerston North 17.10.85; to P V Bydder, Palmerston 
North 18.8.92. Current. 

ZK-DRV Cessna 177B Cardinal II 17702117 .74 
(1) Ex N34960, N1590C. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU 

but registered ZK-DWU 22.11.74. 

ZK-DRV 
(2) 

Cessna U206F Stationair U20602517 13.2.75 
Ex N1214V. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Southland 
AC, Invercargill 4.3.75. Destroyed off Dog Island, Southland 
4.12.79 when ditched at sea due to engine failure. Regn 
eld 23.1.80. 

ZK-DRV 
(3) 

ZK-DRW 
(1) 

Vans RV-3 759 
D J Blackwood, Mosgiel. Current. 

18.2.97 

Cessna 182PSkylane 182????? .74 
Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. NTU, identity unknown. 

To be continued. . . 

Note: The numerous 'not taken up' marks for Rex Avn may be accounted for 
by the issue of blocks of registrations to dealerships by the NZ DCA. The 
dealers would allocate these marks according to customer requirements and 
manufacturers' schedules but the actual aircraft may change several times 
in company records before a final delivery is made. In most cases only the 
last entry would appear in DCA records when delivery and certification had 
actually proceeded. Thus NTU marks may not appear in official records. 
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Post-War Surplus AT-6s 
COMPILED BY DAN HAGEDORN WITH ADDITIONAL MATERIAL BY BENNO GOETHALS PART 2 

The second part of Dan Hagedorn's original listing now follows. 
All additions to this list by Benno Goethals are shown below in italics 

It is worth noting that all the CAA aircraft listed in Parts 1 and 2 were 
converted to civil configuration at Pensacola Naval Air Station, Florida. 

Above: The fuselage of former NC-10592 in Spanish Air Force 
colours as C. 6-154 wearing code 421-52 at the Museo del Aire, 
Cuatro Vientos, Madrid in December 1993. It was shortly to 
be sold to France where it became F-AZSC in the vintage civil 
aircraft register. (Roberto Yahez via Benno Goethals) 

CAA Number Type 
(US Regn) 

Previous USAAF NAA Serial 
or USN Serial Number (c/n) 

NC-382 

NC-383 

NC-384(1) 

NC-384(2) 

NC-385 

NC-386 

NC-387 
NC-388 

NC-393 
NC-717 

N-1203 

NC-1410 

NC-2596 

NC-2666 

NC-4620 

NC-10422 
NC-10490 

NC-10530 
NC-10592 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 
AT-6C 

-?-

AT-6A 

AT-6A 

SNJ-4 

BC-1A 

AT-6D' 
AT-6F 

AT-6D 
AT-6D 

BuA 26473 

BuA10222 

BuA 26647 

(BuA 09994) 

BuA26718 

BuA 09994 

BuA 10002 
BuA 05652 

BuA10222 
42-4002 

-?-

41-16620 

40-2150 

BuA27005 

40-715 

42-84645 
44-81920 

44-81503 
41-34672 

88-10400 

88-10201 

88-11021 

(88-9553) 

88-11202 

88-9553 

88-9561 
88-9159 

88-10201 
88-11776 

-?-

78-6998 

59-1976 

88-11864 

55-1606 

88-16426 
121-42642 

121-42225 
88-15943 

Owner and Location 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC; 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

CAA, Washington, DC 

Lodwick Aircraft Industries, 
Inc., Lakeland, FL 
Paul Mantz, Glendale, CA 

Fate 

Assigned Region 3, 13/8/46. To US Navy 1/6/48. 
Regn eld 14/7/48. Returned to BuA 
To CAB, Washington 23/8/46. Cr Memphis, TN. 
Cannibalised for parts, regn eld 26.11.46 as 
scrapped. Replaced at CAB by NC-366, 1/10/46 
To CAB, Washington 10/9/46. Surveyed and eld 
30/9/47. Became 48-1358 
Assigned Region 5. Built from NC-386 (see below). 
Licence approved 1/10/47. To USAAF 20/5/48 , 
regn eld 9/6/48. Became 48-1313 
Assigned Region 1, 28/8/46. To USAAF 25/6/48, 
regn eld 14/7/48. Became 48-1364 
Assigned Region 5, 12/9/46. Surveyed 9/1/47, eld 
28/1/47, major parts used to assemble NC-384(2) 

Assigned Region 6, 18/9/46. To US Navy 14/5/48, 
regn eld 23/6/48 

To N1580V 

No further information. Possible error for North 
American B-25 '21644' of Tallmantz Avn Inc? 
Sold to Royal Pakistan AF c.9/8/49 on A-2358 
with 11 others 

R F Chatfield Taylor, Vail, AZ Sold to Royal Saudi Air Force with six other aircraft 
on E-20493 6/8/52 
Sold to the Phillipine Republic AF 26/10/47 

Aircraft Sales, Ltd., Los 
Angeles, CA 

Norman C. Hunter, 
La Guardia Field, NY 

Formerly NC-63610 (q.v.) to Peru on E-25031. 
Given in error as s/n 39-854. Actually 40-715 

To N10490. Current with R J Urmston Jr, Kinnelon, 
NJ since 25/4/96 

To Spanish AF C. 6-154, regd F-AZSC 21/4/94 
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Left: After sale 
by the Spanish 
Air Force, the 
former NC10592 
became F-AZSC 
and is shown 
painted as code 
TA076 with the 
name "Tailwind" 
and suitable 
artwork at a 
La Ferte Alais 
event. (Benno 
Goethals) 

NC-10595 

NC-10596 
NC-10597 

NC-10602 

NC-10603 
NC-10605 

NC-11763 

AT-6D 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

AT-6D 

AT-6D 
(AT-6D) 
SNJ-5 
SNJ-3C 

42-85068 

BuA 09874 
BuA 27748 

44-81148 

42-84969 
(42-85062) 
BuA 84952 
BuA 6891 

88-16849 

88-9389 
88-13364 

121-41870 

88-16750 
88-16873 

78-6038 Hoosier Air Freight Corp, NY 
21/6/46 

N-12615 
NC-13397 

NC-14687 

NC-1623M 
NC-1624M 
NC-1711M 

NX-19973 

Harvard RCAF2648 

NA-64 RCAF3464 

AT-6A 41-16721 

SNJ-4 BuA 27370 
SNJ-4 BuA 27625 
AT-6A 41-16553 
NA-71 

66-2381 
64-2033 

78-7099 

88-12526 
88-13081 
78-6931 

Reservation 

A. 0. F. White, 
Lynchburg, VA 
Harry H Bassett, Miami, FL 
Believed as item above 
Ben Huntley, Charlotte, NC 

-19984 

NX-19986 
"N-26568" 

NA-44 

NA-72 
AT-6 

41-18890 

? 

71-3074 

69-3064 

72-3077 

NAA 16/5/40 

To N10595, (LN-LCN) 20/3/87, (LN-LCS) 24/3/87, 
LN-AMY 13/5/88. Current 

To N10597 Current with C E Schmidt, Vichy, MO 
since 19/10/89 
To N10602 Current with N E Nicholls, Key West, FL 
since 12/2/91 

To N10605. Cld 

Sold Air-Borne Cargo Lines Inc, NY 22/8/46. Rising 
Sun School of Aeron., Philadephia, PA C11/47. John 
A Vansant, Langhorne PA 22/1/48. Robert F Grant, 
San Ysidro, CA 24/1/48. Ralph H MacMichael, 
El Paso, TX 18/8/49. Sold to NAA 4/4/50 and 
cld 18/7/50 as dismantled. Probably used in 
T-6D Standard or T-6G programs 
Also reported as N1265S 
Previously NX 13397, FrAF (NA-64-P2-No1) ntu, 
RCAF3464. To N13397 
To Royal Swedish AF by 10/52 Fv16247. Sold .57 

Cancelled 21/11/51 as salvaged for parts 
To N1624M, Argentine Navy 0503, N1624M 
Sold to NAA 15/6/49 for $1500; cancelled 26/7/50 
as dismantled 
To Venezuelan AF ' 1 ' 1940. Cld by CAA 1/1/41 
as CofA expired and by NAA 5/4/46 after they 
discovered that they had already sold it! 
Convtd to NA-69/A-27, USAAC. For Thailand but 
ntu as crashed 21/4/41 
To Brazilian AF '01', later '1193' 
Confusing entry. Given as "D-147, 26568 Serial No. 
unlicensed, sold to Royal Pakistani AF via Aircraft 
Sales, Ltd. c.9/6/49" Much more likely is 
SNJ-4 BuA 26568. 

Left: LN-AMY, 
named "Amy", 
is the former 
NC 10595 and 
is seen here 
airborne at 
La Ferte Alais 
on 17.5.97. 
(Benno Goethals) 
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Right: The former 
NX37498, RP-64 
N840 has belonged 
to the EAA Museum 
Foundation for at 
least thirty years and 
is seen here in 1969 
with the name of 
the eminent Paul 
Poberezny below 
the cockpit. This 
is believed to be 
the only surviving 
example of the P-68 
fighter-bomber 
version of the 
A T-6 series and 
was operated for 
cloud seeding as 
well as spending 
some time in Mexico, 
(via Benno Goethals) 

NC-30021 
NX-37498 

NC-49311 

NC-49312 

SNJ-2 
RP-64 

BuA ? 
41-19085 

AT-6A 41-15889 

AT-6A 41-578 

NC-49313 AT-6A 41-15932 

NC-49316 AT-6A 41-587 

NC-49346 SNJ-3 BuA 6919 

NC-49351 AT-6A 41-15891 

NC-49356 AT-6A 41-253 

"79-6062" 
68-3061 

NC-37604 
NC-39174 
NC-41827 
N-47956 

NC-49278 

NC-49308 
NC-49309 

NC-49310 

BT-14 
SNJ-3 
SNJ-4 
AT-6B 

AT-6A 

AT-6A 
AT-6B 

AT-6A 

40-1147 
BuA 6755 
BuA 09923 
41-17211 

41-15901 

41-327 
41-17377 

41-580 

58-1692 
77-4283 
88-9438 
84-7589 

78-6189 

77-4296 
84-7755 

77-4629 

78-6177 

77-4627 

78-6230 

77-4646 

78-6126 

78-6179 

77-4212 

Jack D Canary & L C Hoff-
man c/o NAA, 22/2/46. 
Ex Thai AF, ntu, 
then USAAC 

NAA, Inglewood, CA 

Glenn W Booker, Artesia, NM 
29/1/46 
Frederick K. Brunton, 
Bellevue, WA 22/1/46 

Richard C Reed, Yakima, WA 
Richard C Reed, Yakima, WA 
17/1/46 

Richard C Reed, Yakima, WA 
17/1/46 

Richard C Reed, Yakima, WA 
17/1/46 

Richard C Reed, Yakima, WA 
17/1/46 

Richard C Reed, Yakima, WA 
17/1/46 

Robert L Edwards, 
Renton, WA 31/1/46 

Lloyd A Webb, New York 
18/8/46 

L More Wartes, Spockane, 
20/9/46 

Aviation Industries Inc, 
Couer d'Alene, ID 

Impossible c/n. True identity? 
To Jack Canary (only) 13/9/46. To Phoenix Avn Inc, 
Phoenix AZ 7/10/46 for racing etc. To Precipitation 
Control Co, Phoenix AZ3/12/47 as rainmaker. 
Redesignated NA-68 c25/5/49. Sold 1/6/49 to Cia 
Mexicana de Luz y Fuerza Motris SA on A-3772 as 
XB-KUU, eld by CAA 15/6/49. To N-68622, Val Air, 
Riverside CA. To N840, EAA Aviation Fdn. Current 
To NL37604. Cld 
Should be AT-6A ? 
To N41827. Cld 
Sold to James G Boyd, El Paso, TX 19/9/46 
Dbf Deming, NM 20/2/48, cld by CAA 8/3/48 
To Aircraft Sales Ltd, Los Angeles, CA by 14/6/49. 
Sold to Royal Pakistan AF c.9/8/49 on A-2358 
with eleven others. Regn cld 23/8/49 
(Purchase date 17/1/46?) To N49308. Cld 
To Charles G Keigwin, Renton, WA 25/5/46. Sold to 
NAA 16/8/49 and used in T-6G rebuild program. 
Regn cld as destroyed 26/7/50 
Went missing 31/10/46 after sale to Rudolph J 
Lonza, Spokane, WA who was killed in the 
subsequent crash. Wreckage found 12/10/47. 
Regn cld as destroyed 21/10/47 
To Jack Labbee, Harrah, WA 22/4/47. Sold to NAA 
26/2/49 via Vest Acft & Finance Co, probably for use 
in T-6G program. Regn cld 25/7/50 as dismantled 
To Edgar B Mercy, Yakima, WA 10/4/46. Western 
Skyways Service, Troutdale, OR 9/9/46. B F Robin-
son, Pendleton, OR 25/10/48. G Pulse, Pendleton, 
OR 12/11/48. City of Portland, Bureau of Insect 
Control (as sprayer) 17/5/50. James S Spivey, Inc., 
Washington, DC by 26/2/52 and cld 11/3/52 as 
exported on E-22072 no destination given but went 
to South Africa as SAAF 7644. Crashed 26/3/57 
To William H Hodges, Yakima, WA 32/9/46. Sold to 
Earl Liston, Klamath Falls, OR c.4/49, who failed to 
comply with CARs, regn cld by CAA 13/9/50. Fate? 
To Vernon Testerman, Seattle, WA 22/10/47. Warren 
Stickney, Seattle, WA 31/3/48. Sold to Royal Pak-
istan AF via Aircraft Sales, Ltd. c.9/8/49 on A-2358, 
though dism for shipment c21/4/49, regn cld 6/6/49 
Sold to Aircraft Sales, Ltd., Los Angeles, CA 24/9/49 
Sold to NAA 17/12/49 probably for use in T-6D 
Standard or T-6G programs. Cld as dismantled 
26/7/50. (Last known flight 29/7/48 on ferry) 
Sky-writing equipment installed c. 10/47. To Leon W 
Blythe, Spokane, WA 11/9/47. To Vest Aircraft & 
Finance Co., Denver, CO 18/8/49 Sold to NAA 
27/8/49 probably for use in T-6D Standard and 
T-6G programs, cld as dismantled 26/7/50 
To Chisholm Cedar Co, Bonners Ferry, ID 17/10/46. 
Wm. A Gambini, Couer d'Alene, ID 13/6/47. Sold to 
NAA 13/8/49 probably for use in T-6D Standard or 
T-6G programs, cld as dismantled 25/7/50 
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NC-49359 

NC-49467 

NC-52031 

NC-52033 

NC-52057 

AT-6A 41-630 

SNJ-4 BuA 05535 

77-4699 

88-9042 

NC-49883 
NC-50230 

NC-51061 

AT-6A 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-4 

41-16453 
BuA10061 

BuA10221 

78-6831 
88-9745 

88-10200 

NC-51137 AT-6 40-2125 
NC-51493 AT-6A 41-16838 

NC-51497 AT-6A 41-16280 

NC-51498 AT-6A 41-657 

NC-51499 AT-6 40-2113 

59-1951 
78-7216 

78-6658 

77-4736 

59-1939 

SNJ-4 BuA 27137 

SNJ-2 BuA 2040 

NC-52045 SNJ-4 BuA 26670 

88-12080 
[incorrectly 
quoted as 
88-12036 
= NZ1037] 
65-2029 

88-11084 

AT-6 A 41-16931 78-7309 

NC-52075 SNJ-3 (41-16908)/ 
BuA 05457 

78-7286 

NC-52078 SNJ-4 BuA 05634 88-9141 

Ralph Royce, Great Falls, 
MT 2/8/46 

Ermil R. Miller, Kent, OH 
25/3/46 

A Rudy Hruska, St. Louis, MO 
Albert Cartwright, 
Eau Claire, Wl 13/2/46 

Tanner Flying Service, 
Willoughby, OH 27/2/46 

Schneiders Aircraft Service, 
Willoughby, OH 12/2/46 

Schneiders Aircraft Service, 
Willoughby, OH 11/2/46 

Eugene M. Weeks, 
Jacksonville, FL 10/7/46 

H H Richardson, Ocala, FL 

A W Stone, Jacksonville, 
3/7/46 

Byron E Copeland, 
Washington, DC 29/8/46 

NC-52059 
NC-52060 
NC/NR-52063 

NC-52064 
NC-52065 

SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 
SNJ-4 

SNJ-3 
SNJ-3 

BuA 27374 
BuA 26992 
BuA 26974 

BuA 6828 
(41-16579) / 
BuA 01852 

88-12530 
88-11851 
88-2123 

77-4536 
78-6957 

H A Laird, Mayport, FL. 
15/3/46 

Odos C. Craig, Hume, OH 
Al Zaebst, Ocala, FL 
25/4/46 

A W Stone, Jacksonville, FL 
3/7/46 

Ralph W Farish, 
Jacksonville, FL 
8/7/46 

To be continued. 

Exported to South Africa on E-22077, SAAF 7653. 
To N7653A. current with Jill A Kubecka, Edna, TX 
since 13/2/98 
To Willard W Bassett, Clovis, NM 14/10/46. To NAA 
6/10/49, rebuilt and "sold to a foreign government" . 
Reg n eld 19/4/50 
To N49883. Listed as current, no owner details 
Sold to NAA via Cobell Supply Corp., Ft. Worth, 
TX c.23/6/50. Probably used in T-6G program 
To Edward G Fisher, Edwardsville, KS 29/7/49. 
To Trade Ayer Inc, Linden, NJ 6/12/52. Sold to NAA 
7/5/53 and probably used in T-6G rebuild program. 
Regn eld as dismantled 19/8/53 

To C M Bawden, St Paul, MN 10/11/48. L G Ernster, 
St Paul, MN 20/7/48. Sold to NAA 6/10/49 and 
probably used in T-6G rebuild program. Regn 
eld as dismantled 26/7/50 
To Elvir Stossel & Balkwill Jones, Stuart, FL 3/6/48. 
Sold to American Airmotive, Miami, FL by 14/10/52 
but they claimed no knowledge of the aircraft 15/5/53. 
Fate unknown, eld by CAA 2/6/53, non compliance 
To Myron S. Reed, Mansfield, OH 2/5/46. To S W 
Baker, Marion, OH 31/3/49. W R Horn, Upper Sand-
usky, OH 21/5/49. Sold to NAA 23/2/50 and eld as 
dismantled 26/7/50; probably used in T-6G program 
NX-51499 issued for racing c26/8/47, raced at 
Cleveland 1947 by Anna Logan as Race #65. To 
Elvir Stossel & Balkwill Jones, Stuart, FL 3/6/48, 
NC-51499 26/6/48. Sold to American Airmotive, 
Miami, FL 9/49, but they claimed no knowledge 
of the aircraft 15/5/53. Cld by CAA 2/6/53, 
non compliance, fate unknown. 
To Hawthorne Flying Service, Charleton, SC 
14/12/48. To American Industrial Sales Corp., 
Sebring, FL by 13/2/52. Cld by CAA 25/4/52. To 
Royal Swedish AF by 5/52 Fv16229, sold 1957 
and to Argentine Navy 
To N52033. Sometime to Stinis Air Service Inc, 
Flushing, NY. Current with SNJ-2 Corp, Flushing 
NY since 31/1/87 
To Stone and Wells Flying Service, Jacksonville, FL 
14/8/46. D C West, Charleston, SC 22/7/47. J L Judy, 
Navy Yard, SC 5/12/47. R L Gowder, Naval Base, 
SC 26/10/48. Hawthorne Flying Service, Charleston, 
SC 25/2/49. Cld by CAA 25/4/52. To Royal Swedish 
AFby 10/53, Fv16296, sold 1957 
To E G Vanderlip, Silver Spring, MD 31/10/46. T W 
Jennings, Washington, DC 7/2/47. Reed R Clary Jr., 
Richmond, VA 12/7/48. Cld as exported 26/1/49. 
Sold to Royal Pakistan AF via Aircraft Sales, Ltd. 
c.9/6/49 

Also reported as BuA 26972, =88-11831 
To Elwood Keim, Miami, FL 12/1/48, converted to 
smoke writer as NR-52063 identical to NR-66194. 
To TEMCO, Dallas, TX 29/10/49 "to be sold for mili-
tary or export at a later date." Cld by CAA 19/12/49 

To J Ruzicka, Kokomo, IN 12/5/49. Vest Aircraft & 
Financa Co, Denver, CO 9/7/49. (Also reported to 
J A Howenstine, Lima, OH unkn date) Sold to NAA 
11/7/49 and cld by CAA 26/7/50 as dismantled. 
Probably used in T-6D Standard or T-6G programs 
To John T Wood, Jacksonville, FL 5/8/46. D C West, 
Charleston, SC 7/1/47. J A Robertson, Charleston, 
SC 22/4/47. D C West (again) 10/7/47. W G Hobbs, 
Savanna, GA 3/8/47. Two new wings fitted 5/48. 
Hawthorne Flying Service, Charleston, SC 25/3/49. 
Clear-View Acft Industries, Charlotte, NC 7/12/49. 
Sold to TEMCO, Dallas, TX 20/12/49 "to be sold 
for military or export at a later date". Cld 20/3/50 
To Ayercraft Inc. Linden, NJ 4/2/52. Spartan Aero 
Repair, Camden, NJ 13/2/52 N-52078. Sold to 
Union of South Africa c.19/3/52, regn cld by CAA 
16/5/52 as exported on E-20725. To SAAF 7658. 
Regd ZS-VTE(2) 18/7/96 to Harvard Partnership, 
Syferfontein. Current with M B Snoyman 
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THE POST-WAR DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIL AVIATION IN THAILAND 

THAI AIRWAYS AND 
PREDECESSORS Stephen Darke 

2 - The Formative Years 
(1947-1959) continued 

Pacific Overseas Airlines (Siam)'s regional schedule 
effective from 15th July 1947 was:-
Tuesday: 

depart Bangkok 0600 arrive Hong Kong 1430 
Wednesday: 

depart Hong Kong 0700 arrive Bangkok 1130 
depart Bangkok 1300 arrive Singapore 1850 

Thursday: 
depart Singapore 0730 arrive Bangkok 1220 

Friday: 
depart Bangkok 0600 arrive Hong Kong 1430 

Saturday: 
depart Hong Kong 0700 arrive Bangkok 1130 

From 22nd September the schedule was changed to 
start all six flights a day earlier, and in April 1948 the 
flights were retimed for a more convenient 0800 depar-
ture from Bangkok and Hong Kong. Aircrew were 
exclusively American until January 1949 when two Thai crew, First 
Officer Manob Suriya and Radio Operator Narong Chongpratheep, 
formed part of Frank E. Birkman's C-54 crew on a trans-Pacific flight 
from San Francisco to Bangkok via Honolulu, Canton Island, Fiji, 
Auckland, Sydney and Darwin. By July 1950 POAS were operating a 
Thursday departure from Singapore to Bangkok, with a night stop in 
Bangkok, and then on to Hong Kong and Tokyo on Friday. 

POAS may also have been associated with L.A.Lewis Inc, who were 
agents for Lockheed and Consolidated aircraft, including the Stinson 
Voyager, and occupied the same offices, and indeed telephone, 
as POAS. 

In 1949 a Catalina (HS-PC205, later HS-POD) was added to the fleet 
which, following repairs to damage caused on landing at Macau in July, 
operated a weekly service on behalf of Civil Air Transport (CAT) from 
Bangkok to Formosa and Hong Kong. A second Catalina, HS-POF, 
was acquired from Transport Aeriens du Pacifique Sud (TRAPAS) 
in 1951. 

Ownership of POAS changed in early 1949 when the Thai government 
(in the form of Siamese Airways) increased its stake to 95% followed, 
in early 1951, by CAT expressing an interest in taking over POAS, 
ostensibly to get their hands on their C-54's. POAS were also a 
profitable airline, with an operating profit of 606,287 Baht in 1949, 
rising to 1,064,030 Baht (some £30,000) in 1950. This interest was 
however cut short by the tragic crash of C-54 HS-POS, which took off 
on instruments from Kai Tak but failed to clear the crest of Mount 
Parker on the morning of 11th March 1951, the resulting crash killing 
all 26 on board, including the pilot, J.R.Cory. Loss of this aircraft 
also caused suspension of the Bangkok-Hong Kong-Tokyo route 
temporarily, as one of POAS' other C-54s was in Copenhagen on 
maintenance at the time and would not return to service until April. 

Pacific Overseas Airlines (Siam) fleet (in order of acquisition):-

HS-PC101 Douglas C-47A; c/n unknown; bt1947; fate not known 
(possibly to HS-POB Jan-51). 

HS-PC102 / Douglas C-47A; c/n 13794; ex 43-30643; bt 1947; to 
HS-POC HS-POC 1.51; inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 

1.11.51. 

HS-PC103 Douglas C-47A; c/n unknown; bt 1947; fate not known 
(possibly to HS-POB, 1.51). 

Right: POAS Douglas C-47A HS-POC, wearing company titles on the 
dark cheat line above the windows. (Family of Don Reece) 

Above: POAS acquired HS-POD, the first of two Catalinas, in 1949. 
(Finlay Cunningham via Paul Howard) 

HS-PC??? / Douglas C-47A; c/n 11977; ex 42-92203, HS-PC???; bt 
HS-POB 1947; to HS-POB 1.51; inherited by Thai Airways Co 

Ltd 1.11.51. 

HS-PC204/ Douglas C-54; c/n 18368; ex 43-17168, N79068; bt 
HS-POA 1947; first noted at Sydney (on charter) 21.11.47; to HS-

POA 1951; cr and dbf on landing at Don Muang 13.7.51. 

HS-PC205 / PBY-5A Catalina; c/n CV-519; ex 44-34008, Bu67972; 
HS-POD bt 1949; damaged at Macao 9.7.49; to HS-POD; 

inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 1.11.51. 

HS-POE Douglas C-54A; c/n 7488; ex 42-107469,NC53103, 
PI-C102; bt Jun.50; inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 
1.11.51. 

HS-POS Douglas C-54A; c/n 10396; ex PI-C107, Bu50848, 
42-72291; rebt after accident Tokyo 10.49, bt 1951; 
crashed into Mount Parker on t/o from Kai Tak 11.3.51. 

HS-POF Consolidated Canso A; c/n 420; ex RCAF 9747, 
F-BBCB; bt 7.51; inherited by Thai Airways Co Ltd 
1.11.51 (note that on 4.5.43 this Canso as 9747/W of 
5(BR) Sqn RCAF, operating out of Gander, attacked 
and seriously damaged U-209. The pilot was S/L B.H. 
Moffit. The boat was last reported on 6.5.43 and was 
ordered to return to Brest. It is believed that she might 
have sunk in a diving accident at approximately 52N, 
38W as a result of damages inflicted by 9747). 
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Left: POAS Douglas 
C-54 HS-POA seen at 
Copenhagen-Kastrup after 
overhaul and respray from 
which it departed on 
16.5.51. The name "City of 
Bangkok" is just visible 
below the cockpit window on 
the original. (Tom Weihe) 

Below, left: The same 
aircraft on arrival at Kastrup 
on 9.2.51 in original colour 
scheme.(Tom Weihe) 

Below right: HS-POA in the 
SAS hangar undergoing its 
major 8,000 hour check. 
(Family of Don Reece) 

Note: POAS C-54s were named 'City of Bangkok' (HS-POA) and 
'City of Ayudhya', thought to have been HS-POS but not confirmed. 
The registration HS-POS would more logically be HS-POG - possibly 
a transcription error? Is there photographic proof of which was used? 

The third airline, Trans-Asiatic Airlines (Siam) Company Ltd (TAAS), 
was formed in March 1947 with a capital of 10 million Baht (about 
£167,000), as a subsidiary of the Manila-based Trans-Asiatic Airlines 
Inc (TAA). TAAS was 26% owned by Siamese Airways, 35% by other 
Thai investors, and 39% by William D. Davis, the President of TAA. 

The Philippines-based airline had begun C-47 operations in June 1946 
after William Davis, who had been a US Army Criminal Investigation 
Division officer, used a $50,000 loan from a Philippino doctor, 
Dr. C.A.Santiago, to buy two ex-USAAF C-47s, one to fly and one for 
spares. The airworthy C-47 is believed to have been 43-16117, which 
was struck off by the USAAF in the Philippines on 22nd July 1946, and 
which became PI-C180 (possibly operating with its USAAF 'last four' 
initially). To operate this C-47 Davis formed TAA around a team of ex-
USAAF pilots, Dallas W. Cederberg, Monson W. Shaver and Wilber R. 
Brucker, plus an ex merchant marine radio technician, Raymond Murry, 
and using this single C-47 TAA became the first Philippines-registered 

airline to operate post-war to Hong Kong, Saigon, Bangkok, Rangoon, 
Calcutta, Singapore and Brunei. The airline was certainly operating in 
Bangkok by 26th February 1947 when William Davis carried out three 
'charity' flights. The very next day TAA began advertisements in the 
Thai press for services by the airline "owned and operated by US Army 
Air Corps Pacific veterans". By March 1947 TAA were operating C-47 
services from Bangkok to Manila, Hong Kong and Singapore. 

The Thai subsidiary, although registered, was dormant at this time, but 
the opportunity for TAA to activate TAAS came when on 5th May 1947 
all air services between Thailand and the Philippines were suspended. 
Thailand had by then granted rights to four Philippino airlines 
(Philippine Air Lines, Far Eastern Air Transport Inc, Commercial Air 
Lines and the Philippines-originating Trans-Asiatic Airlines) to operate 
to Bangkok, but the partly Thai-owned POAS had not been granted 
rights to the Philippines. This was resolved after several weeks, but 
prompted William Davis to activate the Thai company, TAAS, and to 
thereby be able to operate Thai-registered aircraft out of Bangkok. 

TAAS became a 'real' airline in late September 1947, when TAA trans-
ferred three C-47s (which became HS-TA180, HS-TA190 & HS-TA191) 
to the Bangkok base of the Thai subsidiary company, together with a 
number of personnel including Dallas Cederberg as Operations 
Manager / Chief Pilot and Frank S. Losonsky and Francis J. McGowan 
as pilots. The airline's board comprised William Davis, together with 
three of his partners from the Philippines, Cederberg, Shaver and 
Brucker, and the airline operated from offices at 303 Charoen Krung 
Road in Bangkok. The identities of the C-47s are uncertain. They are 
almost certainly from TAA's five, PI-C180 through to PI-C184, of which 
HS-TA180 was probably ex PI-C180 c/n 20583; a photo of a Trans-
Asiatic C-47 wearing '0789' (presumably c/n 19252 ex 42-100789) 
implies this may well have been one of the others. TAAS commenced 
twice-weekly C-47 flights between Bangkok and Hong Kong in October 
1947, with occasional domestic flights to Korat (Nakhon Ratchasima), 
and further afield to Savannakhet, Rangoon, Manila, Hainan and 
Macao. By May 1948 a PBY-5A Catalina, HS-TA192, had also been 
added to the fleet. 

In parallel with TAAS operations, the parent TAA also continued 
services between Manila and Bangkok, had started a Bangkok to 
Singapore route by the end of 1947, and had applied for Bangkok 
to Calcutta. A TAA C-47 on the Manila to Bangkok route made a 
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Right: Catalina HS-TA192 of 
TAAS is still not positively 
identified. It is seen here at 
Rangoon c. 1948/9 

Below, right: TAA manage-
ment in front of C-47 PI-C182 
wearing a prominent airline 
logo; left to right: Gene 
Stevens. Francis McGowan. 
Monson Shaver, Jim Moore. 

Bottom, right: C-47 '0789' in 
TAA marks, presumably ex 
42-100789 c/n 19252. 
(All photos: Frank Losonsky) 

Below: TAA advert from a 
mid-1947 Bangkok Post. 

H o n g K o n g & Mani la 
within ONE DAY by 

T.A.A. 
Hoajtkofc . Hung &»«« I s 1339 - (Round tup T o M'.'s J 
B ngkafc ManiU Tis IBM) . (Round trip TiS. 3510) 

K«/f<tfr miiisiemrt.t b& /(Vj. ar j J t-jfj 

Fi-v Fmgki and dhtr Parttculari pUm* apply 

SOUTH EAST ASIA TRADING CO., (SIAM) LTD. 
A ^ » i " , PVt.0 22424 

precautionary landing at Savannakhet, in Laos just across the Mekong 
from the eastern Thai border, on 8th January 1948 after engine trouble, 
and stayed two days before repairs were carried out. Meanwhile, back 
in Manila, William Davis had been voted 1947's "Aviation Man of the 
Year" by the Business Writers Association of the Philippines. 

During early 1948 both Siamese Airways and POAS started scheduled 
services to Hong Kong and Singapore, competition which may well 
have prompted TAAS to switch the main focus of their operations 
to Burma in July 1948, all three C-47s plus the Catalina moving to 
Rangoon. TAAS plans in early 1948 to open a commercial 
maintenance base at Bangkok's Don Muang airport later that year also 
seem to have been suspended with the move to Burma. Using 
American and Thai crews, C-47 services between Rangoon and 
Bangkok, and within Burma to destinations such as Mingaladon, 
Meiktila, Moulmein, Tavoy, Myitkyina, Anisakan and Myaungmya, 
continued through 1949 and into 1950, the airline operating 70% of 
Burma's domestic passenger and cargo services in 1949 on contract 
to Union of Burma Airways. The Catalina was used to fly fish and 
farm products around Burma. Dallas Cederberg became Executive 
Vice-President of the airline in May 1949, with Frank Losonsky moving 
up from Chief Engineer to take his place as Operations Manager. 

Such flights were not without their risks, given the political situation 
in Burma. On 20th February 1949 for example, one TAAS C-47 piloted 
by Dallas Cederberg landed at Meiktila with 20 passengers from 
Rangoon and was immediately 'hijacked' by forty armed Karen rebels 
who demanded to be flown to Anisakan. Having little choice but to 
comply, Cederberg landed at Anisakan with his new passengers, but 
succeeded in taking off once they had all disembarked and presumably 
avoided being impressed into the rebel air force. 

C-47 HS-TA180 was written-off following total hydraulic failure at 
Mingaladon, probably in early 1949, but gained subsequent fame when 
its starboard wing was used to repair Cathay Pacific's VR-HDB 'Befsy'. 
The Cathay C-47 had been damaged by an engine fire on take-off 
from Bhamo in northern Burma on 5th June 1949, but luckily only the 
starboard wing had been significantly damaged. The hulk of HS-TA180 
still lay at Mingaladon and, after some negotiation, its starboard wing 
was sold to Cathay Pacific; but how to move it to Bhamo? The famous 
CNAC DC-2fi incident must have been recalled as the solution arrived 
at was to strap the wing underneath another Cathay C-47, VR-HEN, 
and fly it to Bhamo, where it was successfully mated to 'Befsy' which 
re-entered service in January 1950. VR-HDB is currently exhibited in 
the Hong Kong Science Museum, and may well still have the starboard 

u\tt<-

wing of the TAAS C-47. Martin Willing's book "Betsy 
DC-3" covers this incident in great detail. 

The Story of a 

In 1950 Union of Burma Airways increased the capacity of their fleet 
by the addition of C-47s, removing the need for TAAS's charter 
operations in the country, which therefore ceased around July 1950. 
The company was dissolved in November 1952. 

The parent airline, TAA, was reported to have become a CIA-
backed operation which in the early 1950s was used, alongside 
Civil Air Transport and other CIA proprietary companies, as a front 
for operations against the People's Republic of China (PRC). 

Trans Asiatic Airlines (Siam) fleet (in order of acquisition):-

HS-TA180 Douglas C-47A; c/n 20583 ?; ex 43-16117, PI-C180 ?; 
transferred from Trans-Asiatic Airlines 1947 (noted in 
logbooks at least Oct.47 to Feb.49); ground-looped 
following hydraulic failure and w/o early 1949 at 
Mingaladon, Burma. 

HS-TA190 Douglas C-47A; c/n unknown; ex Pl-C???; transferred 
from Trans-Asiatic Airlines 1947 (noted in logbooks at 
least Aug.48 to Feb.49); fate unknown. 

HS-TA191 Douglas C-47A; c/n unknown; ex Pl-C???; transferred 
from Trans-Asiatic Airlines 1947 (noted in logbooks at 
least Mar.48 to Jan.49); fate unknown. 
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Left: Thai Airways Douglas 
C-47A HS-TDA c/n 13726 
seen at Seletar, Singapore, 
in 1972. (Doug Green) 

0630 
0730 
0745 
0750 
0800 
1050 
1230 
1330 
1415 
1445 

KLM 
Siamese AW 
BOAC 
PAA 
SAFE 
Siamese AW 
Siamese AW 
Siamese AW 
KLM 
Cathay Pacific 

HS-TA192 PBY-5A Catalina; c/n unknown; acquired .48 (noted in 
logbooks May.48) possibly to Trans-Asiatic Airlines as 
PI-C220 (?) before Jan.49? 

Another intriguing civil aviation company proposed was Skyways 
(Siam) Ltd, which was closely linked to the similarly-named British 
company. In early May 1947 the Thai cabinet approved the formation 
of Skyways (Siam) Ltd with 51% Thai ownership (to be held by 
Siamese Airways) and 49% British, and again in December approval 
was given for Skyways (Siam) Ltd to be formed to operate long haul 
routes to Europe and Australia. No further information is known. 

By August 1947, in addition to the three Thai airlines, Bangkok was 
served by Far Eastern Air Transport (FEATI), PanAm, Philippine Air 
Lines (which had absorbed Commercial Air Lines), BOAC, CNAC, 
KLM, Air France and Braathens SAFE, generally using C-46s, C-47s or 
C-54s. As a snapshot, just over a year later on Tuesday 4th January 
1949, Don Muang Airport handled the following commercial flights:-

to Indonesia & Australia 
to Chiang Mai 
to Hong Kong 
from USA & Hong Kong 
to Calcutta & points west 
from Ubon 
from Penang 
from Hong Kong 
from Australia & Indonesia 
from Singapore. 

The importance of developing Don Muang Airport as a hub in the region 
was recognised well before the end of 1947. A 31m Baht (about 
£600,000) contract was awarded to a US company, Far East Airport & 
Airways Company in December 1947 to upgrade the airport within 10 
months to allow aircraft up to 110 tons to operate. This contract was 
continually delayed, leading to the first of many unfulfilled plans over 
the succeeding 50 years to build an airport elsewhere around Bangkok 
than Don Muang, and to the contractor being given the last of many ulti-
mata to at least start work early in 1949. Although improvements were 
made over the years, a new 2150m concrete runway did not finally 
open until March 1951. 

1951 was a disastrous year for aircraft losses. POAS lost two C-54s, 
HS-POS at Kai Tak in March and HS-POA at Don Muang in July. 
Siamese Airways, following the loss of their second Bonanza HS-SFA in 
October 1950 at Maesan, lost C-47 HS-SAE near Hong Kong in April 
and HS-SAF at Hua Hin in August; the fuselage of this aircraft was 
'rediscovered' by the author at a Thai Army camp in the town in 1996. 
The Thai government had in any case decided to amalgamate both 
these surviving airlines into one company to rationalise routes 
and, presumably, to overcome the difficulties caused by the loss of a 
substantial part of the long-range fleet in less than six months, resulting 
in the formation of Thai Airways Company Ltd on 1st November 1951. 
Major General Chai Pratipasen, the driving force of Siamese Airways, 
took over as General Manager of the new airline, whilst POAS's Group 
Captain Sakol Rasanond became his assistant. The new Board of 
Directors, headed by Air.Chief Marshal Fuen Ronaphakas Ritthakanee, 
was made up exclusively of Air Force Air Marshals and Group Captains 
with a single representative from the Ministry of Finance. Starting 
capital was 30,350,000 Baht from Siamese Airways and 19,000,000 
Baht from POAS. As senior partner, Siamese Airways' Lan Luang Road 
offices became the new headquarters. 

Thai Airways Co. Ltd. initial fleet on formation comprised:-
From Siamese Airways:-

HS-SAA/ Douglas C-47A; c/n 13726; ex 42-93777, KG725; to 
HS-TDA HS-TDA 15.9.58; stored at Don Muang Sep.74 to 1979; 

to Sky of Siam Co. Ltd. 1980. 

HS-SAB/ Douglas C-47A; c/n 12829; ex 42-92969, KG506; to 
HS-TDB HS-TDB 15.9.58; canx Jan.69; possibly used by 

Airservices Co. Ltd from1969; stored at Don Muang at 
least Mar.78 to Mar.83 and assumed broken up there. 

HS-SAC/ Douglas C-47A; c/n 12585; ex 42-92750, KG473; to 
HS-TDC HS-TDC 15.9.58; substantially damaged when overran 

runway at Mae Hong Son 07.11.71; to N84AC Oct.72 
but ntu; possibly used by Airservices Co. Ltd early 
1970s; stored at Don Muang at least Mar.78 to Mar.83 
and assumed broken up there. 

HS-SEA Fairchild 24W40; c/n 154; current 1955; sold by Oct.58 

HS-SFB / Beech Bonanza 35; c/n D-891; substantially damaged 
HS-TBB in force-landing in rough terrain after engine failure 

16.1.55; minor damage in take-off accident 7.10.55; to 
HS-TBB 15.9.58; new licence applied for 27.10.58 
(also reported eld Oct.57); presumably the Bonanza 
reported as HS-SFB at CATC, Bangkok until at least 
1974. 

HS-SFC Beech Bonanza 35; c/n D-951; eld before Dec.55. 

HS-SFD Beech Bonanza 35; c/n D-966; eld beforeDec.55. 

HS-SFE(2)/ Beech Bonanza 35; c/n D-1483; to HS-TBE15.9.58; 
HS-TBE returned to RTAF Jun.62 and in RTAF Museum. 

HS-SGA UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n 695; ex 44-70430; damaged 
during forced landing following engine failure 1953 
(probably 20th Dec); eld 27.10.58. 

HS-SGB UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n unknown; stalled and crashed 
in poor weather 8.8.53 en route Kooyaan-Mae Hong 
Son. 

HS-SGC UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n 721; ex 44-70456; eld before 
1955. 

HS-SGD UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n 583; ex 44-70318; eld 
27.10.58. 

HS-SGE UC-64A Norseman 6; c/n 598; ex 44-70333;ran off the 
runway and destroyed on landing at Mae Hong Son 
27.6.56. 

From Pacific Overseas Airlines:-

HS-POB / Douglas C-47A; c/n 11977; ex 42-92203, HS-PC???; to 
HS-TDD HS-TDD 15.9.58; to Sky of Siam Co. Ltd. 1980. 

HS-POC/ Douglas C-47A; c/n 13794; ex 43-30643, HS-PC102; 
HS-TDE damaged when ran off the end of wet runway 20.9.56; 

substantially damaged when undercarriage retracted 
before fully airborne 15.8.57; to HS-TDE 15.9.58; 
believed to be the C-47 which crashed short of runway 
at Mae Hong Son airfield 07.5.71. 
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HS-POD 

HS-POE / 
HS-TSA 

HS-POF 

PBY-5A Catalina; c/n CV-519; ex 44-34008, Bu67972; 
believed sold to Civil Air Transport, and then to VT-DID. 

Douglas C-54A; c/n 7488; ex 42-107469, NC53103, 
PI-C102; to HS-TSA 15.9.58; to Thai AF by Jun.65; to 
Airservices Co.Ltd Nov .69 (?) . 

Consolidated Canso A; c/n 420; ex RCAF 9747, 
F-BBCB; fate not known, possibly still in service 1954. 

As can be seen from the above, Thailand used two types of registration 
suffix to follow the HS- nationality marks from 1947 until early 1951. 
The two 'foreign' operators, Trans Asiatic and Pacific Overseas, 
used a letter / number combination which reflected the company 
(TA = Trans-Asiatic and PC = Pacific Overseas). The 'local' Siamese 
Airways however appears to have continued the pre-war practice of 
a three-letter suffix. 

As Thailand's national carrier, Thai Airways successfully operated 
and expanded domestic services, more than doubling the number of 
passengers flown between 1951 and 1958. Routes were split into 
geographical regions, generally referred to as the Southern Region, 
the Northern Region and the North Eastern Region. 

The key leg of the Northern Region network was the C-47 route from 
Bangkok to Chiang Mai, via Nakhon Sawan, Phitsanulok, Phrae and 
Lampang. Chiang Mai was served six days per week in 1952 rising to 
ten times per week in late 1958, including non-stop flights. For the first 
two or three years, smaller aircraft (presumably Bonanzas and 
Norsemen) in the fleet operated from Chiang Mai north west to Mae 
Hong Son, Khun Yuam, Pai and Mae Sarieng, and from Phitsanulok 
west to Mae Sod and Tak, but these destinations were added to the 
Bangkok-originating C-47 network from about 1955. 

The North Eastern Region operated from Bangkok typically three times 
a week through Nakhon Ratchasima and Ubol to Udorn, with one flight 
continuing initially to Loey but by 1958 to Nakhon Phanom instead. The 
Vientiane international service started as a weekly, every Wednesday, 
extension to the Bangkok-Udorn route as TH703. 

The Southern Region covered daily services to Phuket and Songkhla 
and, by 1958, Trang and Ranong. The international routes to Penang 
and Singapore were extensions of these domestic legs. For example in 
early 1956 a C-47 flight operated from Bangkok to Songkhla six days a 
week (not on Sunday), with a stop at Phuket except on Wednesdays. 
This Wednesday flight instead went on to Singapore as TH303; the 
Monday, Thursday and Saturday services continued from Songkhla to 
Penang as TH501, TH504 and TH506 respectively. 

Operation of this network was achieved without any early additions 
to the domestic fleet. A number of aircraft were damaged or lost 
however, many due to the difficulties of operating to remote and poorly-
equipped airfields. Norseman HS-SGB crashed en route between 
Kooyaan-Mae Hong Son in August 1953 and HS-SGE ran off the runway 
at Mae Hong Son in June 1956. Bonanza HS-SFB was damaged in two 
incidents in January and October 1955, as was C-47 HS-POC in 
September 1956 and August 1957. A leased C-46 may have been used 
during 1957, and two C-47s (HS-TDF & TDG) were finally added to the 
fleet from Ansett in 1958, for the expanding domestic network. 

A number of international routes were also flown, the longest being the 
weekly service to Tokyo via Hong Kong and Taipei, with an optional 
stop at Okinawa, using the DC-4 inherited from POAS, to which were 
added DC-4 HS-TSB in November 1952 and C-54A HS-TSC in April 
1957. The Tokyo sector was initially dedicated exclusively to Civil 
Air Transport (CAT) until they were able to operate it with their own 
fleet. Thai Airways also continued to operate the international network 

established by Siamese Airways, with services three times a week 
to Penang, the Monday (later Wednesday) service of which was 
extended to Singapore, twice a week to Calcutta via Rangoon, and 
weekly to Hong Kong and to Saigon via Phnom Penh. Siem Reap 
and Vientiane were added by 1955. 

Weekly Thai Airways international departures from Bangkok:-
At October 1952 
Monday: 
0800 Bangkok-Phuket-Songkhla-Penang-Singapore 
0900 Bangkok-Rangoon-Calcutta 
Tuesday: 
2330 Bangkok-Hong Kong-Taipei-Okinawa-Tokyo 
Wednesday: 
0800 Bangkok-Phuket-Songkhla-Penang 
Friday: 
0630 Bangkok-Phnom Penh-Saigon 
0800 Bangkok-Phuket-Songkhla-Penang 
1800 Bangkok-Rangoon-Calcutta 
Saturday: 
2330 Bangkok-Hong Kong 

C-47 
C-47 

C-54 

C-47 

C-47 
C-47 
C-47 

C-47 

At December 1955 
Monday: 
0030 Bangkok 
0600 Bangkok 
0700 Bangkok 
Wednesday: 
0630 Bangkok 
0645 Bangkok 
0730 Bangkok 
0800 Bangkok 
Thursday: 
0030 Bangkok 
0700 Bangkok 
Saturday: 
0600 Bangkok 
0700 Bangkok 
Sunday: 
0800 Bangkok-

Hong Kong-Taipei-Tokyo 
Siem Reap-Phnom Penh 
Phuket-Songkhla-Penang 

Songkhla-Singapore 
Udorn-Vientiane 
Phnom Penh-Saigon 
Rangoon-Calcutta 

Hong Kong-Taipei-Tokyo 
Phuket-Songkhla-Penang 

Siem Reap-Phnom Penh 
Phuket-Songkhla-Penang 

Rangoon-Calcutta 

C-54 
C-47 
C-47 

C-47 
C-47 
C-47 
C-54 

C-54 
C-47 

C-47 
C-47 

TH107 
TH701 
TH501 

TH303 
TH703 
TH703A 
TH202 

TH103 
TH504 

TH706 
TH506 

C-54 TH207 

Thai Airways operations summary:-

Passengers flown 
Hours flown, domestic 

1953 
-

6446 
Hours flown, international 6263 
Hours flown, non revenue 741 
Hours flown, total 
Number of landings 
Accidents 

13450 
8703 

2 
HS-SGA 

&SGB 

1954 
50074 
6734 
6707 
316 

13757 
8846 

0 

1955 
-

5480 
7423 
267 

13170 
8434 

2 
HS-SFB 

twice 

1956 
85728 

6169 
8140 

320 
14629 
9468 

2 
HS-SGE 

&POC 

1957 
95053 

7093 
10365 

456 
17914 
11311 

1 
HS-POC 

1958 
74411 

-
-
-

14492 

0 

1959 
72089 

-
-
-

11428 

0 

Domestic commercial success was not however reflected in the 
international services. Although the former colonial powers no longer 
dominated the airways as they had pre-war, a number of the recently-
independent neighbouring countries had formed their own carriers. 
Competition was therefore intense. Thai Airways lacked the expertise 
to effectively compete internationally with the major long-range carriers, 
and was also hampered by an ageing long-range fleet which was no 
match for the more modern equipment of others. Efforts were made to 
upgrade the fleet, two new Super Constellations being ordered in mid 
1953 for 1955 delivery (intended to be HS-TCA and TCB, c/ns 4644 & 
4645), but attempts to finance the deal fell through and the aircraft were 
diverted to KLM. Despite the success of the domestic network, Thai 
Airways failed to make any profit during its first nine years of existence, 
entirely due to losses on international routes. 

The solution seemed to be partnership with a foreign airline to develop 
the international routes, to which end a 3-year technical assistance 
agreement with Pan American World Airways(PAWA) was negotiated 
during 1955 and signed in March 1956. PAWA had no financial stake 
in Thai Airways but provided experts to work alongside Thai counter-
parts. The first fruit of this was an order for three Super Constellations 
(HS-TCA to TCC) in mid 1956, the first of which was accepted at 
Burbank by the Thai Minister of Communications on 23rd July 1957, but 
these only operated for a few months on the Tokyo and Calcutta routes 

from early October 1957 before being grounded 
early in 1958. The technical skills and equipment 
needed to operate and maintain such a 
comparatively sophisticated aircraft proved to be 
beyond Thai Airways' capacity, their experience 
until then being only on simpler, unpressurised 
types. The Tokyo and Singapore routes were 
the first to be suspended, followed through 1958 
and 1959 by almost all the other international 
services, eventually only leaving a weekly service 
to Calcutta by 1959. The association with PanAm 
ended, and the three Super Constellations were 
parked unused for 18 months until sold to Mexico 
(through Thai's later association with SAS, who had 
a stake in Aerovias Guest) in September 1959. 
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Left: This new Thai 
Airways L-1049G Super 
Constellation HS-TCA 
was the first of three 
acquired by the airline in 
1957. All were sold to 
Aerovias Guest. Mexico, 
in 1959 having been 
withdrawn from service 
after only a few months' 
use. (Paul Howard) 

Below: HS-TSC was the 
third Douglas C-54A 
used by Thai Airways 
and it joined the airline in 
April 1957. 
(A J Jackson collection) 

Weekly Thai Airways international departures from 
Bangkok:-

At November 1958 

TH400 
TH105 

TH500 

TH404 
TH300 
TH105 

C-47 TH500 

C-54 
C-47 

C-47 
C-47 

C-47 
C-47 

TH105 
TH300 

TH500 
TH404 

TH400 
TH300 

Monday: 
0700 Bangkok-Siem Reap C-47 
0800 Bangkok-Rangoon-Calcutta C-54 
Tuesday: 
1030 Bangkok-Phuket-Songkhla-Penang 

C-47 
Wednesday: 
0700 Bangkok-Phnom Penh-Saigon C-54 
1345 Bangkok-Vientiane C-47 
1500 Bangkok-Rangoon-Calcutta C-54 
Thursday: 
0600 Bangkok-Phuket-Songkhla-Penang 
Friday: 
0800 Bangkok-Rangoon-Calcutta 
1345 Bangkok-Vientiane 
Saturday: 
0600 Bangkok-Phuket-Songkhla-Penang 
0700 Bangkok-Siem Reap-Phnom Penh-Saigon 
Sunday: 
0700 Bangkok-Siem Reap 
1345 Bangkok-Vientiane 

A further attempt to enlist effective foreign expertise was made in late 
1958, when the Thai government started negotiations with Northwest 
Airlines, but these discussions were abandoned early in 1959 when the 
US Civil Aeronautics Board failed to give approval. 

What proved to be salvation was however to hand. During 1958 Hans 
Erik Hansen, the Danish General Sales Manager of the Scandinavian 
Airline System (SAS), began discussions with the senior management of 
Thai Airways about possible co-operation between the two airlines. 
There were many advantages to SAS in a link with Thai Airways. 
Although SAS had built up their own services as far east as Tokyo, 
they lost their Hong Kong rights in 1956 and were keen to re-establish 
that and to expand their Asian route network. Thai Airways needed 
the management and technical expertise required to operate an 
international airline successfully. After negotiations SAS, Thai Airways 
and the Thai government reached an agreement on 24th August 1959 to 
form a new joint-venture airline to be known as Thai Airways International 
Company (Thai International). A board of directors was established for 
the new airline, with six Thai and three SAS members. Thai International 
would be devoted to operating international services while Thai Airways 
would become a purely domestic (and local regional) carrier. 

In return for a 30% share in the new company, SAS would provide 
technical support, management assistance, training, and aircraft for 
fifteen years. SAS further agreed to absorb all losses for the first 
five years of the venture, and would take the three Super Constellations 
off Thai Airways' hands. A further agreement reached in March 
1960 extended SAS's role to include the administrative, financial, 
passenger-handling and other service roles essential to the operation 
of an international airline. Through Thai International SAS gained 
access to the Asian region for its European traffic, while the Thais 

gained access to modern maintenance facilities in Europe and the 
opportunity to be trained in all phases of airline operations by one of 
the best airlines in the industry. 

Thai Airways Co. Ltd. fleet additions prior to formation of Thai 
International 1959:-

HS-TSB Douglas DC-4; c/n 42919; ex NC33680; exported to 
Thailand 26.11.52; eld 12.11.60; to Thai AF 42919. 

HS-TSC Douglas C-54A; c/n 10397; ex 42-72292, Bu50849, 
NC88756, XA-GUP, N88756; exported to Thailand 
11.4.57; to VP-YTY Jan.62. 

HS-TCA(1) Lockheed L-1049G; c/n 4644; ntu; to PH-LKI. 

HS-TCA(2) Lockheed L-1049G; c/n 4672; exported to Thailand 
19.7.57; dd 22.7.57; to XA-NAC Sep.59. 

HS-TCB(1) Lockheed L-1049G; c/n 4645; ntu; to PH-LKK. 

HS-TCB(2) Lockheed L-1049G; c/n 4677; exported to Thailand 
27.8.57; dd 29.8.57; to XA-NAD Sep.59. 

HS-TCC Lockheed L-1049G; c/n 4678; exported to Thailand 
19.9.57; dd 29.9.57; to XA-NAF Sep.59. 

HS-TDF Douglas C-47A; c/n 9414; ex 42-23552, FD868, 
G-AGHN, VH-BZB; regd 26.9.58 to Thai Airways Co 
Ltd; to Thai AF 9414 Dec.66. 

HS-TDG Douglas C-47A; c/n 13362; ex 42-93449, VH-AMK, 
VH-RMK, VH-BZK; regd 2.10.58 to Thai Airways Co 
Ltd; eld Dec.73; stored at Don Muang at least to .79, 
possibly up to late 1980s and assumed broken up there. 

The military nature of the government and culture in Thailand during the 
1950s precluded the formation of any private operators, scheduled or 
otherwise. Competitors to Thai Airways (and Thai Airways International 
after 1959) did not appear until Varanair Siam was formed in 1965, with 
operations beginning as Air Siam in 1970, and then a rush of private 
non-scheduled operators such as Bira Air Transport, Sahakol Air, Sky 
of Siam, Airservices etc in 1968/69 on the back of US military contracts. 

To be continued. . . 
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Casualty Compendium PART EIGHTY-SEVEN 

Right: The United Arab Airlines C-47 SU-AJM 
which crashed near Cairo on 15.5.52 is seen 
here wearing earlier Misrair - Egyptian Airlines 
titles. (John Havers Collection) 

Below: Dart Herald G-APWG made a wheels 
up landing at Radlett after flying from Jersey 
23.5.62 when one mainwheel stuck in the 
retracted position. It survived in service with 
various airlines until 1981. (Jack Meaden) 

Below, right: Continental Airlines Viscount 812 
N243V, seen pre-delivery at Blackbushe 6.58, 
crashed at Amarillo 8.7.52. (via Peter Davis) 

Identities of the anonymous accidents featured last time are as follows, with further information about one earlier listing. 
24.2.62 The Tarom 11-18 YR-IMB was first flown out to Nicosia for further work, then on 11.11.62 it was flown to Moscow-Vnukovo and parked at 

the aircraft repair plant. Final repairs were never made and after 14 years open storage it was taken to the Aeroflot technicians' school 
at Ivanovo for use as a ground intructional airframe. The accident quoted on 10.10.64 was to Tarom 11-14 YR-ILB, not to this aircraft. 

26.4.62 Trans-Australia Airlines PBY-5A Catalina VH-WWC c/n 1859 (ex BuA46495, N94574) submerged the port wing when it swung on 
landing in a crosswind in the Oriomo River estuary, Papua. Hull damaged and aircraft sank off the island of Daru in 15 feet of water. 
Capt Terry J Blyth, 4 crew and 6 passengers rescued unhurt. 

8.5.62 Pan American aircraft which lost starboard undercarriage landing at Manila Airport must refer, despite quoted date, to 27.4.62, when 
Boeing 707-321 N720PA c/n 17598 touched down 80 feet short, collapsing the u/c leg when it hit the lip of the runway. The no.3 engine 
caught fire but Capt N F Searles, co-pilot R Swindle (who made the landing), 8 crew and 56 passengers escaped with only 3 minor injuries. 

9.5.62 Cruzeiro do Sul Convair 240 PP-CEZ c/n 25 made incorrect approach procedure at night and crashed 1 km short of airport runway at 
Vitoria, Brazil with 24 fatalities including Capt Cyro de Araujo Franca, 4 crew and 19 passengers. Three passengers survived. 

12.5.62 Eastern Provincial Airways PBY-5A Catalina CF-IHA c/n CV365, chartered by Royal Greenland Trading Company, crashed on landing 
fast in calm water conditions at Godthab, Greenland. Capt Vincent Keyes, two crew and 18 passengers on board. The nosewheel doors 
are believed to have locked partly open and then tore off in contact with the water, allowing the forward cabin to flood. The three crew 
escaped onto the wing (one injured) but the hatches could not be opened and only three passengers, one a baby, could be saved. 

15.5.62 United Arab Airlines cargo DC-3 SU-AJM (ex EAF 817, c/n unknown) exploded shortly after take-off from Cairo for Beirut, all 3 crew on 
board were killed. 

21.5.62 Curtiss C-46D freighter HR-196P c/n 30533 of Compania Aerolineas de Puerto Rica (though registered to Honduras International Airlines) 
carrying meat for San Juan, PR, had port engine fail on take-off from San Pedro Sula airport, Honduras and crashed onto houses at 
Barandillas killing three residents and the two crew, Leo L Waber and Ronald F Wasemberg. 

22.5.62 Continental Ajr Lines Boeing 707-124 N70775 c/n 17611 en route Chicago - Los Angeles disintegrated in mid-air following bomb 
explosion at 39,000 ft in the right rear toilet. A 20-mile trail of wreckage fell between Centreville. Iowa and Unionville, Missouri. No 
survivors from Capt Fred R Gray, seven crew and 36 passengers, although one passenger was alive when found. Believed to have been 
a suicide for insurance plot by Thomas G Doty who was facing armed robbery charges at the time and had taken put a $300,000 policy. 

23.5.62 Handley Page Dart Herald G-APWG c/n 155 of Airlines (Jersey) Ltd on training flight, having only been delivered on the previous day. 
Starboard undercarriage jammed up due to faulty assembly of the door jack and the crew of Capts Bill Stewart, Wallace and Taylor, 
elected to make an emergency landing on the grass at the manufacturer's airfield at Radlett using only the port main and nosewheels. 
Some damage to underside and starboard propeller and wingtip, no injuries to crew. Returned to Jersey 31.5.62 after repair. 

24.5.62 Darbhanga Aviation Douglas DC-3 VT-AYG c/n 12848 on freight charter from Bagdogra to Calcutta, Capt H D Singh and three crew, 
suffered port engine fatigue failure. Continued single-engine flight, fully loaded, caused starboard engine to blow off 3 cylinders and the 
DC-3 crashed at Rajshahi, near Tandala, East Pakistan, killing all on board. Failure to take proper emergency action blamed on pilot. 

29.5.62 Ferranti Ltd DH.104 Dove G-ANDY c/n 04441 crashed Juniper Green, near Turnhouse Airport, Edinburgh when simulating engine failure 
on take-off and hit h/t wires. Aircraft destroyed but Capt William Allan slightly injured and only other occupant Jack Elgin unhurt. 

3.6.62 Air France Boeing 707-328 F-BHSM"Chateau de Sully" c/n 17920, on charter to Atlanta via New York, crashed on take-off at Orly Airport 
killing all 122 passengers and 8 of the 10 crew. Incorrect trim setting and failure of trim servo motor control caused failure to lift off and Capt 
Roland Hoche abandoned take-off at 179 kts but the Boeing ran off the runway at high speed. The port landing gear broke off causing 
nos 1 and 2 engines to scrape the ground and fire broke out. It then crossed a road, hitting approach lights and buildings, breaking up. 

22.6.62 Boeing 707-328 F-BHST "Chateau de Chantilly" c/n 18247 Air France, crashed 15 miles from Pointe-a-Pitre airport, Guadeloupe on a night 
approach in squally conditions. No ILS locally and VOR out of service. Crashed at 0404 local time at 1400 ft on Dos d'Ane, no survivors 
from Capt Andre Lesieur, 9 crew and 102 passengers on board. 

6.7.62 Maryland Flying Service Koolhoven FK.50 EL-ADV (ex HB-AMA) c/n 5003 crashed inCongo Town, 4 miles from James Spriggs Airport, 
Monrovia. French pilot Louis Hermann, Swiss owner Robert Lievre and the one other occupant were killed. 

7.7.62 Alitalia Douglas DC-8-43 l-DIWD c/n 45631 with 9 crew and 85 passengers on board en route Sydney to Rome, failed to arrive at Bombay-
Santa Cruz Airport. Navigation error led Capt Luigi Quattrin to make a premature descent for a straight-in approach and the aircraft hit 
3,600 ft high ground at Nimgiri near Junnah some 50 miles ENE of Bombay at about 0005 local with no survivors. 

8.7.62 Continental Air Lines Viscount 812 N243V c/n 354 on take-off from Amarillo, Texas. Pilot distracted and allowed aircaft to settle back onto 
runway as landing gear retracted, damaging nos.2 & 3 propellers resulting in shrapnel damage to no.4, severe vibration and fire. Wheels-
up emergency landing made in wheat field 2 miles from runway. All 3 crew and 13 passengers escaped with only minor injuries. 
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Left: Canadian Pacific Britannia 
CF-CZB "Empress of Vancouver" 
which crashed at Honolulu on 
22.7.62 when attempting to land 
following and engine failure on 
take-off. (Air-Britain via JM) 
Below left: TMA DC-4 OD-AEC 
at Heathrow earlier in 1962 
crashed near Brindisi 9.7.62. 
(John Havers collection) 
Below: Jersey Airlines Heron IB 
G-ANLN struck the mast of a 
fishing boat and crashed on 
landing at Dinard on 24.7.62. 
(Jack Meaden) 

9.7.62 Trans Mediterranean cargo DC-4 OD-AEC c/n 42918 en route London - Frankfurt - Brindisi - Beirut lost power in port engines during take-
off at 2141 from Brindisi after refuelling. It crashed in sea about 2 kms from the end of the runway, killing Capt Martin Rose, his two crew 
and the three-man outbound crew who were returning as passengers. Crew fatigue considered to be contributary cause. 

18.7.62 Trans Canada Air Lines Viscount 757 CF-THN c/n 274 made precautionary landing on foam at Gander after nosewheel failed to lock down 
or fully retract, no injuries to Capt William Gwynne, 3 crew and 35 passengers. Ground damage to nose door mechanism suspected. 

20.7.62 United Arab Airlines DH Comet 4C SU-AMW c/n 06464 crashed on mountainside in Khao Yai National Park 52 miles NE of Bangkok 
Airport on flight from Tokyo to Cairo with 8 crew and 18 passengers on board. Capt Amin Sadek had begun descent 47 miles too soon 
due to navigational errors and inaccurate positional reports. Crashed at c2244 local time (on 19.7.62) with no survivors. 

22.7.62 Canadian Pacific Britannia 314 CF-CZB c/n 13394 had one engine fail on take-off for Nandi and Sydney, after dumping fuel 
returned to land at Honolulu International at 2315 local. About 20 ft above the runway on 3 engines, a go-around was initiated but the 
aircraft banked to port, struck the ground and progressively disintegrated. Capt W T Jennings, 6 crew, 20 passengers killed; 4 crew 
and 9 passengers survived. 

24.7.62 Jersey Airlines DH Heron 1B G-ANLN c/n 14035, positioning Jersey - Dinard, struck the mast of fishing vessel "Reder-Mor" south of lies 
Minquiers, damaging starboard undercarriage and crashed in subsequent landing on grass at Dinard Airport. Capt J F Le Sueur, the only 
occupant, had "thought that the vessel was in difficulties", was uninjured and the Heron was repaired and sold. 

27.7.62 On 27.6.62, Sabena DC-3 90-CUP c/n 10063 operated by Air Congo ran off runway into ditch while taking off at Usumbura for Stanleyville 
with 3 crew and 22 passengers on board, only one of whom was seriously injured. The DC-3 survived until 15.2.70. 

1.8.62 Royal Nepal Airlines DC-3 9N-AAH c/n 6216 on scheduled flight from Katmandu to New Delhi, crashed at 11,200 ft in Dhorpatan 
region of west Nepal. Capt T Dastoor, 3 crew and 6 passengers all killed. Wreck only found on 9.8.62 despite early false reports of no 
casualties. 

5.8.62 Iranian National Airlines Viscount782D EP-AHC c/n 299, Capt Steel, damaged in night landing on runway under construction at Abadan, 
grounded after inspection on return to Teheran next day revealed substantial damage. 

6.8.62 American Airlines L.188 Electra N6102Ac/n 1019 blown off runway by crosswinds in severe storm when landing at McGhee-Tyson Airport, 
Knoxville. Struck raised taxiway, right w ing torn off, caught fire and destroyed. Capt Vic James, 4 crew and 65 passengers all escaped. 

14.8.62 Lufthansa Boeing 707-030B D-ABOM c/n 18060 had nosewheel failure and made emergency landing at London-Heathrow. Capt Walter 
Dorfel, 8 crew and 42 passengers evacuated safely but Stewardess Gudran Elsuesser injured when chute collapsed. 

20.8.62 Panair do Brasil DC-8-33 PP-PDT "Bras Cubas" c/n 45273 (ex N820PA) overshot runway in attempted take-off abort when departing 
Galeao, Rio for Lisbon at 22.15 and crashed through sea wall into Guanabara Bay, sinking in 8m of water. No emergency lighting, 
liferafts and life jackets not used. Capt Renato L Cesar, 9 crew and 80 passengers survived; 1 stewardess and 14 passengers died. 

Our thanks are due to the following for the above contributions: Joe Anderson. Simon Brooke. Barry Collman (and the Airclaims Library and CAA 
World Airline Accident Summary extracts), Peter Davis, David Hanson, John Havers, Jim Jobe, Fred Knight, Ken Marshall, Bernard Martin, 
Jack Meaden, Manfred Meyer, Robert Parmerter, Peter Quade, Vic Smith, John Withers. Also apologies for missing John Davis, Ken Marshall and 
John Withers off last quarter's credits. 
Readers are invited to identify the following new and varied batch of casualties which continue from those above: 
23.8.62 Colombian airliner of Taxader crashed on take-off from Barranca Bermeja airport on internal flight. 
24.8.62 British aircraft filming scenes for "The Running Man" and flown by John Crewdson crashed in sea in Gibraltar harbour. 
27.8.62 Royal Nepal Airlines aircraft carrying accident investigators to crash site of DC-3 9N-AAH (1.8.62 above) crashed in Naulakhola valley. 
29.8.62 East African Airways aircraft sent to collect South African refugees from Bechuanaland to Tanganyika sabotaged at Francistown airport. 
23.9.62 Flying Tiger Line aircraft ditched at 54N 24W off Ireland with only one engine serviceable and 76 on board en route Trenton to Frankfurt. 
1.10.62 Center Airways aircraft crashed at Santa Maria, California killing all seven on board. 
9.10.62 Uruguayan airliner of PLUNA exploded on take-off from Carrasco Airport, Montevideo on a test flight. 
10.10.62 Czechoslovak Airlines aircraft on Kosice - Prague service crashed near Brno. 
10.10.62 Aircraft used by Shah of Iran crashed near Karaj Dam, Iran on positioning flight to collect the Shah from the Caspian Sea area. 
10.10.62 Trans-Canada Air Lines aircraft in collision with RCAF Voodoo fighter when landing at Bagotville, Quebec. Two killed on board airliner. 
12.10.62 Iberia airliner crashed into mountain near Carmona shortly before it was due to arrive at Seville from Valencia. 
12.10.62 Aircraft of Philippine Air Lines crashed on take-off at Manila International on a test flight. 
23.10.62 Northwest Airlines aircraft on military charter flight to Anchorage reported engine trouble and ditched off Biorka Island near Sitka, Alaska. 
25.10.62 TU-104 of Aeroflot crashed on take-off for test flight at Sheremetyevo Airport, Moscow. 
10.11.62 Air Vietnam aircraft missing en route Hue - Da-Nang, wreckage found on 13th. 
19.11.62 Airliner of All Nippon on test flight crashed in forest near Nagoya and burned. 
23.11.62 Hungarian turbo-prop from Budapest and Frankfurt to Paris crashed six miles north of Le Bourget near village of Roissy-en-France. 
27.11.62 Varig airliner crashed at Atocongo about 12 miles from Lima Airport inbound from Rio de Janeiro. To be continued. . . 
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4696? G-AKZC was delivered from 51MU Lichfield to Croydon for D M 
Hayles. There also seems to be a Skylines Ltd involved - could Hayles 
have been a nominee for this company perhaps? 
6340 G-AIDH From 11.1.47 to 2.6.47 the then racing driver Prince 
Birabongse leased this Messenger from Rollasons. Among the later 
owners there is probably a connection between Whitehouse Industries 
and Mrs King. 
6346 G-AISL The incident at Luton 19.4.61 was witnessed by a (young) 
Stuart MacConnacher. Having been hand swung without chocks it ran 
around in circles on half throttle for about ten minutes, gradually 
approaching a group of new Jet Provosts awaiting delivery. The fire 
crew rolled 45 gal oil drums at it, knocking off a tail fin and diverting it 
towards the clubhouse, where its prop chopped a hole in the wall of the 
bar. The engine, port wing and tail were damaged, not to mention the 
clubhouse wall and three bottles of whisky in the bar! 
6350? RH425 / G-ALAF was insured by E J Morton from 29.6.48 until 
its sale to R P Sayer 1.10.51. 
6355 G-AIDK was sold by Cliff Lovell to J L Rees at the PFA Rally, 
Sywell, July 1975. 
6358 G-AJKL The registration on 28.2.50 to Messrs Fusco, Stock and 
Murphy - these may be nominees for Ards Aero Club? 
6370 G-AJOC The landing accident at Wolverhampton was in fact on 
16.10.54. 
6373 G-AJKG The first registered owner should read C E Hickman. 
6378 G-AKBO When bought for the second time by J Ramshaw in 
9.76 it was at Strathallan as Joe Turner was actually Scotland-based 
despite his Aylesbury address. It was already owned by Rex Coates 
when it moved to Heathrow in 1978, but only officially registered to him 
on 8.5.85. 
6379 G-AJKT was reported "unhappily decaying" outside at Sywell 
about 12.67 in Digest 3.68. 
6701 EI-AFK in the text is a mis-type for EI-AFH. This also applies to 
the Index entry on p.2002/082. 
6708 OO-SIX was actually cancelled 24.8.56 and so may have been 
re-regd CN-TTL about that time. 
6725 G-AKIS Was noted dismantled in a shed at Namur/Temploux 
airfield, Belgium on 21.6.73, having earlier been impounded for 
carrying contraband (either tobacco or money have been suggested). 
This presumably occurred about early 1970. After being stored it was 
moved to secure storage at Olen and then to the Brussels Museum at 
the Palais du Cinquantenaire. 
6726 G-AKIR The crash near Peterborough was actually on 1.10.54, 
not on 2.10.54. 
With thanks to Ian Callier, John Davis, Fred Kirby, David Legg, Stuart 
MacConnacher, Vic Smith and Luc Wittemans. 

PARALLEL LIVES 
We have a number of additions and comments about Australian usage 
of the Boulton & Paul P.9s and Sunbeam-engined Avro 504s which 
Terry Judge has extracted from the highly-detailed record "Flypast - a 
Record of Aviation in Australia" by Neville Parnell and Trevor Boughton. 
Malcolm Fillmore has added further detail to some of the UK records. 
Note that registration of aircraft in Australia did not begin until 6.21 and 
that prior to that date aircraft had flown without any official records. 
Boulton & Paul P.9: For ease of reference the c/n system used on 
page 2002/021 has been retained. (See also p.2002.072) 
P.9.1 This confirmed identity is given to Matheson's aircraft imported 
1921 ex G-EAPD and which became G-AUDB. 
P.9.2 (C/n given by ARB as P9-1) G-EAPD regd 6.11.19 to Boulton & 
Paul Ltd, CofA No.344 on 20.4.20; regn eld 11.20. (This would then 
clearly fit into the history of P. 9.1 given above!) 
P.9.3 Arrived 8.19 for Long, to Aviation Ltd 2.20 when they took over 
B&P agency, to (Barnes) and to Life Assurance Co. Became G-AUBT 
6.21. This is presumably the aircraft in which Lt Long took part in Peace 
Loan leafleting flights in Tasmania, having arrived at Hobart 22.9.19. 
Made first commercial flight in Tasmania 27.10.19 and first Bass Strait 
crossing 16.12.19. 
P.9.4 (C/n given by ARB as P9-2 and in current UK Register of 1.9.22 
as P9/2) G-EASJ regd 4.20 to J G Weir, CofA No.393 on 14.7.20 
quoted P9.III; regd to Courtney 4.22, CofA lapsed 13.7.22, renewed 
10.1.28, regd to Henderson Flying School Ltd 13.1.28, eld 3.28. 
Henderson's tour of South Africa took place from 11.27 to 4.28 and the 
P.9 was offered for sale 5.28. 
P.9.5 Arrived 2.20 for Aviation Ltd, to De Garis 5.20. Crashed near 
Glenroy 9.7.20, returned to Aviation Ltd and regd G-AUCT 6.21. 
P.9.6 (C/n given by ARB as '6') G-EAWS regd 21.4.21 to Boulton & 
Paul Ltd, CofA No.477 on 27.4.21, lapsed 16.5.24, renewed 21.2.27. 
Regn eld 15.5.29. G-EAWS was 'rebuilt' in 1930 by Ernest Tom' 
Worsell of Sevenoaks, with a 10 hp Singer water-cooled engine. Flown 
on 'many occasions' from airfield at Sundridge, Kent (a Croydon 
diversion field and Cobham display venue) before being dbr when it 
hit a ditch taxying in long grass. [Acknowledgements to Robin J Brooks 
"Bygone Kent] 
P.9.7 Arrived 2.20 for Aviation Ltd, to Falkiner and identity confirmed 
for G-AUCP. 
P.9.8 (C/n given by ARB as T and by 1.9.22 UK Register as P.9/7) 
G-EBEQ. Regd 8.22 to B&P Ltd, CofA No.633 on 30.7.23, lapsed 
29.7.24 still with B&P. Regd to Frank Soden 10.9.26, CofA renewed 
27.7.27 (after rebuild?). Regd to Hugh Kennedy 13.12.27 - was this the 
same as later Miles test pilot Hugh Kennedy? - also reported as 
landed on frozen lake but fell through when ice melted. UK regn eld 8.29. 

Reference to Lt Sidney Cotton arriving on RMS Osterley with a 
P.9 appears to be spurious. No such event is referred to in his 
autobio-graphy and the timing of other activities makes it most 
unlikely. He came to Britain in 1916 to join the RNAS, returned to 
Australia in 1917 and back to England to join D Napier & Son in 1919. 
He was keen to attempt a UK-Australia flight and Boulton & Paul 
offered to build a twin-engined aircraft, Napier to supply the engines. 
Nothing came of this and by the time he borrowed a DH.14A in January 
1920 Ross & Keith Smith had made the Australia flight, so Cotton 
attempted the Cape Town flight which ended when he crashed in 
Sicily. Following other documented activities in 1920 he went to 
Newfoundland from 5.11.20 and worked in Canada and the USA with 
only short visits to England or to Australia for family reasons until 
settling in the UK in the 1930s. Unless one of his visits just happened 
to coincide with a P.9 delivery there seems to be no connection. 

THE WIKNER MONOPLANES 

From Noel Collier we can add one 
further piece to the history of G-AENU 
in the last issue. His photo (Right) 
shows the prototype Wicko G-AENU, 
without spats but with the long 
exhaust clearly visible, seemingly 
abandoned on Embankment Road, 
Plymouth on 24.5.53. Some time later 
it was seen inside a garage in the 
Stoke area of Plymouth but there 
the trail goes cold again. Could it still 
be hidden away somewhere nearly 
50 years later...? 
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PARALLEL LIVES (contd) 
Avro 504 (Sunbeam): All of the following 
were said to have arrived in Australia 
11.19 for the Australian Aircraft & 
Engineering Co, Mascot. Prior to 
registration 6.21 in most cases, they 
were distributed as follows: 
G-AUBG (c/n 1) to Qantas 2.21. 
G-AUBJ (c/n 5) to Chapman 3.21. 
G-AUBS (c/n 6) to Heyde. 
G-AUCZ (c/n 7) to McKechnie 4.21. 
G-AUDM (c/n ?) to Reid 9.21. 
G-AUDR (c/n 9) to Cox 11.21. 
G-AUEO (c/n 4) to Hoaarth 5.21. 
This leaves c/ns 2, 3 and 8 unidentified 
although G-AUDM was earlier listed as 8. 
G-AUEO was previously given as 2. 
One of the two missing aircraft was 
for a customer called Leresche but no 
+registrations are known. 
With thanks to Malcolm Fillmore, Peter 
Green, Terry Judge and Bernard Martin. 

THE SUNDERLAND HERITAGE 
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P.2001/140: Caption to VH-AKO: TOA 
operated through Grafton, NSW in 
Australia, where they landed on the 
Clarence River - not in New Zealand. TOA 
also made charter flights to Athens, Sicily 
and Cairo 1947/8 to collect migrants 
bound for Australia, carrying up to 40 
passengers at a time. Scheduled services 
included Sydney to Port Moresby and 
Sydney to Hobart. Assets were acquired 
by Ansett Airways 22.5.53, including only 
VH-AKP. 
Conversions: TOA referred to their 
Sunderlands as Hythes although there 
were differences; original Hythes had 
Pegasus 38 and feathering props, TOA's 
had Pegasus XVIII and non-feathering 
props. There were also differences in 
fairing over the gun turrets (ref: Australian 
DCA memo). 
P.2002/050: Sandringham 2 LV-AAO 
photo clearly shows Aerolineas 
Argentinas marks. Both LV-AAO and AAQ 
definitely had two D/F loops. 
P.2002/054: NJ179 - c/n SH33C 
JM715 - c/n SH55C; to Antilles as N158C in 12.74, not 12.75. 
ML807 - LN-IAU: Both regn and CofA date is 16.6.47. 
ML809 - LN-IAV: CofA date 22.4.47, regn date 24.4.47; crash site is 
Tjeldsund. 
JM720 - LN-IAW: Both regn and CofA date is 22.5.47. Crash site was 
Hommelvik, some 20 km north of Trondheim. 
W4037 - LN-LAI: Before delivery it was intended to name this aircraft 
"Blessomen". Regn and CofA date is 4.5.48, official w/o date 16.11.52. 
JM714 - LN-LMK: Both regn and CofA date is 11.6.49. Name 
"Polarbjorn" is all one word. LV-PAE was for ferry to Argentina which 
started on 28.4.55. It must have spent some time at Southampton en 
route as it was noted in the Docks on 26.5.55. The date 16.4.63 is 
quoted as CofA expiry, the aircaft being broken up 1.67 at Buenos Aires. 
ML840 was reported in Uruguay as having conversion number SH.7C, 
reference to SH974 should be deleted. 
ML814 - delete SH55C, but SH974 may be correct. 
P.2000/092: On 24.5.58 G-AHIL could be seen partly dismantled 
at Hamworthy, with 'HIU and 'KNS substantially complete. It was 
intended to join the fuselages of these two Solents and tow them 
to London for use as a coffee bar or restaurant on the Thames. By 4.59 
'HIU was being broken up however. 
G-AHIM and 'HIR were flown to Felixstowe in 1953 (PRO File DR8/50) 
and reported there 3.55 'up for sale for some time and not in too good 
a condition' (BCAN 14.5.55). 
G-AHIO in 1.64 was still registered to Dollar Airlines Ltd, Reno, NV and 
by 7.70 registered to R A Collier, Washington, DC. 
With thanks to John Davis, Geoff Goodall, Kay Hagby, Peter Marson, 
Brian Pegden. Stephen Simms and Vic Smith. 

Above: Sandringham 5 G-AHZC "Pembroke" on beaching wheels but without engines at Hamworthy 
5.5.56 prior to the scrapping date in 3.59 - ref p.2002/054. (Brian Pegden) 
Below: A pair of Sandringham 5s, G-AJMZ "Perth" and G-AHZA "Penzance", at Solway Morgan's 
Boatyard, Hamworthy, Hants, with engines removed but otherwise apparently still complete on 5.5.56. 
The childrens' presence would doubtless provoke a Health & Safety backlash today! (Brian Pegden) 
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THE JAPANESE CIVIL REGISTER 1919-45 
J-BAFS (see Feedback p.2001/111) All known Manchurian AT-2s are 
registered in M-201 to -211 series. No known examples in M-400 series. 
J-BAGK (p.2001/111) Manchurian M-506 referred to was not c/n 291 
because this c/n was a Northrop 5D with retractable undercarriage 
which was also originally supplied to the Japanese Navy. M-506 had a 
fixed, trousered, undercarriage like J-BAGK which was c/n 187. 
J-BAHG is also reported as an Avro 504, bought by a Taiwanese Chen 
Ching-sui who went to Japan for flying instruction and returned with the 
aircraft for demonstration flying. 
J-BBOH DC-2 was named "Fuji", further DC-2 names included -BBOI 
"Niitaka", -BBOQ "Tsukuba" and -BBOR "Atago"; all being named after 
Japanese mountains. 
J-BCTO Crashed in fog 31.3.34 off Kizu River, nr Osaka, pilot killed. 
J-BDHV Photo p.2002/012 shows a metal prop, so this version of the 
Gambet should be the Navy Type 3-2, not theType 3-1. 
J-BDOB Accident date 10.12.38, although the aircraft is said to have 
overturned while taxying at Tsingtao (Chingtao) rather than on take-off 
from Peking for Tsingtao. 
J-BEQF Salmson 2A2, ex Japanese Army bought by Taiwanese 
pilot Yang Chin-Hsi who named it after his home town "Kaohsiung" 
(these names differ from the Japanese records previously published). 
Crashed on pleasure flight, Taipei 3.11.34. The memorial was erected 
because he and his passenger were the first Taiwanese to die in an 
air accident. 
With thanks to Stanislav Dudek, Malcolm Fillmore, Clarence Fu, 
Toshio Fujita, Jack Meaden and Vic Smith. 
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